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ABSTRACT
DAUGHTERS OF THE BOOK: A STUDY OF GENDER AND ETHNICITY
IN THE LIVES OF THREE AMERICAN JEWISH WOMEN
SEPTEMBER 1992
HARRIET SIGERMAN, B.A., UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT
IRVINE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Joyce Avrech Berkman
This dissertation is a study of the religious and
ethical influences on the lives of three American
Jewish women: Anzia Yezierska (ca. 1880-1970),
immigrant-born author from the Lower East Side who gave
poignant voice in her fiction to immigrant Jewish
women's lives; Rose Pastor Stokes (1879-1933),
immigrant-born political activist and an early member
of the American Communist party; and Maud Nathan
(1862-1946), an upper-class, American-born Jew who
fought for female enfranchisement and better working
conditions for store clerks and sweatshop women.
In a thematic approach drawing comparisons among
the three women, this study explores the role and
impact of Jewish religion and values on their personal
and professional life choices. Related to this main
question are the following secondary questions: As
deviant women — women who did not fulfill traditional
« <
gender and religious prescriptions for home-bound
domesticity — how did these women negotiate their
deviance within the Jewish and larger American
communities? In their autobiographies, how did they
present their lives, and to what extent did they reveal
any awareness of the impact of their Jewish birthright
upon their life choices? And how did their relations
with the significant people in their lives — friends,
families, and mentors — influence both their gender
and Jewish consciousness?
Through close reading of their writings,
especially their autobiographies, augmented by selected
theoretical work in the presentation of self, I examine
how they each defined their Jewishness in ways
consonant with their personal and professional
aspirations, and how they all drew on their cultural,
religious, and class values to play an active public
role in their time.
til
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION: THREE LIVES
On a wintry January day in 1921, Anzia Yezierska
boarded a train at Grand Central Station in New York
City. Dressed in a crisp new blue serge suit and
nervously clutching her one battered suitcase, she was
embarking on a trip to Hollywood, 3500 miles away but
light years from the familiar milieu of the Lower East
Side. The producer Samuel Goldwyn had offered her ten
thousand dollars for the film rights to Hungry Hearts ,
her first published collection of short stories, and
she was going out to the studio in Hollywood to help
write the screenplay. The years of toiling over her
writing in anonymity and poverty, it seemed, had
finally ended. Her eyes were "on the stars," as she
later wrote. "No hope seemed too high, no longing too
visionary. " [ 1
]
Meanwhile, on New York's fashionable Upper West
Side, Maud Nathan, former president of the Consumers'
League and a fighter in the battle for women's
suffrage, was perhaps planning the format of her book
on the history of the League, to be published in 1926
as The Story of an Epoch-Makinq Movement . She had
devoted thirty years to improving working conditions
for women factory workers and salesclerks, and had also
fought long and hard for female enfranchisement. Her
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work had carried her across the country and to Europe
and Asia, where she had helped to spread the precepts
of the League. Now it was time to tell the history of
this important movement. Nathan, who had lost her
beloved husband and political compatriot, Frederick,
three years before, was determined to imbue her final
years with the productive work that had defined her
life up to now.
Elsewhere, down in lower Manhattan, Rose Pastor
Stokes, a celebrated labor activist, was embarking upon
a brief dramatic career in a one-act play by Floyd
Dell, entitled "King Edward's Socks." Pastor Stokes
performed at a small theater in the Lower East Side
before an audience of garment workers. One reviewer
praised her for investing her role with "the fire and
spirit of a varied personality" and for elevating a
"somewhat mawkish situation" to the "class of sex
drama." [2] She had helped to launch a proletarian
playhouse almost two years before, called the People's
Playhouse, and had even written one play for its
repertoire. But political responsibilities and
personal upheaval had prevented her from pursuing her
venture. Now she spoke of plans to produce more plays,
including one to be translated into Yiddish and
performed at the Yiddish theater. These endeavors were
in keeping with her mission to serve the working class
-2-
— to be an instrument of revolutionary social change
and a voice for the workers' concerns and
entertainment* Despite growing estrangement from her
husband, James Graham Phelps Stokes, over her
radical-leaning politics, she was prepared to immerse
herself in working toward an international communist
revolution.
Three Jewish women, three daughters of Sarah —
one on the cusp of literary acclaim, one enmeshed in
the political work that gave meaning to her life, the
other in her twilight years, yet full of plans for the
future. Like so many of their Jewish sisters, they
were beneficiaries of the Progressive era, now drawing
to a close, in which women moved beyond the boundaries
of home into a larger sphere of work and vocation.
During this era, the twin movements of social reform
and female suffrage enabled women of varying political
persuasions to flex new energies and fight for their
particular vision of a better society. This generation
of New Women, coming of age at the turn to the
twentieth century, fervently believed that a more
humane and equitable social order was within their
power to create. "The modern, thinking, planning,
self-governing, educated woman," wrote journalist Rheta
Childe Dorr in 1910, "came into a world which is losing
faith in the commercial ideal, and is endeavoring to
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substitute in its place a social ideal She became
one with a nation which is weary of wars and hatreds,
impatient with greed and privilege, sickened of
poverty, disease, and social injustice." [3] Historian
Nancy Cott regards the first two decades of the
twentieth century as an era of flourishing opportunity
for women. More professions and educational
opportunities were opening up to women, and an array of
organizations enabled women to assert their interests
and develop important leadership skills. "Between
suffragists'' demonstrations and working women's
self-assertions, a reciprocally influential escalation
was taking place, " writes Cott. "All across the
country, women seemed determined to extend the
boundaries and raise the stakes of the woman movement."
[4]
Like their gentile sisters, Jewish women heard the
call to arms, and such organizations as the National
Council of Jewish Women, established in 1893, emerged
to promote religious, philanthropic, and social
concerns. The Council was organized in response to the
refusal by male Jewish organizations to include Jewish
women in the Parliament of Religions at the Chicago
World's Fair (1893). As it evolved, the Council
established Jewish study groups for its own members and
Sabbath schools for children. Council members also
_4_
organized a network of immigrant aid facilities for
women and children, and strove to combat social ills
such as white slavery and juvenile delinquency. [5]
Like other predominantly middle-class women's
benevolent organizations, the National Council of
Jewish Women did not seriously challenge accepted
notions about women's primary domestic role, but as
Charlotte Baum claims, "[It] tried to extend the
concept of home to embrace the larger society as well."
[6] Other avenues of social reform work were also
available to middle-class Jewish women. The Reform and
Conservative synagogue movements established a network
of women's auxiliaries in 1913 and 1918, respectively,
to unite local temple sisterhoods, and B'nai B'rith and
the American Jewish Congress, two secular Jewish
organizations, also established women's adjunct groups.
[7] In lower Manhattan, such organizations as the
Women's Trade Union League and the International
Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, with their substantial
Jewish membership, promoted the concerns of
working-class women.
This was the setting in which Maud Nathan, Rose
Pastor Stokes, and Anzia Yezierska played out their
respective dreams and ambitions — one in which Jewish
and gentile women, alike, were on the move, inspired
either by the Progressive movement, dedicated to
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correcting the imperfections of the social order while
preserving a free-enterprise system, or by the militant
strands of socialism, anarchism, and other "isms" that
had found a home in New York's radical and bohemian
community. Each woman in this study chose a different
position on the political spectrum; each struggled to
discover her own values, aspirations, and ideals; and
each gradually found her own voice — her way of
communicating to and making an impact upon her time.
Yet, collectively, they were part of a generation of
Jewish women who, responding both to Progressivism and
to certain currents within the American Jewish
community, made their mark on American life and
culture. As such, they offer the opportunity to
explore questions of gender and ethnic consciousness
across a range of class backgrounds and personal paths.
By investigating their lives with certain themes and
questions in mind, I intend to decipher the role that
religious and/or cultural upbringing, along with
gender, played in shaping personal and professional
aspirations and participation in public life during
this era. More specifically, I seek from their
particular lives clues to the ways in which early
twentieth-century American Jewish women felt empowered
to seek an education and pursue political activism or
paid work with the fervor that so many did. [8]
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To be sure, Jewish women's participation in
political and social reform is well known, and the
large percentage of immigrant single Jewish women who
joined the trade union movement in the early twentieth
century has been amply documented. Similarly, an early
study of New York's artificial flower-makers compared
Jewish and Italian women's attitudes toward their work
and working conditions; it found that Jewish women
voiced more concern about working conditions and
displayed a "'public spirit' and a sense of
relationship to a community larger than the family or
the personal group of which she happens to be a
member." [9] Sweatshop employers, who were often
Jewish, regarded immigrant Jewish women as
troublemakers and preferred to hire women from other
seemingly more docile ethnic groups. By studying
Yezierska, Nathan, and Pastor Stokes, I hope to
understand this impulse behind Jewish women's drive for
education and for political and professional
advancement
.
I am therefore writing a collective biography, but
one guided by the following questions: What role and
meaning did their Jewishness hold for each of these
three women? What impact did their Jewishness, as they
each perceived it, have upon their political and social
activism and also upon their allegiance to American
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culture? What was the nature of their deviance in
regard to the Jewish community and American culture?
How did they negotiate their otherness — their gender
and their Jewishness — within the different circles of
their lives? And how did their relations with the
significant people in their lives family, friends,
and mentors — influence both their gender and Jewish
consciousness?
The field of Jewish women's history is ready to
entertain such questions. As a recent offspring of
women's history, the study of American Jewish women has
adopted many of the techniques and theoretical concepts
of its mother field. By focusing on the lives of East
European immigrant women, scholars of American Jewish
women's history have affirmed the value of studying not
only the movers and shakers but also the less
illustrious, and have demonstrated the necessity of
examining personal experience to unlock the past. Such
recent studies as Elizabeth Ewen's Immigrant Women in
the Land of Dollars , Susan Glenn's Daughters of the
Shtetl, and Sydney Stahl Weinberg's The World of Our
Mothers draw on memoirs, oral histories, fiction, and
other published and unpublished works to explore the
lives of immigrant Jewish women during the great waves
of East European Jewish immigration. [10] True to the
social history perspective of these scholars, the
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topics they focus on include Jewish immigrant women's
social and economic roles within the family, both in
the Old World and the New; adjustment patterns to a new
life in America; and workplace identities. Scholars
are also turning their attention to native-born
American Jewish women, particularly to the Jewish
women's club movement. Nancy Sinkoff, William Toll,
and Beth Wenger have each focused on various aspects of
native-born American Jewish women's benevolent
organizations . [ 11
]
This growing scholarly interest in American Jewish
women ' s lives is promising. But curiously lacking in
this recent scholarship is any attention to the impact
of religious beliefs and values on Jewish women's
behavior and worldviews. In trying to comprehend the
nature of Jewish women's lives, scholars have slighted
the interior experience of being Jewish in favor of its
social and institutional expression at home and in the
synagogue and workplace. In The World of Our Mothers ^
for example, Sidney Stahl Weinberg discusses the East
European Jewish woman's specific religious
responsibilities and the very personal and familial
nature of women's religious observance. [12] She
astutely notes that women's spiritual concerns were
tied to the daily problems of making a living and
providing for their families' health and welfare. But
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she fails to look beyond the expression of spirituality
at home by exploring the impact of religious and
ethical values upon Jewish women in other contexts^
especially upon politically active immigrant Jewish
women, a group that she virtually ignores in her study.
Susan Glenn focuses on this group in Daughters of
the Shtetl > She describes a tug-of-war between
religious observance and immersion in the secular world
of work and modernity, with the former losing out to
the latter
. [ 13 ] She then roots Jewish women '
s
political activism strictly in a social and political
context: a radical political subculture in both Russia
and the urban immigrant communities of the United
States, the harsh experience of economic inequity and
oppressive workplace conditions, and the inspiring
example of Bundists and other Jewish radical organizers
in the sweatshops of America. [14] Glenn also
distinguishes between the religious dimensions of
Jewish identity, with its traditional precepts, and a
more secular ethnic approach. She concludes that young
Jewish women, especially those who worked in the
sweatshops, mostly disdained religious observance,
thereby rejecting traditional Judaism. She dismisses
any notion of empowerment or fulfillment for Jewish
women within traditional Jewish culture; instead, she
claims, only the socialist movement afforded Jewish
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women "a sense of personal dignity and importance
available nowhere else in Jewish society," [15]
Because of this very narrow perspective on Jewish
women's lives and consciousness, Glenn fails to address
the possibility that even as they neglected outward
practices that interfered with work, such as keeping
the Sabbath, Jewish women still embraced certain
religious and ethical values — a certain spiritually
and ethically derived Jewish ethos that remained with
them.
This dissertation seeks to occupy the middle
ground left untouched in these two major studies by
identifying and exploring such an ethos within the
public and private lives of three American Jewish
women. It also seeks to address another uncharted area
of American Jewish women's history: the lives of
prominent women, immigrant and native born, who
redefined or even defied traditional Jewish ideas of
women's sphere. Scholars have yet to ascertain how
these women perceived their Jewishness — what meaning
they ascribed to it and how they related it to other
aspects of their lives. The task now is to build upon
earlier scholarship in the social history of American
Jewish women, including the studies cited above, by
exploring how their Jewishness, as they perceived it,
influenced both their personal and public lives; and
how they defied traditional notions of Jewish womanhood
without relinquishing their Jewish identities.
To varying degrees, Maud Nathan, Rose Pastor
Stokes, and Anzia Yezierska stood in the margins of
American culture and expressed a certain deviance in
the life choices they made, both as Americans and as
Jews. By virtue of being female in a patriarchal
social order and Jewish in a predominantly gentile —
and, by the 1920s, increasingly anti-Semitic —
society, these women stood on the margins of power in
American society, however personally well-situated they
might have been. Within the context of the Jewish
community, they further stood on the margin, to varying
degrees, by making personal and professional choices
that challenged traditional Jewish notions of women's
place — a life, that is, circumscribed by home,
family, and the preservation of religious traditions
within the home. As Sydney Weinberg has written,
"Ideally, Jewish women were shy, submissive, docile,
self-sacrificing, and completely devoted to their
families. If they stayed within the parameters of this
supportive role, they could win great esteem." [16]
Neither Yezierska nor Pastor Stokes nor Nathan was shy,
submissive, or self-sacrificing, but they were still
Jewish and identified as Jews to varying degrees, as
will be seen.
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They each created meaningful lives for themselves
by defying the religious prescriptions and
proscriptions in Judaism that could impede women's
freedom of choice, and by expressing their Jewishness
in ways that were congenial with the life choices they
had made. To this end, within their lives and careers
they expressed a profoundly Jewish ethic of tikkun . or
repair, although none of them articulated it as such.
The notion of tikkun first appeared in the
writings of the mystic kabbalists of the thirteenth
century. For them, tikkun represented a complex cosmic
process by which the lower vessels of the universe,
intended to contain God's divine light, are unable to
hold the divine force and shatter, spreading evil
throughout the world. Tikkun refers to the process by
which the divine sparks are liberated from the forces
of darkness and are restored to their original form.
Human intervention in the form of ritual and prayer is
required to assist this process. Tikkun, then,
originated as a wholly religious process that has
little bearing on the material world. The Hasidics of
the early eighteenth century, however, reconceptualized
the idea; stripping tikkun of its purely mystical and
spiritual implications, they redefined it as a process
of attending to and celebrating the things of this
world in joyous service to God. The East European
Jewish radicals of the late nineteenth century
completely secularized the concept by further stripping
it of any religious overtones. Tikkun became the task
of repairing this world, a completely human undertaking
of combatting evil in all its forms. [17]
For Yezierska, this impulse toward repair was
reflected in her writing as she attempted through her
stories to heal the breach of understanding between
immigrant Jew and native-born American. Pastor Stokes,
too, attempted to express repair by marrying a gentile
in order to bridge a perceived chasm between Jew and
non-Jew. According to a friend, she announced her
marriage to James Graham Phelps Stokes by exclaiming,
"I am making history. I am going to be married to the
millionaire Stokes. Riches and poverty, Jew and
Christian will be united. Here is an indication of the
new era." [18] Her political activism on behalf of the
new world she envisioned certainly reflected a desire
to repair. For her, socialism, and later communism,
was the Messiah, the instrument of delivery for a
fallen world. In 1908, two years after she had joined
the Socialist party, she wrote to her husband: "The
world is so full of suffering, so full of human
misery..,. Oh, what a wonderful cause we are working
for my Precious 1 What a lifting of loads there will be
when our cause triumphs someday, all our striving
-14-
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.
will gain for the world that peace that passeth
understanding. " [ 19
]
Through her political activism, especially in the
Consumers' League, Nathan not only strove to repair the
world but to repair Judaism — to recover the ethical
heart of a Jewish tradition that had been lost as its
adherents became increasingly worldly, affluent, and
secular. Each woman's notion of repair is central to
understanding the values and goals that she held most
dear in her life. The concept of repair, with its
multitude of interpretations, also helps to answer the
larger question of what in Judaism has empowered Jewish
women's personal and professional ambitions.
These three women struck me as particularly
suitable for exploring this larger question. I sought
out Jewish women who were prominent during the first
two decades of the twentieth century, an era of
expanding professional opportunities for women; who
came from varying class and geographic backgrounds and
chose different professional paths; who led
interesting, creative, and productive lives; and who,
in different respects, challenged traditional Judaism's
homebound prescriptions for women. I had always loved
Yezierska's stories of growing up on the Lower East
Side but was dissatisfied with the prevailing scholarly
perspectives that emphasized her feminist search for
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self-realization at the expense of her Jewish identity.
My additional reading about Jewish women during the
Progressive era introduced me to Rose Pastor Stokes and
Maud Nathan, who both appealed to me because of their
broad and humane — but politically divergent —
activism and their compelling personalities.
Admittedly, three women are hardly representative
of an entire generation of women in any historical
period, even those who share the same ethnic background
or economic status. But I firmly believe that the
nature of one person's experience — her aspirations
and her strategies for achieving them in the face of
economic and cultural adversity — illuminates the ways
in which people strive to give meaning to and gain
control over their lives. I also believe that one
person's struggles offer insight into the values and
preoccupations of a particular historical period. I am
intrigued, too, by the way in which people choose to
perceive or re-experience their lives through writing
their autobiographies or participating in oral history
projects. For all of these reasons, I place the
discipline of history squarely in the humanities, with
biography being one of the many scholarly tools
available for comprehending historical experience. I
believe that the study of history is an artistic and
interpretive endeavor, not a science; it is a
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collaboration between the historical subject, with her
dissembling and selective memory, and the historian,
whose voice and historical sensibilities greatly affect
the portrayal of that subject. It is a highly
subjective undertaking that nevertheless illuminates
the nature of the past. As historian Simon Schama
recently wrote, "[T]he truths likely to be yielded by
such histories will always be closer to those disclosed
in great novels or poems than the abstract general laws
sought by social scientists." [20]
Biography, and especially collective biographies,
have much to offer in disclosing these truths. The
study of individuals, while limited in scope, captures
the singular voices, the variety and richness of
experience, and the copious ways in which people make
sense of their time and place in a way that collective
studies of a region, class, or organization cannot.
For example, numerous historians have drawn on
Yezierska's life and writings in sketching the outlines
of immigrant Jewish women's lives, but her rich voice
and her poignant ways of resolving — indeed, even
exploiting — the conflict between her desire to write
and her fear of abandoning her heritage come through
only when she is allowed to take center stage rather
than be a mere walk-on. For me, that is the chief
value of biography and its greatest contribution to
history ~ to recover the dignity and complexity of a
person's life as she lived in her time.
From an artistic perspective, moreover, I believe
that biography offers the historian a creative mode of
expression not always suitable to other forms of
historical writing. The language of biography should
be more personal and expressive rather than theoretical
and technical, and the biographer can experiment with
language to probe the mind and heart of a subject, her
growth and change over time, her interaction with her
era. I believe that the historian has a creative
obligation to bring the past alive, and biography
offers perhaps the best way to do so. [21] For me,
that is the real pleasure and value of biography — to
recreate the drama of the past through the prism of one
person's experience. Increasingly, however, I am drawn
to the collective biographical approach, in which
selected members of a generation reveal different
facets of an era through their differing economic,
ethnic, political, and philosophical vantage points.
The limitation of biography, single or collective,
is that the historian sacrifices breadth of subject
matter for depth. But biography should not supplant
other forms of historical study. Its role is to
complement other approaches, to give flesh to the
statistics and analyses, to recreate on paper the
-18-
drama, complexities, and contradictions of individual
lives
.
In this study, my own evidence consisted primarily
of the women's writings — letters, articles, stories,
their memoirs, and published accounts of their
speeches. I used their own writings whenever possible,
and resorted to accounts of their writings and
speeches, which are always suspect for accuracy, only
when I could not find their original writings.
Autobiographies must be used with care because of the
autobiographer ' s penchant to selectively recount and
rewrite the contours of her life. Chapter 7 will
explore this at greater length. Because this study
primarily explores the way in which each woman defined
herself as a Jewish woman, I was interested as much in
getting at the women's perceptions of their lives as I
was at verifying the truth of their claims. For this
reason, their autobiographies were essential to my
purposes and yielded valuable information, both for
what was said and for what remained unspoken. As I
measured their autobiographies against other evidence,
such as the women's speeches and writings, their
correspondence, and contemporaries' perceptions of
them, I felt confident that each autobiography embodied
an emotional earnestness, even when the autobiographer
chose to leave out certain facts. That is, other
evidence affirmed the character or quality of the life
that each woman had re-created in her autobiography.
Finally, with the exception of the Yidisher Taqeblatt
and a few quotations from other Jewish newspapers, one
form of evidence I did not use was the Jewish press. I
was certain that these newspapers would yield only
scant information about each woman, which did not
justify the enormous amount of time required to peruse
them. I tried to use the resources that would best
enable me to answer my primary question: In what ways
did each of these women redefine their Judaism in a way
that was consonant with their personal and professional
aspirations?
To the brief extent that historians have examined
the interplay of religion and culture in Jewish women's
lives, they have focused on sociological reasons for
Jewish women's activism Jewish women's domestic
responsibilities, the relative autonomy of East
European Jewish women within the secular realm, and the
influence of new political and philosophical ideas in
the cities and shtetls of Eastern Europe and in the
Lower East Side. All of these are significant
influences upon the behavior of American Jewish women,
immigrant and native born. But I submit that more
attention must be focused on the philosophy, and even
theology, of Judaism itself. While consigning women to
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the theological role of the Other, Judaism nevertheless
provides a philosophical, ethical, and religious road
map to individual fulfillment and empowerment in this
world. Its prescription for the good life summons the
individual to consecrate this world in holiness,
however that person defines holiness. Human actions,
therefore, must have inherent meaning. "Perhaps the
essential message of Judaism," wrote the distinguished
twentieth-century theologian Abraham Heschel, "is that
in doing the finite we may perceive the infinite." [22]
In less exalted terms, Judaism is an
action-oriented religion, in which the individual seeks
sanctity within a life of meaningful activity. In
contrast, a preoccupation with sin and suffering is
central to Catholicism and can lead to an inward
orientation and perhaps to passive acceptance of the
tribulations of this life in anticipation of salvation
in the next life. Judaism also allows for a life beyond
death, but its definition of that life remains shadowy
and vague because its central concern is to endow this
life on earth with vision and purpose. Even prayer is
aimed at infusing divine meaning into daily tasks.
Lighting Sabbath candles, baking the braided challah ,
putting on tefillin, keeping kosher, or going to the
synagogue on the High Holy Days — all are endeavors to
bring holy purpose into life on earth and to remind the
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Jewish community of its inextricable link to God. This
invocation of right action and right living no doubt
encouraged the daughter's quest for self
-sovereignty
and fulfillment even a daughter who perhaps no
longer believed in God and eschewed what she regarded
as empty ritual.
Moreover, while the historical practice of Judaism
has sometimes deteriorated into a hierarchical,
authority-entrenched form of worship, the ethos of
Judaism includes a potent strain of questioning and
revolt. From Adam and Eve's defiant partaking of the
apple of knowledge to Abraham and Job's respective
questioning of God's purpose, and Jacob's wrestling
with God; from the elegant contortions of the Talmudic
scholars' arguments with one another to the rise of
Hasidism in joyous defiance of sterile rabbinical
authority this tradition of questioning and revolt
has permeated Jewish theology and legend. The Jewish
garment workers who joined the Uprising of the 20,000
in 1909 could point to role models dating back three
millenia — to Moses himself, leading his people out of
the House of Bondage. To what extent Maud Nathan, Rose
Pastor Stokes, and Anzia Yezierska embraced these
patterns of thinking and others will, in part, inform
the rest of this dissertation.
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However, before I explore these questions in a
kind of dialogue, as it were, among the three women, I
wish to present each woman in relief.
Rose Harriet Pastor Stokes (1879-1933) Born on
July 18, 1879, in a shtetl in Poland, Rose was the only
child of an arranged and unhappy marriage between Hindi
Lewin, her spirited mother, and Jacob Wieslander, an
elderly fisherman with a son from a previous marriage.
Rose no doubt received some of her fire from her
mother, who, forced to marry Jacob against her will by
a patriarchal. Old World father, had literally to be
carried to the altar kicking and struggling to break
free. The marriage dissolved from fundamental
incompatibility, and Jacob left for America, eventually
granting Hindi a divorce.
Hindi and her young daughter. Rose, now three
years old, traveled to London, where they moved in with
Hindi's sister and brother and their families. The
three families lived in dire poverty, and Hindi became
a strike leader in the garment factory where she
worked. Eventually, she remarried — this time for
love. Her second husband, Israel Pastor, was an
earnest, ne'er-do-well young man who could not turn a
profit. He journeyed to America, and sent for his
wife, stepdaughter, and infant son after he became
established as a peddler in Cleveland. But the times
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were no kinder to him in America, and eleven-year-old
Rose went to work in a cigar factory and soon became
the family's sole breadwinner.
Eventually, Israel turned to alcohol to escape his
financial problems and deserted his wife, stepdaughter,
and six children. Rose had long before dropped out of
school to work, and over the next thirteen years she
rolled stogies in various cigar sweatshops, snatching
whatever education she could by borrowing books from
coworkers and the public library. Books became her
escape from the hardships of her life. "The magic fed
my hungry spirit," she later wrote. [23] She also
read, as she once said in an interview, "to be of
service — not because I had any desire to rise above
the station I then occupied in life." [24] She
received her first exposure to socialism in the cigar
sweatshops of Cleveland by attending lectures and
studying its precepts on her own and with coworkers.
She also participated in an effort to organize several
cigar factories. But she gradually drifted out of the
socialist fold in Cleveland, and did not formally join
the Socialist party until her marriage to James Graham
Phelps Stokes
.
After writing a whimsical letter to the
English-language page of the Yidisher Taqeblatt , an
Orthodox Jewish newspaper. Rose joined the paper as a
columnist. Initially, she stayed in Cleveland and
wrote from afar while continuing to roll stogies at the
cigar sweatshop, then moved to New York City. She
wrote a variety of pieces for the Tageblatt — poetry,
slice-of-lif e observations, short stories, and her
regular column, "Just Between Ourselves, Girls." Using
the pseudonym "Zelda," she offered advice to young
Jewish working-class women on the manifold
responsibilities of being proper, bourgeois Jewish
women. Suppressing whatever socialist leanings she had
developed in the cigar factories, she urged her readers
to be industrious, cooperative, and "indispensable" to
their employers. [25] Rose also interviewed such
celebrated figures as Lillian Wald and James Graham
Phelps Stokes, son of a wealthy, prominent New York
family and a young leader in the settlement-house
movement
.
Meeting Graham was a turning point in Rose's life
— with him, she crossed the threshold into marriage
and political activism, first as his partner and then
as his enemy. For the first twelve years of their
marriage, they worked as compatriots in the socialist
struggle, although in her autobiography. Rose later
conceded that she often felt like a student, even a
child, taking ideological instruction at Graham's knee.
But Rose did not do justice to her own intellectual
abilities. She was an effective thinker and speaker
for such causes as the shirtwaist makers' strike of
1909, the New York hotel waiters' strike of 1912, and
the birth control movement. She also traveled as a
representative for the Intercollegiate Socialist
Society (ISS), bringing the message of socialism to
college campuses throughout the Northeast, South, and
Midwest.
Rose's activities did not sit well with her staid,
establishment-bound in-laws. Her husband's uncle,
W.E.D. Stokes, chastized her for her role in the New
York hotel waiters' strike, and one of her
brothers-in-law, Anson Phelps Stokes, upbraided her for
acting illegally in disseminating a birth control
formula. But her response, a model of clarity and
forthrightness, and an unflinching defense of her
actions, won his grudging respect, though not his
approval
.
Rose was an effective publicist for socialism.
She spoke before a variety of groups — Jews, non-Jews,
workers, students, white-collar professionals, and
women's groups — and she packaged her socialist
message in a way that was palatable to her audiences.
Her socialism evolved; she embarked upon her political
career espousing a vague and somewhat Utopian socialism
— a philosophy of love that would result in more
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four [acts]." [27] This statement can be construed as
self-serving, drawing attention as it does to the
admirable sacrifices that she made for the cause. But
Rose shrewdly used any opportunity to promote the
merits of socialism. She once responded to a detractor
who criticized her "too respectable" ways of conveying
her socialist message: "I take the platform for
Socialism wherever I can get it, in a strike or trades
union meeting, I.W.W., Socialist Party, suffrage,
woman's club, church or synagogue, or any other
organized body willing to hear the message...." [28]
As will be seen, socialism and later communism
were Rose's god, her political reason for being. In
speeches she claimed that her political consciousness
was aroused only after she had left the class of the
have-nots — or the "makers of wealth," as she called
this class — and entered the class of the haves —
"the takers of wealth." "So long as I produced, I was
poor, hungry, naked and had no home I could call my
own. The moment I ceased to work productively I had a
home, clothing, shelter, art, travel and I gave nothing
in return." [29] Rose viewed herself both as a
parasite of the existing system and, as she wrote in a
poem, a comrade of the "joyous workers yet to be" in
the abolition of that system.
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Her marriage to Graham certainly enhanced her
material well-being and also exposed her to ideas and
public figures whom she might not have encountered on
her own. But Rose did not ride on the coattails of the
Stokes name — she used her fame, her free time, and
her energy to write and do battle for the causes in
which she believed; besides lecturing and organizing,
she wrote proletarian plays, and her list of
affiliations reads like a who's who of the
organizations of her time: Heterodoxy, Cosmopolitan
Club, the Civic Club of New York, World Court Congress,
Working Women's Protective Union, and the Rand School,
among others. For the first several years of their
marriage, Graham supported and even took pride in her
endeavors
.
World War I, however, proved to be a watershed in
Rose and Graham's marriage. Both supported American
entry into the war and even severed their ties with the
Socialist party over its strong antiwar sentiment. But
the victory of the Bolshevik Revolution brought Rose
back into the socialist fold. Shortly after returning
to the Party, she was charged with espionage for
accusing the federal government of colluding with war
profiteers. [30] Her husband's uncle, W.E.D. Stokes,
assisted the government in making a case against her by
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spying and informing on her. But her conviction was
subsequently overturned on appeal.
From then on, as Rose noted in a letter, she and
Graham lived as "friendly enemies" because of their
growing political differences. [31] Their marriage
stumbled along for seven more years while Graham turned
right politically and Rose detoured left. In December
1919, she was nominated as a representative to the U.S.
Congress on the newly formed Communist party ticket.
The young party was a male bastion, and Rose was one of
the few women to be elected to the executive committee
of the CP. By 1921, she was justifying the Russian
Bolsheviks' extreme policy of jailing dissident
anarchists, and in November 1922 she attended the
fourth Congress of the Communist International as a
delegate of the American party. Graham, who had joined
the National Guard as a petty officer, railed at her
for bringing communists into "his" house. Finally, in
February 1925, the long years of tension and
estrangement erupted in one final explosive
confrontation, and Rose asked for a divorce.
Declaring that she wanted no money, only her
freedom, she walked away from the divorce settlement
financially unprotected. Her task now was to make a
living, but she continued her party work as best she
could. Two years later, she married a young
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functionary in the party, Jerome Isaac Romaine; she was
forty-seven, and he was twenty-nine. Their marriage
was loving despite daunting poverty and personal
problems. Then, in 1929, Rose underwent a mastectomy
for a malignant tumor. She now devoted her energies to
battling her illness and finishing her autobiography,
although she conceded to Lillian Wald how painful it
was to be out of the political struggle. [32] She
approached her illness with the same determination that
had fueled her political activism — she diligently
researched current modes of treatment, corresponded
with specialists, and tried various homeopathic
treatments. Despite the protestations of her American
physicians and of Lillian Wald and other friends, she
traveled to Germany three times for special radiation
treatment. After a long and valiant struggle, she
quietly passed away in a German hospital during her
third trip on June 20, 1933.
Dedicating her life to revolutionary social
change. Rose Pastor Stokes came to her radicalism
through her class and ethnic background. In her
autobiography, she recounts her mother's activism in
the Jewish Bund; similarly, in the cigar factories of
Cleveland, working among politically conscious Jews,
and on the Lower East Side, she received a vivid
education in human misery. Still, it was only after
Rose left her working-class origins that she could
consciously align herself with her working-class
brothers and sisters and devote all of her energies to
struggling against such "pain and sorrow." She chose
to remain in this struggle rather than follow her
gentile, and genteel, husband back onto the path of
respectability after World War I. In doing so, she
took the political road paved with risks and hardships,
yet one congenial with her values and her cultural and
familial upbringing. To what extent she made a
deliberate choice based on the ethical imperatives of
her Jewishness, as she defined them, will be explored
in depth.
Maud Nathan (1862-1946) Born in New York City on
October 20, 1862, Nathan came from a wealthy,
established Sephardic Jewish family, which had
emigrated from England in the eighteenth century. She
was raised in a highly conscious Jewish home; her
parents observed the Sabbath, and she attended an
Orthodox synagogue, where she sat in the women's
section with her mother. When Maud was twelve, the
family moved to Green Bay, Wisconsin, because of her
father's reckless stock-market speculations. There he
took a position as general passenger agent for a small
midwestern railroad. A scoundrel and a playboy, he was
decidedly not suited for such straight-arrow work. But
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the move was even harder on Maud's mother, who missed
the cultural life of New York City and lamented that
her children were growing up in a non-Jewish setting.
Maud, a middle child with older and younger brothers
and a younger sister, enjoyed the greater freedom of
Green Bay — especially in school, where girls followed
the same curriculum as boys. When she graduated from
high school, however, her mother forbade her from going
on to college because she believed that Maud now needed
full-time training to acquire the domestic skills
befitting a wife and mother; until her death, Maud's
mother supervised her daughter's domestic education.
Both Maud and her sister, Annie, who later founded
Barnard College, were strong-willed, impetuous
children. In her autobiography. It's Been Fun , Annie
described their childhood rivalry and the political
disagreements of their adult years — she did not share
Maud's staunchly pro-suffrage views. For her part,
Maud hardly mentioned her sister in her own
autobiography. Once Upon a Time and Today
,
except to
ponder how a woman who had founded Barnard College
could not support female enfranchisement. Maud also
chose not to describe the sad circumstances surrounding
their mother's death; instead, it was left to Annie to
tell of her nervous breakdown after she had failed at
running a boardinghouse in Chicago and of her death
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from a possible suicide attempt. [33] Whatever the
true cause of their mother's death, Maud was bereft by
her passing. The only person who could console her was
her first cousin, Frederick Nathan, twenty years her
senior. They gradually became closer, and on April 7,
1880, at the age of eighteen, Maud married him in a
traditional Jewish ceremony in New York City.
Frederick, who had inherited considerable wealth, took
Maud on a sixteen-month honeymoon in Europe and
provided her with a tasteful, upper-class style of
life
.
For the first few years of her marriage, Maud
indulged in the privileges of this life. She
entertained, decorated her house, summered in Saratoga,
and joined various charity boards, as befitting a woman
of her station. She was diligent in discharging her
charity obligations, but they occupied only a small
part of her life. "I was interested in my husband, my
little girl, my home," she wrote later. "Only in
relation to them and to the wider family circle did I
recognize any duties and responsibilities." [34]
Meeting Josephine Shaw Lowell, the legendary
grande dame of civic causes, was a turning point in
Maud's life. Lowell was the sister of Robert Gould
Shaw, a Civil War hero who was killed while leading the
first all- Black regiment into battle, and the widow of
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Charles Russell Lowell, who also died in Lhe Civil War.
After her husband's death, she became famous in New
York reform circles for her indefatigable devotion to
various causes, including the Sanitary Commission, Lhe
New York State Board of Charities, and the New York
Charity Organization Society, all powerhouse agencies
of charitable activity.
In May 1890, Lowell invited Maud to attend a mass
meeting on working conditions in some of New York
City's biggest department stores. The findings,
compiled by members of the Working Women's Society, a
group of factory workers and saleswomen, shocked the
audience; nine months later the Consumers' League was
born. Maud served on the first board of directors for
this New York-based organization. Through persuasion
and by patronizing establishments that provided decent
working conditions, the League strove to promote better
working conditions for all of New York's women
salesclerks. Wedded to a capitalistic outlook, its
members appealed to the humane concerns of New York's
consumers and the enlightened self-interest of store
management to shorten working hours, avoid the
last-minute Christmas rush, which kept salesclerks and
delivery boys working into the late hours, and provide
adequate ventilation and seating for store personnel.
However, Maud did not take her volunteer work seriously
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until her young daughter died from a childhood illness.
[35] To ease her sorrow, she immersed herself in civic
activities, and assumed the presidency of the League.
Under Maud's aegis was born the National
Consumers' League. It served as an umbrella
organization to unite the individual consumers' leagues
that had sprung up around the country, and it adopted
the methods of its parent organization — in
particular, by publishing a "white list" of stores that
treated their employees fairly. It also instituted a
label that was sewn onto garments to indicate they were
made under sanitary and humane working conditions. The
National Consumers' League extended its focus to
working conditions in sweatshops and lobbied for
legislation that would impose better working conditions
across the board.
Maud joined the suffrage movement when she
realized that the League had no political power until
women were enfranchised. Tailoring her argument to her
audiences, she supported suffrage variously as an
inherent right or as the expedient means for achieving
such social welfare goals as improved working
conditions, better child labor laws and health
regulations, and enlightened divorce laws — all
issues, to her way of thinking, that were of special
concern to women. Spurred on by her husband, who
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founded the Men's International League for Suffrage, an
organization of men who supported female
enfranchisement, Maud now devoted her life to her
causes. Often accompanied by Frederick, she traveled
and lectured extensively on behalf of the National
Consumers' League, suffrage, and world peace. But her
activism found little sympathy among her well-placed
siblings, who derided her suffrage work. Annie Nathan
Meyer wrote critical letters to the newspapers, to
which Maud responded in kind.
As a member of the New York sector of the National
Council of Jewish Women, Maud also participated in
religious and cultural concerns within New York's
Sephardic Jewish community. In her speeches and
writings she made an explicit connection between
prophetic Judaism and its obligation to promote social
justice
. Repeatedly, she linked the historical
persecution of the Jewish people to their moral duty to
support progressive social and political reform,
including women's suffrage and the League's goals. By
doing so, she claimed, Judaism would recover its lost
spiritual soul. In one article, she wrote: "... the
Jew is still spiritual at heart, but in the twentieth
century he needs a new channel to lead him away from
materialism ... we must have a spiritual outlook, lofty
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personal identity and goals. She decried the rising
tide of anti-Semitism in the 1920s and 1930s, and
insisted that American Jews, especially the native
born, were full participants in American life and
culture. Indeed, to Maud, being an observant Jew and a
patriotic American complemented each other, and she
took issue with anyone who classified the Jewish people
as a separate race. In her autobiography and her other
writings, she repeatedly emphasized that the first Jews
came to America only fifty years after the Pilgrims and
migrated for the same reason — to seek religious
freedom. Only once in her autobiography did Maud
identify herself as a member of a minority group as
such, and only once did she acknowledge any direct
encounter with anti-Semitism. She viewed herself as a
vital player in her time — as a New Yorker with an
obligation to help improve the quality of urban life,
as a Jew dedicated to strengthening her people's
spiritual and ethical consciousness, as an American
proudly defending her country against its detractors,
and as a woman fighting for the just cause of female
enfranchisement. How Maud Nathan orchestrated these
multiple affiliations to create a formidable persona
and to engineer her impressive entree into public life
will be explored further.
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Anzia Yezierska (ca. 1880-1970) A prolific writer
who gave poignant voice to the struggles that immigrant
women faced in "making for themselves a better person,"
Anzia Yezierska was born in Plotsk, a shtetl on the
Vistula River in the Polish part of Russia in about
1880 — her exact birthdate is unknown. Her father,
Reb Baruch Yeziersky, was a talmudic scholar who
smoldered with the faith of the Old Testament prophets.
To the young Anzia, he seemed like all three prophets
— Jeremiah, Isaiah, and Ezekiel — melded into one,
and she approached him with a mixture of timidity and
deference. But however exalted a scholar's position
was in the shtetl, this honored place did not
necessarily translate into dollars, and the Yezierskys
lived in a one-room hovel in a shtetl that was "not
even a dot on the map" as Anzia later said. [37] Even
in the best of times, the family lived precariously.
Still, Reb Yeziersky continued to occupy himself with
questions of the soul, while his wife. Pearl, like
other East European wives and mothers, worried over how
to keep her family alive. At times, her burdens
overwhelmed her, and Anzia could hear her quarreling
with her husband. As Anzia later wrote, she "could
outcurse the Devil when worried for bread" and
positively glow with pleasure when she was happy." [38]
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Like so many other Jews in the Russian Pale, the
Yezierskys fled economic hardship and persecution by
immigrating to America. The oldest child. Max,
immigrated first to earn enough money to bring the rest
of the family over. By around 1890, when Anzia was
about ten, her brother sent home enough passage money
for all of them, and the family journeyed by steerage
to the Lower East Side. For Anzia, as she later wrote,
America meant "free schools, free colleges, free
libraries, where I could learn and learn and keep on
learning." [39] Shortly after the family arrived in
New York, Anzia, whose name had been changed to Hattie
Mayer at Castle Garden, entered school. Later she
wrote how painfully out of place she felt, dressed in
her drab immigrant clothes and unable to understand
anything the teacher said. Soon, however, financial
troubles at home forced her to drop out of school and
go to work.
Gradually, in the sweatshops and on the streets,
she began to learn English, and almost immediately she
started to write. Like Rose Pastor, penning her
columns for the Yidisher Taqeblatt after a long day of
rolling stogies, Hattie worked all day and wrote at
night. She couldn't rest, she said later, until she
had put something down on paper, and she wrote "half in
Yiddish, half in English, feeling my way in the new
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language." Her writing, she said later, was an outlet
for "something inside me that could not communicate."
[40]
Stifled by her parents' Old World ways, Anzia, now
about eighteen, left her family in 1898 and lived in a
succession of furnished rooms and settlement houses
while she supported herself by day in the sweatshops
and attended school at night. Though she stayed in
touch with her family — they lived only a few blocks
away — she felt utterly alone, caught between two
worlds. She knew she could never settle for the
selfless traditional life that her mother endured, but
she didn't know what she wanted instead. In 1901, she
secured a scholarship to the Domestic Science
Department of Teachers College through the Educational
Alliance, an organization formed by New York's wealthy
uptown German Jews to help their East European
brethren. This scholarship enabled her to train as a
home economics teacher. But Anzia 's explosive creative
spirit could never be satisfied by teaching cooking;
her job was merely a paycheck while she labored at her
writing. She had, as she wrote later, only "my blind
drive to write the story of stories ... to write and
get it out of ... my heart or die." [41]
She wrote mostly about young women like herself,
who had great potential and a burning desire to make
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something of their lives but who felt imprisoned by
poverty and their immigrant past. Undaunted by the
scores of rejections she received, she continued to
peddle her stories among the magazines of her day, and
for years she lived in relative obscurity until an
anthology of her stories, Hungry Hearts
,
was sold to
Hollywood. Anzia's star had finally risen. She was
hailed by the press as a "sweatshop princess," a young
creative genius fresh out of the ghetto, although she
was now an educated woman in her early forties who had
lived in this country almost thirty years. Strangely
enough, she made no attempt to modify the mythology
that had sprung up around her. Indeed, she eagerly
embraced the mantle of the immigrant untutored in
American ways, and would assume this persona repeatedly
for the rest of her life.
Her private life was also clouded by mystery. She
married once and abruptly left her husband, explaining
to the press that she thought he "wanted only a mental
companion," then inexplicably married again. [42] This
second marriage was no more successful; after several
futile attempts to reconcile herself to full-time
domesticity, Anzia deserted her husband and young
daughter to devote herself to her writing. A brief but
passionate friendship followed with the philosopher
John Dewey, but that, too, ended abruptly and
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mysteriously. Her encounter with Dewey, however, left
a lasting imprint on Anzia. Dewey had praised her
writing and made her feel understood and accepted,
perhaps for the first time in her life. With him, she
later said, "I was alive." [43] For the rest of her
life she wrote thinly veiled accounts of their
relationship. These stories reflected her near
obsession with the difficulties that the immigrant —
the passionate, romantic, earthy outsider — and the
native born — rational in outlook and cerebral in
temperament — faced in trying to find common ground.
An attractive woman with a pale, creamy
complexion, thick red hair, full lips, and a dreamy,
almost far-away expression, Anzia was much sought out
by reporters in the early 1920s for her life story. In
these interviews and in her semifictional
autobiography, she failed to mention her college
education and teaching, her two marriages, and her
daughter. Instead, she portrayed herself as an
immigrant fresh out of the ghetto and sweatshop. For
the rest of her life, she would regard herself as an
outsider, an immigrant Jew, unable to find a niche in
an alien setting.
During the 1930s, she briefly worked for the
Federal Writers' Project, then slipped into obscurity
while continuing to write. In 1950, she published her
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though all three women rejected the traditional Jewish
female destiny of full-time domesticity, with its
home-centered religious practices, they infused their
lives with a creative and supple form of Jewish
identity.
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CHAPTER 2
"A WOMAN OF VALOR": THE ROLE OF THE OTHER
In choosing how to define themselves as Jewish
women, Anzia Yezierska, Maud Nathan, and Rose Pastor
Stokes each negotiated a mine field of conflicting
ideals and realities about Jewish womanhood extending
back to biblical times. From the moment that God
commanded the circumcision of all males in Genesis
17:10 as a sign of His people's covenant, women became
excluded in Jewish theology and law, and were shunted
to the position of the Other — either as the
disobedient Eve, whose actions have consigned all women
to the punishment of painful childbearing; the evil
seductress Bathsheba; or the deferential helpmate who
provided for the material needs of the male-oriented
community. Even as they offer examples of strong or
heroic Jewish women, both the Bible and the Talmud
perpetuate this theological devaluation of women — the
Bible, by focusing on war and government, both male
spheres; and the Talmud, by recording discussions of
male rabbis in male academies on topics that pertained
to women only as they posed some problem for
patriarchal society. As theologian Judith Plaskow
writes in her path-breaking study of women and Judaism,
Standing Again at Sinai , "Women's invisibility at the
moment of entry into the covenant is reflected in the
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content of the covenant which, in both grammar and
substance, addresses the community as male heads of
household. It is perpetuated by the later tradition,
which in its comments and codifications takes women as
objects of concern or legislation but rarely sees them
as shapers of tradition and actors in their own lives."
[1] Centuries later, this image contributed to the low
self-esteem of some Jewish women. In her
semi-fictionalized autobiography, Elizabeth Stern, an
East European immigrant Jew, wrote that she had always
regarded "the womanhood in me as something rather to be
deprecated" because a Jewish man "must absent himself
from his wife, as from defilement, at certain holy
times of his life. And, always, she must humbly beg
God to pardon her that she is a woman." In contrast.
Stern discovered, her gentile husband made her feel
valued, even "holy"; he found her "God-worthy because I
was a woman . " [2]
The historical exemption of women from public
prayer, the minyan, in which ten men are required in
order to convene a religious service, and from the
positive commandments ("Thou shalts") created a strict
gender division of identity in the Jewish community;
this division effectively barred women from fully
participating in the religious life of the Jewish
people in their public place of worship — the
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synagogue. Women's second-class citizenship within
early Jewish communities in ancient Israel and, later,
in Europe was further codified by halakah, the entire
corpus of Jewish thought governing religious observance
and daily life. Halakah converted women into "enablers"
— those who "create the preconditions for men and male
children to worship and study Torah" — while
simultaneously preventing women from pursuing Judaism's
central theological activities — study and prayer.
Indeed, women's otherness became not only a question of
"social and religious marginality but of spiritual
deprivation." [3] Rachel Adler reinforces this view by
noting that a woman's primary mitzva, according to the
Bible and the Talmud, aims at perpetuating Jewish
tradition within the family and community, but does not
allow her to cultivate a direct relationship with God.
Instead, "she is a tzadeket [righteous or upright] to
the extent that she sacrifices herself in order that
others may actualize themselves spiritually." [4]
According to Adler, the Talmudic sages even
regarded women as frivolous and sexually irresponsible
creatures. Without the proper restraints, female
sexuality presented a threat to spiritual observance
and the preservation of cultural traditions. [5]
Although the Talmud codified greater legal and economic
protection for women, it also sharpened gender-role
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distinctions and ascribed to women the virtues of
modesty, submission, and forbearance — "all
qualities," notes the scholar and orthodox Jew Blu
Greenberg, "that befit a woman who knows her place and
stays in it." [6] Her proper role was handed to her by
men who had the sole power to define her rights and
responsibilities
.
But even as the texts prescribe a narrow and
subservient life for Jewish women, alternative
portrayals of Jewish womanhood can be found in the Old
Testament. These include images of influential,
admirable, resourceful, and assertive women. In
Genesis, for example, women exert power in family
affairs, and the Song of Songs is replete with images
of women pursuing their loved ones as aggressively as
their male suitors seek them. The spoken verses are
dominated by female voices, and throughout the poem
women are described in potent military terms. They are
likened to a "'mare' of Pharoah's chariots" (1:9) or to
an "army with banners" (6:4,10); a woman's neck is
"like an ivory tower" (7:4), while she, herself, is a
wall with "battlements" (8:9,10). [7] Proverbs 31
sings the praises of a virtuous woman whose "price is
above rubies" — a model homemaker who is industrious,
enterprising, kind, and wise. She is a biblical
superwoman who knows how to cook, sew, purchase a field
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and "planteth a vineyard," peddle her wares at market,
care for her family, and extend a helping hand to the
poor.
In the aftermath of the Exodus, Miriam led the
women in a victory dance on the other side of the Red
Sea (Ex. 15:20-21), and during the Israelites' sojourn
in the wilderness she and Aaron challenged the
authority of Moses, their brother, by insisting that
Jehovah spoke through them as well as through Moses
(Numbers 12:2). When Jehovah punished Miriam for her
audacity by banishing her from the camp for seven days,
the community waited for her before continuing on its
desert journey (Numbers 12:15). Indeed, affirming her
importance, the Torah records the place of her death
and burial (Numbers 20:1).
Other Old Testament models of exemplary womanhood
that have inspired Jewish women over the millenia
include Sarah, Abraham's faithful and beautiful wife, a
forceful personality who gave birth to a line of kings;
the fearless warrior Deborah, who led her people to
rise up against their Canaanite oppressors; Esther, who
tricked the evil Haman and saved her people from
genocide; pious Hannah, who kept her word and returned
her beloved first child, Samuel, to God; and the
heathen Ruth, who became a loyal and devout Jew. All
of these role models suggest that biblical scribes
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regarded women as potentially loyal, devout, and
productive members of the Jewish community, even as
other women in the Old Testament are portrayed as vain,
scheming, deceitful, lewd, and selfish.
Yet many passages of the Old Testament reveal a
double standard in the way that assertive men and women
are treated in the Torah. For example, God merely
reprimands Aaron for challenging Moses's authority,
while He inflicts Miriam with leprosy and then
excommunicates her from the camp. And though later
midrashic tradition equates Miriam's importance with
Aaron's, Miriam receives only a fraction of the
attention accorded to Aaron in the Bible. [8]
Similarly, Huldah, the prophetess who interpreted
the book of Deuteronomy for King Josiah, receives less
recognition than her importance warrants. King Josiah
solicits Huldah 's interpretation. When she confirms
that the book is indeed the word of God and forewarns
of the destruction of the kingdom of Judah because
God's words have been ignored, Josiah quickly accepts
her warnings and acts accordingly. Yet nothing else is
said about Huldah. The Torah, then, provides examples
of female leadership and power, but its creators betray
either an ambivalence or a lack of interest in this
female strength. Models of female power can be found
in the revered texts of Judaism, but the textual
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treatment of these women suggests that the theological
and rabbinic sanction of female power is at best only
partial. A possibly extant tradition of female power
has been written out of a "male-controlled canonical
process." [9] As Plaskow writes: "Women of power are
downplayed or disparaged, and we are left wondering
about the actual roles and teachings of numerous women
who flit through biblical narratives." [10]
Still, even with sketchy sources, there is
evidence that women held leadership roles in ancient
Judaism. Scholars have uncovered Greek and Latin
inscriptions, ranging from the first century B.C.E. to
the sixth C.E., that refer to women as "president of
the synagogue," "leader," "elder," "mother of the
synagogue," and "priestess." Because several female
leaders are mentioned without reference to any
husbands, the evidence suggests that these titles were
functional rather than merely honorific. Synagogue
leaders held a crucial role; archeological evidence
indicates that they were responsible for overseeing the
reading of the law, inviting people to preach,
collecting money from the congregations, and
supervising the construction and/or restoration of the
synagogue. Contrary to the Mishnah's edict that only
men could initiate divorce, there is also evidence that
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some women exercised the right of divorce or reserved
that right in their marriage contracts. [11]
This modicum of female power in the religious and
legal realms extended to women's roles in the political
economy as well. According to Carol Meyers, a
historian of religion who has studied Jewish women's
lives in ancient Israel, the premonarchical period of
Israeli history, in which power was diffused among
village elders, enabled women to exert independence and
influence in household and village affairs. But with
the rise of the nation-state and the formation of
monarchies and bureaucratic governing units, the
household no longer served as the dominant social and
economic unit. "The locus of power moved from the
family household, with its gender parity, to a public
world of male control," asserts Meyers. Growing
military, religious, and economic hierarchies conferred
power upon men and shifted control from the individual
household, where women had shared in the division of
labor and the management of vital household resources.
[12] By the eleventh century B.C.E., the gender parity
of an agricultural society was replaced by the hegemony
of the Israeli nation-state, and women's second-class
citizenship was permanently codified.
The same ambiguity between what the texts say
about women and what women actually experienced during
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specific historical eras is reflected in the lives of
East European Jewish women. They lived in a religious
society in which the male talmudic scholar achieved the
highest status. Although most men worked, still,
according to Sidney Weinberg, "a woman generally
considered it a privilege to support a scholarly
husband, while he reciprocated by preparing a place for
her in the world to come." [13] But despite the
important economic role that women played in this
social order, they still bore no public responsibility
beyond the home except to collect for charity and tend
to the sick. Men regarded women's spiritual life as
less important than their own, and some even questioned
whether women had souls. At shul, women sat separately
from the men, up in the balcony or behind a curtain,
and were not counted as part of a minyan. Men prayed
in Hebrew, the official theological language, while
women prayed in Yiddish, the less exalted language of
the everyday. Women were expected to observe three
mitzvoth , or commandments — to purify themselves in a
ritual bath after menstruation so that they would not
pollute their husbands, to welcome the Sabbath by
lighting candles on Friday night, and to burn a piece
of dough when baking challah as a sacrifice to God.
[14] Apart from these three religious tasks, Jewish
women were expected to run a harmonious, kosher home,
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care for the children, and relieve their pious husbands
of worldly cares. As long as a Jewish wife followed
this path, she was accorded her husband's, and her
community's, respect.
Yet, in many respects, the realities of most
women's lives ran contrary to these pious
prescriptions. Women acknowledged their husbands as
heads of the family, but in acquiring the skills needed
to manage a household and bring in an income they
gained confidence, resourcefulness, a sense of
competence, and an awareness of their importance.
Women ran various kinds of stores, sold goods at
market, and operated other kinds of businesses, such as
taverns or timber or grain enterprises. If her
husband's line of work called him away for long periods
of time, the Jewish wife supervised the household and
any other income-earning endeavors on her own. Whether
her husband was a scholar, solely dependent on her
earnings, or a merchant or tradesman, her labor and
business acumen were essential to the family economy.
[15]
Jewish women also played a significant role in the
Russian revolutionary movement of the 1870s and 1880s.
Although sustained Jewish involvement in the Russian
labor movement did not occur until the 1870s, an
association of women clothing workers organized in
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Mogilev as early as 1864. [16] The first documented
strike fund was established in a hosiery factory in
Vilna in 1882; this occupation, concentrated mostly in
the Vilna province, drew hundreds of Jewish women who
worked in homes under the control of middlemen. [17]
And in Bialystok, the center of the Jewish labor
movement in its nascent years, Jewish women workers
organized to demand a partition to separate them from
the men. According to historian Nora Levin, a "large
number" of Jewish women participated in the movement.
"Indeed," she claims, "the revolutionary movement
created an internal upheaval among Jewish women." [18]
Although she does not elaborate on this, she does
indicate that many Russian Jewish youth in the movement
eschewed their Jewish heritage "to strengthen their
identification with the Russian people," and some even
converted to Russian Orthodoxy as a sign of solidarity
or perhaps to avoid being the target of anti-Semitic
venom among the peasant class. For others, Jewish
identity seemed parochial in comparison to the task of
liberating the Russian peasant from economic servitude.
[19]
By the turn of the century^ male European Jewish
radicals accepted their Jewish sisters into the Bund,
the official Jewish labor movement, as fellow workers
and theoreticians. Within the Bund, women joined
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worker-education groups, where they could acquire the
learning denied to them by traditional Jewish culture
and where they also served in influential positions, as
union organizers and disseminators of revolutionary
literature. They also transported arms and ammunition,
and operated underground printing presses. [20]
Through working in the Bund, they developed new skills
and abilities, and enjoyed more equal working relations
with male members — a departure from the
gender-segregated culture of the shtetl. Their
participation in the movement also made them aware that
they were contributing to social reform, that defying
both familial and state authority was not only possible
but desirable, and that they had a role to play in
history. Moreover, from their ranks arose singular
women of courage and dedication to whom others could
look for inspiration, including Hessia Helfman, who was
sentenced to death after the assassination of Alexander
II. [21]
In his novel In the Storm (first serialized in
1907 and published in book form in 1917), Sholom
Aleichem portrayed the impact of the Russian labor
movement upon two young Jewish women who meet at
gymnasium. Tamara is a dedicated socialist from an
upper-class Jewish family. Universalist in outlook,
she eschews what she regards as outmoded Jewish ritual
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and insists that the Jews are persecuted not by the
Russian people but by the bureaucrats, who persecute
everyone. Tamara defies her father's command that she
end her studies and her affiliation with other radicals
and return home. When he insists that she obey him,
she responds, "Fatherl You are mistakenl I will do
exactly as I want." [22] In contrast, Masha comes from
a poor Jewish family that encourages her personal
aspirations. Her devotion to her studies is her
father's pride.
Both Masha and Tamara are swept up into the
revolutionary fervor, but Tamara is a theorist while
Masha is a doer. Masha organizes a tiny commune based
on socialist principles and works tirelessly for a
national constitution. She also appears to be
universalist in her outlook. Although she is arrested
and killed in prison, Tamara lives to see the
revolution gain momentum and a constitution granted.
But her joy dissolves when the czar retracts the
constitution and unleashes a pogrom against the Jews of
her town. The novel ends with Tamara 's newfound
awareness of the vulnerability and unique suffering of
the Jewish people. [23] In this stirring tale, Sholom
Aleichem skillfully portrays these tumultuous years
through the experiences of two Jewish families from
different economic strata, and the opportunities for
intellectual and political involvement available to
young Russian Jewish women like Masha and Tamara. Some
of these women would continue their quest for political
and economic justice in the streets and sweatshops of
America
.
Nonetheless, beyond the Bund, European socialism,
especially in Germany, was primarily a male-dominated
movement with little interest in promoting egalitarian
roles for women in the future socialist order. This
attitude mirrored the attitude of most of European
society in the first two decades of the twentieth
century. Like their American counterparts, most
European women could not vote until 1918, and in much
of Central Europe women could not even legally belong
to political parties or organize their own political
associations. [24] Women also could not enter most
professions, go to college, or sign contracts and
initiate divorces. [25] Despite these strictures,
feminist thinking, especially in regard to women's
legal rights, flourished. In the European Socialist
party, a few women voiced strong feminist concerns.
Chief among these was Clara Zetkin (1857-1933). A
German-born Jew, she was the leading theorist and
feminist in the European socialist movement preceding
World War I. While Rosa Luxembourg, a powerful Jewish
figure in the newly formed Communist party, expressed
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little interest in women's issues, Zetkin specifically
tried to build a socialist-feminist theory and
movement. For her, economic independence was crucial
to women's emancipation, and she insisted that women be
allowed to work. Initially, she viewed the family as
the main impediment to women's freedom, and advocated
state control of teaching and child care. By 1896,
however, she was more sympathetic to the family unit;
but she also recognized that proletarian women had to
organize themselves differently from proletarian men,
and she even urged working-class women to reach out to
the bourgeois feminist movement in Germany. [26] The
further left she moved politically, the more she
exhorted socialist women to maintain independence from
the party. First and foremost a socialist, she was
nevertheless committed to female emancipation, and she
never resolved the conflict between her loyal adherence
to party precepts and her criticism of what she
regarded as narrow, sexist party policies. [27]
Interestingly, she died on the same day as Rose Pastor
Stokes. She was a formidable presence in both European
socialism and communism, and served as a role model of
a politically dynamic Jewish woman.
In less political and institutional ways as well.
East European Jewish women turned to one another for
support and sustenance. In the shtetl, women worked,
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marketed, bathed, and cooked together. They shared the
seasons of life — the ritual bath at the mikvah .
wedding preparations, birthing, illness, and death —
and they passed along from one generation of women to
another the particular prayers and rituals that became
a part of the family tradition. "Such rituals in the
home were always connected with a mother or
grandmother," writes Sidney Stahl Weinberg, "and were
more enduring in women's memory than occasional,
infrequent attendance at the male-dominated shul." [28 J
Women even developed their own form of spiritual
worship. Beginning in the late sixteenth century in
Central and Eastern Europe, a prodigious amount of
Yiddish devotional literature appeared in print. From
the title pages of the literature and from what
historians can ascertain from contemporaneous accounts,
women were apparently the intended readership for this
literature. Around the same time, collections of
Yiddish prayers, called tkhines, were published.
Unlike^ tlie Hebrew prayers, these prayers were
voluntary; women could recite them as they wished, and
could draw on specific tkliines for any occasion.
Tkhines were widely used, and collections of them were
reissued throucjhoiiL Lhe seventeenth, eighteenth, and
nineteenth centuries. It appears, moreover, that many
tkhines were written by women and reflected women's
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spiritual concerns more directly than other types of
Yiddish religious literature. According to Chava
Weissler, who has studied the tkhines
. they reveal "an
intensely lived religious life, and a richly imagined
spiritual world," one that reflected "a world organized
very differently from that of the Siddur [Hebrew prayer
book], a world structured by the private events of the
woman's domestic life as much as by the communal events
of the Jewish calendar." [29] While some tkhines
expressed the religious concerns of both men and women,
such as the Sabbath, others addressed issues of concern
only to women, such as pregnancy, childbirth, and the
new moon, rosh hodesh
. The tkhines honored women's
biological cycles and domestic responsibilities.
Writes Weissler: "Menstruation, pregnancy, and
childbirth were considered religious events, important
subjects for prayer. By reciting tkhines
. women could
also sanctify the ordinary events of home life: baking
bread, preparing for the Sabbath, bringing up
children." [30]
The tkhines reveal a sense of existence rooted in
the concrete concerns of the real world, among family
and community. Although many tkhines were meant to be
recited within the privacy of the home, and even the
kitchen, and described such private acts as
self-introspection (for the Day of Atonement) and
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immersions (in the mikvah
) , some tkhines expressed a
sense of community with the generations of Jewish women
who had gone before. [31] These tkhines make reference
to "the pious women of Israel," with whom the observer
is joined by reciting the tkhines and fulfilling the
prescribed act. The tkhines offer no overt evidence
that observant women questioned their social role
within Judaism, but those tkhines pertaining to
menstruation and childbirth contain a veiled
questioning of the physical suffering borne by all
Jewish women in the wake of Eve's disobedience. Beyond
this questioning, the tkhines enabled women to derive
meaning and even a sense of social power from their
homebound position. The tkhines express the holiness
of baking bread, link the kindling of Sabbath candles
to the restoration of the ancient temple, and allow the
petitioner to identify with such powerful women as
Sarah, Rebecca, and Rachel. Concludes Weissler: "By
reciting tkhines, generations of unknown Jewish women
could both sanctify their daily acts and usual roles
and transcend them. . . . Ashkenazic Jewish women yet
managed to create out of this tension between the
mundane and the transcendent a rich array of visions of
the religious life." [32]
A similar emphasis on female domesticity marked
the steady growth of the American Jewish community.
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Three stages of Jewish settlement took place in
America. The first Jews in the New World were
Sephardic Jews. Of Spanish and Portuguese descent,
they immigrated to colonial America to escape religious
persecution in the Old World. They became merchants
and shipping magnates, supported the American
Revolution, and felt they "belonged to America as much
as America belonged to them." [33] By the latter half
of the nineteenth century, some of their numbers were
accepted into exclusive upper-class gentile circles,
and they served on numerous corporate and elite charity
boards. In the 1830s and 1840s, Jews from northern and
western Europe, primarily from what later became
Germany, also made America their home. Like their
Sephardic brethren, these Ashkenazic Jews established
themselves as merchants and also as bankers and factory
owners, mainly in the garment industry. Unlike the
Sephardim, however, who were far more traditional in
their religious observance, the German Jews adapted the
Reform movement, which was gaining momentum in Germany,
to their synagogue communities in antebellum America.
Taking their cues from their German brethren, they
strove to abolish the more restrictive dietary,
religious, and social observances of traditional
Judaism and instead accommodate it to the exigencies of
the New World. But, as much as they attempted to
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liberalize their faith and express their allegiance to
American values, they encountered greater anti-Semiti
than did the Sephardic Jews because they were dismissed
as Jewish nouveau riche. In contrast, the East
European Jews, also Ashkenazic, who came over in the
great waves of immigration during the 1880s to the
1920s, deliberately remained aloof from mainstream
American culture, even as they adapted many of the
values and goals of the new industrial order.
Women's roles in these three stages of American
Jewish settlement varied according to historical
circumstances, but a common thread bound all three
groups — the emphasis on domesticity. Sephardic
Jewish women pursued a decorous life of household
management, artistic and cultural activities, and
sporadic charity obligations. In contrast, German
Jewish women, as previously indicated, joined Jewish
benevolent and communal organizations such as the
National Council of Jewish Women and local synagogue
sisterhoods. But their aim, like the goals of gentile
women's benevolent associations, was to interject the
values and civility of the home into the community.
Their East European sisters, in contrast, usually
became homemakers who took in boarders or piecework to
earn money while their daughters went to work in
sweatshops. Still, marriage and a family were the
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goals passed down from parent to daughter; even
daughters who chafed at their mothers' restricted lives
and discovered exciting possibilities in trade union
activism aspired to be wives and mothers. According to
historian Susan Glenn, they "forged" a unique concept
of the New Woman -- they embraced neither a feminine
altruistic nor feminist rationale for their activism.
Instead, they sought to share power with Jewish men in
combatting economic oppression within the working-class
community. In the process, they often deferred to male
leadership to avoid being consigned to the
gender-separated world that had limited their mothers'
opportunities in the shtetl. "As Jewish New Women,"
writes Glenn, "they looked forward to a world of
mutuality and sharing, willing in the short term to
accept the imperfections of a junior partnership with
men." [34] More often than not, this world entailed
full-time domesticity once they were married, with a
continuing interest, and sometimes involvement in,
political activism. [35]
Full-time domesticity became the explicit mission
of the Clara de Hirsch Home for Working Girls, founded
in 1897 by Oscar and Sarah Straus of the department
store empire and Clara de Hirsch, the philanthropic
wife of a Franco-German railroad magnate. German
Jewish benefactresses at the Home tutored their
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immigrant Jewish charges in domestic servantry, in part
to provide the girls with marketable skills — and
employment in their own homes — and to instill in them
the spiritual and moral principles that would prevent
them from being sexually irresponsible, that is, from
frequenting dance halls and other unsupervised coed
gatherings. But despite the reformers' stated desire
to train their immigrant underlings to support
themselves, in reality they wanted to steer the girls
toward marriage and motherhood. Rose Sommerfeld,
directress of the Clara de Hirsch Home, asserted:
"...we try to make all the matches we possibly can at
the Clara de Hirsch Home, because we really believe
salvation for the working girl lies in the fact of
being married and having a home of her own..." [36]
The affluent German Jewish founders of the Clara de
Hirsch Home, imbued with the ideals of the
nineteenth-century cult of true womanhood and eager to
be accepted into the society of their Protestant peers,
sought to instill the values of middle-class American
womanhood into their East European sisters.
Anzia Yezierska, a boarder at the Home, was
appalled by the emphasis on domestic education. She
bridled at her patrons' harsh criticisms of her
appearance and manner. They warned her that she would
never amount to anything because, as she said later,
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her skirt and her waist "never came together" and her
thoughts were "always in the air." "Soap and water are
cheap; anyone can be clean," one of the patrons
admonished her. [37] Scores of Jewish immigrant women
echoed Yezierska's refusal to seek work in domestic
servantry. One immigrant girl incredulously wondered,
"How could I compare housework to labor questions, yes,
how could I?" [38] As a cub reporter for the Yidisher
Taqeblatt, Rose Pastor attempted to explain her Jewish
sisters' disdain for this work: "To the mind of the
Russian girl, to become a domestic is to bury one's
self, morally, socially, and utterly. Besides, the
Russian girl has dreams and ideals " She then
observed that Austrian, Galician, Rumanian, and
Hungarian women were less averse to doing domestic work
and suggested that their working hours be shortened to
enable them to attend evening school. [39]
The Clara de Hirsch Home was part of a network of
American Jewish women's benevolent organizations that
had sprung up by the end of the nineteenth century. As
historian Beth Wenger has noted, by the mid-nineteenth
century the rising middle-class community of
German-American Jews had accepted the idealized
conception of separate spheres; this ideal not only
accommodated traditional Jewish teachings about women
but strengthened the Jews' aspirations to blend into
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the bourgeois middle-class structure of American
society, in which the nuclear family revolved around a
pious, home-centered wife and a breadwinning husband.
Accordingly, like their Protestant sisters,
middle-class German Jewish women organized female
benevolent societies and synagogue auxiliaries to
spread the gospel of nurturance. They often worked
closely with or even under the authority of
male-dominated synagogue boards. The ladies' societies
gradually evolved into a more formal, structured, and
encompassing Jewish club movement.
This movement reached its pinnacle in the
formation of the National Council of Jewish Women
(NCJW) in 1893, "one of the most self-conscious
expressions of a collective Jewish women's identity/'
according to historian Deborah Grand Golomb. [40]
NCJW's founders hoped to create an organization that
would unite all American Jewish women. The Council's
scope and accomplishments were indeed impressive
.
Falling back on the ideology and rhetoric of women's
unique nurturant qualities, Council members "devoted
themselves to serving the Jewish community as if it
were the home enlarged." [41] In the process, they
extended and then redefined the notion of women's
sphere; the ideas of female power, autonomy, and
equality entered their vocabulary, and their agenda
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penetrated the former domain of male activity:
philanthropy, religion, and education. They now
demanded representation as individual Jewish women on
synagogue and Sunday school boards, and expanded their
endeavors to promote civic welfare by operating
circulating libraries, sponsoring hygiene programs, and
championing the cause of the blind and mentally
impaired.
Eventually, the NCJW ran up against the brick wall
of professional Jewish social work, a preserve that,
according to Wenger, became dominated by academically
trained male professionals. Although women in general
were finding a professional niche in the field of
social work, Jewish women encountered distinct
obstacles in the realm of Jewish social work. For
example, at the Conference of Jewish Social Workers,
convened in Baltimore in May 1915, no female speakers
were included in the program. When Minnie Low, a
prominent figure in Jewish charity circles, wrote a
letter of protest to David Bressler, the president of
the National Association of Jewish Social Workers, he
ingenuously responded, "We selected the names in
accordance with our best judgment.... There are no
doubt a great many able women in Jewish social work,
but unfortunately we do not number them in our
membership." [42] The National Council of Jewish Women
tried unsuccessfully to resist this devaluation of
female social work. As Sadie American, the national
corresponding secretary of the NCJW, observed, "There
is no problem upon which the men in New York City would
be so delighted to have the women out of, as this
problem [of immigrant aid] because they have immense
faith in their own ability to handle it, and have not
such immense faith in the women's ability." [43]
Eventually, Council members rechanneled their efforts
into lobbying for legislation and expanding their civic
programs. [44] What is significant, however, is that
the NCJW was able to expand and even empower Jewish
women's socially sanctioned roles while drawing on the
"Woman of Valor" ideal, the guardian angel of the home
and family. Writes Wenger: "Traditional restraints on
Jewish women's behavior were overcome by reinforcing
and glorifying the very notions that gave rise to those
restraints." [45]
Down on the Lower East Side, immigrant Jewish
women also engaged in public activity. As an earlier
section of this chapter indicated. East European Jewish
women were considerably autonomous within the secular
realm of the shtetl. The obligation to maintain a
proper Jewish home granted them authority within the
household and freedom of movement to buy and sell in
the marketplace and to own their own businesses. This
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autonomy extended to America. As peddlers, day
laborers, or merchants in the shtetl, they came to
America with rudimentary knowledge of the structure and
demands of a capitalist economy; and many had also
participated in the socialist and social democratic
movements of Eastern Europe, which gave them a
conceptual vocabulary for challenging unjust authority
and championing social change.
Even immigrant women who did not work in the
sweatshops of America adapted the assertiveness and
activism they exerted in the Old Country to their new
circumstances in America. As Paula Hyman writes, "They
saw themselves as natural leaders in the neighborhood,
which was their turf, their center of activity "
[46] In the kosher meat boycott of May 1902, Jewish
housewives took to the streets to protest the rising
price of meat, which had been set by wholesalers. The
boycotters formed the Ladies' Anti-Beef Trust
Association and organized committees to visit labor and
benevolent societies as well as the mayor. The
Association then sent thousands of neighborhood women
out into the streets and butcher shops of the Lower
East Side, where they flung meat out of shop windows
and brandished sticks against the police, who had been
called in to quell the disturbance. Hyman calls the
boycotters, who were primarily married Jewish women.
"pioneers in what we would today call 'neighborhood
organizing...'"; they were able to find sanction for
their public protests in the Ashkenazi tradition of
secular public visibility for Jewish women. [47] Yet,
in pursuing their protest, they, too, drew on the
ideology of women's home-centered role to defy a
challenge to their ability to provide for their
families -- in this case, the prohibitive cost of
kosher meat.
Their willingness to protest and challenge
structures of power was repeated seven years later by
their daughters in the shirtwaist makers strike of
1909, the famous Uprising of the 20,000. The largest
walkout by women in the United States up to that time,
the strike was instigated by East European immigrant
Jewish women, who made up 65 percent of the women
employed in the garment industry and who bore the brunt
of violence at the hands of the police. [48] Again,
they drew on a long tradition of Jewish women's
visibility in the secular realm, both in the
marketplace and on the picket line. Their protest,
like that of their mothers during the kosher meat
boycotts of several years earlier, drew on similar
notions of gender roles. Many of the immigrant young
women strikers were the primary breadwinners in their
families. In striking, they were protesting their
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inability to iinr)rove their famili(?s' standard of living
on their inoager wages.
This LradiLion of fomale breadwi nni nq , combined
wlLh Lho hicjii icJoaiisin of tho niiiiKMoiiM Hocial reform
and labor moveinents of the Lower EanL Sido —
•peoially socialism enabled Lhem Lo defy Lhiilr
omployers and take to Lhe streets. Their experience
aptly illustrates Sydney Stahl Weinberg's observation
that Lhe aecondary role which women have traditionally
played within JudaiHin ulUui (MiablcuJ IJumii Lo carve owt
greater independence and control over Lheir lives.
"Since woiiuMi's role in Judaism was based less upon
doctrine than men's," nhe a;;:HML:>, "iL may liave been
easier for Lhem Lo discard peripheral <*hMn(Mits yet feel
Lhey hacl retained the essence of a proper Jewish home.
'J'h i :j i. lexib i I i Ly may .» I mo ha v<^ eancui l he i r 1 ransiLion
to Llui even newer cuiLui Lhey would 1 intJ i n Llie UniLed
States. " I i*'or Lhe young whir LwaiuL oLrikers, a
proper Jewish honu* i lanulated Lo a pto[)(M j<*wiMh
idenLlLy: Here were young wom^Mi who Look the ancient
Jewish oath wIhmi i,h(*y pledqecJ Lo fjo out on a general
str ike*.
I I
Hill t hey also abhorred the un just
ail I hot i I y of Lluiir (mii|) I oye r r; , many o 1 wIk )m were ma I a
Jiiv/ti, and Llu?y W(m o wili intj Lo (li,vl y LliaL iinjuML
auLhoriLy. in dui ncj uo, I ln^y inj<icLed a moj public
d imon:; i on Lo Liu? i i [ji ol omLm . They pi ol t»:il <Ml not only
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on behalf of themselves and their families but also on
behalf of their class, gender, and ethnic group. They
were highly conscious of the role they played in
improving working conditions for future generations.
"It is not for myself, but my heart weeps for the
younger girls
. .
.
that they would find life so hard and
miserable when they are young," explained one striking
shirtwaist maker. [51] No less an activist than Rose
Schneiderman herself connected the Jewish working-class
woman's eager support of unionism to a historical
strain of Jewish idealism: "We find the Jewish girl
especially responsive to its call. Perhaps it is
because of the centuries of persecution that the race
has had to endure, that she is easier to reach than the
American girl who believes there is freedom of
opportunity for all. Then, too, the Jewish people are
idealists and are ready to fight injustice whether it
be industrial or political." [52]
To be sure, there were plenty of Jewish women
activists who, like Emma Goldman, divorced themselves
completely from their Jewish roots. But Goldman defied
her abusive and authoritarian Old World father perhaps
as much as she rejected her religious heritage, and
occasionally she praised Jewish radicals for being the
vanguard of the American left. [53] For many Jewish
women, rejecting traditional Judaism was closely linked
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to rejecting authoritarian parents and their confining
gender-role expectations for their daughters. The
elusive influence of family background, values, and
expectations upon the three women in this study will be
explored in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
"MY OWN PEOPLE": FAMILY AND
MARITAL RELATIONS
In her lyrical study. Writing a Woman T.ifp
,
scholar Carolyn Heilbrun contends: "With highly gifted
women, as with men, the failure to lead the
conventional life, to find the conventional way early,
may signify more than having been dealt a poor hand of
cards. It may well be the forming of a life in the
service of a talent felt, but unrecognized and
unnamed." [1] in different ways, Maud Nathan, Rose
Pastor Stokes, and Anzia Yezierska each followed a
trajectory toward the realization of a talent and a
calling. They embarked upon their separate paths with
vague yearnings, with an inchoate sense of purpose, but
as their steps became more sure they each, in
Heilbrun 's words, began to feel a "strong sense of
vocation." [2] Yet one never journeys alone, even when
fleeing from familial and cultural expectations of her
place in the world. The long arm of family and
cultural heritage casts a giant shadow, pointing out
the pitfalls along the way while darkening some of the
shortcuts that might have curtailed the travel time.
For all three women, familial upbringing profoundly
influenced their values and aspirations, both by the
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examples set by their parents and by the way their
families faced adversity.
Rose Pastor Stokes was born on July 18, 1879, at
least one year earlier than Anzia Yezierska. Like
Yezierska, she was born in a shtetl in the Russian
Pale, the region of Russia that Jews could legally
reside in. [3] Irving Howe has characterized the
shtetl as a "highly formalized society," in which
ritual and religiosity shielded the fragile community
against the hostility of the external world. "In so
heavily ritualized a world," he claims, "there was
little room for individuality as we have come to
understand it, since the community was the
manifestation of God's covenant with Israel, as the
family was the living core of the community." [4] This
preoccupation with family life shaped both Pastor
Stokes's and Yezierska 's recollections of growing up in
the shtetl. In their memoirs, both women vividly
described a childhood tightly bound by family
obligations on one side and the social and religious
rituals of the community on the other. And both women
recalled growing up in extreme poverty. Years later,
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Pastor Stokes's compatriot on
the lecture circuit, recalled Rose's response to a smug
questioner who wondered why the poor couldn't keep
clean: "Did your mother ever look at a nickel in her
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hand and decide between a loaf of bread and a cake of
soap? Well, mine did." [5]
Yet for the first few years of her life, Rose was
apparently shielded from the harshness of the family's
poverty. Indeed, her early memories of growing up in
the shtetl were shaped by her loving memories of her
maternal grandfather — the same Old World
authoritarian figure who forbade her mother from
marrying a gentile Polish fisherman and instead forced
her to marry a man she did not love. But for Rose,
writing from the vantage point of illness and poverty
years later, the memory of her grandfather lent a
comforting cohesiveness to her early years. "The world
is made of water, sky and light," she wrote in her
unpublished autobiography. "In the heart of it all
beams a smile — so kindl so kindl The smile of Zaidi
Berl — the smile of Berl the old fisherman. My
beloved grandfather..." [6] And beyond her
grandfather, on the shores of the river where he
fished, were the women of the shtetl, sharing such
traditional women's activities as bathing together.
"Sparkle . . . movement . . . flow of crystal waters ... My
mother brings me near and nearer to the river's edge
till my bare feet feel the water over them. . . . Women —
bodies folded in soft white muslin, bathing, laughing,
calling to each other I" [7] The play of sunlight on
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water, the "strains of an old lullaby sung by the
baker's wife to her baby," the aroma of freshly baked
unleavened bread, the chatter of women as they rolled
new leaves of raw dough, the vastness of the synagogue
to a toddler, and the feel of dirt roads under her bare
feet ~ these were the idyllic "scraps of memory" she
held dear.
Yet another memory rudely interrupted this idyll
— a picture of Alexander II, which hung above her
grandmother's bed in the tiny hut that she and her
mother shared with her grandparents. But Pastor Stokes
claimed that her grandparents and mother knew nothing
of the unrest, hunger, and oppression that was churning
throughout the land. "We carried not even the germ of
a revolutionary idea with us." [8] Instead, as she
portrays their lives in her autobiography, the rhythms
of the shtetl — the synagogue, the daily tasks of
washing, baking, and preparing for the Sabbath, and the
river stocked with fish — her grandfather's lifeblood
— dominated their lives. She depicts the shtetl as a
kind of agrarian paradise — at least for her, if not
for her mother — in contrast to the oppressive urban
tenement conditions that she and her family later
endured in London and America. Her memories of shtetl
life are so nostalgic as to seem suspect. But framing
her memories of the shtetl in this way enabled her to
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achieve her main p.irpoae in writing her autobiography
— Lo iiiustrate from her own experienae the dread tul
slavery of wage labor under capitalism and to set the
tage for her epiphanous exposure to socialism. This
will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 7.
Around inn2, I.. 1 lowing the first great wave of
East European immigration to the New World, her father
left for America for unknown reasons, probably to
secure a better livelihood. After he left,
three-year-old Rose and her moLhei traveled to London.
First, however, they stopped off in Germany to visit
Hindi':-. I hree older brothers, all iuccessful cantors
who were highly respectable and conservative in their
ways. Rose later described wonderful memories of
lavish surroundings — a grand piano, polished floors,
sunlight streaming through long French windows into a
spacious room, and expensive carpets. lUit Hindi
apparently did not get along with her respectable and
well-situated brothers; in her autobiography, Rose
merely remarked that the brothers "were too grand for
Hindi who had been married off to a bootmaker," and
that she was glad to get away from them. |9J For the
young Rose, however, Germany was an enchanting fairy
tale "where gardens and orchards bloomed, where
children laughed, and ... where plenty graced the table
..." [10]
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It was all a far cry from the stone tenements of
London, to where Hindi and three-year-old Rose
journeyed from Germany. There, in London's South End,
they moved into a two-room tenement apartment with
Hindi's brother and sister-in-law and their four
children. Supper usually consisted of a dish of rice
or fish or stew, with bread and tea. [11] Rose's Uncle
Solomon was a shoemaker, and Hindi worked long, hard
hours in a tailor's shop; still, there was barely
enough food to feed everyone. "I remember pangs of
hunger — a gnawing that would make me restless when I
tried to play." [12] Next to hunger, she associated
those early days in London with gray — "gray stones,
gray skies, gray walls of tenements. Gray days of
hunger and emptiness." [13] For her and for her
cousins, there was no childhood: "When we played, we
played solemnly, not joyously. When we sang, we sang
without gladness. There was little or no laughter in
our play." [14] Here there was no grandfather whose
smile lit up her world, nor the sweet aroma of freshly
baked bread, nor the soft laughter of women bathing
together down by the river — there was only the
spindly legs of underfed children and the haggard, worn
faces of overworked parents.
The hardship subsided somewhat when Rose's Aunt
Sarah, her mother's only sister, invited Hindi and Rose
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to live with her. Aunt Sarah and her husband were not
much better off than Rose's Uncle Solomon and his
family, but at least they had more room. For Rose,
Aunt Sarah was a model of strength and compassion.
When her teacher brutally pummeled Rose's hand with a
ruler because Rose had laughed out of turn, Aunt Sarah,
in Rose's retelling, marched into the schoolroom and
fiercely slapped the teacher across the face, then
regretted her actions: "Poor teacher," she said,
according to Rose. "A system that starves little
children to make a few 'manufacturers' rich, is cruel,
from the school up. So I have to quarrel with the
teacher who is herself a victim of the system." [15]
Whether her aunt actually said that or not. Pastor
Stokes later associated this period of her life with a
growing awareness of injustice. She recalled how she
witnessed meetings at her aunt's house by sitting
quietly in a corner, a wisp of a nine-year-old, and
listening to the animated talk around her. "I never
wearied of hearing the talk. I would have understood
little of it all. But something must have sunk in."
The talk revolved around the new heaven on earth when
peace and justice would prevail. [16] Pastor Stokes
called her mother "the life of these gatherings." She
"argued, opposed, attacked, defended." And when they
tired of talking about the shops and ruthless working
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conditions and bosses, someone would start singing —
usually Hindi. "Her voice was clear and sweet, and
every word was heard. Her singing was so heartsome,
that soon all would be joining in."
These meetings reflected a rising level of
political activism among London's Jewish working class,
especially in the Whitechapel district, where young
Rose and her relatives lived. Two decades earlier, in
1867, an epidemic of cholera in the Russian Pale and
famine in Lithuania had brought scores of Russian
refugee Jews to England's shores. The pogrom of 1871
in Odessa multiplied that number, and sent a small
cadre of politicized intellectuals into the Whitechapel
district. According to historian William J. Fishman,
who has written about this elite group, they brought to
the Whitechapel ghetto "an awareness of its
ethno-cultural unity, revitalizing it with a secular
dialectic, creativity in language and political
dynamism." [17] By the end of 1888, around the time
that Hindi participated in political meetings, Jewish
laborers took to the streets to end the slavery of the
sweating system. The Arbeter Fraint became the leading
mouthpiece of Jews who espoused socialism and derided
Orthodox Judaism. Its offices and the headquarters of
the Jewish labor movement in London were housed on
Berner street in the Whitechapel district. [18]
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Although Pastor Stokes did not identify the political
persuasion of the group that met at her aunt's
tenement, it was clear that they were part of the
political fervor rippling through London's East End.
Later, she called these discussions merely "trends.
Nothing more definite. Protests. Never a word to
indicate the way out." [19]
But, at the time, her mother did find a small way
out. When the boss in the tailoring establishment where
she worked whitewashed the windows to keep the workers
from gazing out, Hindi led a strike to remove the
whitewash. According to Pastor Stokes, the boss not
only cleaned the windows but also repainted the dingy
walls. For young Rose, her mother had become her first
role model of a successful strike leader, and later she
proudly recounted Hindi's energy and leadership during
the week-long strike: "For a week, my mother came and
went like a streak of lightning, suddenly, with flashes
of defiance, anger, humor, reporting progress, rushing
away to the battle-line.... Thereafter, [she] never
failed to agitate other workers, and exhort them to
have courage and defy the bosses." [20]
But her mother still could not defy her own
father. When she wrote to tell him about a suitor who
had proposed marriage to her, Berl journeyed to London
to look him over. To his horror, he discovered that
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the man smoked on the Sabbath, and he demanded that
Hindi break off the engagement. Tearfully, she pleaded
but to no avail. Finally, she yielded and broke off
her engagement to the "Sabbath goy." [21]
Only after her father died did she marry out of
choice. Her husband's name was Israel Pastor, and he
was devoted to both Rose and her mother. He bought
Rose candy and new clothes and took her to the theater.
But Pastor was a luftmensh who could not turn a profit.
When he and a partner went into the plate-glass
business, the partner turned out to be a scoundrel and
Pastor lost most of his money. Then he opened a cap
factory, but, according to Rose, he was so kind and
concerned about his workers' welfare that he did not
practice the necessary ruthlessness to extract more
profits out of them; instead, he nursed ill workers or
paid for their medical expenses. Once again, Hindi
educated her daughter in the ways of workers and
bosses. According to Rose, her mother told her that
all workers are poor and that the bosses "lord it over
the workers. It is their world." In her
autobiography. Rose portrayed herself as inflamed by
her mother's description of the worker's lot, and she
begged her stepfather not to be a boss again, to which
he agreed. [22]
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Israel then journeyed to South America to earn
money. He briefly returned to London, and set out
again, this time to America, leaving Rose, her mother,
and a baby. Once again, poverty trailed the family,
and Rose, now approximately ten, was forced to drop out
of school and help her mother do piecework, making
satin bows for women's slippers. For Rose, then, the
years in London were a litany of poverty, intensified
by her growing awareness that others were even worse
off. She recalled sitting with her mother at the table
to complete their quota of bows and thinking about her
aunt and uncle's infant, who had died from hunger, or
the beggars on the street. These were "the poor, the
submerged, the sick, the outcast, the agonized ..." in
contrast to the "lords and ladies of the land" with
their grand mansions. [23] And beyond this vague
awareness of economic injustice was her mother's gentle
and politically simplistic voice, cheering strikers on,
admonishing Rose to remember that "the rich live on the
poor" and the bosses "lord it over the workers."
One year later, Hindi took Rose to a Mayday
celebration. But Hindi had not yet acquired the
political vocabulary to explain the significance of
Mayday to her young daughter. "[My mother] did not
tell me things — did not try to make me understand
what she herself was trying to understand or was
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learning." [24] m retrospect, Rose regarded her
mother as politically uneducated, speaking those "words
of hope and courage which workers speak who do not yet
know what is the matter with their world." [25] Still,
these words made a lasting imprint upon Rose, who was
trying to comprehend the hardship that she and her
family had suffered.
In the fall of 1890, eleven-year-old Rose, her
baby stepbrother, and her mother set out by steerage to
join her stepfather in Cleveland, Ohio. Rose had
received only a year and a half of schooling, and had
endured a year of hard labor at piecework. "During my
eight years of life in the Whitechapel district," she
recalled later, "I don't remember seeing a tree or a
blade of grass save in a graveyard.... Most of those
eight years I never had enough to eat." She had high
hopes for America — she envisioned it as a place where
"there would be grass and trees to enjoy — and bread
enough to eat." [26]
The voyage over was tumultuous and dangerous. A
storm at sea ripped a hole in the vessel, and the
passengers in steerage "walked in water to their
knees." Hungry children wailed and a crazed woman
knelt in the water holding a crucifix. But Rose
claimed later that she was not frightened. Through it
all, she sat "beside my mother with a hand in her arm.
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I was not afraid. Perhaps because she had taught me to
have no fear." [27] Indeed, she portrays her mother as
fearless over their plight at sea. As the woman prayed
hysterically over her crucifix, Hindi found her resolve
in secular political indignation: "'Immigrants' lives
are risked to pile up riches for the ships' companies,'
my mother explained to her fellow voyagers." [28]
Their initial exposure to Cleveland seemed to
answer young Rose's hopes for plenty to eat and for
trees and grass. Her stepfather had rented a cheerful,
three-room flat on the second story of a frame house,
complete with furniture — which he had bought on
credit. Their new home was in the heart of the Jewish
ghetto on Liberal Street. Cleveland already had a
sizeable Jewish population because of immigration by
Jews from Bavaria in the 1830s and 1840s; in the last
part of the nineteenth century, a new and growing
influx of East European Jews multiplied that
population. As in other cities, the immigrant groups
that resettled in Cleveland during these years
increasingly came from southern and eastern Europe
instead of northern and western Europe. In 1890, 37.5
percent of Cleveland's total white population was
foreign born, and nearly three-fourths of these
immigrants came from northern and western Europe. Only
18,000 immigrants had migrated from southern and
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eastern Europe in 1890, comprising less than one-fifth
of Cleveland's total foreign-born population. But over
the next two decades that figure multiplied to 112,000,
or almost three-fifths of the total immigrant
population. [29] Jews from eastern Europe figured
largely in that increase. By 1905, Cleveland would
become the seventh largest Jewish urban center in the
United States, with a population of 25,000 Jews. [30]
Like their counterparts in New York, the German
Jews of Cleveland had already established themselves
financially, primarily through the garment industry.
But until the early part of the twentieth century, they
encountered stiff anti-Semitism if they tried to
socialize or live within the larger gentile community.
[31] In light of their own precarious social status,
they responded to the growing needs of their East
European Jewish brethren with a mixture of altruism and
self-interest. Said one longtime Jewish resident: "We
want to teach them the customs of the land and to
prepare them for citizenship, and to conduct themselves
as citizens.... [N]o matter what one Jew does, all Jews
are blamed for it." [32] To this end, the German
Jewish community established the Council Educational
Alliance in 1899 to "engage in educational and
philanthropic work" and be a "cultural and inspi-
rational center" within the immigrant community. [33]
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The Alliance was not a settlement house in which
teachers and counselors were permanently lodged to work
among the new arrivals. But it did offer classes in
Hebrew and English, a free Sabbath school, legal aid,
and child care, and it sponsored social events,
lectures, and debates. [34] The building also housed a
library, gymnasium, and bathing facilities.
In Cleveland, the trades that employed most
immigrants were cigar-making and peddling, not the
needle trades as in New York City. [35] Israel Pastor,
Rose's stepfather, owned his own horse and wagon, and
roamed up and down the streets searching for pieces of
metal that could be sold to Ohio's steel mills. His
earnings had supported himself but could hardly sustain
a family. Nor was he alone; in her autobiography.
Pastor Stokes recalled that all of their neighbors
experienced financial hardship, and that local
merchants stopped extending credit. [36] Two days
after Rose, her mother, and her baby stepbrother
arrived, Rose went to work in a cigar factory, though
she was two years younger than the minimum working age,
thirteen. Cigar-making, in particular, employed a
large percentage of immigrant women. In New York City,
for example, women from Bohemia often immigrated before
their parents and husbands, worked at cigar-making, as
they had in Bohemia, and sent passage money back home
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to their families. By the 1870s, more than half of the
cigar-makers in New York City were Bohemian women. [37]
Gradually, women from other immigrant groups went to
work in cigar factories as well.
Eager to help her parents, Rose agreed to work two
weeks without pay, six weeks more at half pay, and then
finally at full pay. In her autobiography, she
portrayed her mother's reaction as bitter but
acquiescent. At the end of three weeks when she
brought home her pay, seventy-seven cents, her mother
flung the coins on the table. "'The blood of a child!
Look,' she says, 'Look what it will bring!'" [38]
Timidity at being a stranger in a new land,
economic need, and ignorance of T^erican factory
practices rendered the young immigrant woman worker
uniquely vulnerable to exploitation by her bosses. In
most industries that employed immigrant women, female
workers received lower wages than did male employees.
One garment factory owner preferred greenhorn women,
according to one of his workers, because "Americanized
girls ... fuss too much ... while green girls don't
kick about the pay." [39] Rose recalled how grateful
she was when her boss at the cigar factory gave her a
day off — without pay — to "help [her] mother." She
gleefully skipped home and spent the day doing
household chores. Only later did she discover from a
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fellow worker — a girl two years older ~ that he had
sent her home because the factory inspector had come
that day and he would have been penalized for employing
an underage worker. [40]
But as a greenhorn with few marketable skills and
an urgent need to make money. Rose and thousands of
other young immigrant women had little alternative.
Although more career opportunities opened up for
middle- and upper-class women during the last two
decades of the nineteenth century, immigrant women had
few such options. For young women from more affluent
families, college training became readily available,
and between 1890 and World War I growing numbers of
women sought professional training in nursing,
teaching, social work, and medicine. In the 1880s and
1890s, women comprised about 10 percent of their
medical school classes. [41] But for most immigrant
women during this period, college was an unheard of
luxury, and their employment options were limited
mainly to unskilled factory work. Across the nation,
immigrant women often dominated certain kinds of
factory work: garment manufacture, textiles,
silk-making, artificial flower-making, and
candy-making, among others. [42] By 1905, however,
more Russian Jewish immigrant women were leaving the
factory and embarking upon white-collar and clerical
work; in this year, 25 percent of employed Russian
Jewish women in New York worked as teachers, clerks,
salespeople, or shopkeepers. [43]
For immigrant daughters like Rose and Anzia
Yezierska, even childhood was an unknown concept.
Although the young Anzia briefly attended school before
dropping out to work in a sweatshop. Rose virtually
stepped off of steerage and into the dusty surroundings
of a stogie-rolling factory. Gradually, she became
the family's chief breadwinner. Still, even her rising
wages could not rescue the burgeoning family from
poverty. By the time she was thirteen, she had two
younger step-siblings. Within a few years, four more
children were born. Her description of the insidious
effects of poverty on the mind and spirit is gripping
and eloquent in her autobiography. She described how
the family carefully rationed their food and how she
wore shoes that were so old and thin the ice and slush
came through in the winter. "We were always hanging
over a precipice. But now we felt that something was
going to break; that the precarious bit of shale we
called 'life' to which we clung in such desperation,
would give way, and that we -- all of us, with our
poverty and our crust of bread, would go crashing down
to disaster. " [44]
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Some days, her stepfather pulled in a few dollars,
but many days he earned nothing. And, according to her
recollections, as he earned less and she contributed
more, his self-respect and vitality dissolved and he
turned to alcohol. Her mother surmised that he went to
the saloon for a "free lunch." But in order to receive
this free lunch, he had to buy a beer. As time went
on, he became physically and verbally abusive toward
Rose and her mother, always waking up contrite the next
morning. In Rose's retelling, neither she nor her
mother could blame him. Instead, in her autobiography,
she portrayed her stepfather as a victim of something
beyond his control. "But the force that held millions
of the working class in a relentless grip of compulsory
idleness and starvation was stronger than the strongest
individual among us. A living was simply not to be
made. Though a man throw his heart and his hands and
his whole being into the battle for bread, those
millions that were doomed were doomed...." [45]
Eventually, it was Rose, not Israel, who kept the
family barely clothed and fed. Her portrait of her
stepfather is compassionate and non judgmental . She
portrayed him as a man with "a heart of gold. He would
have had that heart cut up into little bits to feed his
children." [46] But he simply could not withstand the
pressures. Eventually, he abandoned his family.
reappeared briefly, and then left again for good. Rose
never knew what became of him.
Beyond her own family's struggles, she became
aware of the similar hardships their neighbors endured.
"My mother got acquainted with the neighbors, and they
came in, evenings or Sunday afternoons. There was much
talk, and my child's horizon again began to widen
through the equal sorrows and bitter economic struggles
of the little proletarian world about me." [47] In
Cleveland, as well as in London, Rose was deprived of a
childhood. But the deprivation was far greater once
the family came to America. She felt the crushing
weight of supporting her family, before as well as
after her stepfather left. Yet, in her retelling, she
willingly worked in two cigar factories, during the day
and half the night, to supplement the family income.
"After the long day in B's factory, I rolled stogies
till midnight in the little 'buckeye, ' cheerful and
lively as a sparrow because I was doing my utmost to
help." [48]
In this respect, she was fulfilling an immigrant
Jewish daughter's traditional role as economic mainstay
of the family. Rose kept none of her salary for
herself; instead, she willingly turned it over to her
parents. Social workers of the time and historians
later on have documented the strong sense of family
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obligation shown by immigrant Jewish and Italian
daughters. In both the Old Country and America, a
carefree childhood was unknown to these young women,
who went to work as soon as they could while
shouldering other family burdens, such as taking care
of their younger siblings. [49] In America, however,
this sense of obligation sometimes created tensions
between mother and daughter. As young immigrant women
became exposed to new forms of leisure and consumption
in their urban neighborhoods, such as dance halls,
nickelodeons, and shops, they often wanted to control
some or all of their earnings for their own pleasure.
Even the mere change of work venue from doing piecework
in the home to working in a factory, away from the
watchful eyes of parental authority, encouraged a
"change in consciousness and a redefinition of goals"
among immigrant working-class daughters, according to
historian Elizabeth Ewen. [50] She quotes one early
twentieth-century labor organizer: "They acquired the
right to a personality which they had not ever
possessed in the Old Country." [51] This "right to a
personality" could assert itself in the demand for a
social life independent of family life, and also for
money to spend on personal pleasures. Coed dance
halls, amusement parks, new clothes and makeup — all
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vied for the immigrant daughter's allegiance and
earnings. [52]
Yet the staggering burden of supporting her
parents and half siblings seemed to draw Rose even
closer to her mother. In her autobiography, she
intimates that they became partners, especially after
her stepfather left, in keeping the family fed and
clothed. Rose later claimed that she discussed with
her mother the pros and cons of participating in her
first strike because she knew the family would suffer
if she went on strike. Her mother was dubious but
agreed that she should participate. [53]
Witnessing the impact of the family's poverty on
her mother affected Rose more than her own deprivation.
She had watched her mother's youthful spirit and
political activism gradually wither away as she turned
into an overburdened, prematurely aged, and haggard
woman with an alcoholic husband and a burgeoning
family. Rose poignantly described her mother's anguish
at being helpless to ease Rose's responsibilities.
According to Rose, Hindi lamented the loss of her
daughter's childhood as she toiled in the cigar factory
and the hardships that Rose suffered on icy winter
mornings when she hurried out the door clothed only in
a threadbare gingham dress and thin jacket. On such
occasions, her mother urged her to walk briskly. "I
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felt the agony that tugged at her motherheart
. 'Walk
fast,' she would always say, 'walk as fast as you can,
Rosalie. Remember, it's better to walk fast in the
cold.'" [54]
As a young woman in London leading her fellow
workers out on strike, her mother exemplified for Rose
the excitement and accomplishment of political
activism; but in America, Rose watched the same
struggle for bread destroy her mother's vitality. In
later years, however, her mother's political spirit
momentarily reasserted itself. After moving to New
York in 1904, Rose's mother represented the Progressive
Women of the Bronx, an organization of some 250
homemakers, in a second kosher meat boycott and urged
the women of the Bronx to give up meat until the prices
were reduced. She was one of the female Jewish
pioneers in "neighborhood organizing" whom historian
Paula Hyman has praised for creatively translating
traditional gender roles into an effective
neighborhood-based movement for economic justice. [55]
Throughout her life, Rose's loving regard for her
mother remained steadfast. In 1923, she sent a pencil
sketch of their mother to her half sister, Lil. The
sketch was entitled "Our Mother," and it reflected a
profoundly loving, soft, and dignified view of their
mother. In flowing lines, highlighted with delicate
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shadi.Kj, Rose reiuiorcd a solL, slender lacc wiLh dreamy
eyes, l ike her own, and .» mouLh cjeiiLly Lurned up i„ a
slight wini ful smile. The sketch speaks poiqnanl.ly ol
her deep love ,uid respecl: for lier mother. [56]
Thio love, liowever, was l,(;!d.(Hl in I ,d:er years.
WluM» Rose divorced her huuband, Graham SLokes, in i:)/"^,
she conl, iiHKM] t,o feel responsible for her moLher. Slu?
demanded nothing for h(M :;(H f from I h(> divorce, but she
insisted that Craham provide her mother with a modest
income. [57 | A yc^ar lat er, Graham indicated Lhat ho
int,(}nde(i Lo first reduc() and then (i i Hcon t i niu^ tlu?
subsidy of one hundred dollars a monLh Lhat, lu? had [)aid
Hindi since his marriage to Rose in 190r), and he
suggested that nhe t:nrii l.o lu^r childf(Mi for assistance.
Rose frantically enumeratcMl her aihlintj.s' financial
d i f f i en 1 I, i es and endfMl hor lotter"^ "Ah f or inyj^f^l f and
my c) I (1 iiiolJuu' Hoim^how, 1 UruaL , nha I I inaiicujc^ Lo
spend ' Lhe lauL ol Lilo, ior which Lho 1 iiiiL wan made,'
beauLiiui l y . " [ bU J AL Ci aham's instruction, hio
secretary sent Hindi a ih i i
i
y-five-dollar check, alony
wi Lh a note inf oriiii luj hor Idiat: a monlh i y payiiuMil- i n
this ainonnl would maclo un( i 1 I lu^ fOl lowing autumn.
On I: Rose i mmediately rel n rnod Lho check Ixv^iufle "both
Lho (:h(HjU(^ and h i s (^xf)r fM^H(?d i n Lon L ions i n no way
r;opr (?s(MiL a rc^sponsc} L(; Lho r oquoHL 1 mad(} ol him. "
[59]
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Rose now assumed full financial responsibility for
her mother. Shortly after she purchased a cottage in
Westport, Connecticut, she wrote to a friend that she
was eager to get her mother, who had been ill, into the
fresh air of the country. In the summer of 1928, Hindi
lived with her daughter at Westport, but the strain of
living in such close surroundings created tension
between them. On July 11, 1928, Rose wrote to her half
brother Bernard: "Mother is returning to New York. We
cannot live all summer together without making life
intolerable for each other. Today she announced that
she is leaving. The other day I was ready to do any
desperate thing to myself to escape the close
relationship. Old parents should live in their own
homes and be visited by the children. They should
never be inflicted on the children. It is hell on
earth for both." Then she warned Bernard, "Don't you
ever do it, Babel" [60]
As a young girl and woman and, years later, once
again struggling against poverty, Rose assumed
responsibility for her mother. But, except for the
tension of living together in cramped quarters during
that summer of 1928, it was a responsibility that she
willingly shouldered. Hindi exemplified for Rose both
the crushing burden of poverty and the almost epiphanic
transformation that political activism, however
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theoretically simplistic, can bring. Hindi was Rose's
first significant tutor in the cruel and unjust
disparity between wealth and poverty; although her own
political activism was sporadic and unsophisticated,
she instilled in her daughter the values of compassion
and righteous indignation, and a lifelong commitment to
serving the needs of the working class.
For Anzia Yezierska, as for Rose Pastor Stokes,
childhood was a constant struggle to get enough to eat
and to help her family pay the rent. But, in the
shtetl where her family lived in the Old Country, this
poverty was a badge of honor because her father had
chosen the most exalted line of work — the pious life
of the rabbi and talmudic scholar. As an old woman
once again struggling with poverty and anonymity,
Yezierska chose to remember the family's poverty in the
Old Country with a nostalgia burnished by pride: "In
the depths of our want was glory — pride in Father
because he was not like other fathers. He had worked
for God as some men work for their wives and children."
[61]
The Yeziersky family — Anzia 's mother and father,
three brothers, three sisters, and herself — lived in
a one-room hovel in a tiny shtetl. She never even knew
the name of the shtetl. In her fiction, she sometimes
called it Plinsk, other times Ploch. [62] Like so many
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others, the little shtetl consisted of a cluster of
unpainted wood and mud cottages with thatched roofs,
crowded together on narrow, crooked streets. Goats and
chickens rambled aimlessly down the muddy streets or in
the central marketplace, where Anzia sometimes
accompanied her mother to market. Beyond the little
town lay cool, silent woodlands and sparkling streams.
In later years, writing from a dingy tenement room in
the Lower East Side, Anzia looked back upon her shtetl
with affection: "How I suffered But still I love
it. I was born there. I love the houses and the straw
roofs, the mud streets, the cows, the chickens and the
goats. My heart always hurts me for what is no more."
[63]
Even in the best of times, the Yezierskys lived
precariously. As Anzia explained, "In a village as
poor as ours, who had money to pay the rabbi?" [64]
The family relied on the donations of other shtetlers
as poor as themselves. Later, Anzia remembered that
she couldn't even have a pet "because animals take
food," and the family barely had enough to eat
themselves. [65]
Yet, in interviews and in her writings, Anzia did
not look back upon the family's life in the Old Country
with bitterness. In retrospect, what stood out most
vividly to her was the shtetlers' piety. She described
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the gaiety of Purim, the celebration of Mordecai's
victory over the vicious Hainan, who had plotted to kill
all of the Jews in Persia, and the somberness of the
Day of Atonement. On this most holy of days, she
recalled, her father and other Jews "dressed in white
shrouds and white stockings — praying, ceaselessly
praying" from sundown of Erev Yom Kippur to sundown the
next day. "The solemnity, the awe of those suppliant
figures, raising their voices in one voice, year after
year, generation after generation, century after
century." [66] Like Rose's memories of her early years
in a shtetl, Anzia's memories of growing up in the
shtetl were loving and nostalgic. Both women lyrically
described a close-knit society bound by ritual and the
comforting repetition of daily tasks, a world in which
the spiritual was intertwined with the mundane — and a
world that was forever lost to them once they journeyed
by steerage to America. Neither focused on the
subservient roles that women played in the synagogue.
Instead, with gauzy nostalgia Rose remembered the
shared experience of women bathing together, while
Anzia recalled how her mother's eyes lit up and her
entire demeanor changed as she joyously lit Sabbath
candles or danced at Purim. [67]
According to Anzia 's recollections, the family
lived in the constant shadow of pogroms. In 1881,
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around the time thai Anzia was born, an assassin's
bullet ended the relative peace in which the Jews of
the Russian-Polish Pale had lived under Czar Alexander
II 's restricted rule. Within a few weeks after the
czar's death a merciless tide of violence and
bloodshed, instigated by agents of the new czar, swept
across the Pale. For the next several years, sporadic
outbreaks of violence haunted the Jews of the Pale.
[68] Anzia recalled the prayer her father chanted when
the family fled the terrors of one such pogrom: "I
will lead the blind by a way that they know not," he
intoned. "I will lead them through paths that they
have not known. I will make darkness light before them
and crooked things straight; these things will I do
for them and not forsake them." [69] Although this
religious faith apparently comforted Reb Yezierski, it
could not protect his family from danger, starvation,
and deprivation.
After 1886, new ordinances restricted the number
of Jewish students allowed to attend public schools,
and Jews were prohibited from establishing their own
schools. In one of her short stories, "How I Found
America," Yezierska made reference to a school near her
shtetl that was open only to "Christian children." She
then described her fantasies of what learning would be
like in the new world: "free schools, free colleges,
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free libraries, where I could learn and learn and keep
on learning." [70] it is reasonable to assume, then,
that Anzia had only a smattering of schooling, if even
that, by the time the family decided to sail for
America. Indeed, in one of her autobiographical short
stories, told in the first person, she described her
fear when she stood guard for cossacks while her father
illegally conducted cheder, or religious school.
"Every breath I drew was a breath of fear, every shadow
a stifling shock, every footfall struck in my heart
like the heavy boot of the Cossack." [71] But,
according to her retelling, she deserted her post to
snatch a potato and because of her lack of vigilance,
the cossacks stormed in and destroyed their hut. There
is no way of ascertaining the truth of this. What is
known, however, is that the Yezierskys somehow mustered
up the money to send the oldest son. Max, to America.
The plan was for Max to earn enough money to bring the
rest of the family over. By around 1890, when Anzia
was eight or ten, the rest of the family journeyed by
steerage to America. [72]
In Anzia 's retelling, the ordeal of steerage did
not dampen her enthusiasm for going to America.
According to her recollections, the letters from former
shtetlers who had journeyed to America had portrayed
the New World as a land of milk and honey, in which no
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Cossacks spread terror and destruction, Jew and gentile
lived in peace, and free education and employment were
available to all. Although Yezierska often exaggerated
for effect in her writing, her rosy childhood fantasies
of America were indeed shared by other shtetlers eager
to believe they were traveling to a new Avalon ~
especially young women who equated the New World with
greater independence. "My fantasy paints such
beautiful pictures for me in America I see myself
in the United States, dressed neatly, walking to school
with books in my hand," wrote one young girl before she
emigrated. [73] "I was nearly sixteen, and I began to
fear that one fine day my father would come home with
some ready-made human merchandise for me," recalled
another immigrant Jewish woman. "I therefore began to
think more and more frequently about America — where I
saw my only refuge." [74] Economic independence,
education, personal aspirations — these reasons, along
with a sense of obligation to help support their
families, propelled aspiring young immigrant Jewish
women toward America. Even before reaching the New
World, the young Anzia and others like her harbored
ambitions for a better life. For her, living in
America would help her achieve that life, and in her
short stories, essays, and semifictional autobiography.
Red Ribbon on a White Horse , she portrayed her
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childhood excitement in journeying to this qoldene
medinah
.
For readers in the 1920s eager to lap up the
immigrant experience, she obliged with platitudinous
detail ~ she described her fantasies of shining
cities, caring people, and book-filled schoolrooms
where she could read to her heart's delight.
But it was not to be. What she and millions of
other immigrants found instead was a host of xenophobic
attitudes and suspicions. In 1890, the year that both
Anzia and Rose Pastor came to America, over 40 percent
of New York City's population was foreign born. In
other cities, such as Cleveland, the percentage was
similarly inching up. [75] Ten years earlier, in 1880,
the Jewish population of New York City was 85,000, and
most of these were of German descent. By 1905, the
city's total Jewish population had climbed to 672,000,
of whom only about 20 percent were of German origin.
[76] Between 1880 and 1920, over 2 million Jews from
eastern Europe immigrated to the United States. Their
numbers, combined with the thousands of other
immigrants from Eastern and Southern Europe, aroused
fears of race suicide among America's native-born
elite. These self-appointed protectors of the American
way feared that the strange foreigner would steal jobs
from the real Americans, subvert long-established
political traditions, and prove to be disloyal
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citizens. One professor from the Midwest claimed that
immigrant fathers were not real men because they had
not been shaped by the American way of life: "Natural
selection, frontier life, and the example of the red
man produced in America a type of great physical
self-control, gritty, uncomplaining, merciless to the
body through fear of becoming 'soft.'" [77] In 1904,
the commissioner-general of immigration, Frank Sargent,
even urged immigrants to resettle in Colorado and Utah
and cultivate beets. [78] Anti-immigrant attitudes cut
across class lines, triggering the fears of native-born
worlcers who worried that immigrants would take away
their jobs, as well as the anxieties of upper-class
Brahmins who fretted that foreign ways would pollute
some Olympian ideal of American society.
Historian Lawrence Fuchs has noted how the forty
years of peak immigration, between 1880 to 1920, also
gave rise to a period of intense national debate over
the nature of American identity. [79] That debate, in
a reverse reflection of present-day concerns,
encompassed questions of class and ethnicity in trying
to define the nature of American identity; diversity
was regarded as antithetical for preserving an American
democratic culture based on Anglo-European cultural
traditions and political principles. Cultural and
class differences were to be erased rather than
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celebrated. Such programs as the Americanization
movement strove to mold immigrants into loyal Americans
through adult-education and special workplace
instruction; these programs also tried to stamp out
ethnic identity by forbidding foreign-language
instruction in the public schools and dissuading
parents from sending their children to parochial
schools
.
Ironically, these attempts to create 100 percent
Americanism provoked another response — one that
accommodated both ethnic pluralism and the formation of
a shared civic culture. In combatting attempts to
suppress their customs and culture, ethnic groups drew
upon American constitutional principles of freedom of
speech and religion. What slowly emerged among ethnic
groups was a marriage between adherence to Old World
communal customs and a celebration of American
democratic principles. Indeed, according to Fuchs, the
immigrants would help to make Americans "more aware of
the civic basis of their national identity." Fuchs has
observed that during the peak period of immigration
from eastern and southern Europe, such American icons
as the Washington Monument (1884), the Pledge of
Allegiance (1892), and the Lincoln Memorial (1922) were
created. Far from polluting American democratic
ideals, immigrants "actually helped to strengthen and
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more sharply define the civic culture, encouraging a
voluntary ethnic pluralism within the framework of
civic unity that was different from anything the world
had ever known." [80] Later, as will be seen, Yezierska
drew on this phenomenon to make her own mark on
American public life. But in 1890, when the young
Anzia stepped off the boat with her family and was
renamed Hattie Mayer by immigration officials, her
dreams of finding instant acceptance in her new country
were dashed.
In Red Ribbon on a White Horse , she presents
school as her first ordeal, a world where she felt
entirely out of place: "I had walked into the
classroom without knowing a word of English I felt
like the village idiot in my immigrant clothes so
different from the clothes of the other children." But
more painful even than her odd appearance was the
unfamiliar language. "The sound of every foreign word
hammered into me: 'You'll never know, you'll never
learn '" [81] In her retelling, the prize that she
desired most — an education, which she was sure that
America would give her — thrust her into the role of
the gawky foreigner, the other. For her, the reality
of being an outsider began the moment she tried to
become an insider through that exalted American
prescription for self-improvement : education.
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Her encounter with American education differed
significantly, for example, from Mary Antin's euphoric
response to American schools. Antin celebrated her
makeover in manner and speech by American education —
her ability "to think in English without an accent," as
she claimed in her autobiography The Promised T.^nH m
contrast, Yezierska viewed formal classroom education
as an alien world that she could never penetrate, even
though she would eventually receive a degree in
domestic science from Teachers College. In her short
stories and novels, she repeatedly presents heroines
who are eager to learn but who simply cannot get "cold
in the heart and clear in the head" like their
American-born fellow students and teachers.
Eventually, these immigrant protagonists come to accept
and even celebrate their more intuitive and emotional
response to what they learn. [82] Thus, in applying
the Jewish value of learning to a Horatio Alger-like
ethic of self
-improvement, one in which Jewish
immigrants hoped to become more Anglicized — that is,
more rational and controlled — her heroines ultimately
rediscover the beauty and strength of their passionate
and warmly responsive East European sensibilities.
This will be explored at greater length in Chapter 5.
What is significant here is that Anzia's eagerness to
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ome
go to school was thwarted by her self-consciousness at
being a foreigner in an American classroom.
It was also thwarted by her family's economic
dependence on her. Shortly after young Anzia entered
school, her family pulled her out to work and
contribute to the family income. Her three older
sisters had already gone to work in a shirtwaist
sweatshop as soon as the family had arrived. [83] She
lied about her age to get the necessary work papers,
and found a job as a servant for relatives who had c
to America earlier. After working for a month, she
learned that they intended to give her only room and
board without any wages, and she returned to the
tenement and sought work in the sweatshops.
Poverty in America did not carry the same badge of
honor that it did in the Old Country. Here, according
to Yezierska's recollections, neighbors could not be
counted on to contribute food or a few pennies, and the
fear of eviction always hovered over Anzia and her
family. It was not uncommon in the Lower East Side for
families to be put out of their apartments for failure
to pay the rent. Surely, as a child, Anzia witnessed
this pathetic sight. In Bread Givers , which scholars
and Yezierska herself regarded as her most
autobiographical novel, she envisioned her family's
belongings "kicked out on the sidewalk like a pile of
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junk.... Each sigh of pity from the passersby, each
penny thrown into the plate was another stab into our
burning shame." [84] Like Rose, Anzia felt an urgent
need to help her family. Along with so many of their
neighbors, the family took in piecework or sold
paperbags that they made themselves. Later Anzia
described to her daughter how she and her brother Henry
tried to peddle the family's homemade paperbags. [85]
While Henry peddled his sluggishly, Anzia hawked hers
as if she were giving away diamonds. "So loud was my
yelling, for my little size, that people stopped to
look at me Nothing was before me but the hunger in
our house. ..." [86]
And like Rose, Anzia watched the ruthless poverty
of America shatter her parents. Her mother. Pearl, who
dutifully cooked and cleaned according to the kosher
laws, had always been a highly emotional woman. But in
the Old Country, according to Anzia, she occasionally
laughed and surrendered herself to gaiety. Anzia
portrayed her as a woman who took great pleasure in the
rituals and traditions of shtetl life. At weddings,
for example, she celebrated being Jewish. "What we are
that we are, but Jews, Jews we are," she would sing
gaily, radiant with pride in her culture. [87] On
Sabbath days in the Old Country, the clean apron she
wore transformed her. "The sparkle in her eyes lighted
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the room." [88] But in America, she seldom smiled at
all. Anzia watched her scrub and clean and cook like
"a driven horse feeling the whip behind him." [89] m
a first-person account, "Mostly About Myself," Anzia
related how she innocently asked her mother what a
birthday was and if she could have one. Her mother
glared at her. What, she demanded, did her daughter
have to be so glad about? Wouldn't it be better if she
had never been born? Birthdays were for rich people,
not for the poor. "'What's a poor man but a living
dead one?' she pursued, talking more to herself than to
me. 'You ought to light a black candle on your
birthday. You ought to lie on your face and cry and
curse the day you was bornl'" [90] Pearl Yezierska
turned her bitterness at the family's struggle back
upon herself and her young daughter. Unlike Rose
Pastor Stokes's mother, she had no political or
conceptual vocabulary to help her understand her
family's plight. While Rose and her mother were
partners against a cruel economic system, Anzia
portrayed herself as a target of her mother's inchoate
wrath. This surely did not make for a secure and
loving relationship between mother and daughter.
As with so many of Yezierska 's writings, however,
there is no way to document whether her mother actually
told her to light a "black candle" on her birthday.
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But an overwrought mother desperately trying to
scrounge up money to feed her family appears in many of
Yezierska's short stories, as well as in Red Ribbon nn
a White Horse and Bread Givers. As an adult, Yezierska
took the life around her that she had witnessed as a
child and young woman, her experiences and
disappointments and those of her family and neighbors,
and transformed them into fiction — but a fiction that
conveyed an essential truth. It is safe to assume,
then, that the desperation and bitterness with which
she endowed her mother in her autobiography and fiction
was based on the true-life experiences of an
impoverished woman who was trying to feed a family of
eleven without any thought for her own welfare.
In Bread Givers, Yezierska skillfully portrayed
both the exploitive and nourishing aspects of Judaism
for women like her mother who were socialized into
managing the more mundane matters of paying the rent
and keeping their families fed and clothed while their
husbands prayed. On the one hand, Yezierska bluntly
admitted, "God didn't listen to women. Heaven and the
next world were only for men.... Women had no brains
for the study of God's Torah, but they could be the
servants of men who studied the Torah." [91] And
because only men counted in God's eyes, the father in
Bread Givers had the best room in the flat to shelter
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his beloved sacred books and the heartiest part of the
soup while the rest of the family ate only the watery
part. Although the mother curses her husband for
"working for Heaven" while she has to "suffer here such
bitter hell," her hard shell of anger cracks at the
sound of his praying. [92] Yezierska's alter ego, Sara,
observes: "Mother's face lost all earthly worries.
Forgotten were beds, mattresses, boarders, and dowries.
Father's holiness filled her eyes with delight." [93]
Reb Yeziersky was indeed of the Old World. His
erudition accorded him the respect of the shtetl but
almost no income. His only earnings came from
tutoring. Yet he refused to sully his hands in the
sordid matter of making a decent living. In an
unpublished short story, Yezierska put these words into
the father's mouth: "If you have to live in a world of
money-worshipers, poverty is an ornament on a wise man
like a red ribbon on a white horse." [94] The last
part of this sentence became the title of her
semifictional autobiography. But in America, Reb
Yeziersky was a pathetic anachronism. In the land of
dollars, a pious man who willingly chose poverty could
not expect honor alone to pay the rent.
From her own recollections and her portrait of him
in her fiction and semifictional autobiography,
Yezierska had a stormy relationship with her father
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throughout her life. In Bread Givers and Red Ribbon on
a White Horse
,
her alter ego was at constant
loggerheads with her Old World father for wanting a
life of her own — a career or vocation, sometimes a
husband whom she had chosen, and a life apart from her
family. When Sara refuses to succumb to a marriage
arranged by her father in Bread Givers
, he rages, "Pfui
on your education! What's going to be your end? A
dried-up old maid? You think you can make over the
world?... Woe to America where women are let free like
men. All that's false in politics, prohibition, and
all the evils of the world come from them." [95] in
Red Ribbon on a White Horse, he accuses Anzia of bowing
to the gods of Mammon by accepting money for her first
collection of short stories and going to the land of
Sodom and Gemorah, Hollywood, to write a screenplay.
He cannot bring himself to praise the literary ability
that enabled her to earn that money. To his way of
thinking, her writing — her audacity to have a life of
her own in a room of her own — renders her an unfit
Jewish daughter, an unruly, unpious, and undeferential
Lilith to her parents and people.
But the other side of this fiery Old World
authoritarianism was a fervent piety that transformed
him into a modern-day prophet. Hearing her father
chant, Yezierska wrote in one short story, was like
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hearing the mournful history of the Jewish people —
"thousands of years of exile, thousands of years of
hunger, loneliness, and want swept over her as she
listened to her father's voice." [96] In her stories,
her young heroines attempt to make peace with their
fathers after they have achieved a modicum of success;
they now feel the need to absorb some of their fathers'
spiritual sustenance. Sometimes they succeed, and
sometimes they don't. In Bread Givers
,
Sara and her
father ultimately achieve a cautious rapprochement when
she invites him to live with her and her future
husband. He agrees, as long as she promises "to keep
sacred all that is sacred to me." [97] Sara consents
to this, but as she leaves him she once again feels the
weight of her father's Old World traditions upon her
own freedom. In Red Ribbon on a White Horse
,
Anzia
distrusts her good fortune of selling her first
collection of short stories to Hollywood; she goes to
see her father, hoping to absorb some of his spiritual
purity. But their encounter ends in yet another one of
his tirades against her ungodly ways. [98]
In reality, however, Anzia and her father were not
so different in nature. Again, in Bread Givers , her
most autobiographical novel, Sara's future husband,
Hugo Seelig, tells her: "After all, it's from him [her
father] that you got the iron for the fight you had to
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make to be what you are now." [99] Anzia inherited
both of her parents' explosive temperaments, but she
also absorbed her father's reverence for the life of
the mind. She respected and emulated his love of
learning. With unabashed admiration, she once
recounted to her daughter how Reb Yeziersky had taught
himself French as a young man — a brazenly secular act
for an Orthodox Jew. [100] According to his
granddaughter, he was a studious, inquisitive man with
catholic interests, and Anzia absorbed his eclectic
approach to learning. She read widely in Western
philosophy, poetry, and, in later years. Eastern
mysticism. Toward the end of her life, she could
better appreciate his stubborn but principled adherence
to his Old World Ways. In an interview, she said of
him, "He was such a real person." [101]
Finally, she shared one other trait — or task —
with her father. In her fiction, she variously
portrayed him as a prophet, much like Jeremiah,
prophesying the doom of Jews who did not follow the
ways of the Torah in the godless land of America. Like
her father, she too became a kind of prophet through
her writing: She bore witness to the struggles her
people endured in a land that did not always welcome
them, and she lamented the compromises they chose to
make when they forsook their old god for the new god of
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money and modernity. in defying her father's
tradition-bound expectations for her by leaving home
and carving out her own identity, she then proceeded to
adapt some of his values to her life and immerse
herself in the world of her people even more.
For Maud Nathan, there was no question that she
would uphold a Jewish identity based on her deeply
ingrained Jewish upbringing. Nathan traced her
ancestors back to a Sephardic line that had fled
religious persecution in Spain and Portugal. In her
autobiography, she depicted them as deeply principled
and faithful to their religious identity: "Rather than
give up their faith, their religious principles, they
preferred to be exiled, to break up their homes and
seek freedom and liberty of thought in a new world,
even as the Pilgrims did." [102] She praised her
ancestors for their courage, faith, "deep
spirituality," and their longing for "a land of hope, a
land of promise." [103] Indeed, to her way of
thinking, they shared the Pilgrims' quest for a refuge
from religious persecution. [104] But, according to
Nathan, unlike the Pilgrims, the Jews didn't want to
establish colonies. Instead, they wanted to
participate in the community already there. "In the
new world," Nathan wrote, "they saw their opportunity
to live their religious life side by side with their
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ideals of citizenship." [105] Hence, as an adult,
Nathan drew on a shining family example in melding her
religious identity to her sense of civic obligation.
Her ancestors gave her the birthright to be American as
well as Jewish: "Surely the descendants of these
Jewish Pilgrims are entitled to consider themselves one
hundred per cent Americans equally with the descendants
of the Mayflower Pilgrims." [106]
Nathan published her autobiography in 1933, an era
in which anti-Semitism had intensified. Public opinion
polls indicated that about one-third of the respondents
felt that Jews had too much power, and a growing number
of people wanted to restrict Jews from holding
influential positions in politics and business. [107]
In her autobiography, Nathan was clearly responding to
what she regarded as the gentile culture's attempts to
force Jews into a "social ghetto" through quotas and
the everyday discrimination that Jews encountered from
anti-Semitic hotel and apartment owners. [108] And,
indeed, she was especially concerned about anti-Semitic
discrimination that used "no discernment between Jewish
families who have had generations of culture and
refinement and those who lacJc such a baclcground. . . . Are
we of the cultured Jewish class to accept such a
situation? Are we to acquiesce to segregation...?"
[109] Throughout her autobiography, Nathan reiterated
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that she had never experienced anti-Semitism and that
she had easily mingled with American presidents,
powerful business and religious leaders, and the cream
of high society; contemporaneous newspaper accounts of
her activities confirmed this latter claim. "The fact
of my being a loyal Jewess never limited my
opportunities." [110] Only at the end of her
autobiography did she acknowledge that she was a member
of a "minority." This is the first time that she
singled Jews out as a minority. Her subtext is that
"cultured" Jews, sharing the same bourgeois values as
their gentile brethren, are as American as anyone else,
and that anti-Semitism is an injustice against one's
fellow citizens, who happen to be Jewish.
However troubled she was by the anti-Semitism of
the 1930s, Nathan's own lineage clearly reflected a
deeply ingrained religious worldview as well as active
participation in the secular realm. Her ancestry
extended back to the colonial era and exemplified the
eager involvement of the American Jewish community in
establishing the new nation. Jewish citizens in
colonial America had prospered, primarily as merchants.
They had fought in and helped to finance the American
Revolution. After the war, they enjoyed growing
prosperity as the economy expanded and the nation's
boundaries grew. The Revolution had emboldened them to
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assert their equal rights, and they were
well-positioned to petition the new government to
reverse laws that had discriminated against them.
Moses Seixas, a distant relative of Nathan's and a
trustee of Congregation Kahal Kadosh Yeshuat Israel,
presented George Washington with a letter in which he
compared the Jews' ancient deliverance from enslavement
to the newly formed American nation. He pointedly
extolled a government "which gives to bigotry no
sanction, to persecution no assistance ..." [Ill]
Nathan characterized her maternal great-grandfather,
Gershom Seixas, as a "rabbi and an ardent patriot. He
was among those colonists who protested against
taxation without representation, and when the British
were about to enter New York he closed the synagogue,
rather than fly the British flag." Seixas was the
first rabbi born in the New World, and from the outset
he declared his loyalty to the Revolution. He was also
a friend of George Washington's and prayed at his first
inaugural in 1789. And he was a trustee of King's
College, later Columbia. [112]
Nathan's paternal great-grandfather, Simon Nathan,
was also a patriot. "At the risJc of his life he
supplied the Continental Army with canvas and
gunpowder.... He advanced $320,000 to the state of
Virginia and was thanked by Thomas Jefferson." [113]
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He was listed in the first Directory of New York in
1786. His son, Isaac Mendes Seixas Nathan, signed the
constitution of the New York Stock Exchange and served
as conunissioner of charities for New York. Nathan's
maternal grandmother, Myrtilla Seixas, moved to
Philadelphia after she married — "their home being on
Rittenhouse Square. This house must have been a fine
old mansion from the description given in a book
published recently of old Philadelphia homes." [114]
These were surely not the tired or the huddled,
yearning to breathe free. They were wealthy,
established social and political figures, and the
privileged bloodline they willed to Nathan greatly
influenced her worldview and gender consciousness.
They imbued her with a patrician pride and desire to
reform American political and economic life while
conserving the power and noblesse oblige of the wealthy
toward the rest of society. This patrician pride also
shaped her notion of women's special role in extending
the genteel and nurturant values of the home to the
public realm. Moreover, to Nathan's way of thinking,
her ancestors were loyal Americans who were also ardent
Jews, and they taught her that one identity need not
negate the other. As an adult she was clearly proud of
being Jewish. Her scrapbooks are filled with articles
about the accomplishments of Jews and profiles of
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well-known American Jews, including her cousins Emma
Lazarus and Benjamin Cardozo. [115]
Nathan herself grew up in an observant Jewish
home. Her mother, in particular, was "very strict"
about the Sabbath observance. Maud and her sister and
brothers were forbidden to attend parties on Friday
nights or go to the matinee on Saturday afternoons.
Nathan later admitted that she found these injunctions
to be an ordeal because most of her childhood playmates
were not Jewish. She also hated having to walk on the
Sabbath, in accordance with religious tradition, and
observe the dietary laws. And she missed not being
able to celebrate Christmas or Easter. "I longed to
live the same life as my playmates," she recalled in
her autobiography. But, according to her
recollections, she never rebelled. [116]
Still, the colorful traditions of the Jewish
holidays also appealed to her. At Succoth, she loved
the "fairy-like booth fragrant with flowers and ...
luscious fruit," and Passover was special for the
matzoh, "the most delicate and appetizing of all
crackers." [117] She claimed that she proudly
accompanied her mother to the women's section of the
orthodox synagogue where they worshipped. In
recounting this episode in her autobiography, she did
not comment on how she felt about being separated from
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the men. Although the obligations of being an
observant Jew presented some hardships to a child who
wished to blend in more with her gentile playmates,
Nathan recalled her Jewish upbringing with fond
nostalgia. She also recognized its importance to her
adult life: "All this training in Jewish ritual,
Jewish principles, and Jewish traditions has formed the
background of my spiritual life." [118]
As will be seen, Nathan's Jewish identity
profoundly influenced her political and civic activism.
She parlayed the ethical lessons of Judaism learned in
her childhood into a movement that, as she put it, was
"the affirmative answer to the question, 'Am I my
brother's keeper?'" [119] And she linked the
historical persecution of the Jewish people to their
need to support female suffrage. [120] In her
autobiography, Nathan paid homage to the value of her
Jewish upbringing: "If I have been able to express in
my life, standards, ideals, a code of ethics, that have
spelled helpfulness to others, has it not been because
the roots were laid in a distinctive religious
background?" [121] She conceded that one could be
Jewish, Christian, or an Eastern mystic, but that a
spiritual upbringing was essential for building
character and "a certain fineness of feeling." [122]
Nathan did not elaborate on what she meant by a
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"fineness of feeling," but her other reflections on her
Jewish identity suggest that, for her, this fineness of
feeling inhered in a set of values grounded in social
justice. Nathan's spiritual upbringing and her ethical
code of conduct were rooted in Judaism, the religion of
her ancestors, whose quest for religious freedom
brought them to American shores.
Closer to home, Nathan's own mother was central in
her early life. Annie Florance Nathan came from an
affluent southern Jewish family that had settled first
in Charleston, South Carolina, and then in New Orleans
and Philadelphia. Both Maud and her sister, Annie
Nathan Meyer, wrote lovingly of their mother in their
respective autobiographies. Annie described her as a
beautiful, gracious, vivacious woman, while Maud wrote,
"I doubt whether she ever had any greater admirer than
her own little daughter." [123] Each daughter recalled
the special moments spent with their mother, though
neither admitted to any childhood rivalry for her
attention. Maud lovingly recounted how her mother
tucked her in at night: "She always placed her hand
gently on my head and blessed me; then she always
embraced me tenderly." [124]
Annie Florance Nathan was highly accomplished.
She wrote poetry and drama, played the piano, and
participated in amateur theatricals. To her daughters,
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she epitomized culture, polish, and charm. Maud
absorbed her mother's gracious manner and charisma and,
as a young woman, prepared to follow her example of
upper-class cultured domesticity. Although their
mother carefully supervised her children's reading and
urged them to read only serious books, such as history
or fiction, she attempted to prepare each of her
daughters for a life of domesticity. She
unsuccessfully tried to get Annie to play with dolls;
according to Annie, she explained that a doll would
help her learn all the tasks she needed to know, such
as cooking and child care. But, much as she loved her
mother, Annie portrayed herself as an obdurate child
who preferred her books. [125]
Maud was perhaps more pliable. Although she was
an excellent student, there was no question that she
would not go on to college: "...my mother had very
decided views in regard to colleges for girls. She
always contended that as the daughter grew older the
more she needed the constant care and devotion of her
mother." [126] After Maud graduated from high school
her mother assumed responsibility for her education.
Maud took piano and singing lessons, and read history,
literature, and French with her mother. Nor was there
any thought of her pursuing a career. Instead, she
took charge of the "family pantry," learned to cook and
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sew, and was sent to a convent twice a week to learn
embroidery. [127] Only with her mother's death did
Maud's domestic training end.
Although neither daughter followed the strictly
domestic path that their mother had envisioned for
them, they each idealized her as a model of admirable
womanhood — a highly principled but still very
feminine and charming woman who influenced those around
her by the sheer force of her personality. This
combination of charm, tact, and graciousness learned
from her mother served Maud well as she later went
forth to do battle on behalf of the Consumers' League
and female suffrage. Annie Florance Nathan would have
approved of her daughter's coy words at a 1907 meeting
of the New York Equal Suffrage League at the Hotel
Astor: "Don't waste your time arguing with the men;
simply wear your prettiest clothes and beg them for
votes as you would for candy," Nathan declared. "Tact
is an indispensable factor in the progress of the
suffrage movement." [128]
Although she never alluded to this, her father's
emotional and financial irresponsibility toward his
family perhaps illustrated for her the vulnerability of
women who had no means of supporting themselves. Born
in 1831, Robert Weeks Nathan was a fervent unionist
during the Civil War who paid someone to fight for him.
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[129] Nathan was not made for the grubby world of war
or work. An avid jokester and lady's man, he was more
at home in the dramatic whirl of Wall Street
speculation. Annie Nathan Meyer wrote that after his
in-laws refused to pull him "out of disaster" one more
time, he took a desk job. But he was simply not suited
for such tedium. "I think less than a couple of years
of desk work sent him flying back ... for one more bout
with stocks and bonds." [130] Annie claimed that as a
child she "hated" Wall Street. [131] When her father's
stocks went up, the family lived lavishly. "No gowns
were too extravagant, no entertainment too expensive,
but once let stocks go the wrong way — down, when Papa
was bullish, or up when he had sold short — and [their
mother] could not get even her barest needs." [132]
Nathan was more close-lipped about her father's
financial recklessness. In her autobiography, she
merely alluded to her father's "wild speculations in
Wall Street, which had been the cause of his financial
downfall." Nor did she mention her father's penchant
for attractive women. Once again, Annie was more
forthcoming. In her autobiography, she recalled an
incident from her childhood in which she met her father
and a strange woman on the street while she was taking
her daily walk with her nursemaid. Breaking away from
her nurse, she ran up to greet her father, but he
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rebuffed her by acting as if he didn't know her.
Although the nurse would not confirm her suspicions,
she was certain — at that moment and later on — that
he was indeed her father. [133]
Whether Nathan ever found out about this is
nowhere mentioned. In her autobiography, she treated
their father more gently. She merely reproved him for
"exiling" her mother to Green Bay, Wisconsin, in 1874,
when "business reverses" forced him to sell his seat on
the New York Stock Exchange. [134] A family friend
offered him the position as general passenger agent of
a small railroad. Nathan recalled how excited she and
her sister and brothers were about the move and their
new home. But her mother never adjusted ~ she missed
the bright lights and cultural offerings of New York,
and she worried that her children were not growing up
in a Jewish setting. According to Nathan, the only
other Jewish family in Green Bay had disavowed Judaism
and attended a Presbyterian church. "This was a shock
to us. We had always been brought up to be proud of
our ancestry and of our religious background." Because
there was no synagogue in Green Bay, their mother
conducted Sabbath services at home. "We grouped
ourselves around our mother while we all took turns in
reading a portion of the Sabbath evening service."
[135]
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still, Nathan claimed, they never felt like
outsiders in Green Bay; the community accepted them
without hesitation. [136] Even her mother, "an ardent
Jewess," encouraged her children to visit their
friends' Presbyterian churches. To Maud, this exposure
to other faiths ultimately served her well: "My
loyalty to the traditions of my faith, my pride in the
record of my ancestors in New York City has always
remained firm, but my life has not been bounded by the
walls of the synagogue I have been thrown with
people of all races, nations, and creeds and have been
able to meet them on their own plane, without any
dividing sense of difference coming between us." [137]
In other ways, too, the "freer life" of the small
midwestern village suited Maud and influenced her later
life. In her autobiography, she regarded the four
years in Green Bay as "freighted with far greater
importance than could be realized at the time.... While
the life of Green Bay was in itself provincial, it took
me away from provincialism and gave me a broad
outlook." She discovered that "the narrow, provincial,
smug, self-satisfied" New York of the 1870s, the
highbrow New York chronicled in Edith Wharton's novels,
was no longer the pinnacle of the world. [138]
Moreover, she enjoyed attending coed public schools
because she felt accepted; in contrast, at the private
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girls' schools she had attended in New York she had
often felt "outside the social pale" because her
"religious observances
... made me seem different in
the eyes of my playmates," including such blueblood
non-Jews as the future Alva Belmont, heiress of the
Vanderbilt and Belmont fortunes. [139] She also felt
that she received a more academic education in
Wisconsin. She studied the American Constitution,
which she would not have studied in her all-girls
school in New York "since girls would never become
citizens." [140] Maud was such an accomplished student
that she finished high school in two and a half years
and graduated as salutatorian. In other ways, too, she
enjoyed the more casual mores of Green Bay — she could
have pets, loved roaming the fields and meadows nearby,
and felt liberated from the watchful eyes of
nursemaids, who were a constant presence in New York.
[141] In sum, the four years that Maud and her family
spent in Wisconsin were like a fresh breeze to her, an
escape from the decorous, suffocating ways of highbrow
New York society.
But the informality of Green Bay did not suit her
father's frenetic personality. After four years he
decided to move the family back to New York and make
one last attempt to strike gold on Wall Street. Her
mother, however, had other ideas. She chose to take
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the children to Chicago, where she planned to open a
boardinghouse ~ she had heard that such a venture
could be highly lucrative. But her undertaking was a
failure from the start. Shortly after they moved, when
Maud was sixteen, her mother became ill. in her
autobiography as well as in her other writings, Nathan
never indicated what the illness was. Instead, she
melodramatically described her grief at her mother's
suffering: "Those were my first dark days, after a
happy childhood. I remember lying all night on the
floor of the hall, at my mother's door, unseen by any
of the household, praying and sobbing and pleading with
God to spare her all suffering and permit me to suffer
in her place. When she was taken to a private
hospital, my grief knew no bounds." [142] Her father
came to Chicago and persuaded Maud to take her younger
sister and brother back to New York. A month later,
her mother died.
Annie was more forthcoming with information about
this bleak period. In her autobiography, she frankly
admitted that their mother had a nervous breakdown and
became suicidal after the failure of the boardinghouse
venture. Whether their mother actually attempted to
commit suicide, Annie did not say. What she seemed to
remember most vividly about this period is the jealousy
that took root between her and Maud right after their
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mother's death - "a jealousy of my sister which was
largely responsible for spoiling our relations for many
years. it was a jealousy all the more bitter, because
I knew I was Mama's favorite " [14 3] Annie
claimed that Maud received all of the attention when
their mother died, that she watched how Maud would
"fall gracefully on the bed where weeping relatives
would promptly bend over her with advice, sympathy, and
smelling salts.... Gifts of all kinds ... were showered
upon my sister who showed her affection for her dead
mother so prettily, so unlike the younger dry-eyed
daughter who was so strangely sullen and unresponsive."
[144]
Of this, Nathan said nothing. Indeed, the only
reference she made to her sister in her entire
autobiography was a sardonic comment about the seeming
contradiction between her opposition to female
enfranchisement and her role in founding Barnard
College. From this scant reference to Annie, it would
appear that Maud and her sister were estranged in their
later years. Yet in the years before and after the
publication of Nathan's autobiography, Maud and Annie
carried on a steady, lively, and, at times, even a
loving correspondence whenever either one of them was
out of town. And their letters suggest that they
visited each other frequently when both were in New
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York. [145] But, curiously, of this or of the impact
of their mother's death upon them both or anything else
pertaining to their relationship, Nathan is silent in
her autobiography. All she cared to remember, or
record, was the rite of passage from a pastel-colored
childhood into the shadows of loss, a loss that took
away the mother who had shaped her early religious
sensibilities, sought to instill traditional gender
values, and provided the stability and love that Maud's
erratic father was not always able to give.
Maud Nathan, Anzia Yezierska, and Rose Pastor
Stokes each followed Judaism's traditional summons to
women ~ marriage. Nathan portrayed her marriage as
fulfilling and harmonious with her work, but Yezierska
and Pastor Stokes, at different stages in their lives,
could not repair a growing rift between their marriages
and their vocations.
Maud married her first cousin, Frederick Nathan,
an observant Jew and a prominent New Yorker who was a
member of such tony organizations as the Union,
Knickerbocker, Manhattan, and Racquet Clubs. [146]
Nathan's father was Benjamin Nathan (1813-1870), a
banker and prominent New Yorker. He was also
vice-president of the New York Stock Exchange,
president of Mount Sinai Hospital, and a member of the
exclusive Union Club. [147] But this impressive resume
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could not protect him from a brutal death. in the
early morning hours of July 29, 1870, he was bludgeoned
to death by an unknown assailant. At the time,
Frederick was twenty-one. Some suspected the elder
Nathan's other son, Washington, a wastrel and
extravagant man about town who did not get along with
his father. But he was never convicted. Once again,
Maud Nathan remained tight-lipped about this tragedy in
her autobiography, nor did Frederick ever mention it in
public. Instead, he quietly followed in his father's
footsteps, inherited and enlarged the family fortune,
and joined some of the same social clubs as his father.
At the end of his life, he also served as treasurer of
the Home for Aged and Infirmed Hebrews.
Frederick was nineteen years older than Maud. The
story goes that when Maud was an infant, her mother
told Frederick, "Wait for Maud. She will make you a
good wife." [148] Although Maud's mother did not live
to see her prediction come true, her death, according
to Maud, brought Frederick and her daughter together.
When her mother died, Frederick was asked to break the
news to Maud. He stayed with her through the difficult
days of grieving. "It was he who sat with me daily and
urged me to eat my food." [149] Perhaps his loving
concern for her was born partly out of his own loss.
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Gradually, they became closer, and on Thanksgiving Day,
1879, they announced their engagement. [150]
Her engagement to Frederick returned Maud to the
world of sparkling soirees and social rounds that she
had watched her parents revel in. "Those wonderful
months of our engagement 1 .. . i lived in a whirl of
excitement, breathless, receiving gifts of flowers, of
bonbons, of jewelry." But amid all this lavish
attention she did not lose her head because of "the
steadying influence" of the "deep and powerful love for
my fiance that filled my whole being." [151]
Maud and Frederick Nathan were married on April 7,
1880, in an Orthodox ceremony at Shearith Israel on the
corner of Fifth Avenue and Nineteenth Street. Shearith
Israel was established in June 1656, and was the first
congregation in the New World. It served New
Amsterdam's growing Sephardic Jewish population. Over
the years, however, the Ashkenazim gradually
outnumbered the Sephardim, but the synagogue retained
its Sephardic identity. It was the synagogue of choice
for New York's oldest and most prominent Jewish
families, including the Nathans, the Cardozos, and the
Lazaruses, all interrelated. [152] According to a
newspaper account, Frederick slipped a wedding band on
Maud's finger and then announced in a low voice that
"he declared himself the owner of his spouse, according
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to the law of Moses." [153] The couple then traveled
throughout Europe for almost a year and a half. m
Maud's retelling, this very extended honeymoon became
one long and exciting procession of encounters with
Europe's elite. She eagerly described meeting kings
and queens, attending yacht races and balls, and even
receiving an audience with the pope. [154] in her
portrayal of this blissful period, a Jew was as welcome
at court as anyone else.
Marriage agreed with Maud Nathan. In her
retelling, Frederic]^ was her "fairy tale prince," and
their early years together were a perpetual court ball.
"Surely no young girl started her married life under
happier auspices than I did. Everything seemed to
conspire in my favor. I had youth, people called me
good-looJcing, and I had ... a husband who adored me,
ready to gratify every whim and wish " [155] For
the first several years of her marriage, Nathan led a
conventional upper-class life — she shopped, paid
social calls, and did charity worlc. She and Fredericlc
followed their social set to Saratoga every summer and
gave teas and theatricals in their handsome townhouse
on the Upper West Side.
The Nathans were among the few Jewish couples to
be welcomed into the exclusive summer social whirl of
Saratoga. [156] In the summer of 1877, the
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German-American Jew Joseph Seligmann, a prominent
financier who had served as an advisor to several U.S.
presidents, was turned away from the Grand Union Hotel,
perhaps the most elegant hotel in the resort, because
the Grand Union had a policy against accepting
"Israelites." [157] By the early 1880s, the hotel,
after an outcry from America's Jewish elite, began to
accept Jews. But, except for the Nathans and a few
other Jewish notables, Saratoga remained a bastion of
America's old-moneyed Protestant elite. The Nathans'
experience is indicative of the degree to which
old-line Sephardic Jewish families were accepted by
exclusive New York society; in the last part of the
nineteenth century, the Sephardic community was invited
to join corporate boards and elite charity causes, as
the Nathans' experience illustrates. In contrast, the
prospering German Jewish elite, such as Jacob Schiff
and Louis Marshall, prominent banker and lawyer
respectively, continued to face closed doors socially
and professionally, because they were seen as the
nouveau riche. [158]
Frederick and Maud also entertained foreign
dignitaries, actors, and musicians, and met such
notables as Mark Twain, Oscar Wilde, and Mrs. Ulysses
S. Grant. Maud even sang before President Benjamin
Harrison during one visit to Saratoga. [159] Her
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marriage to Frederick not only opened significant
social doors for her, grooming her, in a sense, for a
different kind of public visibility later on, but
imbued her with confidence in her social and
intellectual skills. From her early civic reform work
and especially her involvement in the Consumers'
League, she developed an astute political
consciousness. But from Frederick, she received her
initial affirmation that she was a desirable and
intelligent person, one who had many talents to offer.
Later, when Maud shifted gears from polite charity
obligations to intensive political and social reform
work, Frederick shifted gears with her. He marched in
suffrage parades with her and accompanied her on
cross-country auto tours on behalf of suffrage. She
wrote one correspondent that he accompanied her on all
her trips. [160] He even wrote an article for the
October 1912 issue of The Woman Voter about one such
tour from New York to Wisconsin. And in June 1914, he
established the International Men's League for Women's
Suffrage. Eight male delegates attended the first
convention. Nathan did not go so far as to envision
women candidates. He supported female enfranchisement
because he believed that women would elect male
officials of "personal efficiency and honesty." In an
interview, he was quoted as saying, "When we go to the
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states where women have suffrage and see what they have
accomplished with their direct influence, in comparison
with the work of women in states where their sex has
only indirect influence, we are convinced of the
justice of the ballot for women." He then claimed that
women were more knowledgeable of the laws than men, and
that the "factory strikes" in the East indicated how
much female suffrage was needed. [161] Like his wife,
he believed that female enfranchisement would result in
more humane and equitable working and living
conditions
.
Around 1898, Frederick Nathan also helped to
finance a cooperative tailor shop managed by women
workers who had struck the garment industry.
Established under the auspices of the Church
Association for the Advancement of the Interests of
Labor, the shop depended on wealthy patrons for its
start-up expenses, and Nathan was among those who
contributed. [162]
As will be seen, in working for women's political
and economic advancement, Maud Nathan exploded many
stereotypes and violated many socially prescribed rules
of conduct for a woman of her social class and
upbringing. Like other genteel upper-class women, she
had engaged in philanthropic and reform activity. This
work was intended to provide moral uplift among the
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poor and help them improve their lives. Some wealthy
women did indeed become radicalized by this work, such
as Gertrude Barnum, who left Hull House and joined the
trade union movement in order to pursue more
"fundamental" political work. Historian Nancy Schrom
Dye has described how this work exposed sheltered,
upper-class women to conditions they had never seen
before and "fostered the beginnings of their discontent
with American society." [163]
Nathan's political odyssey was not as dramatic as
Barnum's. As Chapter 6 will show, she developed her
feminist consciousness through her experience of
collaborating with other women and through the
frustration of lacking the political power to back up
her reform agenda. But given her strong indoctrination
by her mother, in particular, toward a life oriented to
marriage and domesticity, she probably would not have
sallied forth without her husband's implicit approval.
As she wrote in her autobiography: "I cannot close
this chapter without acknowledgment of the greatest
help I received in all my work — my husband's
unfailing encouragement and faith in me. It was his
sympathy that gave me strength and confidence.... He
evinced his whole-hearted interest in all my work.
When it was necessary for me to leave home to attend
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conventions or to give an address, he was as eager and
keen as I was and he invariably accompanied me." [164]
To be sure, during Frederick's final illness in
1917 from a probable stroke, Maud resigned from many of
her positions, including the presidency of the
Consumers' League, and relinquished demanding suffrage
responsibilities to nurse him. After he died the
following year, she gradually resumed her work but not
in the positions of leadership that she had previously
held. It seemed, for a time, as if some of the sparkle
and appeal of the work went out with her husband's
life.
Rose Pastor met her future husband, James Graham
Phelps Stokes, when she was still a reporter for the
Yidisher Tageblatt. Her editors, who were trying to
"break [her] in" as an interviewer, sent her to
interview Stokes, a resident social worker at the
University Settlement. Rose balked. She did not enjoy
doing interviews. Later she explained, "I felt vaguely
that the office was seeking to 'direct the tone' of the
interviews. This irritated me, and I quarreled with
the editor." [165] But when he threatened to dismiss
her, she reluctantly went to interview Stokes. On her
way, she met an acquaintance, Edward King, who was
heading toward the Educational Alliance to give a
lecture. She asked him to accompany her to the
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interview. He refused at first because of his lecture
commitment, but somehow she persuaded him to come along
and interview Stokes for her. At the University
Settlement, she listened while King conducted the
interview
- "listened and looked - enchanted by the
very tall slender young man who both in features and in
general appearance was so like the young Abe Lincoln,
and so full of sympathy for the poor " [166]
Her ardor did not cool as she set about writing up
the interview. If Rose's portrayal is to be believed,
Graham emerges in her column as a fervent advocate of
granting to settlement workers a greater voice on the
governing board. She quoted him in her column of July
19, 1903: "... their opinions and judgment should be
as frankly sought as are the opinions of uptown friends
who have little personal knowledge of the needs or
opportunities involved." [167] He also urged
settlement houses to make the public aware of
intolerable work and living conditions. Yet he
cautioned that "class-consciousness is not desirable in
a democracy." Nor did he endorse sectarian
settlements. "Some say it is not well for the Jew to
look up to a non-Jew who is devoting himself to the
betterment of the conditions of a people who are none
of his. Why should that make any difference? I should
be glad to look up to any man be he Jew or Christian,
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Mohammedan or Buddhist, who would dedicate his whole
life to work in the cause of humanity.... My religion
[Christianity] has led me to recognize the duty of
social service, just as the religion of many Jews has
led them to do their utmost to promote justice and
fair-dealing among men, regardless of sect or creed.
But as social workers our aims are to improve social
and industrial conditions, not to make converts to any
sect whatever." [168]
Although Rose was working for a sectarian
newspaper, for which she wrote articles and columns
promoting Jewish observance and identity, she felt
drawn to this man and his philosophy, who, as she
wrote, "loves humanity for its own sake." [169] In the
London tenements and cigar factories of Cleveland, she
had encountered socialist ideas; she had attended
lectures on socialism and studied its precepts on her
own and with coworkers. She had even participated in
an effort to organize several cigar factories, and had
been demoted at the factory for having in her
possession a copy of Emile Vandervelde ' s Collectivism
and Industrial Revolution . But while she had eagerly
embraced its idealistic vision of a shining world
without poverty and struggle, she did not understand
and was then put off by the factional disputes that she
witnessed at the local socialist meetings there. [170]
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In her retelling, the final blow to her participation
came when, after successfully organizing several
factories, she and her coworkers applied for membership
in the Cigar Makers Union, only to be rebuffed by the
American Federation of Labor because they were
considered unskilled workers. [171]
Consequently, when Rose met Graham, she was not
affiliated with any political organization. But she
felt a keen sense of injustice at the poverty she and
her family had endured in London and Cleveland, and at
the struggle she still faced in supporting her mother
and six half siblings. The misery she witnessed as a
roving reporter for the Yidisher TaaehlA^tt- in the Lower
East Side further fueled her indignation. Graham's
progressive faith in the efficacy of democratic reform
and his seemingly sympathetic concern for all people.
Christian and Jew, rich and poor, appealed to her own
inchoate sense of justice and empathy with the common
working person. In her profile, she summed Graham up
in these glowing terms: "Mr. Stokes is very tall, and,
I believe, six foot of the most thorough democracy. A
thoroughbred gentleman, a scholar, and a son of a
millionaire, he is a man of the common people, even as
Lincoln was. " [ 172]
Graham, too, was perhaps predisposed toward
meeting someone from the other side of the tracks. In
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his early career, he had, with his parents' approval,
made a remarkable detour from a leisurely, moneyed
upbringing. Born in New York City on March 18, 1872,
he was the son of Anson Phelps Stokes, a prominent
banker and major-league player in New York's civic
life. The elder Stokes took up the cudgel on behalf of
civil service reform, currency reform, free trade, and
anti-imperialism. He was also a founder of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. True to their evangelical
Protestant beliefs, he and his wife, Helen Louisa,
urged their children to use their wealth and privileged
background to promote the realization of "Christian
perfection on earth." [173] Two of Graham's aunts,
unmarried sisters of his father, Olivia Egleston Phelps
Stokes and Caroline Phelps Stokes, were generous
benefactors of Tuskegee Institute. They also
established the Phelps-Stokes Fund to support the cause
of American Indians, African-Americans, and New York's
poor. [174] Graham's sister, Helen, was no less
philanthropic; until World War I, she pursued an
intellectual interest in socialism while engaging in
charitable work. And one of Graham's older brothers,
Isaac Newton Stokes, was an architect who championed
the design and construction of low-income housing.
Graham, himself, received an M.D. in 1896 from
Columbia University's College of Physicians and
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Surgeons, then spent a year doing graduate work in
political science at Columbia. He eschewed his medical
training to do social service work, first for the YMCA
and then at the University Settlement House. There he
joined a remarkable group of energetic young reformers
and writers, including William English Walling, Ernest
Poole, Arthur Bullard, and Howard Brubaker, to embark
upon an experiment in neighborhood-based social and
political reform.
The University Settlement was originally founded
in 1886 as the Neighborhood Guild by Stanton Coit, an
idealistic graduate of Amherst College, and Charles B.
Stover, a seminary graduate and mission worker. It was
the first settlement house in America, and its founders
drew on the model of Toynbee Hall in London, a
nonsectarian establishment which pioneered the notion
of neighborhood guilds run by college-educated
reformers. Shortly after Coit returned to England,
however, the Neighborhood Guild foundered from what
another organizer blamed as Coit's "excessive, almost
poetic, overconfidence in the possibilities of
self-help and generosity among the overworked,
underpaid and underfed working peoples." [175]
Subsequently, it was reorganized in 1891 as the
University Settlement. It drew an eclectic and highly
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intellectual group of sponsors and social workers who
showed a particular interest in labor reform.
The group's heady mixture of privilege, education,
and progressive sensibilities easily complemented
Graham's own faith in the efficacy of enlightened power
and privilege. Indeed, Graham's vision was certainly
not radical; not only did he disavow the value of
class-consciousness, he regarded settlement houses as
the most efficient means of instilling the proper
Christian values of sobriety, thrift, and Christian
fellowship in its working-class residents. He also
emphasized the need to teach domestic skills to
working-class women. [176] Given the blend of altruism
and elitism that infused his desire to work on behalf
of New York's poor and immigrant population, it is not
surprising that he should be drawn to such a compelling
representative of that population — an attractive
young woman who had pulled herself up by her own energy
and determination and who could show him firsthand a
world that he had known only by the indirect mediation
of his work. Like the role that Anzia Yezierska would
play for John Dewey, Rose became Graham's sponsor in a
world that was exotic, fascinating, and so vastly
different from his own.
By all accounts, Graham was an intense young man
with a sense of mission, which drew Rose to him. In
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her profile of him for the Yidisher T.g.hi.^^, g^e
declared that he "loves humanity for its own sake ...
you feel how the whole heart and soul of the man is
filled with 'welt schmerz.'" [177] As late as 1915,
when his devotion to socialism was beginning to waver,
a friend and compatriot. Rose Strunsky, wrote to her
sister, Anna Strunsky Walling, "Graham too was a [sic]
inspiration He is the first intensely religious
person I have met, who is almost convincing. He seems
to consider life a consecration " [178]
After their initial meeting. Rose and Graham
gradually struck up first an acquaintance and then a
friendship. Through Graham, Rose met some of the most
influential thinkers of the day. She often joined him
for dinner at the University Settlement, along with
other social workers and their guests. But from the
start, she felt alienated from that refined crowd.
"What was there that I could say to all those learned
gentlemen and brilliant ladies — to professors,
publicists, doctors, lawyers, scientists, educators,
scholars 1... But when I went down several flights of
stairs to the girls' clubs I talked freely, even
eloquently. They were like me. Their homes were like
my home, their parents like mine. We spoke a common
tongue, the language of the struggling poor." [179]
Through Graham, she also joined a study group to
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s Pure Sociology. At the time, the
book was like a "foreign language" to her, but in the
group she met such future socialist comrades as
Algernon Lee, Leonard D. Abbott, who would prove to be
a staunch friend in her last years, William English
Walling, and Emma Goldman. "...they were the sources
of my inspiration.... The University Settlement was a
seething center for the exchange of ideas; and contact
with these schools of thought and these glowing
advocates stirred more deeply in me the old desire to
serve my class — the countless millions who toil and
live in poverty and wretchedness and insecurity." [180]
One day, as Miriam Shomer, a friend of both Rose
and Anzia Yezierska, later remembered. Rose burst into
the Educational Alliance and excitedly announced to
Shomer and Yezierska, "I am going to be married to the
millionaire Stokes. Riches and poverty, Jew and
Christian will be united. Here is an indication of the
new era." [181] Almost twenty years later, Anzia
Yezierska would choose similar words in describing the
union of opposites between her and John Dewey. During
the previous summer of July 1904, Rose and Graham had
quietly decided to marry. The only person they told
was Rose's mother, who liked Graham because he was
always "so kind, and thoughtful, and polite." [182]
According to Rose, she acted neither surprised nor
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excited but looked quietly glad and said, "Well
children, there's a lot of work to be done. I hope you
will be very happy — and useful." [183]
The Stokes family also accepted the engagement.
Graham, however, had presented his and Rose's different
religious upbringings in the most reassuring light:
"Despite her Jewish origin she is as Christlike a
Christian as I ever knew — I don't know where to find
another Christian who is truer to the teachings of her
master." [184] In a subsequent letter, he reiterated
their essential religious unity: "I have never met a
nobler or truer Christian woman in spirit we have
been married for so long that the formal ceremony seems
of less importance than usual." [185] And to a
reporter he claimed, "She is a Jewess as the Apostles
were Jews -- a Christian by faith." [186] For Rose,
too, the religious differences seemed to be of little
consequence. As "Zelda," an advice columnist for the
Yidisher Taqeblatt
. Rose had urged a Jewish
correspondent not to marry out of the faith. She now
tried to reconcile that advice with her own imminent
inter-faith marriage: "I advised a Jewish girl
against marrying a Christian, but that was not as some
say because I am opposed to inter-marriage. It was
simply because it was obvious that the girl did not
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love the man
... and I was always opposed to loveless
marriages." [187]
What concerned her more, at least in her
recollection, was the class difference between her and
Graham. "Before anyone could know [about the impending
marriage], I wanted to sit at the bench again, to renew
the old labor, the old relationships Perhaps I felt
that never hereafter would my own regard me as one of
them And I could not bear the thought that my
marriage might prove a barrier between my class and
me." [188] But Rose worlced for only a few days in a
New York cigar factory before the now unaccustomed
finger movements and harsh tobacco leaves left her
hands painfully swollen.
She also felt uneasy about the luxurious
surroundings in which her in-laws lived. Graham's
parents maintained an expensive townhouse in Midtown
Manhattan and a modest estate in Noroton, Connecticut.
"I watch the gardeners, simple workers, blameless
people like my step-father . . . making with gnarled
fingers paradise [in Noroton] for a few ... and I
weep,... How can I — who had often to sleep on a
pallet in a corner of the kitchen — find rest and
recreation here? — I knowing what I knowl I belong to
the gardeners, the servants, the stablemen, the
mechanics, they who live insecure lives...." In
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melodramatic fashion, she described how the richly
bound volumes of the Stokes library seemed to cry out
to her: "We are the Few, the Rich, the Powerfull What
can you do against us ~ you and your poor, you and
your manyl" [189] During this difficult period, she
later claimed, she comforted herself by remembering
that she and Graham had planned to live in her world,
in a little flat on the Lower East Side, and work "for
a new day. " [ 190
]
The New York press turned the Pastor-Stokes
engagement into a cause celebre. Newspaper accounts
carried highly laudatory accounts of Rose, including
interviews with her friends and acquaintances who
testified to her kindness and devotion to humanity.
The New York Times gave the engagement front-page
coverage, while the Hearst syndicate enshrined the
couple in a full-page, eight-column feature surrounded
by a simulated rococo picture frame decorated with
chubby angels. The banner heading read "New York's
Most Interesting Romance." [191] Newspaper reports
recounted Rose and Graham's first meeting, and extolled
Rose for her inner beauty and character. The New York
World declared, "Her face though not pretty reflects
the beauty of her mind," while the Herald declaimed,
"She is not beautiful, but there is that in her face
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which attracts and holds attention and interest as
beauty would not." [192]
The Jewish press, however, was less enthusiastic
about the mixed marriage. An editorial in the Hebrew
Standard condemned the marriage's harmful impact on
Jewish children: "The christological influence the
young millionaire and his newly Christianized bride
will exert over the children ... will be distinctly
harmful. They are Jewish children, and any teaching
which will create a gulf between them and their parents
must be certainly regarded with suspicion " [193]
Although he did not Icnow Rose, Chief Rabbi J. Widrewilz
expressed his disapproval of her marriage. And even
eighteen months after Rose and Graham's marriage, Rabbi
H. Pereira Mendes, who had officiated at Maud and
FredericJc Nathan's wedding twenty-five years before,
objected when Rose spoke before the Sisterhood of
Temple Emanu-El: "Mrs. Stokes's marriage is her own
private affair. But she must remain a private in the
army of workers, so far as Jewish interests are
concerned. She should not be promoted or brought
forward, or honored in the slightest way in connection
with Jewish work, by us who call ourselves Jews or
Jewesses." [194] There is no record of Rose's
response, if any, to this stinging rebuke. But she
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continued to speak before Jewish labor and women's
groups
.
In an opulent wedding, attended by both families.
Rose and Graham were married on July 18, 1905. It was
also Rose's twenty-sixth birthday. According to
newspaper accounts, the "East Side" sat on the left
while the "uptown" crowd sat on the right. [195] Rose
wore a cross as an ecumenical gesture; and Graham's
brother, the Reverend Anson Stokes, Jr., secretary of
Yale University and rector of St. Paul's Episcopal
Church in New Haven, performed the ceremony. No Jewish
rituals were evident in the ceremony. It was also
Rose's twenty-sixth birthday.
According to Rose, Graham and his family made all
of the wedding arrangements and she merely
rubberstamped her approval. But, in an impulsive
gesture, she insisted that the word "obey" be omitted
from the ceremony. [196] Apparently Graham agreed
because he explained to Anson in a letter before the
ceremony: "It would be impossible for a clear-seeing
moral being to consciously pledge obedience to any
other authority than the dictates of its own soul .
To us, it seems that the pledge to love (or to love and
cherish) one another always is sufficient...." [197]
In her autobiography. Rose contended that such a
request was unheard of at the time and caused numerous
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stokes' family councils. In reality, however, her
request was not so extraordinary. Had Rose chosen to,
which she did not, she could have pointed to a
tradition among early nineteenth-century feminist
abolitionists to take the word "obey" out of the
marital lexicon, and, at least in theory, create models
of egalitarian marriages based on autonomy, equality,
and shared personal and professional responsibilities.
In their own lives, they aspired to embody the very
values they hoped to promote on a larger scale.
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Amelia Bloomer, Abby Kelly
Foster, and Angelina Grimke Weld were among those who
omitted the word "obey" from their marriage vows. [198]
Rose never indicated where her own inspiration to
strike out the word "obey" came from, but her vision of
her marriage to Graham as an "indication of the new
era" between rich and poor and Christian and Jew, as
she had previously claimed, surely lent moral force to
her decision.
After a honeymoon in Europe, for which Graham's
mother provided a chauffered limousine. Rose and Graham
moved into a six-room apartment on the corner of
Norfolk Street and Grand in the Lower East Side. The
monthly rent was thirty-eight dollars, a high rent for
that neighborhood and era. [199] According to a
reporter who visited the apartment, a photograph of
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Jane Addams hung over Rose's desk and some prints by
Millet adorned nearby walls. [200] The reporter also
claimed that Rose used paper napkins to keep expenses
down, and prepared very simple meals to free up more
time for her work. [201] The couple seemingly settled
into a peaceful and companionable marriage. Graham
returned to work, to the family's office at 100 William
Street, where he oversaw the Stokes family's mining and
railroading enterprises, and Rose set to work writing
articles and answering a voluminous correspondence. In
an interview in the Socialist Woman
, which appeared
about six months after she and Graham joined the
Socialist party. Rose said of him: "I realized in Mr.
Stokes at once the ideal of my highest dreams of
manhood. Fortunately for me the attraction was
mutual." [202]
In these early years, their politics were in
accord. They both grew disenchanted with settlement
work and other forms of what they perceived to be
piecemeal charity, because, as Rose later said in her
autobiography, they only "'helped the poor' in order to
keep them 'in their place,' that is, in poverty." [203]
Graham shared her dismay, and they began to attend
meetings and conferences sponsored by various labor
organizations, from reformist to socialist. Rose also
attended hearings at City Hall on tenement conditions,
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and came away feeling that "in such places a game is
being played by 'public' officials in the interest of
the rich landlords, the merchants, the public utility
corporations, and capitalists generally." [204] Still,
in looking back upon this period. Rose felt that she
had "not yet learned to translate my sympathies and my
protest into anything more effective than tears." [205]
A quirk of nature would help her find a different
way. During a business trip to California to check up
on Graham's business interests. Rose and Graham had
planned to go to San Francisco, but the great
earthquake of April 1906 forced them to alter their
plans. Instead, they went to Pasadena, where they
heard J. Stitt Wilson, a socialist speaker, lecture.
His message aroused Rose, and she sought out other
lectures and meetings on socialism. [206] She
persuaded Graham to join her in applying for membership
to the Socialist party. In August 1906, their
application for membership was accepted. Like Rose,
Graham was already predisposed to supporting socialist
principles. Before he joined the Socialist party, he
had read extensively in socialist precepts and was one
of the founding members of the Intercollegiate
Socialist Society (ISS), organized in 1905 to "promote
an intelligent interest in Socialism among college men
and women" through the formation of study clubs on
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college campuses. [207] Other founding members
included Charlotte Perkins Oilman, Clarence Darrow,
Leonard D. Abbott, Jack London, and Upton Sinclair.
Although the ISS was not formally affiliated with the
Socialist party, many of its members, including Rose
and Graham, joined the Party,
Marrying Graham afforded Rose the luxury of time
to devote her energies to socialism. Rose herself
realized the paradox of marrying outside of her class
in order to work on behalf of her class. Indeed, she
linked her true awareness of economic injustice to her
entrance into an affluent way of life. In a speech
before the Women's City Club of Boston in March 1914,
she noted: "So long as I produced I was poor, hungry,
naked and had no home I could call my own. The moment
I ceased to work productively I had a home, clothing,
shelter, art, travel and I gave nothing in return ...
is not an institution which makes such a story true
fundamentally unjust and must it not be abolished?"
[208]
But beyond providing her with the material
necessities and pleasures to enable her to conduct her
political work, her marriage to Graham, for the first
several years, was an education as well as a
collaboration in socialist work. "Being a worker with
no schooling," she listened to and absorbed his
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theoretical insights. [209] Later, she rued her
ignorance at accepting what she regarded in retrospect
as his hopelessly simplistic and idealistic notion that
capitalism would die a painless death. [210] Still, at
the time, he exposed her to new ways of thinJcing and
significant figures in the socialist movement.
At Caritas Island in Connecticut, where Rose and
Graham bought a summer home near his parents' estate,
Rose socialized with such notables as William English
Walling, a fellow socialist and founder of the Women's
Trade Union League; his wife, Anna StrunsJcy Walling;
Morris Hillquit; the popular novelist David Graham
Phillips; John Brisbane Wallcer, editor and owner of
Cosmopolitan; Finley Peter Dunne; Victor Berger;
Clarence Darrow; JacJc London; Upton Sinclair; Lincoln
Steffens; Elizabeth Gurley Flynn; Ella Reeve Bloor; and
John Spargo. [211] The artist RocJcwell Kent, another
guest at Caritas, described the visitors as
"exclusively 'intellectuals,' right-wingers prominent
in Party affairs at that period devoted as they
unquestionably were to the advancement of their Cause
for man]<:ind's saJce...." [212]
Kent's description is not quite accurate.
Visitors to Caritas included reformers, socialists,
writers, artists, labor leaders, and politicians from a
range of political persuasions. Still, their numbers
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included some of the Party's chief theoreticians; many
of these members would later support American
involvement in World War I, thereby creating one of the
biggest schisms between right- and left-wing members
within the Party's history and setting the stage for
the development of an American Communist party. In
other respects, as well, some SP members espoused more
conservative attitudes. Berger and Hillquit, in
particular, took a "top down" approach to Party
policies. They incurred the wrath of separate
immigrant foreign-language federations within the Party
by advocating immigration quotas and catering primarily
to skilled workers and trade unionists. Their vision
of a hierarchical Socialist party with themselves in
positions of power sharply contrasted to the grassroots
immigrant socialist movement gaining momentum in Jewish
sweatshops, Finnish socialist halls, and similar
Italian and Polish enclaves. [213] Hillquit, Berger,
and her husband became Rose's ideological enemies in
later years, but during her early years in the Party,
she deferred to their seemingly superior theoretical
knowledge. "I ... looked up to J.G. [Graham] in all
matters theoretical: He 'knew'; I was learning." [214]
Caritas soon became a gathering place for Rose and
Graham's political associates, and they purchased
additional acreage during the winter of 1909. With its
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bucolic setting, the small island was converted into a
summer think tank of sorts for socialists and other
intellectuals with similar political sympathies.
Shortly after he and Rose purchased the additional
acreage, Graham explained to a reporter for the New
York Times
,
"If we have living here with us people who
are engaged in the same work, we think that better
results can be accomplished Our whole work can be
done in a much more organized and systematic manner."
[215] Within the year, William and Anna Strunsky
Walling, Miriam and Leroy Scott (another socialist
couple), and Rockwell Kent and his wife bought homes on
the island and moved in. Thus was born a tiny
socialist community right outside of Rose's front door.
[216]
The Stokes name itself also opened doors for Rose
and Graham. As Rose conceded in her autobiography,
Graham's blue-blood lineage, combined with the novelty
of his marriage across class and religious lines,
brought invitations from the Daughters of the American
Revolution, "who pointed to us as proof that in 'free'
and 'democratic' America any working girl can marry a
millionaire," churches, synagogues, civic reform
groups, chautaquas, social service organizations, and
settlements. According to Rose, "We talked Socialism
nearly everywhere except in out-and-out Republican and
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Democratic clubs and Catholic or Jewish orthodox
churches." [217]
More important, they talked to each other about
socialism. When Rose went on the road as a lecturer
and recruiter for the Intercollegiate Socialist Society
from 1913 to 1916, she wrote Graham long, newsy letters
about her travels. She discussed her speeches and the
audiences' reactions, and shared her disappointments or
triumphs. Graham responded with equal enthusiasm. He
took interest and pride in her work. In the silly vein
of childish minstrel slang that Rose and Graham often
used in writing to each other, he told her in one
letter: "It do make me feel so dood [good] to hear of
the good work me dear dear love am doini" [218] Still,
he missed her when either of them was away from the
other. In another letter, he lamented, "I sure is so
lonesome.... I jes' wanders round & wanders round and
dunno found no letter ... no where. Dear darlin's do
make a awful hole, she's bein'away." [219]
Graham also took genuine interest in Rose's other
professional activities. On December 15, 1916, he
wrote: "I'm glad you had a proposal of some kind for
the movie rights to the Woman Who Wouldn't [sic]. I
certainly agree with you that the play . . . would have a
far reaching influence for good, and I hope the people
make you a [really?] good offer and agree to put on a
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[really?] good production." He went on to say that
someone had called to inquire about the rights for one
of her other plays and that he had said that Rose would
surely want to talk after she returned and rested for a
day. [220]
For the first ten years of their marriage, Rose
and Graham mostly succeeded in bridging the class and
ethnic differences between them. Although they started
out living in her world — the milieu of the Lower East
Side — they ended up living in his — enjoying the
luxury of Caritas Island or the spacious,
well-appointed townhouse that they bought at 88 Grove
Street in Greenwich Village. They were not
conspicuously wealthy, only quietly well to do with a
secure income. Still, this was a far cry from the
grueling work and meager life that Rose had known for
most of her childhood and young womanhood, and she took
to it quite comfortably, as did her mother and half
siblings, who often joined her at Caritas. Shortly
after she and Graham moved to Caritas, she wrote to a
friend: "Can you think, dear friend, what all this
meant to me who had but yesterday come out of the abyss
for the first time in my whole lifel ... God is surely
goodl ... My Beloved and I are so grateful." But Rose
could only enjoy such luxuries as long as she kept the
main prize in mind -- the struggle to promote
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socialism. In the same letter, she continued: "That
is the pause in the summer when one can rest and gather
strength and inspiration for the work that lies before.
For through it all we do not, cannot forget the
suffering world. Injustice of Capitalism; misery of
wage-slavery — and again the fight 1 Socialisml
...
The only thing worth living for in these inspiring
days." [221]
Rose and Graham never had children; nothing in
their papers explains this, although in his memoir
Rockwell Kent indicated that they "ardently" wanted a
child. Kent then quoted Horace Traubel, another
frequent visitor to Caritas : "'The trouble is, they
don't know how to go about it.'" Indeed, Kent called
Rose and Graham "as spiritually disembodied and
generally impractical a pair as one might ever meet.
If they had known how to make a baby, what in the world
would they have done with it when it came?" [222] In a
sense, then, their mutual work on behalf of socialism
was their child, the cornerstone of their marriage.
When that cornerstone crumbled, when Graham turned
right and supported American involvement in World War
I, and Rose, after some false starts, finally set her
sights left and joined the antiwar wing of the
Socialist party during World War I, the marriage
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crumbled — although it would wearily drag on for
another seven years.
Whether Rose would have found her way back to
socialism on her own, after her initial flirtation with
it as a stogie roller in Cleveland, is not known. But
by marrying Graham, she acquired the money, and
therefore the time — and the inspiration and support
that came with sharing in the struggle with her husband
— to make a place for herself in that struggle. By
1914, she had become the most sought after speaker for
the Intercollegiate Socialist Society; her involvement
in the birth control movement of the 1910s would gain
her great notoriety; her proletarian plays of the same
period would find a willing audience; and she would
play a significant role in both the Socialist and
fledgling Communist parties. Although her marriage
eventually ended in bitter divorce in 1925, her early
years with Graham opened up avenues of opportunity that
might not otherwise have been available to her.
For Rose's friend Anzia Yezierska, however, there
was no such period when her marriage and her vocation
were happily wedded. From the moment she married her
second husband, Arnold Levitas, these two spheres would
be at constant war with each other. Anzia met Arnold
through a mutual friend in the early spring of 1910.
Arnold was thirty-one, "courtly, correct, admired by
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women, a collector of epigrams, jokes, and other
ornaments of conversation," as his and Anzia's
daughter, Louise, described him. [223] Anzia embarked
upon a flirtatious correspondence with him, which
reached a crescendo several months after they had met:
"If I could only tell you how I love youl How my
spirit follows you all over wherever you go — how my
one prayer night and day is . . . how can I become your
real friend
,
your true comradel Up till now, I haven't
begun to love you, I was simply drawn to you
irresistibly and blindly, but the more intimately I
know you, the more deeply I love you." [224]
Apparently, he did not respond, for two weeks later she
wrote to ask how he was "as I have not heard from you
for so long." [225]
Although there is no record of his reply, Arnold
answered her, for Anzia 's subsequent letters to him
reflected a deepening and affectionate relationship
between them. "I put my arms around you," she wrote
after an evening with him, "and press you close to my
heart, and kiss your dear lips and eyes and hair
May God help you to be — just to be the best the
highest that is in you." [226]
Arnold came from a middle-class German Jewish
family, and all of his friends were German Jews. He
worked for a printing press out on Long Island, and was
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making a comfortable living. He fancied himself an
esthete in matters of book design and production.
According to Anzia's daughter, he introduced Anzia to a
more decorous world of tea and sociability, of polite
and uplifting talk with phonograph recordings of the
music of Caruso wafting in the background. [227] She
has surmised that Anzia reveled in this eminently
respectable milieu for a time and then began to doubt
whether this was the kind of life she truly wanted.
[228] Throughout the fall of 1910, she dated some of
Arnold's friends yet continued to write him
affectionate letters. Although he was the source of
her confusion, she now regarded him as a refuge in her
"hour of need": "No matter what I may do, I feel I can
always come to you and rest my head on your dear heart
and be soothed and consoled." [229] Two days later,
she dropped a bombshell on him: "You know how I have
struggled to be true to myself and to both you and
Gordon — but I have come at last into the light 1
Yesterday Nov. 9th Gordon and I were married by Mayor
Gaynor at City Hall." [230]
Gordon was Jacob Gordon, a prominent East Side
lawyer whom Anzia later described to her daughter as
"my kind." [231] According to Louise, Anzia felt more
comfortable with Gordon because he recognized that she
was a nonconformist. He was also Jewish in a way that
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was more comfortable or familiar for Anzia, while
Arnold's very Germanic roots felt alien to her. In
Louise's recollections, Arnold was "a German Jew and
they were kind of a different kind.... They spoke
German, my grandmother cooked German, everything was
German, and their attitudes toward everything." [232]
Yet Anzia's marriage to Gordon, in November 1910,
lasted all of one night. For reasons that she never
explained, to Gordon or to anyone else, she rejected at
the outset any sexual love within their marriage.
Instead, according to Gordon's testimony at their
annulment hearing, she informed him that she wanted
only a spiritual relationship, and that anything more
was "degrading." [233] Six months later, in May
1911, when the annulment was finalized, she
disingenuously told a reporter for the New York
American, "All our trouble has been due simply to a
misunderstanding. Although I am twenty-seven years old
and have lived the usual life of an American girl, I
can now truthfully say that I did not fully understand
all the duties of married life." She then defined the
ideal marriage: "To me marriage has always been an
ideal state of perfected friendship, of flawless mental
companionship." [234] In retrospect, she admitted, she
should have discussed her thoughts with Gordon
beforehand. She then denied that she was advocating an
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end to procreation by her own actions: "I would not
have you think, either, that I have neglected to
consider the possible effect on society and the
development of the race if all young women held such
views as mine. I have, but I have come to the
conclusion that the work of propagating the race can be
carried on by those whose convictions are in accord
with natural lines upon this subject. I am not a wild
theorist I am simply a lonely, quiet school teacher
who has the courage of her convictions and the
fortitude to put those convictions into practice."
[235]
Surely Yezierska was not being candid when she
said that she did not fully understand "all the duties"
of marriage. She had grown up in an Orthodox Jewish
tradition, which commanded its flock to be fruitful and
multiply, and she saw such results in the shtetl and in
the Lower East Side. Large families were the norm
among her brethren. To be sure, she had eight brothers
and sisters. More likely, she had watched how multiple
pregnancies, combined with the scourge of poverty, had
delivered her mother and other Jewish women in the
ghetto to a premature old age. Her favorite sister,
Annie, married at eighteen and, like her mother,
eventually gave birth to a flock of children. Anzia
loathed Annie's husband for keeping her pregnant and
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impoverished. [236] So it is not surprising that she
would try to avoid falling into the same trap.
Yet the person she had called to rescue her from
Jacob Gordon that unfortunate nuptial night back in
November 1910 was Arnold Levitas. She told him
melodramatically that she had sacrificed whatever
measure of respect her family still felt for her. "See
what I give up for you. Father, mother, sisters,
brothers
... Mrs. Ollesheimer [her friend and patroness
who had paid for a part of her tuition at Teachers
College], the whole world, all society, all for you.
Can you love me enough to make up for the bleeding
heart-ache that I must suffer in tearing myself away
from all those dear to me?" [237]
A flurry of letters passed baclc and forth between
them, and over the next several months Anzia wavered in
her need to be close to Arnold and her desire to put
safe distance between them. Her last letter to him
before their marriage did not portend a blissful future
for them: "Dear Arnold, I came to school, but I broJce
down, I couldn't teach. I don't Icnow what's the matter
with me, but I crave to be alone — just to be alone.
My nerves are unstrung and I want to be all alone to
pull myself together...." [238] Three months later, in
June 1911, they were married in a religious ceremony
that was not legally binding. There is no record of
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whether the ceremony was Orthodox or Reform. Most
German Jews in America at that time were Reform,
including Levitas, who celebrated Christmas. According
to his daughter, "He was a Jew who ignored Jewish
rituals while embracing America's, and for that matter
Germany's, charming Christmas customs." [239] So it is
likely that the ceremony was Reform. A delay in the
court's enactment of Anzia's annulment from Gordon must
have necessitated a religious instead of a legal
ceremony, but the nonlegal marriage also appealed to
Anzia, who would have an easy legal escape if
necessary. [240]
Within a short time, the marriage became a
prescription for disaster. Arnold was a fuss-budget
who insisted on having "everything in order" with "a
place for everything and everything in its place," as
Anzia later recalled. [241] He expected a well-kept
home and flawlessly cooked meals. Anzia bristled —
she hated doing chores and preferred to eat off of
paper plates. By that fall, she was pregnant. She was
about thirty and, as her daughter put it, "had spent
most of her life fighting to free herself from other
people's orthodoxies." [242] Because her pregnancy
forced her to give up her teaching position, in
accordance with New York Board of Education rules
forbidding pregnant teachers, she spent her days at
home. By the winter, she felt restless and proposed to
Arnold that they move out West. She left him,
ostensibly to scout out opportunities for them and to
be with her sister Fannie in Long Beach, California,
during her pregnancy. From Fannie 's home, she wrote
Arnold long, loving letters full of lofty fantasies
about their future. "I'm living in the dreamy
anticipation of the future when you, the baby and I
will be together working and struggling for something
higher and higher and higher. In the meantime I feel
like you, that distance does not divide us, that ... we
are more closely bound together than some of our
married friends who hold on to one another's
coattails." [243]
Even as she watched her sister, "ill and worn out
most of the time from the harmful preventives of
conception which she is so often forced to use," Anzia
wrote lovingly to Arnold of her longing to be back with
him. She also asked him to send more birth-control
medication for her sister. [244] Meanwhile, she was
studying German and had started a class in the study of
socialism. Anzia gave birth to a baby girl on May 29,
1912, in Long Beach, with Arnold 3500 miles away. Two
months later she and her baby returned to New York by
train. Soon enough, Anzia and Arnold were quarreling.
She felt utterly trapped and poured out her thoughts on
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paper about a wife who felt pulled between the demands
of her stubborn husband and helpless baby. "Women who
have known the independence of earning their own
livings before marriage
. . . feel most poignantly the
humiliations they have to live through while being
'supported.'" Her writing became a messy, furious
scrawl. "But they cannot go back.... By the time they
realize the full meaning of being 'supported,' they
have a baby or two to care for. A baby is like the
ball and chain of the prisoner that keeps him bound to
his cell." [245]
But the weight of her marriage and motherhood did
not prevent Anzia from laboring at her writing and
submitting her stories to various magazines. Finally,
in 1915, her first story, "The Free Vacation House,"
was accepted by the Forum . The story, which she had
repeatedly revised and submitted to various magazines,
was a fictional account of her sister Annie's
unpleasant, condescending treatment at a vacation
retreat run by charity. Shortly after the story was
published, she fled to Fannie once more, then returned
to Arnold to try to patch things up. But it was not to
be. For her, the Bronx, where they lived, was an
"uptown ghetto" where "all the women sat around
together with their baby carriages, darning and
mending, discussing what was cooking in their
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neighbors' pots." [246] This was not where she
belonged. In her short story "Wild Winter Love," she
articulated more clearly the conflict between her and
Arnold
— her wish to write and to live a life of the
mind and spirit versus his wish to have a wife who
devoted herself to her home and family, when the wife
insists upon staying up to write after finishing her
chores for the day, the husband complains, "You're not
a woman. I married myself to a meshugeneh with a book
for her heart I want a home. I want a wife." [247]
Finally, Anzia could stand it no more. As she
wrote to Rose Pastor Stolces, whom she had met nearly
ten years earlier through the Educational Alliance, she
and Arnold "grew so unbearable" that "I walked out of
the house with the baby." [248] She returned two days
later and packed up her things. She and her
three-year-old daughter moved into a furnished room,
and she looked for full-time work. Then, once more,
with her daughter she fled to Fannie in Long Beach,
California. But Anzia could not abide Fannie 's
husband; without money or a job, she took Louise to San
Francisco. Gradually, however, she realized that she
could not adequately support Tynkabel, as she lovingly
called Louise after the Peter Pan character, and she
reluctantly sent her back to her father. His mother, a
stern and austere woman, watched the child during the
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day. Enraged with Anzia, Arnold refused to answer her
inquiries about the child's welfare. Meanwhile, she
worked at a San Francisco settlement house and wrote at
night. During this period, her lifeline was Pastor
Stokes, to whom she sent stories to submit to New York
magazines. She wrote to Rose regularly, always asking
for "news about the stories I sent you." [249]
In the fall of 1917, Anzia returned to New York
and moved into a YWCA. She now gave Arnold full
custody of Tynkabel: "If you find someone you love,
you can marry & have a new family & ... Louise as well.
I love the child so that I do not need to possess her
bodily. I am content with what naturally flows to me
from the child's own heart The separation has only
proven to Louise and me that we are inseparable "
[250] Anzia did not attempt to justify her actions to
Arnold. If anything, she took an obsequious tone to
beg forgiveness "for all the wrongs you have suffered"
on her account, and beseeched him not to prevent her
from seeing Louise. [251] In a subsequent letter she
claimed that she was still paying for her mistakes of
disrupting all of their lives "before an inescapable
divine court." [252] Anzia pounded her chest in a
bathetic mea culpa
,
only to reassure Arnold that she
would rise above the turmoil that she had caused. "But
it is great to lose, to suffer, and not go under, to
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feel all the sorrows of life sweep over you, and not be
annihilated. Life is never so deeply beautiful as when
we seemingly have lost it." Having confessed her sins,
the sinner was now free to go on to live a life of her
own. [253]
Anzia found temporary employment as managing
housekeeper for the sisterhood of Temple Emanu-El in
New York, while she looked for a permanent teaching
position. She and Louise spent every Saturday
together, and she devoted the rest of her time to her
writing. Through the years, mother and daughter
maintained a close but complicated relationship, and
Louise fondly remembered their visits: "We became
co-conspirators, outwitting by our secret
understandings the dull routine and promises to my
father I had to keep during the six days of the week
when I wasn't with her." [254]
Unlike Maud Nathan and Rose Pastor Stokes, Anzia
could not find her way to marital contentment.
Although all three women married into economic classes
that afforded them greater financial security than they
had each known previously, only Nathan and Pastor
Stokes could turn this class mobility to personal
advantage. By marrying back into wealth and
prominence, a privileged status she had known as a
child but which her father had squandered during her
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early teenage years, Nathan gained entree into New
York's elite social and philanthropic circles and into
her own circle of public visibility. She became one of
the "charity ladies" whom Rose Pastor Stokes
castigated. Moreover, for her, marriage appeared to be
a singularly enriching part of her life. In her
husband, she found not only steadfast love and
companionship but a staunch political supporter and a
vocal advocate in his own right of women's
enfranchisement
.
In contrast. Pastor Stokes's marriage into wealth
and prominence afforded her the time and exposure to
political radicalism rather than piecemeal reform.
Perhaps more important, it also offered her a keener
perspective on the inequality of economic life under
capitalism. This perspective enabled her, a new member
of the class of privilege, to cement her solidarity
with the working class, the class of her birth. She
was able to combine work and marital love so long as
she and Graham were tuned to the same political
wavelength. Their marriage was based on the fragile
premise that class, ethnic, and religious differences
could be obliterated by their shared ideals and
aspirations. For the first ten to twelve years of
their marriage that shared vision, like a patch keeping
the water at bay in a leaking vessel, helped them stay
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the course and enabled Rose to swim far in the waters
of socialism. But when those shared ideals began to
diverge, the marriage slowly, painfully went under.
For Yezierska, there was never any blessed period
of calm in her married life; from the start, her
marriage foundered on the shoals of her developing
sense of vocation. The "ball and chain" of being a
servile middle-class wife, who was expected to devote
herself solely to her husband and child, interfered
with her quest to become an articulate being and
convinced her that she would have to seek love from
unconventional channels or go the course alone.
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CHAPTER 4
"I AND MY VILLAGE": NEW YORK AND OTHER MENTORS
Around the time that Rose Pastor stepped off a
train in New York City, in January 1903, ready to
embark upon a career as a cub reporter for the Yidisher
Taqeblatt
,
Anzia Yezierska was grudgingly finishing a
course of study in domestic science at Teachers
College, Columbia University. Although she had always
dreamed of going to college, a major in domestic
science was not what she had in mind — it was simply a
meal ticket to support her while she toiled at her
writing, eager to express her "burning desires." [1]
Maud Nathan in 1903 was serving yet another term as
president of the Consumers' League of New York City,
and was also a vice-president of the National
Consumers' League. For all three women, then. New York
City was the setting in which they conducted their
affairs and made their plans for the future. The city
itself became a lodestar for their ambitions and
aspirations, even a kind of classroom with mentors who,
in the broadest sense of the word, provided personal
and professional encouragement, opportunity, a vision
of possibility tailored to their pupils' talents, and
an example of what one could achieve. [2] Not all of
the significant people who are discussed in this
chapter in relation to Nathan, Yezierska, and Pastor
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stokes necessarily fulfilled all of the above
qualifications. But each, in some way, generously
offered encouragement and articulated or affirmed each
woman's aspirations. And, with the exception of Pastor
Stokes's dear friend, Olive Dargan, a novelist who
wrote under the pseudonym of Fielding Burke, each
"mentor" lived in New York City and was deeply immersed
in the cultural and political life of the city. [3]
It was only natural that New York should be the
setting in which each woman found her life's work. In
1903, New York had a population of 3,632,501, and it
was the burgeoning center of countless social and
political movements. [4] From the majestic span of the
Brooklyn Bridge, built in 1883, one could see the
bustling street life of Lower Manhattan. By the turn
of the century, the city had outpaced other
metropolitan areas in the range and variety of its
entertainment, cultural offerings, and street
amusements. The street life of earlier years,
including itinerant peddlers, showmen, and carnivals,
metamorphosed into new cultural institutions that
paraded entertainment like the new department stores
displayed goods. Such forums of popular entertainment
as exhibition halls, amusement parks, vaudeville
theaters, and storefront movie houses noisily sprang up
alongside more highbrow forms of entertainment, like
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the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Metropolitan Opera
House, and the Broadway theater. But an unfortunate
by-product of this rapid growth was a noxious increase
in dirty streets and public facilities. One
nineteenth-century visitor called New York a "nasal
disaster." By 1900, the city boasted 150,000 horses —
each of which produced between twenty and twenty-five
pounds of manure a day, totaling 3.75 million pounds
per day. This odoriferous output, combined with the
smells wafting from tanneries, slaughterhouses, and
street corners doubling as public bathrooms and
spitoons produced an effect akin to "bad eggs dissolved
in ammonia," as one commentator wrote. [5]
As the city grew in population and area,
neighborhoods became even more stratified according to
income, with the working, middle, and upper classes
increasingly separated from one another. This
stratification had begun during the colonial era. From
the 1820s on, the city's elite deliberately set
themselves apart from other classes by embarking upon
the long, continuous sojourn uptown away from their
former neighborhoods near Wall Street and City Hall.
Some also settled in Brooklyn. [6] But it was the
Upper East Side that became synonymous with the
extravagant townhouses of the Gilded Age. By the
1890s, the mansions lining the Upper East Side proudly
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sat one after the other like so many dowager ladies at
a charity banquet.
Yet, at the same time, other public spaces were
drawing New Yorkers together in new and different ways.
The expanding transportation system — ferryboats, the
elevated, and, after 1904, the subways — brought
different classes side by side as they commuted to work
or to a night on the town. Other new forms of
entertainment, such as large hotels, theaters,
restaurants, and department stores, were creating
greater hierarchical contact between a subservient
working class and a consumer class. These cultural and
commercial changes also brought men and women together,
in such settings as office buildings, department
stores, and in the new restaurants and cabarets. The
new varieties of consumer culture expanded the choices
of entertainment for both working- and middle-class
women. These included dance halls. Coney Island and
other amusement parks, and the new palladiums of
pleasure — department stores, matinee theater, and tea
rooms. In the 1870s, according to cultural historian
William R. Taylor, men had been the primary customers
of vaudeville houses, but after the turn of the century
almost as many women as men attended the spectacles of
Florenz Ziegfield and George White. [7]
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Moreover, New York was rapidly becoming a major
media center. Newspaper circulation greatly increased,
and the size of newspapers quadrupled from four pages
in the 1870s to sixteen pages or more by the end of the
century. [8] By 1910, more than fifty daily papers
were rolling off the city's presses, and several new
features magazines, such as McClurels, the
Cosmopolitan
,
and Munsev's
. were competing with the
older, more literary monthlies. [9] In short. New York
City was fast becoming a mecca for those who were
seeking a more creative, more purposeful, more
ambitious, and surely a more zestful way of life.
"There was color everywhere, unending movement,
incessant vitality," wrote one observer. [10]
The Lower East Side, in particular, was astir with
this color, movement, and cultural and political
ferment. This cluttered neighborhood, bordered on one
side by the Bowery and on the other by the East River,
housed cafes where workers nursed a glass of tea while
arguing social theory half the night, settlement houses
and evening schools that offered an array of classes
and lectures, and the Yiddish press, the Jewish
immigrant's main link to the outside world. It was a
neighborhood that never quite went to sleep, a "kind of
Left Bank," in the words of historian Ronald Sanders,
"whose ad hoc university was scattered through the
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various tenement assembly rooms in which lectures and
meetings were forever taking place." [11] Marcus
Ravage, a Jewish immigrant from Rumania, recalled that
attending lectures and readings in the Lower East Side
was like entering the Promised Land. "it did not
matter to us what the subject was. There was a
peculiar, intoxicating joy in just sitting there and
drinking in the words of the speakers, which to us were
echoes from a higher world than ours." [12]
Here, too, were the landsmanshaftn
, fraternal
orders of immigrant Jews from the same shtetl.
Initially, the landsmanshaftn were formed to keep alive
memories of the Old Country while helping immigrants
assimilate into their strange new world. Some doubled
as congregations, but by 1900 most were essentially
secular. The landsmanshaf
t
was a social and mutual aid
society, providing for its members' health care and
burial needs. Many members joined landsmanshaftn
mainly to receive a proper burial. [13] Each
landsmanshaf
t
had its own governing board and set of
rules and procedures. A family's contribution to a
landsmanshaf took money away from other needs, but the
medical and burial insurance provided by membership
helped to offset the economic sacrifice. Some
landsmanshaftn included both men and women, while
others were segregated by sex. For the wife who was
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not a member of her husband's landsman^h.f i-
, the
evenings that he spent at meetings gave her a measure
of control over her time. For example, while her
husband's away at his lodge meeting, Sara's mother in
Bread Givers steals away to visit Sara, whom her father
has banished from the family for audaciously trying to
live her own life. [14] But beyond its many practical
purposes, the landsmanshaft filled a deeper psychic
need — to bring a bit of the Old Country into the New.
Its presence in New York and in other American cities
surely enhanced the cultural richness of the immigrant
Jewish milieu.
As a child, fresh off the boat and still covered
with the grime of steerage, the young Anzia Yezierska,
renamed Hattie Mayer at the gates of Castle Garden,
walked with her family through the bewildering streets
of New York's Lower East Side to their new home on
Hester Street. This shadowy concrete world was a far
cry from the unpaved, muddy streets and straw roofs of
their shtetl in the Russian-Polish area of Plotsk. [15]
Instead of cows and chickens in the streets, the family
had to sidestep "haggling push-carts and bargaining
housewives" and children everywhere — "on the
sidewalk, in the gutter, under push-carts." [16]
Hattie looked up and down the narrow streets crowded
with tall, dingy buildings, and peered up at rusty fire
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escapes, cluttered with bedding or doubling as laundry
lines. [17] On Hester Street, where the family moved
into a railroad flat "that was always dark," as she
later recalled, "the air reelced with the smell of fish
and overripe fruit from the carts in front of the
house." [18] This was not a particularly auspicious
introduction to her new country.
Indeed, throughout her adolescent years and young
adulthood the dirt and odors of the Lower East Side
would haunt Hattie and stain her attempts to find a
sense of beauty and order in her life. Later, in
writing about the Lower East Side, she filled her short
stories and novels with young women who were trying to
carve out some beauty in their lives. This beauty
always took two forms: first, the material form of a
clean room of one's own with bright white walls and,
secondly, a metaphorical form — a life dedicated to
fulfilling work, not the grinding, animal-like drudgery
of the sweatshop. But such beauty and fulfillment were
not to be easily found in the dirt and desperation of
the Lower East Side. In Bread Givers . Sara helps her
older sister, Bessie, clean their ragged apartment.
Later, when they view the results of their labors, Sara
thinks, "Achl ... if only we didn't have to dirty up
the new whiteness of the oilcloth with the eating, then
it would shine in our house always like a palace. It's
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only when poor people begin to eat and sleep and dress
themselves that the ugliness and dirt begins to creep
out of their black holes." [19] Similarly, Arrogant
Beggar, which Yezierska published two years after Bread
Givers, chronicles a young girl's search for the home
and vocation that will enable her to "breathe and move
around like a free human being." [20] With its
"cracked doors on broken hinges" and "cellar windows
stuffed with rags," Adele, the main character, cannot
abide her tenement room: "How could the soul keep
alive here ~ where every breath of beauty was blotted
out with soot, drowned in noise ~ where even the sky
was a prisoner and the stars choked?" [21] For her, a
real home would offer "light, air, space, enough room
to hang up my clothes ... the space to move around."
[22]
Adele finds that clean, spacious room in a
settlement home for young working women, but ultimately
she is driven back to the ghetto by the sterility and
harsh rules of the home and by the condescending
attitude of its founders. She cannot abide the strict
curfew and the prescribed dinner hour at the home or
the patronesses' expectations of showy gratitude and
deference from their charges. Yezierska based Adele 's
experiences on her own. After leaving her family when
she was around eighteen, Yezierska lived for a time at
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the Clara de Hirsch Home, a settlement/boardinghouse
for immigrant Jewish women underwritten by New York's
affluent uptown German Jewish community (described in
Chapter 2). Years later, she recalled that however
much the order, cleanliness, and tasteful decor
appealed to her, such attractive surroundings were
alien to her upbringing. "All I wanted was a place to
live and those white curtains were as far from me as
the millionaire's were." [23]
For YeziersJca, then, the dirt and odors of the
Lower East Side besmirched the cleanliness of the space
— physical and psychic — that she sought for herself.
The stained, peeling walls of the tenement and the
noise and garbage outside became metaphors in her
fiction for a dismal life consigned to the ghetto,
unable to breathe the fresh air of the true American.
In "The Lost Beautifulness , " Jalce Safransky chastizes
his wife, Hanneh, for spending hard-earned pennies on
paint for their kitchen. But Hanneh is so delighted by
her shining new walls that she doesn't care. "When I
see myself around the house how I fixed it up with my
own hands," she tells him, "I forget I'm only a nobody.
It makes me feel I'm also a person like Mrs. Preston.
It lifts me with high thoughts." [24]
The dirt and grime of the Lower East Side also
caused Yezierska personal humiliation and anguish. In
"Soap and Water," one of the stories in Hungry H.....
her first anthology of short stories, she describes her
character's ordeal in trying to balance her schoolwork
with toiling at a laundry eight hours a day while still
maintaining a fresh, neat appearance. "But I was so
bathed in the sweat of exhaustion that I could not
think of a bath of soap and water.... Even if I had had
the desire and the energy to take a bath, there were no
such things as bathtubs in the house where I lived."
[25] She begins to see the "whole clean world" massed
against her: "Whenever I met a well-dressed person, I
felt the secret stab of a hidden enemy." [26] Yet she
astutely realizes that this clean world depends upon
her lowly, grimy work to maintain its exalted position.
Dirt becomes synonymous with being the other: "I, with
my dirty, tired hands, I am ironing the clean,
immaculate shirtwaists of clean, immaculate society.
I, the unclean one, am actually fashioning the pedestal
of their cleanliness, from which they reach down,
hoping to lift me to the height that I have created for
them." [27] But she cannot sustain her anger toward
those who represent this clean conspiracy. Years later
she meets a former chemistry professor, a young woman
who takes an interest in her, and she feels reborn.
The potential sparks of political consciousness aroused
by her previously degrading treatment are doused by the
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waters of simple human kindness. "Here was one from
the clean world human enough to be friendly. Here was
one of the well-dressed, with a look in her eyes and a
sound in her voice that was like healing oil over the
bruises of my soul." [28] And the story ends with the
character's joyous refrain of a new "song of life":
"America 1 I found America." [29]
The extent to which Yezierska's stories mirrored
the facts of her life is problematic, because she often
passed off as fact what were only half-truths about her
life. Or, at times, she even omitted details that did
not accord with the persona she wished to create. This
will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 5. What
is significant here is that Yezierska herself lived in
a succession of dingy hallrooms after she left her
family, and suffered the humiliations of never feeling
quite presentable in front of better-dressed students
and teachers. Her recollection of her humiliation by
patronesses of the Clara de Hirsch Home, who admonished
her that "soap and water are cheap" and that "anyone
can be clean," stayed with her for the rest of her
life, and she would recount this humiliation in an
interview and also in "Soap and Water." For her, the
Lower East Side personified the ugliness, humiliations,
and chaos of her life, from which she was trying to
escape. The cries of the pushcart peddlers were a
taunt, a reminder of the rude, coarse existence of her
people. Living there became an object lesson for the
kind of life she did not want.
And, indeed, Yezierska did escape for a time.
After she returned from Hollywood in 1922, financially
secure and established in her fame, she rented a
spacious three-bedroom apartment in a genteel part of
the Village, on the corner of Fifth Avenue and
Grosvenor Place. She furnished it sparely and painted
the walls a grayish white to give the apartment an air
of almost meditative calm. [30] But she failed to
realize that the flip side of the chaos and ugliness
she had desperately tried to escape was a wellspring of
inspiration for her writing and her life. Years later,
after financial reverses had forced her to move back to
a succession of ever smaller hallrooms, both in the
Lower East Side and on the Upper West Side, she
regretted her move to that serenely spacious apartment
on Fifth Avenue — it was, she said, "too clean," and
writing "stems from dirt and involvement with people."
[31] A scrap of writing found in her papers reiterated
her regrets. On an envelope postmarked April 27, 1959,
she had scribbled, "All contact with people is reality.
On Fifth Avenue, I could not contact the people." [32]
Despite its dirt and noise, the high hopes and
sometimes shattered dreams of its inhabitants — or
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perhaps because of these qualities - the Lower East
Side had become reality for Yezierska. There, as a
young girl working in the sweatshop, she said years
later, "as soon as I learned the English language, I
was writing." [33] Learning English had removed her
from her native tongue, Yiddish. Learning English also
meant becoming an American, which she equated with
being a real person with thoughts of her own. Yet even
as she rejected her native tongue, she chose her
adopted language to enter, through her stories, more
deeply into the lives of her people - and those lives
took place in the Lower East Side, where "in the
evening
... everybody sat out on the stoop, the women
nursing their babies, the men smoking their pipes, and
the girls standing around with their young men." [34]
Throughout her childhood and young adulthood, even as
she was chafing to escape her ghetto surroundings, she
listened to these voices, absorbed their cadences,
perhaps soft in the calm of twilight but clamorous
during the day with the "raucous voices of the
hucksters, the haggling women, the shrill cries of the
children." [35] In listening to these voices, she
gradually found her own.
She also listened to the voices closer to home.
Her daughter maintains that one of Yezierska 's sisters,
Annie, was a major influence on her writing. Annie
bore ten children to a momzer (literally means a
bastard, but also an untrustworthy, difficult, or
detestable person) of a husband, who virtually
abandoned his family, with all of her domestic
obligations, Annie still found the energy to be a
neighborhood activist; she started a mother's society
on her street to give neighborhood women sufficient
bargaining power with local merchants. Annie's vivid
way of talking, according to Yezierska's daughter,
inspired Anzia to start writing. "The Free Vacation
House," published in 1915 in Forum magazine, was an
outgrowth of Annie's experiences at a charity retreat
for indigent mothers and their children. According to
Louise, Anzia would follow Annie around the house with
her manuscript in hand, urging Annie to remember how
her neighbors spoke, the Yiddish expressions they used,
and their responses to the everyday happenings in their
lives. Anzia worked on the phrasing with her sister
while Annie ironed, cleaned, and cooked. [36]
Years later, after John Dewey had helped Yezierska
to rediscover for herself the poetry of all of these
voices, she claimed them as her own and appointed
herself their bard, their emissary to the New World.
This would become her mission: "Achl At last it
writes itself in mel" says her alter ego, Sophie, in
"My Own People." "It's not me — it's their cries —
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my own people - crying in mel Hannah Breineh,
Shmendrick, they will not be stilled in me, till all
America stops to listen." [37] Throughout the first
thirty years of the twentieth century, Yezierska
zealously pursued the mission of being a witness to and
advocate for the Jewish outcast - the struggling young
women, immigrant and native born, who defied Old World
parents to carve out lives of order and purpose for
themselves; the overburdened ghetto mothers, hoping to
stretch meager pennies to feed burgeoning families; the
elderly Jews who lived in airless basement flats and
were reduced to washing dishes at greasy spoons but who
still harbored the glowing faith of the Old World.
In these portraits of the Lower East Side, she
captured the high hopes and dashed expectations of
shtetlers who came to America expecting a pot of gold
but who found instead dingy tenements, sweatshop toil,
and ruthless landlords. Just as the voices of the
Lower East Side helped her to find her own voice on
paper, the neighborhood itself taught her the strength
and endurance of the human spirit, especially the
Jewish spirit. In several stories, she described the
"unconquerable spirit" of her people, their ability to
rise up again, "to transmute failure, heartbreak and
despair into a driving will to conquer " [38] This
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assertion came from witnessing the daily dramas of
human pathos right there in her neighborhood.
Growing up in the Lower East Side also exposed
Yezierska to the poetry of Morris Rosenfeld. An
immigrant himself, he was the first Yiddish poet to
give such knowing and poignant expression to the
hardships of the East European immigrant Jews. [39] He
was a plaintive little man with drooping eyelashes who
worked in a sweatshop by day and wrote at night, like
Yezierska herself. When Anzia was about sixteen and
working in a sweatshop, she heard a fellow worker
recite Rosenfeld's poem "In the Factory." its verses
seemed to express just what she felt: "I work and I
work and I work, never ceasing/ Create and create
things from morning till e'en/ For what? and for whom?
Oh, I know notl Oh, ask notl Who ever has heard of a
conscious machine?" [40] The mournful lines galvanized
her. "Like a spark thrown among oily rags," she wrote
later, the poem spurred her on to reach a new intensity
of expression in her own writing. [41] But, still a
greenhorn in the use of the language, she felt
imprisoned in the chaos of her own thoughts — like a
dumb person who feels but cannot speak, an image that
she later used repeatedly in describing this period of
her life — and she despaired that she would never
write with Rosenfeld's poetic lyricism. [42] But the
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voices of the Lower East Side in the great metropolis
of New York City - those of Hanneh Breineh and Sophie
and Rosenfeld himself - were beginning to unlock her
own tongue. They showed her how to make her words
"dance with a thousand colors," and like Sophie
Sapinsky, she listened to her neighbors talk, drinking
in their words "as a thirst-perishing man drinks
water." [43] When she saw her first short story in
print, she felt as expansive as the city itself —
"bigger than the man who built the Brooklyn Bridge or
the highest skyscraper in New York." [44]
Toward the end of her life, Maud Nathan sent a
bouquet to her native city, New York. In her
autobiography. Once Upon a Time and Today , she
declared, "I have traveled in many lands, have lived
for many months at a time in France. I have left New
York for long periods, but it has always been home to
me." [45] In their autobiographies, both Nathan and
her sister, Annie Nathan Meyer, made a point of tracing
their familial connection to New York back to the
Revolutionary War. As Chapter 3 has shown, their
forebears played an illustrious role in the city's
civic and economic life. Their parents established
another kind of presence in the city as highly sociable
people who sponsored glittering soirees at their home
for New York's theatrical crowd. Maud and Annie's
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mother was also a member of the Amaranthine of
Brooklyn, a club that sponsored amateur theatricals for
charity. [46]
Through her lineage and her parents' cultural
involvement in the city, Maud developed an insider's
sense of belonging in New York. She and Frederick
lived in one of the stately residences lining the Upper
West Side, and she was but a few blocks from elegant
Riverside Park. Being a denizen of one of the most
fashionable neighborhoods of New York surely
contributed to this sense of belonging. As she wrote
in her autobiography: "I had a natural pride in my
city ~ the city in which nine generations of our
family have been born. I must have felt the beginnings
of an eagerness to help toward the uplifting of civic
ideals — to be a vital part and influence in the great
metropolitan life." [47] As a young married woman in
the early 1880s, fitting in charitable responsibilities
among her upper-class social obligations, she chose to
join causes that served New York: She worked on
committees to save Central Park and Riverside Drive,
served on the board of directors for the nursing school
at Mount Sinai Hospital and the Martha Washington Hotel
for Women (a residence for single women), worked as
chairwoman of the subcommittee on kindergartens of the
Hebrew Free School Association, and also served as
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manager of the New York Exchange for Women's Work. [48]
Although these civic volunteer opportunities were among
those most readily available to women, Nathan, in
looking back upon her life, felt a special pride in
serving New York: "I was delighted when I was asked to
help in civic betterment. To do my bit for my beloved
city stirred me to the depths." [49] Nathan claimed
that she deliberately supported additional causes
outside of the Jewish community because she wanted to
follow the example of her ancestors: "I must have had
in me a strain of the spirit of my early ancestors who
wished to take an active part in the civic life of the
community, for I, too, felt the urge to be a part of
the fabric — not merely a tiny thread weaving its way
along the edge of the great pattern." [50]
Annie Nathan Meyer linked this familial impulse
toward public service to a strong sense of noblesse
oblige among the Sephardic Jewish community of New
York. "The Nathan family," she noted "possessed this
distinguishing trait to a high degree." [51] The
Sephardim included some of New York's wealthiest Jewish
families, and both their men and women served on
various municipal hospital, charity, and museum boards.
Their congregation, the Spanish and Portuguese
synagogue, Shearith Israel, where Nathan was married,
was housed in a grand structure on fashionable Central
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Park West; and their rabbi, Henry Pereira Mendes, set
an example by serving on several municipal charity
boards and committees. [52] The Sephardim clearly made
their presence felt in the fabric of New York's civic
and cultural life, to borrow Nathan's metaphor. In the
last decade of the nineteenth century, the various
charitable organizations to which they lent their name
and energies constituted part of the " de facto
government" of New York. [53] Unlike the German Jewish
elite, who channeled their philanthropic efforts mainly
into Jewish communal causes, such as the United Hebrew
Charities and the Educational Alliance, the Sephardim
dispensed their philanthropy to both sectarian and
nonsectarian causes. Yet, the Sephardic community in
New York and around the country tended to be more
religiously Orthodox, even as it assimilated into the
upper strata of American society, while the German
Jewish community was more religiously liberal but, as
the nouveau riche, also more vulnerable to
anti-Semitism. [54]
These intra-religious conflicts between the
Sephardim and the German Jewish Ashkenazim, as well as
growing inter-religious tensions between Jewish and
non-Jewish elites, created a diffusion of power among
New York's social elite. According to historian David
C. Hammack, this diffusion gradually weakened their
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overall impact on civic life. "While some of these
elites differed only superficially from one another,"
he observes, "there were deep cultural and religious
divisions among the very wealthy, and these divisions
had striking consequences. Most fundamentally, they
made it impossible for Greater New York's economic
elites to coalesce into a unified, self-conscious
social group that could
. . . make the most effective use
of its enormous resources in local affairs." [55]
Still, in her autobiography, Nathan presented
herself as a full participant in the life of the great
metropolis, an urban soldier called to duty by her
"beloved city." Although she derided the New York of
her childhood as "smug" and "self-satisfied," as
Chapter 3 has shown, the New York of her adulthood held
more expansive possibilities. Like the Hanneh Breinehs
and Sophie Sapinskys of the Lower East Side who imbued
Yezierska with her voice and mission in life, the great
city itself summoned Nathan: "Through all these
activities, I was gradually growing to appreciate that
I had a message to give, that in this great seething
city of New York my personality counted. The vision
that had brought my ancestors to this new land of
opportunity many generations before was filling my
soul, too." [56] For both Yezierska and Nathan, the
city's impact upon their lineage, cultural as well as
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familial, propelled them forward to do the work for
which they had been chosen - for Yezierska, writing,
and for Nathan, civic betterment. But where Nathan
received her shining vision of civic duty from a
bloodline that thrived and wielded power in her
"beloved city," Yezierska became the spokeswoman for
the outcast of the Lower East Side — her family and
neighbors — the immigrants "starved, stunted,
resentful, on the verge of hysteria from repression."
[57] One represented the consummate insider, inhaling
the fresher, expensively perfumed air of the Upper East
and West Sides, while the other breathed in the odors
of herring and onions on Hester Street as she wrote
about the disenfranchised.
Rose Pastor Stokes never paid explicit homage to
New York City. Indeed, in the last years of her life
she retreated more and more to the quiet country
setting of Westport, Connecticut. There she bought a
cabin and hoped that the country stillness would grant
her the strength to finish her autobiography and the
healing resources to combat her cancer. But for Rose,
as well. New York, and especially the Lower East Side
and the Village, were crucial landmarks in her journey
toward personal and political maturity. As a beginning
reporter for the Yidisher Tageblatt . she covered the
Lower East Side and wrote about its inhabitants — the
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Jewish immigrant woman who, eager to look fashionable,
was ridiculed for unknowingly sporting a big size
number on the back of her new shirtwaist; the Jewish
passenger hurled off an East Side bus because he was
too weak to defend himself; and the poor Jewish boy who
was ostracized in front of his class. [58] She also
wrote about overworked immigrant mothers and families
barely able to meet the monthly expenses. In her
writing for the Tageblatt, she was already establishing
her credentials as a champion of the underdog. "So
much pain and sorrow," she lamented in one piece. "So
much poverty and suffering is the lot of those who are,
perhaps, God's best beloved. And, oh, how it clutches
at the heart-strings ~ the thought that all this pain
and misery is man's through his brother-man." [59]
Moreover, writing for the Tageblatt honed Rose's skills
at observing and then evoking on paper the daily drama
that she witnessed on the streets of the Lower East
Side. Later, she would parlay this literary ability
into a highly effective public-speaking voice on the
lecture circuit. But for now, as a roving reporter for
the Tageblatt
. she received a vivid education in human
misery, which, combined with her own years of struggle
and hardship, ripened her for a life of radical
activism.
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Her reporting for the Yidisher T;.q^hi.^^- also
introduced Rose to such notables as Lillian Wald and
James Graham Phelps Stokes, and brought her into
contact with Eliakum Zunser, a Yiddish novelist and
poet whose folk songs and poems evoked the lives of the
common people. He praised such humble occupations as
peddling, and contrasted them to dishonest pursuits for
money. He valued being poor and keeping the mind free
for thought. In later years, Yezierska, who also knew
of him, called him the Bob Dylan of her day. [60]
After meeting him through a coworker. Rose spent many
evenings in his apartment, but she left no reactions to
these encounters. Still, her contact with him may have
contributed to crystalizing her working-class
consciousness later on.
Once Rose and Graham joined the Socialist party in
1906, there was no better place to be a socialist than
in New York, and especially in Lower Manhattan, where
they lived. "In the coffee houses of the Lower East
Side," wrote journalist Hutchins Hapgood, immigrant
Jews "drank tea and talked — and they talked as no
other group has ever talked. They talked about Karl
Marx and Bakunin, Henry George and Eugene Debs and Big
Tim Sullivan.... There were others whose whole day was
a succession of tea and socialism." [61] Jewish
socialism did not become a mass movement in New York
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until 1910, four years after Rose and Graham had joined
the Party. [62] But in the intervening years, the
Lower East Side and Greenwich Village became the main
forum for socialist debates and theatrics, and the site
of comprehensive trade-union organizing. Nearly all of
the garment-industry unions on the Lower East Side were
socialist. [63]
Although Rose went on the lecture circuit as a
recruiter for the Intercollegiate Socialist Society
(ISS) from 1913-1917, her socialist membership and
activities were centered in New Yorlc. [64] She
lectured, served as editor of the women's page of the
socialist New Yorlc Call from 1908 to 1909, spoke at
rallies for the Uprising of the 20,000, and helped to
direct the hotel waiters strike of May 1912, in which
the city's hotel waiters walked off the job for higher
wages and better working conditions. Rose originally
cheered from the sidelines. Then as the strike began
to flag, she assumed a more activist role by opening a
free kitchen for the strikers and their families and by
devising strike policies and goals. [65] This was her
first experience in being on the front lines of a
strike
.
Her papers reveal the range of organizations that
she joined in New York during the 1910s: Heterodoxy, a
club comprised of interesting, accomplished women with
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strong feminist sensibilities; the Civic Club and the
Cosmopolitan Club, two exclusive civic clubs; the Rand
Institute, a socialist school; the Francisco Ferrer
Association, an organization dedicated to promoting the
progressive educational philosophies of its namesake;
the Working Women's Protective Union, an advocacy
association for working-class women's employment needs;
and the Authors' League of America. [66] In short. New
York — and especially the Village and the Lower East
Side — became the canvas upon which Pastor Stokes
expressed her first significant cultural and political
commitments
.
If New York was a classroom for Anzia Yezierska,
Rose Pastor Stokes, and Maud Nathan, then certain
people — and especially women ~ were their teachers.
In the cafes, at the Educational Alliance, where she
took writing courses, and even in the sweatshops,
Yezierska, for example, encountered strong, vocal women
from varying backgrounds who, like herself, were
striving to carve out lives of purpose and
independence. Hutchins Hapgood, wandering through the
Lower East Side, observed how Jewish immigrant women
disdained frivolity, passionately discussed literature
and politics, and were ambitious and "deeply
unconventional in theory and sometimes in practice."
[67] Although Hapgood 's account is highly
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impressionistic, case studies of the time confirmed his
observations. Mary van Kleeck's study of immigrant
women noted the high level of ambition and political
consciousness among Jewish immigrant women in New
York's evening schools and the overwhelming percentage
of them, compared to other immigrant women, who
attended evening school and desired to improve their
choices of work. [68] Yezierska perhaps encountered
such motivated women in the sweatshops, in her classes
at the Educational Alliance, the Clara de Hirsch Home,
and at the Rand Institute, where she lived for a time.
One such woman was Rose Pastor Stokes, her close
friend. Anzia attended Rose's wedding to Graham
Stokes, and later fictionalized their marriage in her
novel Salome o f the Tenements . As Chapter 3 has
indicated, she sent Rose some of her stories after she
separated from her second husband and moved to San
Francisco. She was desperate to get published, and
Rose apparently offered her encouragement. On
September 28, 1916, Anzia wrote to Rose from San
Francisco: "Your encouraging words about the stories I
sent you make me work harder than ever. My one
release, my one prayer is my writing." [69] Three
months later, Anzia also asked Rose to look in on her
three-year-old daughter, "Tynkabel," who was with her
father in the Bronx: "Take her on your lap and sing to
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her" the old Yiddish lullaby that Anzia used to sing to
her, "Ah-ah-ah babele," and tell her "I asked you to do
it while I'm away from her." [70]
Primarily self-educated like Anzia, Rose
demonstrated by her own life that an impoverished
immigrant could rise up to achieve fame and
self
-fulfillment. Although there is no indication that
she directly influenced Anzia professionally or
intellectually, her accomplishments perhaps
strengthened Anzia 's own determination to seek a
creative, fulfilling life. After reading one of Rose's
poems, Anzia wrote to her, "I just read your wonderful
poem in the 'Masses.' How great it must be to be able
to voice such titanic feeling in so few words 1 It is
the tense brevity that grips ones [sic] innermost heart
& soul & body." [71] Over the years, Anzia followed
Rose's growing success on the lecture circuit and as a
writer of polemical articles and plays. While Anzia
was still toiling at her writing in anonymity in the
early 1910s, Rose had already made national headlines
for her lectures on behalf of the ISS, her
participation in the hotel waiters' strike, and her
support for birth control.
Almost a decade later, Anzia sold her first
collection of short stories. Hungry Hearts , to
Hollywood; like Rose before her, she became a cause
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celebre for her reputed rags-to-riches success. Where
Rose, in 1905, was called the sweatshop Cinderella
princess for marrying her wealthy prince, Anzia was
touted as the sweatshop Cinderella writer, an instant
literary and financial success story who wrote her way
out of her humble ghetto beginnings. Both women were
keenly aware of what their respective successes meant
to the public. Yezierska, however, enshrined this
rags-to-riches myth. In her short stories, she
extolled the golden opportunity that America had given
her: "I return to America with the new realization
that in no other country would a nobody from nowhere —
one of the millions of lonely immigrants that pour
through Ellis Island ... get the chance to become
articulate that America has given me." [72] Although
Yezierska never singled her out. Pastor Stokes was yet
another example of the "lonely immigrant" who, in
America, could scale the ladder of success and fame.
Yet Pastor Stokes, herself, was far more circumspect
about what her marriage to Graham Stokes had meant to
the public. At the end of her life, she acknowledged
that she and Graham had represented "an ever-renewable
fairy-tale-come true . . . the fairy-tale of
'Democracy.'" [73]
Still, the woman who had the most impact on
Yezierska 's choice of a vocation was Henrietta Rodman.
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Anzia took a writing course from Rodman at the
Educational Alliance around 1901 to 1902. [74] In the
early part of the new century, Rodman was quickly
establishing her credentials as a "New Woman." With her
loose-flowing gown that fit like a meal sack, her
bobbed hair - at a time when bobbed hair had not yet
become the fashion — and sandals, she was the
embodiment of a merrily singular style. A veritable
"Candide in petticoats and sandals," as the writer
Floyd Dell later described her, Rodman radiated a charm
and warmth that quickly drew artists, writers, and
assorted other creative types into her orbit. [75]
Dell credited her with turning Greenwich Village into
the bohemian mecca for which it later became famous by
bringing together the university and social-settlement
crowds with the socialists and literati. She seemed to
have a genius for melding together disparate social and
cultural rebels into a radical new community of shared
interests. Rodman further injected new spirit into
Greenwich Village by moving the Liberal Club, an
organization of uptown middle-class reformers and
philanthropists, to the Village, to new quarters above
Polly's Restaurant on MacDougal Street. There,
Margaret Sanger, Emma Goldman, Lincoln Steffens, and
other celebrated rebels attended or spoke at its
gatherings
.
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But she was not just a bohemian gadfly. she was
also a committed feminist and political activist. m
1914, she founded the Feminist Alliance to fight for
the admission of women into law and medical school and
to lobby for the retention of American women's
citizenship rights in marriages to foreign nationals.
Under Rodman's leadership, the Alliance also forced the
New York City Board of Education to grant maternity
leaves to married women teachers. Prior to the
Alliance's campaign, the board had customarily fired
pregnant teachers.
Rodman's other notable contribution was her vision
of a feminist apartment house, similar in concept to
Charlotte Perkins Oilman's proposal for entrepreneurial
housekeeping. Like Gilman, Rodman and other members of
the Alliance envisioned housing structures that would
liberate professional women from full-time domestic
toil; both Gilman and Rodman proposed hiring paid
workers to perform housekeeping tasks in
apartment-hotels equipped with nurseries, playrooms,
and centralized cooking and washing facilities. To
this end, Rodman hired an architect to design a
twelve-story building in downtown New York with
kitchenless apartments, collective housekeeping
facilities, and a rooftop nursery school. Both single
and married women could live in the building, and
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Rodman presciently urged fathers to be fully involved
in their children's care. Rodman's planned feminist
apartment house never came to fruition, in part because
she could not reconcile the bedeviling problem of
liberating one class of women from domesticity by
relying on the labor of another class. [76] But her
ideas reflected the breadth and range of her
intellectual creativity, and there was no doubt that
she was charismatic and provocative. She raised a
little cloud of controversy wherever she happened to
be
.
For Anzia, she provided a refreshing alternative
to the snobbery and stuffy elitism she had endured at
the Clara de Hirsch Home. Anzia began to copy her mode
of dress by cutting her hair and wearing sandals. [77]
But more important, Rodman gave Anzia the creative
encouragement she needed by urging her to write about
her own experience. [78] In later years, Anzia
recalled, "The first teacher I had in night school
tried to tell me all there is to Jcnow about art and
craftsmanship: 'Just take it out of your heart and say
it.'" [79] Galvanized, Anzia "came alive" in her
presence. [80] Here was a representative of a world
she longed to join — a world in which ideas,
creativity, and personal experience — her personal
experience — counted. Rodman did not try to remold
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Anzia into a dutiful daughter or an obedient servant,
as her parents and her sponsors at the Clara de Hirsch
Home had tried to do. She not only nurtured Anzia's
desire to write, but she showed her what a woman could
accomplish "instead of a woman with a big belly being
such a glorious thing." Anzia later said of her: "To
me, she was a very great person because she conquered
the thing that was an obstacle to her There were
meetings in her house that tied in with the women's
rights struggle She was fighting her fight to live
She wanted to live and to be married and to help
people." [81] Over the years, Anzia apparently stayed
in touch with Rodman. Dorothy Canfield Fisher, a
writer and an acquaintance of Anzia 's, later told a
correspondent that when Rodman died in 1923, Anzia was
"at sea, and — I never knew how she presently arrived
weeping and distraught, to try to live here [in
Arlington, Vermont, in the early 1930s] " [82]
If Rodman encouraged Yezierslta to loolc into
herself and write from her own experience, John Dewey,
the well-Jcnown educator and philosopher, urged her to
looJc outside of herself, to the Lower East Side, for
her inspiration. By the time he and Anzia met, Dewey
seemed to straddle two worlds — the Olympian uptown
world of Columbia University and the scrappy downtown
milieu of the Village and its radical circles. He
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moved downtown with the Liberal Club when Rodman
transferred its headquarters, and his interests
extended to the settlement house movement, immigrant
education, the professionalization of teaching, and
women's suffrage.
By 1917, the controversy around immigrant
education had reached a new pitch, and Dewey added his
voice. While some educators called for a dual system
of education, in which certain students would be
channeled into vocational programs to fill a growing
need for trained industrial workers, Dewey advocated an
integrated system of education in which all children
learned manual as well as academic skills. Dewey was
concerned that such a dual system would single out
working-class and immigrant children for vocational
training without giving them more academic
opportunities. He also opposed attempts to
"nationalize" or "amalgamate" immigrant students.
Prior to World War I, a group of nativists, who
questioned the immigrants' loyalty to their adopted
country, had spearheaded a movement to encourage rapid
acculturation among immigrant children. [83] In
contrast, Dewey had worked with Jane Addams at Hull
House in Chicago to encourage greater ethnic expression
among immigrants; he feared that such amalgamation
efforts would result in homogenizing and destroying the
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immigrants' unique cultural traditions. To his way of
thinking, an ideal democracy thrived on diversity of
language and custom. in a 1916 address to the National
Education Association, he expressed his views: "The
American nation is itself complex and compound.... It
is composed of a multitude of peoples speaking
different tongues, inheriting diverse traditions,
cherishing varying ideals of life ... the American is
himself Pole-German-English-French-Spanish-Italian-
Greek-Irish-Scandinavian-Bohemian-Jew-and so on." [84]
In her 1921 story, "To the Stars," Yezierska's
protagonist approaches the president of her college to
thank him for his encouragement, and receives a
verbatim response taken from the address above. [85]
Yezierska found affirmation of her ethnic roots in
Dewey's emphasis on the dignity and democratic merits
of the immigrant's culture.
Dewey also championed the concerns of teachers.
He joined Henrietta Rodman and others in their struggle
to secure higher wages and better working conditions.
He viewed the teacher as a "social servant" who must be
accorded respect for the "dignity of his calling," and
he regarded education as "a process of living and not a
preparation for future living." [86] By 1917, when he
and Yezierska met, he had achieved considerable acclaim
for his ideas, especially among the downtown crowd.
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According to historian Mary Dearborn, even Eimna Goldman
and Alexander Berkman drew on Deweyan precepts of
education. "For the downtowners," she writes, "John
Dewey was a radical new messiah." [87]
So when, in the fall of 1917, Anzia Yezierska
stormed into his office without an appointment because
her teaching did not meet New York City Board of
Education standards, Dewey, now dean of Columbia
Teachers College, quietly listened to her outburst.
She explained her situation and challenged him to come
watch her teach. Before she left, she tossed one of
her stories onto his desk for him to read. He accepted
her offer and observed her class. Yes, he agreed, she
was a fine teacher, but she was an even better writer,
and he encouraged her to concentrate on her writing.
He also invited her to audit his year-long seminar in
social and political philosophy, a singular honor for a
nonmatriculating student.
Although Dewey was married and had a family, he
and Anzia gradually found themselves drawn to each
other. Dewey was in his late fifties, and Anzia was
around thirty-six. Quiet, warm, unassuming, but
plagued at times by a strangely powerful streak of
melancholy, Dewey gravitated toward Anzia 's intensity
and combative spirit. "I've never fought for anything
with the spirit that you have," the Dewey-like
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character, John Morrow, tells Anzia in her
semifictional autobiography. Red Ribbon on a Whit^
Horse. "I like the passion with which you live every
moment." [88]
For her part, Anzia felt instantly understood and
electrified by Dewey. He seemed to clarify for her
what she most wanted from her life. Later, she said
that before she met Dewey she was "a little bit
meshuqah
— unbalanced. I had no clear notion of what
I wanted. But when I met Dewey I knew I wanted life."
[89] He also helped her to understand the true purpose
of art; he told her, she recalled later, that art "is
the climax of human experience. You don't Jcnow what
happened to you until you create with it." [90] She
often echoed this thought in her stories and essays,
claiming that writing became a way of understanding her
own experience.
Dewey was clearly the turning point in her life.
Shy at first, and then with greater confidence, she
brought her writing to him because she icnew how
interested he was in immigrants and questions of ethnic
identity. Years later, as if she had burned his words
into her memory, she recalled what he had told her:
"You suffer from striving," he once said. "You are
already — you don't have to be — and perhaps I can
have the happiness of malting you realize you are and
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own
what you are." [91] He urged her to "read your
Russian authors. You have in yourself the knowledge of
what to write regarding your own people." [92]
As Anzia drew closer to Dewey, she began to
confide in him more. She often felt confused, she once
told him, uncertain of what she Icnew and wanted to say
in her writing. "Writing is confusion," he replied,
and quoted Nietzsche. "You enter into confusion. It
taJces chaos to give birth to a dancing star." [93]
Anzia and Dewey began to spend more time together. His
attentions were an elixir for her, a magical tonic to
offset the rejections she had experienced ~ she had
come out of two failed marriages, left a young
daughter, and was struggling to malce a living while she
pursued her calling. She felt utterly vulnerable, raw
from "all the hurts that warped her spirit, her blind
warring with the world." [94] Dewey was the healing
balm for these hurts. She regarded him as a messiah,
lifting into the light not only her but her ancestors
as well: "All that my mother and father and my
mother's mother and father ever wanted to be is in him.
This fire in me, it's not just the hunger of a woman
for a man — it's the hunger of all my people baclc of
me, from all ages, for light, for the life higher 1"
[95]
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To Anzia, Dewey was friend, father, and above all
mentor. He embodied the culture and refinement that
she so desperately wanted; in knowing him she had
grasped that elusive ring of polish and felt like a
real person. Whatever attraction she felt toward him
was bound up with his paternal affirmation of her
awkward, earnest attempts to make herself into a person
— an affirmation she had never received from her real
father. This almost fatherly tenderness she felt from
Dewey drew her closer to him and farther away from her
real father's Old World authoritarian outlook. In
gravitating toward Dewey, she was embracing the New
World ethos of individualism and self
-fulfillment
.
Yet, ironically, by rejecting her father's Old World
insistence on filial obedience, she had also embraced a
quintessentially Jewish concept of moral
self-determination, albeit one reserved primarily for
men. Deuteronomy 30:15-20 proclaims, "See, I have set
before you this day life and good, death and evil . . .
therefore, choose lifel" In the Talmud, Rabbi Eleazar
elaborates on this passage: "From the Torah, the
Prophets, and the Writing, it can be shown that a man
is allowed to follow the road he wishes to pursue."
[96] As theologian Abba Hillel Silver explains, "God
did not fashion man to be a helpless creature of
passive receptivity but one capable of selection,
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decision, and origination." [97] By choosing Dewey's
way over her father's, "the life higher" rather than
the death of her spirit, which a life consonant with
her father's prescribed role meant for her, Yezierska
had indeed chosen life by her definition.
On evenings when they weren't together, she walked
along the Brooklyn Bridge and thought of Dewey, of how
"he looked at me, the words he said, trying to hold
close the golden moments of being understood." [98] He
seemed to give her back to herself, to affirm for her
the dignity and vitality of her Russian Jewish roots,
and she wondered what she could give to him in return
across the chasm of their disparate backgrounds.
"Success was bred into his blood and bone," she wrote
later, while defeat seemed to be the marrow of her
past. But, as she portrayed him in her writings, he
assured her that she could teach him spontaneity and
set free his cerebral nature. "I am bound by formal
education and conventional traditions," the teacher (no
name) tells his immigrant student in "Wings." "... you
are not repressed as I am by the fear and shame of
feeling. You could teach me more than I could teach
you. You could teach me how to be natural." [99]
And, indeed, in her fiction, Yezierska portrayed
their coming together as the reciprocity of two worlds
— the passionate, spontaneous, high-flying immigrant
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who constitutes "the heart, the creative pulse of
America to be," and the cerebral, earthbound
Anglo-Saxon shackled by "sterile intellectuality."
[100] Yet even while enshrining these differences as
cultural archetypes, she proceeded to undermine them.
In a sense, cultural opposition became the flip side of
cultural complementarity. The immigrant, with her
passionate, spontaneous nature, complements rather than
contravenes the Anglo-Saxon's rational mindset in a New
World that welcomes both temperaments. "I find that in
no other country has the newcomer such a direct chance
to come to the front and become a partner in the making
of the country," gushed Yezierska in one piece. "Not
where you come from, but what is in you and what you
are, counts in America." [101] Yezierska cleverly set
up a cultural polarity between immigrant and native
born, obliquely using Dewey and herself as examples,
only to show that in the great democracy of America,
where everyone's skills and talents are needed, such a
polarity is of little consequence.
On a more personal level, however, these cultural
differences served Yezierska and Dewey well. They
sought from each other a new avenue to the life of the
spirit, although each defined that life differently
and, in the process, reinforced long-standing gender
stereotypes that ascribed reason and emotional
diffidence to men and spontaneity and emotional
plenitude to women. Yezierska looked to Dewey to
unlock the door to the "life higher," a life marked by
creative fulfillment, achievement, and triumph, while
Dewey expected Yezierska to lead him through a valley
of delight
- into a realm of warmth, spontaneity, and
feeling.
But beyond whatever personal fulfillment they each
derived, their union of opposites would also repair the
shattered vessel of human relations. Like the
kabbalists of the fifteenth century who relied on
prayer and contemplation to heal the divine fragments
of the world, Yezierska looked to the almost spiritual
nature of her relationship with Dewey to lay bare an
essential unity concealed by surface differences. With
the stakes so high, it is no wonder that in her
portrayal their relationship takes on such grave
significance: "I knew him as neither his wife nor
children could know him. They had his name, his money,
his reputation, but I had something that fed his
spirit.... Our need for each other burned away the
differences between Gentile and Jew, native and
immigrant — the barriers of race, class, and
education." [102] She echoed the fervent hopes of
Pastor Stokes, who had also aspired to usher in a new
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era of unity between rich and poor and Jew and Gentile
by marrying Graham Stokes.
By the time Anzia met Dewey she had published one
short story, "The Free Vacation House," in Forum, a
popular literary and current events magazine. Dewey
helped her rework some of her other stories and took at
least one of them to his friend, Herbert Croly, editor
of the New Republic
,
who eventually published it. [103]
Sidney Hook, the eminent twentieth-century philosopher,
social theorist, and acquaintance of Dewey's, once
commented on Dewey's eagerness to help: "Dewey
encouraged and over-encouraged many who showed a glint
of promise. Whatever the quality of their work, they
achieved more because of his apparent faith in them."
[104] This was certainly true in regard to Yezierska.
But, equally important, he helped her to see the Lower
East Side in a different light. Many an evening, Anzia
and Dewey walked along Hester Street or dined in one of
the cafes in the neighborhood and then took in a play
at the Yiddish theater. At first, she wrote later, she
felt almost apologetic about subjecting him to the
grimy streets with their odors of herring and garbage
and the sounds of "haggling and bargaining." But what
she had dismissed as "coarse and commonplace was to him
exotic. My Old World was so fresh and new to him it
became fresh and new to me." [105] He helped her see
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the ghetto as a "city set on a high hill whose light
could not be hid." [106] His response to the Lower
East Side was pivotal in shaping her reevaluation of
her "Old World." After their relationship had ended,
Anzia returned to this world with renewed vision:
"Here was life, right here on my own block, in the
house where I lived.... Hanneh Breineh, the janitress,
cursing and shrieking at the children she loved till
they fled from her in hate. The old Jew, sitting on
the sidewalk, discussing the cabala [sic] with his
cronies in all of them I saw a part of myself."
[107]
Dewey, as well, was drawn to Anzia. When he was
alone he found himself thinking more about her, and he
began to set down his thoughts in verse. [108] Just as
Anzia enshrined him as the representative of the higher
life she longed to embrace, his poetry attests to his
idealization of her as a representative of a world
alien to him: "Whatever, howe'er you move or rest/ I
see your body's breathing," he wrote in one poem. "The
curving of your breast/ and hear the warm thoughts
seething/ I watch the lovely eyes that visions hold/
Even in the tortured tangles of the tenement/ of a
life that's free and bold." [109] To Dewey, Anzia's
volatile personality and "untrammeled" life posed a
threat to his "ordered" life: "Earthward my eyes, lest
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the beauties/ of a life not yet trammeled distract/ My
ordered paces from the path/ And I no longer keep the
pact/ With my possessions ..." [110]
Just as Dewey helped Anzia view the Lower East
Side anew, he hoped that she would teach him how to
experience the world authentically, without the veneer
of cautious intellectuality:
"I must begin humbly like
a child to learn the meaning of life from you," the
professor writes Fania, Anzia's alter ego, in All I Can
Never_Be. [Ill] But it was not to be. Perhaps Dewey
had learned his lesson too well from Anzia, for in her
retelling he breached their unspoken pact — he crossed
the line from the realm of the spiritual, the soul, to
the earthly, the sexual. In her portrayal later, their
relationship unraveled on a warm summer evening when
they were enjoying a leisurely stroll down by the East
River, one of their favorite pastimes. They walked to
the edge of the pier and stood gazing into the dark
ripples of the water below. Something happened to
break the spell of the peaceful moment. According to
Anzia 's retelling, Dewey gently drew her to him and
started to kiss her neck and mouth, lightly at first,
then more forcefully. This was the first time she had
ever been so physically close to him. His lips became
more insistent on hers, and he tentatively touched her
breast. Anzia shrunk back in terror. "Dark barriers
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rose inside her.... Instead of a god, here was a man -
too close, too earthly. She wanted from him vision -
revelation - not this, not this." [112] Dewey, her
messiah, was not supposed to turn into a
flesh-and-blood man. He apparently released her and an
iron curtain of silence descended upon them.
From then on, the relationship painfully
unraveled; their fragile unity could not survive this
transgression. According to Anzia, Dewey spurned her
entreaties to talk about what had happened. He became
distant toward her, and suggested that they end their
friendship. She, who had rejected his earthly love,
now felt like the outcast. [113] In an interview many
years later, Yezierska admitted that she had been too
frightened and immature to return Dewey's love: "I was
not able to give love. I was too frightened, too
unsheltered." [114]
After the dissolution of their relationship in
1918, Anzia Yezierska consumed the next twenty years
reliving this relationship. She could not shut Dewey
out. "His eyes, his face encircled her," and she
wrestled with her memories. [115] A Dewey-like
character appears in five of her short stories: "To the
Stars" and "Wild Winter Love" (both published in
Children of Loneliness , 1923); "Wings," "Hunger," and
"The Miracle" (from Hungry Hearts , published in 1920);
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one novel. All I ConlH m^..»^ (1932); and her
semifictional autobiography, Red Ribbon on a Whit
^
Horse (1950). She would feel his impact for the rest
of her life. m helping her reembrace the Lower East
Side while they were together, his rejection of her
desired spiritual friendship now threw her back into
that world and underscored her isolation. An undated
scrap of writing in her papers poignantly observed:
"His leaving me has taught me two things: ... I don't
belong to those who have a place in this world. I
belong to the outcast, the beggar, the mad, the
lost " [116] She now viewed herself, as she later
wrote in Red Ribbon on a White Horse , as "the oddity of
Hester Street, an object of pity and laughter." [117]
The union between Jew and Gentile was not possible
after all, and her attempts to seek such a union had
exacted retribution. In All I Could Never Be . she even
wrote that such a spiritual union between the cerebral
Anglo-Saxon and the wandering Jew was doomed to fail
from the start, because "she had sought to escape from
what she was. Therein lay her weakness Abandoning
the God of her fathers. Setting him up as her new
god." [118] Thrown back on herself by Dewey's
rejection, she now became with a vengeance the bard of
the outcast, the impoverished and struggling immigrant
Jew. Only through her writing would she strive to
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repair the fissures between immigrant and native-born
American, Jew and Gentile, and rich and poor.
Maud Nathan also found her primary mentor from
outside of the Jewish fold. But her relationship with
Josephine Shaw Lowell had none of the weighty ethnic
symbolism or the sexual complexities of Yezierska's
encounter with Dewey. Lowell was a role model, pure
and simple, for Nathan's vague desire to contribute to
improving her society. She first met Lowell when she
heard her speak on prison conditions for women inmates.
Nathan, who up to this time had worked for various
charitable causes but had not yet committed all of her
energies to social reform, was not particularly
interested in the topic, but she was so impressed by
Lowell's presentation that she volunteered her
services. "From that time," she recalled in her
autobiography, "Mrs. Lowell took me under her wing and
there grew between us a real friendship, despite the
difference in our years. I admired her intensely "
[119]
From all accounts, it was not difficult to admire
Lowell. Born into an abolitionist family in 1843, she
was inextricably linked to a legacy of public service.
Her brother was Robert Gould Shaw, who achieved
posthumous fame by leading the first all-Black regiment
into battle during the Civil War. Her husband, Charles
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Russell Lowell, also died in battle during the war.
Following their sterling dedication, she joined the
Women's Central Association of Relief, an auxiliary of
the Sanitary Commission, and became a principal
fundraiser for the National Freedman's Relief
Association. Her work on behalf of those two
organizations earned her an appointment to the New York
State Board of Charities in 1881; after surveying the
existing structure of New York's charities, Lowell
established the New York Charity Organization Society
to coordinate and promote efficiency among the state's
charities. Lowell took her responsibilities seriously.
"Charity organization is not a work to which any man
should put his hand, unless he is prepared to give it
some measure of devotion," she once wrote. [120] Her
detractors accused her of being stern and unfeeling in
her efforts to bolster the organization's efficiency.
She admitted that business principles were necessary
"if the great evils of wasted funds and corrupted and
pauperized citizens are to be avoided," and she eagerly
sought the support of business executives. [121]
In time, however, she began to question the
purpose of charity and instead focused her efforts on
reform. She now perceived charity to be useless,
indeed even "wicked" in its results. "If working
people had all they ought to have," she wrote to her
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sister in the late 1880s, "we should not have the
paupers and criminals." She then claimed that what the
"poor want is fair wages and not little doles of food."
[122] Admitting that her class partly contributed to
the exploitation of the working class, she challenged
the government to establish adequate health and safety
standards and minimum wage laws, and she set about
studying ways to reform working conditions for
saleswomen. [123] Her observation that consumers
promoted working-class misery by purchasing
bargain-rate goods made and sold in exploitive,
unsanitary shops became the manifesto of the Consumers'
League and Nathan's own philosophy of consumer reform
and, in her words, "preventive philanthropy."
Lowell also educated herself in political affairs
because she recognized the close connection between
politics and reform. In 1894, during the anti-Tammany
campaign in New York City, she organized the Women's
Municipal League "for the promotion of humanitarian
reform through political action." [124] The League,
which Nathan joined, established a permanent structure
in 1897. This organization had a profound impact upon
Nathan. It meant for her "the opening of prison
doors," she wrote in her autobiography. "Women had
been kept behind bars, their hands manacled, their feet
tied by the ball and chain of conventionality. At
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last, we were summoned to go out in the open and do our
share of human uplift work." [125] In 1895, Lowell
also organized the women's auxiliary of the Civil
Service Reform Association. As will be seen, Nathan
was greatly influenced by Lowell's insistence upon the
political underpinnings of civic reform and the need
for women to become politically educated in discharging
charitable responsibilities.
By the time Nathan met Lowell, the latter had been
anointed the grande dame of civic reform work. Yet
Nathan did not immediately change the direction of her
own life; she still put domestic concerns at the top of
her priorities, and parties and afternoon socials
occupied a considerable amount of her time. "I was
interested in my husband, my little girl, my home," she
wrote in her autobiography. "Only in relation to them
and to the wider family circle did I recognize any
duties or responsibilities." [126] The first turning
point in her political awareness, however, came when
Lowell invited her, in May 1890, to attend a mass
meeting at which a report on working conditions in
large department stores was read. The report grew out
of a series of investigations undertaken by the Working
Women's Society, an organization established in 1886,
with Lowell's assistance, to help factory workers and
saleswomen improve their working conditions. The
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report detailed the low pay, long working hours, and
harsh management policies that saleswomen were forced
to endure. Nine months later, the Consumers' League
was organized. Josephine Shaw Lowell was the first
president, and Nathan served on the first board and as
her right-hand assistant. She accompanied Lowell on
all of her early investigations. Later, she credited
Lowell for introducing her to the work that "made me an
articulate being." [127]
Under the tutelage of Lowell, who "took me by the
hand and led me forward in the work," Nathan wrote
letters, investigated stores throughout New York, and
talked with scores of saleswomen. [128] By 1895, she
had become knowledgeable enough that she was "the only
one" who could testify before the Rhinehart Commission
in support of protective legislation regulating the
hours and working conditions for women and children in
New York State. This legislation was endorsed by the
Working Women's Society. Still, it was not until her
young daughter's death in January 1895 that Nathan
immersed herself in the work of the Consumers' League.
Annette, her only child, was almost nine when she died
from an unknown childhood illness. Maud was bereft —
she and her husband, Frederick, had waited six years to
have this child, and she had found great fulfillment in
being a mother. She never got over Annette's death.
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Many years later, when her sister's daughter died, Maud
wrote in a condolence note to Annie, "I do not believe
a day has passed in all the 28 years which have gone
since Annette died that I have not felt the ache of
loneliness & sorrow at some time during the day or
night." [129] Shortly after Annette's death, however,
Shaw apparently took firm hold of Nathan and pulled her
back into the work of the Consumers' League. Nathan
later credited Lowell's "wisdom and sympathy" for
giving "me the strength to take up my life again." She
made Nathan realize that "I held within my hands the
power of choice ... to decide whether I was to allow my
sorrow to spoil my life through selfish indulgence of
grief, or enrich it through service to others." [130]
At a luncheon to honor her seventieth birthday in
1932, in which she was showered with praise, Nathan
paid tribute to Lowell. Likening her to Florence
Nightingale, and perhaps also thinking of the famous
symbol set to poetry by her cousin Emma Lazarus, she
called Lowell the "'lady of the lamp,'" her "guiding
star" who had led her "into the light when I was
grasping in the dark." [131] Lowell was indeed a
guiding star — a lady bountiful who adeptly combined
upper-class respectability with a serious commitment to
social reform and an astute political sensibility. In
the great classroom of New York, her teachings, as well
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as her style, had captured Nathan's interest. Here was
a way for Nathan to make her mark, to be a part of her
community, without seriously challenging the unspoken
rules of gender and class conduct dictated by her
social position. As will be seen, Nathan developed a
staunch feminist consciousness, but she was far more
militant in words than in actions. By her own conduct,
she still played a conventional gender role suited to
her class position. She gave teas, served on charity
committees, flirted with the press and public officials
to disarm them, and conducted herself in such a manner
that she could never be called "mannish," a term of
derivation often used by the press to describe women
who were less politically coy — or savvy — than she.
In her autobiography, Nathan extolled those superwomen
who skillfully combined their household, social, and
civic duties: "I have in mind several leading women in
New York who are at the head of well-known
philanthropic organizations. They are called upon
constantly to give public addresses and to attend
committee meetings, yet they have time to supervise
their city and country homes, give entertainments for
their daughters budding into womanhood ... and [be]
seen at all metropolitan functions, smiling and
gracious, witty and winsome." [132]
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Although widowed early in life, Lowell was
nevertheless such a model of the ideal woman for Nathan
— wielding in one primly gloved hand a petition on
behalf of paid vacations for working women, while
daintily extending the other hand in greeting at civic
functions. Lowell taught Nathan the art of undertaking
formidable and potentially provocative social and
political reform work without breaching the rules of
respectability. How Nathan graduated to refine her own
charismatic and eminently appealing style, and
articulated her political and ethical justifications
for this work, will be explored in the next chapter.
Discerning the formative personalities in Rose
Pastor Stokes's early years in New York is more
problematic. Indeed, Pastor Stokes seemed to galvanize
those whom she met, especially women. She met her
dearest, lifelong friend, Olive Dargan, a novelist of
growing fame who wrote under the pseudonym Fielding
Burke, at a retreat in Canada, where she and Graham
spent a few days. Rose apparently made a deep
impression on Olive from the start, because Olive wrote
a very personal, almost mystical poem about her,
beginning with this lyrical stanza: "She comes: a
breeze, a bird, a song/ A laughter and a prayer/ A
thrill of sweet, prophetic air/ A gleam the cedar
boughs among/ And she — our Rose — is here." [133]
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At the time of their meeting, Rose was working for the
Yidisher Taqehlatt. Her life's work — political
radicalism — was still ahead of her. But in Olive, a
published author. Rose found a model of an
accomplished, creative woman who had already published
several poems and one volume of plays.
Over the years, their friendship deepened, and
their correspondence attested to a close, loving mutual
attachment. While Rose described the tumultuous
political events in New York and, later, her growing
estrangement from Graham, Olive talked about her
writing and her closeness to the land and people of her
small mountain community in Almond, North Carolina.
Their correspondence is intensely expressive, even
passionate, much in the same vein as the outpouring of
friendship that Carroll Smith-Rosenberg described among
female correspondents one hundred years earlier. [134]
On July 28, 1906, Olive wrote to Rose: "This is only
to send my devoted love — but what need of a message?
You are forever my Rose, I am always (am I not) your
Olive...." And she signed her letter "always your
sister, Olive." [135] In subsequent letters Olive
admonished Rose to take better care of herself and not
let her political work sap her strength. "Dear, dear
Rose ... you are one in ten thousand. Don't waste
yourself as tho' we could find another 'Rose' any day."
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[136] Occasionally, in later years, Rose was able to
get away from New York and escape to the quiet comfort
of Olive's mountain retreat in North Carolina. Before
one such visit, Olive wrote her: "You should be with
love and who loves you as I do? I shouldn't say that,
for you are dear to many — but I feel that I can help
to bring you peace — even happiness ." [137]
Olive was devastated by Rose's cancer. She sent
money to Rose when she could and constantly berated
herself in her letters that she could not be there with
her. At the end, when Rose was talcing her final
treatments in Germany and either did not receive
Olive's letters or was too siclc to respond, Olive was
beside herself. Upon learning of Rose's death, she
wrote Jerome Remain, Rose's husband: "I thought for
her saice I was better prepared, but life choices me "
[138]
Rose, too, cherished her friendship with Olive.
She once wrote a correspondent that she had saved every
one of Olive's letters from their long correspondence.
[139] Olive was her "Gethsemane, " the one person to
whom she could admit any weariness or despair when the
world or her work became overwhelming. During her
recuperation after her first radiation treatment in
Germany, she instructed her second husband, Jerome,
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that she wanted to see no one except him and Olive.
[140]
It is not clear that Olive overtly influenced
Rose's personal or professional decisions. Nor did she
fill the kind of advisory and instructional role that
Dewey and Rodman fulfilled for Yezierska and Lowell for
Nathan. What is clear throughout the chatty and loving
letters of their thirty-year friendship is that Olive
provided for Rose a nourishing and steady affirmation
of the life course she had chosen for herself. Through
Rose's two marriages, the political upheaval she
endured as she shifted her allegiance from socialism to
communism, and her final, scarred years of poverty and
illness — Olive was always there, as an empathetic,
loving friend and confidante. In the last years of her
marriage to Graham, Rose drew from Olive's love the
courage and strength to walk through the troubled
waters of that period. "But of all the many souls I
touch in the city," she wrote Olive in September 1923,
almost two years before divorcing Graham, "I feel
always utterly alone here. You alone ARE, Heart of Me,
others are shadows to me. And when my personal spirit
flags in the city, it soars to your hill-top and you
where the holy bread and wine your heart has always
offered revives it again." [141]
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In a compelling article examining the impact of
female support networks on women's political activism,
Blanche Wiesen Cook has shown how close female
friendships nourished Lillian Wald, Jane Addams, and
Crystal Eastman, and enabled them to advance
confidently in their chosen work: "For Jane Addams and
Lillian Wald, service to humanity and leadership in
public life were constantly refueled by their female
support communities and by personal relationships with
women who gave them passionate loyalty and love." [142]
The "holy bread and wine" of friendship that Olive
bestowed upon Rose — and vice-versa — sustained Rose
through the myriad minefields that came with being
politically radical in a culture which did not easily
countenance such behavior.
From the rest of her correspondence, it appears
that Pastor Stokes herself was a role model for several
women. Her papers include numerous letters from women
who had met her or simply knew of her. On November 29,
1916, from St. Louis, a friend who signed her letter
Alice D. wrote to Pastor Stokes: "A cold, gnawing
emptiness had been created in a new glowing fullness
[after you left]. The glowing fullness was the vision
of Rose Pastor Stokes, a revelation to me of what a
woman might be ... . To have known you has made of woman
a greater triumph...." [143] Mabel D. Curry, Eugene
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Debs's secretary and lover, confided in Pastor Stokes
during Debs' imprisonment for violating the Espionage
Act. Debs, who, like Pastor Stokes, had spoken out
against American involvement in World War I, was frail
and in ill health during his imprisonment. Curry spoke
of her fears about Debs's health and greatly
appreciated Rose's concern for him. As their
correspondence progressed, she began to lavish praise
on Rose and looked to her for strength and inspiration:
"You represent the new type — a woman free and your
glorious courage — dazzles me in a strange way. At
times when I contemplate you in this crisis, I seem
lifted up and borne along by the momentum of your
plunge in the arena " [144]
Other female admirers were equally generous in
their praise. One correspondent credited Pastor Stokes
for introducing her to her life's work: "I ... have
never forgotten you. Especially have you been with me
in the last five years when, due to your influence, the
privilege has become mine to do the work you inspired
me to do. It was contact with and admiration for you
that first gave me my love for Social Service Work, and
formulated in me the thought of trying to help those,
who might be in need of such aid as I could render
them. ... I want to thank you for all that your
wonderful life has meant to me. [145] In Rose's last
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years, her friend and comrade in the Communist party,
Joanna Cooke, wanted to enshrine her life in a novel:
"I don't want your life to go out like a flame — it
should live forever. There is fire & passion & love &
sincerity enough to make it immortal...." [146] To her
friends and comrades, this "Red Rose of the World," as
one of her friends lovingly ordained her, embodied
integrity, courage, and commitment. They drew
inspiration from her example for the sacrifices that
she had made to uphold her political beliefs.
By virtue of the sheer numbers of Jews, immigrant
and native born, who have settled there. New York City
is often identified as the heart of American Jewry.
Since the beginning of the twentieth century, about
half of all American Jews have lived in New York. [147]
In this setting, with its rich network of synagogues,
Jewish schools and organizations, and distinctly Jewish
neighborhoods, it is possible to feel Jewish apart from
any formal affiliation with Jewish institutions. The
writer Vivian Gornick has recalled that "on Pesach and
Yom Kippur we did not have to be 'observing' Jews to
know that we were Jews." [148] Her recollection aptly
describes the way in which Yezierska, in particular —
more so than Pastor Stokes and Nathan — fashioned her
Jewish consciousness. The home and the neighborhood,
not the synagogue, provided the context for her
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Jewishness, for what she chose to accept, modify, and
reject from her heritage. There she watched her family
and neighbors struggle to shed their greenhorn status
and eke out a living. And there she discovered that
she wanted to write, to capture on paper the dancing
inflections of her people's broken English. Her
writing is filled with the cadences of the Jewish Lower
East Side, which has been enshrined in countless
writings, including her own, as the locus of New York
immigrant Jewish life.
Indeed, if she wanted to be the bard of her
people, she had no richer material to work with than
the Lower East Side. It is hard to imagine Yezierska
writing about a Jewish neighborhood in Cleveland or
Chicago or anywhere else. To be sure, when she went to
Hollywood and, later, to Vermont, she discovered that
she had nothing to say. Only in New York did her
creative juices flow. For her. New York was the pulse
of Jewish immigrant life because it was also the pulse
of American life. Succeeding in the city became, in
her life and stories, a metaphor for succeeding in
America. Other Jews have also appropriated the journey
from Ellis Island to Riverside Drive as a symbol of
successful assimilation into American life. [149]
Norman Podhoretz used slightly different geographical
terms: For him, the long trek from Brownsville to
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Manhattan meant making it. [150] For Yezierska, it was
but a simple acceptance letter from one of the many New
York editors whom she badgered to publish her stories,
or the friendship of one of the gatekeepers of culture,
such as Dewey. But in her stories, real success, as
the next two chapters will show, is achieved by those
who work themselves up for a person while retaining the
communal values and spirit of the Lower East Side. New
York, and especially the Lower East Side, was her first
classroom. As much as she struggled to climb out of
the poverty, dirt, and misery of Hester Street, in her
mind and heart she continually returned to that region
below Fourteenth Street to replenish her creative
spirit.
In contrast to Yezierska's connection to the
distinctly Jewish setting of the Lower East Side,
Nathan found her voice in a Jewish setting that was
closely interwoven into the civic and cultural fabric
of city life — the Sephardic Jewish community. Her
religious and familial history of civic involvement,
and her love of New York, inspired her own entry into
social reform work. While Yezierska listened to the
voices of other Lower East Side immigrant Jews before
finding her own, Nathan believed that the city beckoned
her to speak up.
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Among the three women. Pastor Stokes was perhaps
least influenced by the fact of living in New York.
She may have found her way to socialism in another city
or town - indeed, she made her first acquaintance with
socialism in London and Cleveland ~ but she, like
thousands of other immigrant Jews, would travel the
path from immersion in Jewish communal affairs to
front-line involvement in political activism. The
opportunities for both ways of life, and for redefining
Jewish identity in a political or ethnic context, were
greater in New York.
Beyond this specific Jewish context, all three
women encountered abundant models of New Womanhood in
the New York of the early twentieth century. The city
was a hotbed of feminist, social reform, and radical
political activism. Cooper Union provided a forum for
the significant intellectual debates of the day, and
most of the major reform and radical leaders of the
period either lived or passed through New York on
speaking tours. The opportunities for personal and
professional growth through literary, political, and
social reform work were simply much greater in New York
than elsewhere because the city was a pacesetter of
cultural change.
Urban, familial, and mentor relations therefore
intermingled in complex ways to influence each woman.
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Nathan, who came from the class of privilege, drew
inspiration from parents and ancestors who were major
players in urban affairs. Their relation to the city
defined her own. Her husband's emotional and financial
support solidified her desire to be another major
player, and Josephine Shaw Lowell gave her the basic
conceptual tools to do so. Birthplace, lineage, class,
family, role models — all were inextricably bound in
helping Nathan find her way.
Yezierska, however, drew a psychic boundary line
between the terrain of her parents' world and the
terrain beyond Hester Street. She rejected her
mother's unhappy homebound existence and her father's
authoritarian rule, and fled from the expectations of
both of her husbands into the arms of Dewey and Rodman,
who each gave her the confidence to seek the creative
life she had envisioned for herself. In doing so,
however, she chose a life of the mind and spirit,
similar in nature to her father's devotion to learning,
and she gained new respect for his stiff-necked
adherence to his religious values. Ultimately, she
cast her lot away from her parents' traditional way of
life, but she built a bridge back to their world by way
of her stories about Hester Street.
As this chapter has indicated, discerning the
mentors in Pastor Stokes's life is far more
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problematic. Her mother, her husband, and the
intellectual and political ferment in New York - each
played an integral role in helping her realize her
life's work. From her mother, she acquired the social
conscience, the class consciousness, and the example of
a woman who, however untutored she may have been in
political theory, acted upon her principles. Her
marriage to Graham Stokes afforded her the opportunity
to rekindle her earlier interest in socialism. The
political contacts she made through Stokes and the
opportunity to dedicate her time and energies to
political instead of paid work were invaluable. And
the city, itself, proved to be an invaluable classroom
in which she developed her writing and speaking skills
the political tools of her trade — and ultimately
enlarged her vision of the good life.
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CHAPTER 5
PRACTICING THE GOOD LIFE
It is said that one of the great sages who helped
to compile the Mishnah, the collection of oral law
comprising the first part of the Talmud, declared, "It
is not your responsibility to complete the work, but
neither are you free to desist from it." [1] From the
injunctions of the Old Testament scribes to present-day
observance, Judaism has defined the good life as a life
of right action. Even the study of Torah alone without
the complement of virtuous conduct is an empty gesture.
Simeon, an early Talmudic scholar, proclaimed, "Not the
expounding of the Torah is the chief thing, but the
doing of it." [2] This emphasis on right conduct aimed
at consecrating life on this earth is essential to
Jewish thought and action. Each human being has the
power, and the responsibility, to redeem his or her
world. Throughout their history Jews have been
commanded to actively engage with the temporal world,
to make it the arena of their spiritual connection to
God. As the eminent theologian Rabbi Abba Hillel
Silver explains, "The moral life and human aspirations
are the 'sacraments' of Judaism. It recognizes no
others." [3]
In all three major branches of Judaism — the
Reform, Conservative, and Orthodox traditions —
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observing an ethical code of conduct is central to
realizing this moral life. But the degree to which
Jews must observe the letter as opposed to the spirit
of God's commandments differs according to each
tradition. In late nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century America, Reform rabbis eschewed the
concept of Jewish nationalism and urged their
congregations not to look toward the founding of a
Zionist paradise in the Holy Land but to assimilate
into American life while also strengthening their
Jewish identity. As will be seen, this was the precise
course that Maud Nathan prescribed for American Jews.
Judaism's teachings, Reform adherents declared, were
"ethical monotheism." They emphasized the ethical
aspects of Judaism and linked its moral and ethical
sensibilities to the Progressive-era belief in human
progress and potential. They rejected the idea of a
vengeful Old Testament God and instead sought to
reframe Judaism as a triumph of reason and progress
over paganism. [4] They also derided as "soulless" and
"retrogressive" such traditional rituals as covering
the head in the synagogue, kissing the mantle of the
Torah scroll, and laying on tefillin. [5]
While the Reform tradition during these years
emphasized the practice of ethical conduct over more
traditional forms of Jewish observance, the Orthodox
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tradition upheld the observance of the Law — the
prescribed daily and special prayers, the dietary laws,
the putting on of tefillin, the biblical and Talmudic
laws governing marriage, childbirth, sexual relations,
and the study of Torah. In the Orthodox tradition, the
essential moment of Judaism is the spiritual and
historical event during which God revealed the Torah to
Moses. From this. Orthodox Jews maintain, observant
Jews are obligated to respect both the biblical and
Talmudic laws, which were also divinely inspired.
Orthodox Judaism also embraced the notion of Messianism
~ an exalted belief that someday all of humanity would
share in the great religious and ethical values of
Judaism. Although some reinterpretation of the Torah
is permitted in order to accommodate it to present-day
circumstances. Orthodox Jews, then and now, are
obligated to observe all of God's commandments, both in
the Torah as well as in their rabbinic or Talmudic
interpretations. As historian Marc Lee Raphael has
written, these commandments represent "the will of
God." [6] They also represent the pathway into the
good life, a life of moral, spiritual, and personal
fulfillment
.
In contrast. Conservative Judaism, with roots in
Germany, came to America in the first decade of the
twentieth century to mediate between the Reform and
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orthodox traditions. its founders drew on science and
history while observing the rituals, customs, and laws
of the Jewish past. They rejected the notion of divine
revelation, and instead endorsed an ongoing
reinterpretation of the Bible in light of present-day
spiritual needs. In this way, they, like their liberal
brethren, hoped to accommodate Judaism to its new
American context, albeit with far more respect for the
core customs of traditional Judaism. [7] They sought
to "conserve" what they viewed as the essential Jewish
traditions and rituals, but, like Reform Jews, they
also emphasized the developing or evolutionary nature
of Judaism. Torah was neither the literal divine
document of the Orthodox nor the wholly human endeavor
of the Reform. Instead, it was a divinely "inspired"
human creation. [8] And while Conservative Judaism
upheld the laws of Orthodox Judaism — keeping kosher,
observing the Sabbath and other holidays, following the
traditional liturgy, and obeying ethical precepts — it
also favored modifying or even discarding traditions
that proved to be obsolete in light of contemporary
social conditions and beliefs. For the Conservative,
the body of Jewish law and tradition is an evolving
historical development rather than an unchanging divine
imperative, offering wisdom and spiritual guidance for
its followers. [9]
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All three traditions, however, recognize the
Pentateuch, the first five books of the Old Testament,
as the primary corpus of ethical conduct, followed by
additions and elaborations in the Talmud and in later
Jewish philosophy and theology. Avot (Ethics of the
Fathers), for example, is the tractate of the Mishnah
that is devoted to ethical conduct. The command to
avoid harming one's fellow human being except in
self-defense and to treat the weak charitably is
fundamental to biblical ethics. Most of the ethical
commands found in the Old Testament fall under this
rubric: Injunctions against bribery, robbery, and
oppression can be found in Exodus 23:8, 22:20, and
Deuteronomy 24:14, respectively. Other biblical
passages command followers to support the poor (Deut.
15:7-11), feed the hungry (Isa. 58:7), and clothe the
naked (Ezek. 18:7), as well as to protect the widow and
orphan and treat slaves compassionately. Leviticus
19:17-18 commands, "Love your neighbor as yourself. I
am the Lord." The prophets also stressed the
importance of ethical conduct: "Hate evil and love
good and establish justice in the gate," exhorted Amos
5:15, while Micah 6:8 enjoined Jews to "do justice and
love kindness. And to walk humbly with your God." [10]
To be sure, these ethical injunctions are not free
from conflicts in interpretation or inconsistencies in
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application. They can be invoked for both peaceful and
militaristic purposes, to express nationalistic as well
as universal sensibilities, to manipulate as well as to
genuinely assist. Nor do they explicitly ensure the
ethical treatment of those who are not Jewish. The Old
Testament permitted the institution of slavery, in
which both Jews and non-Jews could be held in bondage.
But it forbade the lifetime enslavement of Jews and
offered explicit guidelines for the fair treatment of
both Jewish and non-Jewish slaves. "When a man strikes
the eye of his slave, male or female, he shall let the
slave go free." (Ex. 21:26-27) Biblical ethical
commandments also do not cancel out some of the harsher
injunctions of the Old Testament, such as "an eye for
an eye," or condemnation of homosexuality and other
"deviant" modes of behavior. And any code of ethics
can accommodate different political perspectives. As
will be seen, even the three women in this study
grafted a similar code of ethics onto very different
purposes. Maud Nathan invoked biblical ethics to
modify but still uphold a capitalistic system, in which
one class held social and economic power over another
class. At the other end of the political spectrum.
Rose Pastor Stokes linked what she perceived to be a
distinctly Jewish sensitivity for social justice to the
imperative to support socialist revolution. And Anzia
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Yezierska, lacking any overarching political vision,
enshrined a code of ethics drawn from Jewish sources as
the simple interpersonal solution to human misery.
But regardless of the differing, even conflicting,
political visions it may serve, an emphasis on ethical
conduct has endured throughout Jewish history and is
perhaps partly responsible for the survival of Judaism
during the Galut, or exile. "Benevolence, help of the
oppressed, and love for fellow Jews were cultivated,
exalted, and placed as ideals to be followed by every
Jew of whatever station in life," claims scholar Meyer
Waxman. Role models of strength, courage, compassion,
and self-sacrifice served as lessons of proper conduct
for subsequent generations. "In this way," continues
Waxman, "out of the life experiences of the nation and
its multifarious vicissitudes, there grew up a
tradition of religious-ethical conduct that became an
integral part of Jewish life." [11]
Indeed, in the mid-nineteenth century, Israel
Salanter, an East European rabbi, founded the religious
reform movement Musar and established a Musar yeshiva
in the province of Kovno, in Lithuania. Musar
proclaimed that promoting social justice was the way to
serve God. This movement embraced the notion of tikkun
olam -- the repair of the world — as its spiritual and
ethical imperative. Sidney Hillman, one of America's
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most successful and influential labor leaders, attended
a Musar yeshiva in the Old Country; it was there that
he embarked upon his secular journey away from
orthodoxy, in conflict with his family's expectations
that he would become a rabbi. Years later, he wrote
his infant daughter that the Messiah would come when
the laboring class ruled the world. [12] Historian
Gerald Sorin has corroborated this linkage between
religious values and political activism among other
immigrant Jews. In his study of 170 Jewish immigrants
who joined the socialist movement in New York City
during the first two decades of the twentieth century,
he found that 35 percent actively identified as Jews
and over 7 0 percent were "imbued with positive Jewish
consciousness." [13] Far from rejecting Jewish
cultural and religious norms, he claims, they carried
them into their political consciousness. Acting upon
biblical norms of social justice, they were "deeply
immersed in the moral commandments of Torah and Talmud,
in messianic belief-systems , traditions of tsedaka (not
mere charity, but righteousness and justice toward
others), mutual aid, and communal responsibility." [14]
Similarly, as this chapter will show, all three women
in this study embraced the concepts of mutual aid,
tsedaka, and communal responsibility, albeit in
different ways.
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Beyond serving the domestic needs of her family,
the Jewish woman has traditionally been obligated to
fulfill only three religious commandments: to light
Sabbath candles, to undergo the ritual purification of
the mikvah after her monthly menses, and to burn a
piece of dough as a sacrifice to God when baking the
challah. [15] Besides these three tasks, she was
expected to pray, to collect for charity, and to care
for the sick. [16] And, as Chapter 2 has indicated,
she often played a significant economic role while her
husband devoted himself to religious study. Sydney
Weinberg has argued that the women of the shtetl were
better able than their husbands and fathers to retain
"the essence of their faith" even when they did not
necessarily follow all the rituals because their
religious orientation was less dependent upon a body of
dogma, a place of worship, or a religious authority.
It was possible, for example, not to wear a sheitel, or
wig, and still regard themselves as observant.
This is a useful concept for exploring the Judaic,
religious as well as cultural, influences on Anzia
Yezierska, Maud Nathan, and Rose Pastor Stokes. As the
first four chapters have shown, all three women
rejected for themselves the traditional homebound role
that Jewish custom and law, and even the American
Jewish setting, dictated for women; instead, they each
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chose active involvement in the secular and public
realm. Nor did they observe all the tenets of Jewish
law and custom. Although each woman came from an
Orthodox Jewish upbringing, among them Nathan was the
most religiously observant. Yet, to varying degrees,
they all drew on the philosophical, ethical, and
cultural framework of Judaism to define their notion of
the good life. Each woman's particular vision of the
good life necessarily differed according to her
upbringing, values, and aspirations. But for all three
women, the concept of a good life involved a "profound
sense of vocation," to use Carolyn Heilbrun's
compelling words, an ethical response to the social
injustices of their day, and an expression of, or
inspiration from, their Jewish identity, if only, as
with Pastor Stokes, in an increasingly tangential way.
[17] This inspiration encompassed both the religious
traditions and cultural folkways of Judaism and its
orientation toward giving meaning to life on this
earth.
For Anzia Yezierska, the good life, pure and
simple, meant "the luxury of working out what I've
lived." [18] Like a nun taking vows of poverty, she
once claimed that she had made a vow years before to
forgo all luxuries — beautiful clothes and beautiful
things — in order to devote all of her time and energy
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to her writing. For her, writing was the key that
unlocked self-awareness and understanding. Writing
enabled her to make articulate that which had been
inchoate, to mold her experience and burning desires
into a form that she could somehow gain control of. in
an evocative passage, she described this process: "I
feel myself always under the aching weight of my
thoughts. And words are luring lights that beckon to
me through the thick mist of vague dumb thoughts that
hang over me and press down on me." [19] She once
confided to Dorothy Canfield Fisher, the well-known
Vermont author, that writing was "to me not a
profession, but a confession." [20]
This was an apt metaphor. On paper, in thinly
disguised stories, she worked out her guilt at
rejecting her parents' Old World ways and her need to
flee from them in order to live her own life. She also
described her aspirations to seek fulfilling work and
to contribute in some way to making America the answer
to every immigrant's dreams. Through first-hand
narratives and also in stories that presented a
fictional heroine, she wrote about the tensions that
plagued her own life and the lives of others like her
— the conflicts between Old World parents, unable to
assimilate into a new culture, and their children,
impatient to shed their greenhorn ways; the tension
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between immigrant Jews and the native-born German Jews
eager to remold their East European brethren into their
own image or to create from them a servant class; her
view of the irreconciliable differences between the
Anglo-Saxon, "cold in the heart and clear in the headl-
and the Russian Jewess, "a soul consumed with hunger
for heights beyond reach"; and the tension between her
desire for coimnercial success and her guilt at using
the tragedies of her peoples' lives as the ladder of
that success. [21] All of these tensions and others
found expression in Yezierska's writing because she had
experienced them in her own life. She wrote about
them, not only to make money but to break free "from
the prison of myself and my surroundings." [22]
Elie Wiesel has observed that throughout Jewish
history each catastrophe has sparked among Jews a
creative period of study, prayer, and scholarly and
literary output. The reading of the Torah became a
tradition after the destruction of the first Temple;
the compilation of the Talmud followed the destruction
of the second Temple; the pogroms and economic
devastation of Jewish coimnunities in Eastern and
Central Europe led to the wholesale removal of these
communities and to the flowering of Yiddishkeit in
America; and the Holocaust, after sufficient time and
distance from the immediate horror, has spawned an
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array of poignant memoirs, scholarly accounts, and
fiction. "Collective pain produced works of
contemplation, poetry, and philosophy," writes Wiesel.
"To turn experience into knowledge — and then, only
then, knowledge into experience." [23] Much the same
impulse animated Yezierska's writing — to turn the
extreme hardships and anguish of her life and that of
her people into stories that communicated her
aspirations and struggles, and those of her people, to
a larger American public.
In this way, she assigned herself the task of
being a spokesperson for her people. "My own people
will not be stilled in me till all America stops to
listen," she declared at the end of one story. [24]
There is a prophetic tone to her writing and to her
approach to her vocation. This prophetic tone reached
its highest level of expression in her autobiography.
Red Ribbon on a White Horse . But in many of her
stories of immigrant life, she assumed a moral tone of
voice, calling upon both her people and their adopted
country to learn from each other, to enter a
partnership of mutual benefit. In "Mostly About
Myself," for example, she claimed that America "was a
new world in the making, that any one who has something
real in him can find a way to contribute himself in
this new world." [25] She wrote with a moral urgency,
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much like the prophets of the Old Testament, who became
messengers of God's moral demands. [26] The prophets
mapped out a moral plan of action to lead Zion into
holy covenant with God and thus to a place of honor as
a model for all humankind. They railed against alien
gods, lashed out at vain offerings to God devoid of
humility and religiosity, and exhorted the Jewish
people to turn back to "the ancient paths where the
good way is," in the poetic words of Jeremiah. (Jer.
6:16) They envisioned a peaceful and humane world
order, united under one God, in which every person
would sit "each under his vine and fig-tree with none
to make them afraid." (Mic. 4:3-4)
Although she did not explicitly place herself
within this prophetic tradition, Yezierska, too,
envisioned a new world order — or at least a new
social order, one in which the opportunities that
America offered to the immigrant not only tapped the
immigrant's gifts but also strengthened American
democracy. This was her Zion. In a piece, entitled
appropriately "The Immigrant Speaks," published a few
months before Goldwyn Studios bought the film rights to
her first collection of short stories. Hungry Hearts ,
Yezierska described her experience as an immigrant and
her expectations of America. When she first arrived in
America, she claimed, she envisioned a country of
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dreamers eager to welcome her into their idealistic
community. "But no hand was held out to meet mine....
I found in this rich land man still fighting man, as in
the poorest part of the old country
... the dollar
fight that grew up like a plague in times of poverty,
killing the souls of men, still goes on in times of
plenty." [27] She fully expected to work at "the thing
I loved — work with my mind, my heart," work that
enabled her to use the education she would receive in
free schools. "But no sooner did I come off the ship
than hunger drove me to the sweatshop, to become a
'hand.'" [28]
Yezierska lamented an America where poverty
short-circuits dreams of a better material life, and
where people continue to exploit one another. But she
refused to accept such a stunted existence. In the
ringing tones of a prophet, she declared, "I cry out in
this wilderness for America — my America — different
from all other countries." She envisioned an America
graced by "beautiful homes — beautiful cities ~
beautiful lives reaching up for higher, ever higher
visions of beauty." [29] She made such demands, she
claimed, because she wanted to contribute to the
realization of what she perceived to be a shining city
on a hill. "I want to give not only that which I am,
but that which I might be if I only had the chance....
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I want to give a new kind of immigrant, full grown in
mind and body - loving, serving, upholding America."
[30] Like Nathan, who compared her Sephardic ancestors
to the Pilgrims, Yezierska linked the Jewish
immigrant's quest for a better life to the Pilgrim's
search for religious freedom. "But are not my demands
the breath, the very life of America?... Were not the
Pilgrim Fathers immigrants demanding a new world in
which they could be free to live higher lives?" [31]
In other stories as well, she described her
protagonist's dismay at being advised to seek training
as a servant or in some other trade. Such advice
offends the eager young woman who knows that she has
"great things in me." If only she had the chance "to
reach the educated higher-ups" then "all the big
things" in her would be released full force. [32] And
oftentimes she does find a sympathetic teacher or
editor who urges her to write about her experience so
that native-born Americans will better understand the
needs and aspirations of their new citizens. Such
sympathetic understanding and encouragement reinforces
the character's faith in America as a land of
potential, and her anger at social injustice is
subverted by a kind of Horatio Alger-like faith in her
new country. "By writing out my protests and
disillusions, I aired and clarified them. Slowly, I
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began to understand my unreasoning demands upon America
and what America had to offer... [T]he moment I
understood America well enough to tell her about
herself as I saw her — the moment I began to express
myself — America accepted my self-expression as a gift
from me, and from everywhere hands reached out to help
me." [33] Writing, then, gave Yezierska a personal
voice, which she equated with selfhood; this expression
of individuality, in turn, led to public recognition,
which meant public approval of her abilities. And,
finally, this recognition renewed her faith in the
American dream. "Not where you come from, but what is
in you and what you are, counts in America." [34]
What was in Yezierslca — and struclc a chord in a
responsive audience -- was the genius for telling how
that new land mistreated her people. Her pathway into
the good life was her desire and ability to write about
the disenfranchised like herself, to bear witness to
the sufferings and aspirations of her people. She
found her calling in being the bard of the poor Jewish
immigrant, who exemplified the pathos of the Jewish
experience. In her stories, she treated the poor and
powerless with dignity, love, and respect, even as she
portrayed the more authoritarian aspects of Jewish
culture. In doing so, she parlayed the Old Testament
command to treat the wealc charitably and do justice
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unto one's neighbor into a poignant, compassionate
portrayal of her people. "I felt no peace in what I
wrote unless I could make my words laugh and cry with
the life of the poor I was living," she wrote in
"Mostly About Myself." "I was always digging — digging
for the beauty that I sensed back of the dirt and the
disorder." [35]
In later years, Yezierska looked back upon her
impoverished upbringing as the ideal soil for her
creative roots. Being poor and plagued by feelings of
inferiority forced her to fight for what she wanted out
of life, and gave her a keen understanding of misery,
which she transmogrified into art. "[A]s a writer, the
experience of forcing my way from the bottomest bottom
gave me the knowledge of the poor that no well-born
writer could possibly have." [36] In light of this,
she realized that writing great literature was beyond
her ken. Victor Hugo's Les Miserables
. for example, is
great literature, but it lacks the "dirt and the blood
of the poor that I saw and that forced me to write."
[37] She insisted that she must write stories from the
bottom up^ as it were, lest she be false to herself.
"I stand on solid ground when I write of the poor, the
homeless, and the hungry." [38]
Psychically, and even physically, she had to
separate herself from her family and the dictates of
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Jewish law and custom in order to write; she could not
be subservient to her parents' needs nor fulfill the
traditional Jewish role of wife and mother and still be
an artist. Her brief and painful marriage to Arnold
Levitas had demonstrated that. But she also had to
maintain some sort of communion with Hester Street in
order to write about her people, to be their emissary
or representative to the larger American context. Once
she gained fame, Yezierska liked to portray herself as
a hermit of sorts, shut away all day in her hallroom
writing. And, indeed, she did live alone from the time
she left her parents' house, except for her marriage to
Levitas. But she was actively present among the
residents of the Lower East Side, absorbing their
voices as she sought to create her own. Her goal, as
she put it in one story, was to write like "Hannah
Breineh talks! Her words dance with a thousand
colors." [39]
And perhaps more than the themes of her stories,
which are, after all, variations of the same plot, the
real genius of her writing lies in her ability to
capture those voices, like "a thousand colors" dancing
into the reader's consciousness. She recreated the
broken English, the quaint and colorful turns of
phrase, and the Yiddish inflection as if she were
speaking in such a manner herself. Literary historian
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Sam Girgus credits her for being an innovator in her
use of language and in her presentation of the
immigrant character. Where Mary Antin, for example,
wrote her autobiography to exorcise herself of her
immigrant Jewish past - "The wandering Jew in me seeks
forgetfulness," she claimed — Yezierska celebrated
Jewish language and culture in her writings. [40]
Because she was eager to promote the "authenticity" of
this language and culture, claims Girgus, she became a
"true leader of linguistic innovation" in her efforts
to re-create the rhythms of immigrant speech and
dialect. [41]
Yet scholars and literary critics, alike, have
taken her to task for failing to deal with the "adult"
issues of close emotional relationships, either between
men and women or parent and child, or the conflict
between balancing professional goals as a writer and
family responsibilities as a wife and mother. [42] She
has also been chastized for not providing enough of a
political context for the indignities and injustices
suffered by her characters. [43] There is truth to
both of these criticisms, but such issues were not
Yezierska 's primary concern. What she was after was
the emotional and moral dilemma of the young immigrant
woman eager to assimilate into American culture without
entirely rejecting her Jewish heritage. Yezierska,
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herself, articulated this central conflict in her
fictional autobiography. Red Ribbon on a Whit^ Hor-.^.
"I had to break away from my mother's cursing and my
father's preaching to live my life; but without them I
had no life." [44]
This life included a room of one's own, creative,
fulfilling work, the friendship of a distinguished
representative of the American world, and, finally, the
aching longing for the world she left behind — a world
that cherished the life of the mind and spirit, if
mainly for men, kindliness and generosity toward
others, disdain of worldly riches, and the communal
ties of family and neighborhood. Sometimes, as in
"Children of Loneliness," the title story of her second
collection of short stories, the heroine realizes too
late that she has made the wrong choice, and she is one
of the "children of loneliness, wandering between
worlds that are at once too old and too new to live
in." [45] In other accounts, such as Bread Givers or
All I Could Never Be . the heroine is able to live her
life on her terms while maintaining ties with her
family or with Hester Street. And sometimes, the main
character is someone else — an old woman, comfortably
supported on fashionable Riverside Drive by her nouveau
riche children, who misses the warmth of Hester Street
even as she recognizes that she could never tolerate
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the dirt, noise, and impoverishment of the old
neighborhood; or a son who flees from his mother's
love, only to discover after her death how much he
misses her. [46] All of these characters have
exchanged one kind of life for another, but they mourn
the world they have left behind, even when they know
that they don't want to return to that world.
Yezierska did not judge them harshly in her fiction;
she merely portrayed the irreconciliable conflict
within them between repulsion for the dirt and
coarseness of Hester Street and longing for its
familiar Old World folkways. She did, however, scorn
the materialistic Jew who unthinkingly lost his or her
soul to a comfortable, monied existence: "Yes, Minnie,
like this blustering Moe, had worked herself up in
America. She had a rich house, a Rolls-Royce car, a
lady servant to wait on her body. But what had
happened to her spirit, her soul — the soul that had
once been watered and flowered with the love-songs of a
poet?" [47]
Around this central theme of loss, Yezierska was
able to weave other themes. In portraying the
immigrant heroine's quest for love with an American or
even a cultured German Jew, Yezierska reveals her
preoccupation with ethnic differences. She portrays
the Russian Jewish woman as passionate in thought and
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feeling, almost sensual, and at once impatient with and
also eager to emulate the cerebral calm and detachment
of the Anglo-Saxon. This dichotomy between the
immigrant and the white Protestant American finds its
most dramatic expression in Salome of the Ten^m^ni-.^ a
novel loosely based on Rose Pastor Stokes's marriage to
James Graham Phelps Stokes. The steam nearly rises
from the page as Salome declares: "I am a Russian
Jewess, a flame — a longing. A soul consumed with
hunger for heights beyond reach. I am the ache of
unvoiced dreams, the clamor of suppressed desires I
am the urge of ages for the free, the beautiful that
never yet was on land or sea." And John Manning, the
Anglo-Saxon philanthropist, responds in kind: "And I
... I am a puritan whose fathers were afraid to trust
experience. We are bound by our possessions of
property, knowledge and tradition." [48]
In her desperation to make something of her life,
Salome, like Anzia herself in response to John Dewey,
is certain, at first, that she and John Manning can
erase their ethnic differences to create a beautiful
life together. But these differences prove to be too
great: "... she knew that just as fire and water
cannot fuse, neither could her Russian Jewish soul fuse
with the stolid, the unimaginative, the invulnerable
thickness of this New England puritan." [49]
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Irreconciliable ethnic differences lead to
irreconciliable class differences. When Manning
breezily insists that their two sets of friends will
mingle on equal terms, Sonya scoffs, "... how can there
be democratic understanding between those who are free
to walk into steerage and the steerage people who are
not allowed to give one step up to the upper deck?"
[50]
Even among Jews from different backgrounds does
such a chasm lie between those of the steerage class
and the upper deck. In Arrogant Beaq^r, Adele flees
from the wealthy German Jew Arthur Hellman, whom she
thought she loved, and returns to the ghetto. "I'd
never feel your equal even though I was," she tells
him, "because I'd be smothered by your possessions.
Your house, your cars, your servants, all the power
that your money gives you over me.... [E]ven now,
you're planning what you can do for me, what you can
make of me." [51] Yezierska's stories masterfully
describe the humiliations the poor must bear — the
difficulty they faced in trying just to keep clean, the
anguish of the overworked immigrant mother trying to
skim enough fat off of the watery soup to feed her
brood, the condescending friendly visitors who lectured
families on "how to do without meat, without milk and
eggs," and the humiliation of being the recipient of
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the wealthy 's cast-off clothes. [52] Yezierska
astutely understood that it was the "unclean"
inunigrant, awash in a sea of soiled clothes, who kept
the upper-deck elements of society spotlessly clean and
afloat in rescue missions to the poor.
Yet, with all her perspicacity about class issues,
Yezierska never offered specific political solutions in
her writing. This was neither her purpose nor her
interest. In keeping with her desire to make art out
of personal experience, she searched for individual
solutions to her characters' problems. Oftentimes, she
equated the individual's redemption with aesthetic and
creative satisfaction. " ... it wouldn't bother me if
we have Bolshevism or Capitalism, or if the democrats
or the republicans win," Sonya claims. "Give me only
the democracy of beauty and I'll leave the fight for
government democracy to politicians and educated old
maids." [53] But, in the end, Salome weds her love of
beauty to her democratic sensibilities by collaborating
with a famous dress designer, a former immigrant Jew,
to manufacture tasteful, well-made, and affordable
clothes for the women of the Lower East Side.
Similarly, Adele, in Arrogant Beggar , decides to open a
cafe to serve her people nourishing, affordable meals
in a setting lovingly redolent of the Old World. Both
characters echo Yezierska 's vision of the good life for
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herself
— a vocation that provides personal creative
fulfillment while helping her people.
For Yezierska, that vocation was story-telling.
Although she had defied Jewish custom by living apart
from her parents and by leaving two marriages and a
child in order to pursue her vocation, her stories of
immigrant life lovingly recreate the cultural and
spiritual vitality of the Lower East Side. They are
replete with religious images, from simple metaphors
taken from the Bible to poignant presentations of
Jewish spirituality. After meeting the man of her
dreams, the philanthropist John Manning, Sonya in
Salome of the Tenements regards the crooked stairs
leading to her hallroom as "Jacob's ladder that led
skyward where dreams opened upon dreams." [54] in
Bread Givers, Sara's father assaults the landlord's
rent collection agent "like David killing Goliath" when
she desecrates his Bible. [55] To be sure, Yezierska
presents authoritarian Old World Jews, like her father,
who tyrannize their daughters, dump all the economic
worries onto their wives, and simply cannot adapt to a
more modern, secular culture. But the other side of
this rigid devotion to religion was a spirituality so
compelling that even the daughters in Bread Givers , who
recognize what sacrifices they made for their father,
cannot resist his singing. "His voice flowed into us
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deeper and deeper.... We were singing with him: 'Sing,
O heavens; and be joyful, O earth; and break forth into
singing, O mountains " [56]
In her writings, Yezierska regards such religious
practices as empowering and energizing. She poignantly
portrays the transforming effect that religion had on
her mother. On Purim, in the Old Country, her mother
sang and danced the ancient Purim chant, "carefree as a
young girl." And in the New World, the words and
sounds of her husband's prayers momentarily transport
her into a holy realm free from all earthly concerns.
[57] In "My Own People," the moment that Hannah
Breineh, Yezierska 's prototypical overburdened Jewish
mother, partakes of a holiday cake clustered with
raisins and nuts, she forgets her poverty and sighs
contentedly. "How it laughs yet in me, the life, the
minute I turn my head from my worries." [58] For women
like Hannah Breineh and Yezierska 's mother, religious
observances rooted in the home could be practiced in
the New World as easily as in the Old. While many
women, including some who were Orthodox, took advantage
of modern conveniences, such as gas and electricity and
running water, and even lit matches on the Sabbath,
they continued to light Sabbath candles and celebrate
the holiday rituals in the home. [59] Yezierska deftly
shows the beauty and magical effect of these rituals on
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women like Hannah and her mother who had no other
respite from crushing family burdens.
Yezierska presents religious traditions as a kind
of pipeline to a bygone existence imbued with dignity
and pride. In the Old Country, her family's poverty
was a badge of honor because her father "had worked for
God as some men work for their wives and children."
She lovingly portrayed her family's faith in prayer to
lead them through pogroms. "Father had but to open the
Book of Isaiah: 'Come unto me and hear my song and you
shall live.' And we did live. We lived on a song."
But in America, "all that we had been so proud of in
Poland became something to be ashamed of " [60] In
Arrogant Beggar. Yezierska describes the healing effect
that ancient Hebrew melodies and folk tunes have upon a
cafe full of poor Jewish immigrants: "Life filtered
through tired bodies, bent backs. Heads lifted. Fear
and worry fled from their eyes. For an instant, they
breathed in a fullness of life denied them in life."
[61] Religious practices, piety, and the folkways of
the Old World become an elixir for fragile lives
wounded in the harsh secular wilderness of the New
World. These religious practices and folkways are not
only virtuous but they provide personal salvation. It
was this soulful, spiritual sustenance from the Old
World that Yezierska hoped to retain in her own life
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and recreate in her writings, even as she rejected
certain of her people's practices and precepts.
For Yezierska, the ideal Jew was a kind of
modern-day tzaddik
,
a devout person, man or woman, who
acts selflessly toward others. But Yezierska never
specified whether the tzaddik's kindness should be
directed only toward other Jews. Because her stories
are set in the Lower East Side among Jewish neighbors,
both those who practice and benefit from such
altruistic behavior are Jewish. In "My Own People,"
the protagonist, Sophie, rages at representatives of a
Jewish charity for accusing Schmendrik of
misrepresenting his needs when they find him sharing
the gift of wine and cake with hungry fellow tenement
dwellers. While they are "the shame of the Jews ...
fat bellies in fur coats," she cries out, he is "the
one Jew from whom the Jews can be proud 1 He gives all
he is — all he has — as God gives." [62] In Bread
Givers and Arrogant Beggar
. Yezierska creates a
character named Muhmenkeh, who represents for her the
best of Jewish womanhood. [63] She is a shriveled up
little woman who hardly has enough for herself. "But
her heart was big with giving all the time from the
little she had." [64] Piety, poverty, and a generous
healing spirit that reaches out to neighbors — this is
what Leviticus 17:18-19 commands. In her writings,
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Yezierska never referred to this passage from the Old
Testament, but to her, these were the hallmarks of
Jewish ethics and the pathway to the good life for
Jewish men and women alike.
But Yezierska also regarded religion as more than
a healing balm ~ it was an engine of ambition and
upward mobility. in Salome of the Tenemf^nts
^
Sonya
triumphs over her failed marriage to gentile
philanthropist John Manning by recognizing within
herself the "eternal urge of her race to rise ~ to
rise — to transmute failure, heartbreak and despair
into a driving will to conquer ..." [65] Similarly,
Fania, in All I Could Never Be
,
recalls how her father,
on his deathbed, would not die on the Sabbath, the holy
day of rest for God and humans. "With the indomitable
spirit of his race he kept the breath in his frail,
dying body till after sundown." [66] And in Arrogant
Beggar, Adele receives a tongue-lashing from Shlomoh
for disdaining his and his father's seemingly
unambitious piety. "You think my father had no
ambition?" Shlomoh shouts back. "Tearing himself out
of his sleep in the chill of the early morning,
hurrying to the synagogue. If you could have seen his
eyes as he rocked back and forth over the Talmud, hours
upon hours.... My race -- yours, too -- crazy to learn,
to learn, to know." [67]
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It was this same "crazy" need to learn that
propels Sara, in Bread Givers, away from marriages to
shnorrers and shlemiels and into teaching. Marriage to
uneducated, money-grabbing, or selfish men is not the
life that she envisions for herself. "I had lived the
old, old story which he [her father] had drilled into
our childhood ears — the story of Jacob and Esau. I
had it from Father, this ingrained something in me that
would not let me take the mess of pottage." [68] In
perhaps her most eloquent statement about the exalted
place of learning in Jewish culture, Yezierska once
claimed that education was the Jew's "only weapon of
self-defense" against oppression and nothingness. "The
only thing from which the Jew could not be
dispossessed. The undying spark of the race —
resistless as the love of man for woman is the love of
the Jew for education — the immortal life of
learning." [69] And she linked this age-old love of
learning to her own desire to seek an education.
Ultimately, however, in whatever way Jewish
identity is defined or practiced the acceptance of that
identity is what counts most for living an authentic
and moral life. Chapter 7 will examine how Yezierska
explored in her autobiography the moral implications of
denying Jewish identity. She also dealt with this
question in her other stories. In an unpublished piece
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entitled "We Can Change Our Noses but Not Our Moses,"
she explored the psychological consequences of
disguising, if only to others, one's Jewish identity.
Urging a Jewish student not to Christianize his name in
order to circumvent the quota system against Jewish
applicants to medical school, she related how she once
disguised her name and religion in order to get a
simple clerical position at a bank. The bank was
located in the garment district, where most of its
clients were Jews. This did not, however, prevent bank
employees from using anti-Semitic language among
themselves. Yezierska described the agony she felt at
having to bear silent witness to such derision. She
felt utterly isolated, cut off from her own and unable
to cross over into the Gentile world. "The day I gave
up my Jewish name," she explained to the student, "I
ceased to be myself. I ceased to exist. A person who
cuts himself off from his people cuts himself off at
the roots of his being " [70] Yezierska then urged
the student to exorcise himself of the "deadliest of
all diseases — inferiority" before he can go out into
the world and cure others. [71] Whether Yezierska
actually ever disguised her name to get a job is not
known, but one thing is certain: After she finally
left her second and final marriage to write in earnest,
she dropped the Americanized name, Hattie Mayer, that
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she had taken upon immigrating to America, and returned
to her full birth name, Anzia Yezierska. [72]
Recent scholars have emphasized the extent to
which Yezierska rejected her Jewish heritage. Carol
Schoen has noted that while Yezierska drew from her
heritage a love of learning and a heightened ethical
sensibility, she mostly rejected her religious and
cultural birthright. [73] Similarly, in her
provocative study of ethnic women writers, Pocahontas ^s
Daughters: Gender and Ethnicity in American Culture .
Mary Dearborn maintains that the central theme in
Yezierska 's life and work was the conflict that she
felt between breaking away from her parents' Old World
ways and the loss of emotional and cultural ballast
that break entailed. [74] She does not acknowledge the
positive dimensions of Yezierska 's Jewish identity.
The same holds true for her study of Yezierska 's
relationship with John Dewey, Love in the Promised
Land. There she focuses on Yezierska's absorption with
cross-cultural relations between immigrant women and
American-born men^ and on her perceptions of the
immigrant's marginal identity. [75] Other scholars
have focused on Yezierska 's defiance of traditional
Jewish roles for women. [76]
All of these observations bear some truth, but
what scholars have also overlooked is the beauty and
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dignity that Yezierska accorded to Jewish spirituality
in her writing. The worldview of Judaism - its love of
a higher life of the mind and spirit, its emphasis on
making life in the present count for something, and its
hallowed communal folk and religious traditions —
infused not only her writing but even her defiance of
the more repressive aspects of Jewish culture. In
spurning a domestic life to shape her destiny around
the vocation of a writer, Yezierska surely defied
Jewish definitions of a virtuous and obedient daughter.
But her ticket to a life of her own was paid for by
many Jewish values and sensibilities. For her, this
was the good life.
Still, her destination was not without its risks
and setbacks. In an unpublished scrap, she poignantly
expressed this cost: "All my life I have never taken
the time to live. I burnt up my food, clothes[,] my
loves and leaped into the furnace, not caring where it
got, reckless of the cost I wanted nothing but to
get it out of me, to write." [77] Her daughter
described her as "the loneliest person I knew." [78]
Chapter 6 will discuss how she portrayed this
loneliness in her immigrant heroines who found
themselves with no friends or family support in their
quest for an education or career. Yezierska herself
had no close friends who could provide ongoing
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emotional sustenance. She was befriended by several
well-known women writers: among them, Mary Austin;
Zona Gale, who arranged for her to spend a year free of
charge at the University of Wisconsin to study whatever
she pleased; the poet Amy Lowell; and Dorothy Canfield
Fisher, the Vermont chronicler and a person of generous
spirit, who once helped Yezierska briefly resettle in
Arlington, Vermont, when she felt the need for a change
of venue.
But Yezierska brought such emotional neediness to
each friendship that she eventually alienated her
newfound friends. In florid letters to each woman, she
regarded them as deliverers from her lonely "prison of
self." Shortly after she moved to Arlington, she sent
Fisher a thank-you note for her hospitality. "You've
showered on me so many beautiful gifts of love, but the
most beautiful of all, your visit last night. You
filled the place with such healing bendicition [sic]
that when you left ... I felt as if all my dark past —
the wrestling and struglling [sic] with poverty and
inadequacy that had wasted me for ages and ages, had
dropped away with the passing of night and I found
myself born again into a new heaven and a new earth."
[79] A year later, disillusioned with this new heaven
and earth, Yezierska left Arlington and returned to New
York, where she realized she belonged. She and Fisher
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maintained a cordial correspondence, but in her
farewell letter to Yezierska right before she left
Arlington Fisher obliquely suggested that perhaps Anzia
had expected too much from her and from other
acquaintances in Arlington. [80]
In her life, as in her art, Yezierska continued to
regard herself as an outsider, for whom the milk of
human kindness could not wipe away the hurts of her
past. While this perception of herself often nourished
her art, it depleted her life of the sustenance of
steady human contact. In forming friendships with
successful, gentile women writers, she replayed the
inarticulate immigrant's quest for understanding and
acceptance among accomplished representatives of
American society. In some of her early immigrant short
stories, the needy immigrant finds that all-important
affirmation from a sympathetic night school teacher or
college president. In real life, however, the ending
was not always so neat. Her dreadful sense of
isolation and need for connection, and her enormous
self-centeredness -- the costs of pursuing a life of
her own in defiance of family and community norms —
ended up pushing people away.
Recounting her first visit with the author Zona
Gale, Yezierska described how she overwhelmed Gale with
her own confusions. She asked Gale, "You are so clear
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about life. Tell me, how can I go on? Nothing is real
to me but the past. How can I learn to be like other
people?" She envied Gale's self-assurance and poise,
her confidence in her literary abilities and stature.
Bewildered and taken aback, Gale asked her why she
wanted to be like other people. In their subsequent
visits, Yezierska noted. Gale was friendly but wary of
"the starving wolf" in her. "I always felt her fear of
me, her fear of my being too emotional." [81] Like the
cultural chasm between Jew and gentile that she
portrayed in her fiction, Yezierska replayed this gulf
with such representatives of the successful literary
world as Fisher, Gale, and others. At a party that
included notable writers, actors, and other successful
members of the arts, Yezierska described how she drank
and mingled like an insider, but within "I was as much
of an outsider as if I had just stepped off the ship,
carrying with me the steerage smell of loneliness."
[82] Personal feelings of inadequacy, combined with a
perception of cultural marginality, created a painful
and oftentimes insurmountable sense of inferiority or
even invisibility.
Beyond her isolation from her family and her lack
of sustaining friendships, Yezierska simply felt guilty
at becoming critically and commercially successful by
writing about her people's anguish. This gnawing guilt
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is a recurrent theme in both her published and
unpublished writings. She discovered shortly after
arriving in Hollywood that she could not write on
demand; her creative juices dried up away from the
familiar milieu of the Lower East Side, and she could
not abide the formulaic approach to writing and the
naked
-lust for money among Hollywood writers and
filmmakers. She turned down lucrative contracts from
Sam Goldwyn and his arch-rival, William Fox, and
returned to New York only four months after arriving.
But, even back in New York, she could not exorcise the
sense of guilt at "having betrayed a sacred trust. To
have become rich out of stories of poverty, hunger,
want, seemed to me a betrayal of something deep within
me that had enabled me to write those stories." [83]
She had become a "capitalist — one of the class that I
hated." [84] To atone for this sin, she decided to
return from a trip to Europe by steerage. But she
discovered that she could no longer stand the odors,
crowded berths, and coarse food and dining facilities
of steerage, and she fled to second class. "I realized
that you can't be an immigrant twice," Yezierska told a
reporter. [85]
Yet oddly enough, in the heyday of her popularity
in the early 1920s, Yezierska willingly participated in
the public celebration of her as the "ghetto
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Cinderella," the immigrant who catapulted from rags to
riches. In an interview she claimed, "I'm the Sophie
Sapinsky
— that is my whole life." She was referring
to the main character of "My Own People," a young woman
who leaves her family and her sweatshop job, and tries
to write, using the snatches of education that she has
received in night school. [86] In her portrayal of
Sophie, Yezierska captured the intensity, drive, and
perceived sense of deprivation that defined her own
life, but in reality Yezierska had availed herself of
more opportunities than she granted to her alter ego.
She had gone to college, had briefly lived at the Rand
School, where she was exposed to the fashionable
political thought of her day, had attended drama
school, and lived for a time in middle-class comfort
with her second husband, Arnold Levitas. Finally, she
had shared a deep and highly personal friendship with
John Dewey. She had even participated in some of his
graduate seminars and joined a summer-long project to
study the Polish community of Philadelphia. [87] All
of these experiences helped to introduce her to a world
vastly larger and more urbane than the ghetto.
Yezierska 's motivations for misrepresenting
herself to the public were complex and later caused her
moral turmoil. In part, she knew that such myth-making
helped to sell her books. After her first collection
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of short stories, Hungry Hearts, was published, she
gave a copy to Frank Crane, a columnist for the Hearst
Syndicate, to review; she felt that the book's sales
were disappointing and that her publisher, Houghton
Mifflin, was not promoting it energetically enough.
[88] The result was Crane's sentimental and highly
flattering portrait of her: "Here was an East Side
Jewess who had struggled and suffered the desperate
battle for life amid the swarms of New York. She had
lived on next to nothing at times why? Because she
wanted to write From a sweatshop worker to a famous
writer 1 All because she dipped her pen in her
heart " [89] His column did the trick ~ within a
short time, Sam Goldwyn bought the rights and Yezierska
was on her way to Hollywood to help write the
screenplay. From then on, she became known to the
public as the sweatshop writer. As her daughter
observed, "She was both a huckster and an artist, and
she was willing to get publicity, however it came."
[90]
More important, the artist in her decided that
such mundane facts as her college education, her two
marriages, and her daughter were not pertinent to the
story she wanted to tell. Yezierska freely borrowed
other people's experiences as well as her own. She
also made up situations, even in her autobiography, as
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Chapter 7 will show, to get at the underlying emotional
quality of an experience. Years later, she even
admitted this in an interview: "Always things from
other things got in my stories. It's like a hide and
seek." [91] This poetic license enabled her to leave
out the facts that were either irrelevant to her
purpose or too painful to disclose. More important, it
also enabled her to rewrite her experiences to present
deeper moral truths about the nature of the immigrant's
relationship with America ~ about the costs and
benefits to both immigrants and native-born Americans
in entering into such a pact. Although she offered no
specific political solutions, she became an effective
publicist for the Jewish immigrant's anguish at being
uprooted and for the growing disparity between rich and
poor in America. Emphasizing her own deprivation made
her a more effective spokesperson for the poor and the
marginal, the task to which she had dedicated her art.
"You're not excited enough with feelings when you
write," she claims to have told one magazine editor,
"because you live in a soft steam-heated place with
plenty of money to pay for it. But the poor like me,
with little rent, and drying out their heads worrying
for that little, they feel what it is to be under the
foot of those Cossacks, the landlords." [92]
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Yezierska never stopped writing about the
marginal. Following the 1950 publication of her
autobiography. Red Ribbon on a Whit^ Hor-..
,
^he wrote a
few reviews for the New York Times Book R^vn.w, niostly
on books dealing with Jewish themes. Even as a
reviewer, she revealed her continuing faith in America
as a refuge for the Jew: "Angoff has created a young
American Jew who is unencumbered with the Wailing Wall
of fear and frustration, free to become the Jew who
flowers in America." [93] She then settled into a
quiescent period in which she continued to write but
did not publish. In the early 1960s, she resurfaced as
the bard of yet another disenfranchised tribe — the
elderly poor, both Jew and non-Jew.
Just as the deprivations of being an impoverished
young immigrant woman had defined her earlier themes,
the plight of being a poor elderly woman now dominated
her twilight writings. Her papers are replete with
unpublished scraps of stories and scribbled meditations
on the experience of growing old. These were difficult
years for her; she was increasingly ill, gradually
going blind, and felt utterly overshadowed by a new
generation of writers. One such scribbled thought
revealed the pain of her professional and physical
decline: "It's been a strange experience for me to
grow old. Strange and terrible. It's like suddenly
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finding myself a displaced person in a foreign country,
a stranger among people who will always be strangers to
me." [94]
Yet the artist in her once again turned this sense
of otherness into wonderfully descriptive and moving
tales. She had matured as a writer; her descriptions
of people were acute, her eye for irony keen, and the
writing was vivid but free of the bathetic tone that
had weighted down many of her immigrant stories.
Although she never acknowledged this, her ethical
vision had also broadened. She was able to portray a
range of characters across the class spectrum, both Jew
and Gentile, and express empathy for the struggles of
people different from herself. [95] Although her main
characters were always women she did not explicitly
explore any differences in the aging process of men and
women. She simply wrote from her own experiences. In
"The Lower Depths of Upper Broadway," for example,
published in the January 19, 1954, issue of The
Reporter
, she described the changes that a roominghouse
for the elderly undergoes when the greedy new landlords
open it up to younger people and to "the newest victims
of speculators getting rich quick on the housing
shortage" — Puerto Ricans. She vividly described the
decline in the quality of life there — cheaper, uglier
furniture replacing the more elegant furnishings,
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elevators that don't work, more inferior kitchen
facilities, and tensions between the white and Puerto
Rican residents. She regarded all of the residents —
young, old,, white, Puerto Rican — as pawns at the
mercy of unethical landlords and byzantine city
ordinances that enable the landlords to charge inflated
rates for minimal services. And she interwove
fictional scenarios with facts about housing conditions
in New York to create a documentary effect. Her
condemnation of city policies that enable some to flee
to the suburbs while others languished in the inner
city is astute. "All around us were people in
comfortable homes, unaware of what was going on in this
jungle." [96] As in her cycle of immigrant stories,
she offered no explicit political solution, but the
story does reveal her willingness to address the
political and economic conditions that result in her
characters' misery — including characters whose
cultural background was very different from her own.
She had taken the "I" of her personal experience and
that of other Jewish immigrants and expanded it into
the "we" of all those who are victims of economic or
social injustice.
Yezierska's most effective portrayal of the trauma
of growing old alone and impoverished is her short
story, "The Last Day of School," published in the July
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1963 issue of Commentary magazine. This tale grew out
of a year-long seminar at Columbia University in which
several elderly people, including Yezierska,
participated. Their goal was to explore the needs and
priorities of the elderly. On paper, she transformed
this experience into a kind of consciousness-raising
group of half a dozen elderly women who speak frankly
of the problems of growing old. The women come from a
range of economic and professional backgrounds; there
is Yezierska herself; Minerva, a former columnist and
poet; Charlotte, a rather severe and aloof former
schoolteacher; Rose, an affluent widow; Alice, a former
nurse and Muhmenkeh-type rescuer of lost souls (see
earlier section in this chapter and Chapter 6); and
Kathleen, a forerunner of the homeless women so often
seen on present-day urban streets. The story
dramatizes their increasing ability to articulate their
anger, disappointments, and lost dreams. It also
reflects their growing bitterness at a welfare system
that robs them of dignity by forcing them to be
destitute or to hide whatever few dollars they manage
to earn on their own. By the end of the course, they
have gained greater understanding of their situations,
and the professor has enough material to compile a
report. But the elderly women bitterly leave the
classroom with nothing resolved -- only with a keener
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awareness of the prisons of their lives. One character
even commits suicide. But, like Yezierska's cycle of
immigrant stories, the political subtext of this story
is undermined by a simple act of human kindness. when
the Yezierska character is so embittered that she shuts
herself away in her apartment, Alice, the healing
Muhmenkeh-like figure, comes over uninvited and cleans
her apartment. The main character is transformed by
Alice's generosity, and she realizes that all of the
seminar participants, except Alice, had expected the
professor to magically reverse the effects of aging.
Instead, she now recognizes, they must help themselves
and each other, as Alice did.
In an interview a few years before her death,
Yezierska voiced her belief in what the aged could
offer: "... when faculties begin to diminish because
of old age, other spiritual hidden powers rise in the
soul. That's why an old person has more power to
articulate ~ to give." [97] It is unfortunate that
Yezierska felt the need to reduce the complex problems
of aging to individual solutions triggered by little
acts of human kindness. But this was, after all,
another variation of her Horatio Alger-like faith in
the power of individual effort. "Like a treasure in a
field, deep underground, waiting to be perceived,"
writes the Yezierska character after Alice nurtures
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her, "was my new-found humility — the ultimate
discovery at which I had arrived, the starting-point
for a new life." [98] Although her old-age stories
reflect a more complex understanding of social
injustice, Yezierska still avoided offering any
overarching political or economic solutions; instead,
as in her immigrant stories, she enshrined a code of
interpersonal kindness as the basis for human progress.
Her ethical code echoed the Old Testament code of
conduct — to be compassionate, caring, and generous
toward others, especially the poor, weak, and frail.
And her heroes and heroines continued to be the
Schmendriks, Muhmenkehs, and Alices of the world who
embody this generosity of spirit.
Still, her stories of aging, like her immigrant
tales, poignantly bore witness to the difficulties of
the marginal — to the corrosive effects of poverty, to
parents spurned by children impatient with their
old-fashioned ways, and to the cruelty of a system of
charity that stripped both the immigrant and the
elderly of dignity and independence. The themes that
resonated in Yezierska 's early writings followed her
into her twilight years. And, once again, the artist
in her turned the anguish of the marginal into little
literary gems affirming the resilience of the human
spirit. As the bard of the poor and disenfranchised,
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she found the vocation that gave her own life moral and
intellectual purpose, and which enabled her to express
her Jewish identity on her own terms — as the
publicist of her people's dignity, spirituality,
stiff-necked determination, and ethical goodness. A
year before she died, Yezierska called herself a
"meshuqgeneh who writes." [99] Perhaps a more accurate
description would be a tzaddik of the pen.
For Maud Nathan, the good life meant a life
balanced between the fulfillment of a loving marriage
and devotion to the causes in which she believed. It
also meant a life that was consonant with the ethical
imperatives of Judaism as she understood them.
Chapters 3 and 4 have discussed the numerous influences
shaping Nathan's desire for an active public life —
from her ancestors who had played a prominent role in
the birth of the nation and the civic life of New York,
to Josephine Shaw Lowell, her ideal of a female
reformer, to the city of New York itself, which
beckoned her into volunteer work as a way of improving
civic life. In addition, her husband's firm
encouragement enabled her to pursue her reform
activities without fear of abandoning her marital
responsibilities. But there was one more source of
inspiration for her growing dedication to social
reform: the Old Testament. Nathan's spiritual home
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was comfortably rooted in a code of ethics drawn from
the Old Testament. For her, the Bible was a living
document that spoke to the needs of present-day
society; it offered philosophy for the philosopher,
ethics for the ethicist, poetry for the poet, history
for the historian, and "sound business principles for
the business man." But more important, she believed,
it gave to the world the concept of righteousness.
Judaism, to Nathan's way of thinking, strives primarily
to instill the values of morality, peace, justice, and
righteousness, and these were values she tried to
emulate in her volunteer work. [100]
Nathan's scrapbooks reflect her desire to embody
these values. Sprinkled throughout the many pages of
news clippings about her activities and other personal
memorabilia are secular and religious aphorisms and
poems extolling altruism and public service. [101] But
Nathan's definition of the good life evolved with her
growing devotion to social reform work. Initially, she
did not devote all of her time or energies to public
service. Both her scrapbooks and her autobiography
detail a glittering social world in which she and her
husband reveled during the early years of their
marriage. They entertained lavishly, summered at
Saratoga, and mingled with American presidents, foreign
dignitaries, and other well-known public figures.
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Society columns regaled readers with detailed
descriptions of her gowns and hairdos. A newspaper
feature about the "fads and ambitions of the people who
are enjoying Life in Saratoga" carried this description
of Nathan's aspirations during these carefree early
years: "to be a sweet songstress, and an ideal
housekeeper." [102] In her autobiography, she took
great pleasure in recounting her social liaisons with
the rich and famous. Being cultured, privileged, and
socially desirable was clearly important to her. In
retrospect, however, she maintained that such a life
devoted to social pleasures did not satisfy her. "It
left me restless, with a desire to use my energies in
broader ways . " [103]
And yet Nathan never tired of being part of the
smart set. In her autobiography, she recalled one
international conference that she attended after
joining the suffrage movement. "Now I was sitting on
the platform with titled women, women of wealth, of
power, of historic ancestry.... I acknowledge that this
had its effect upon me." [104] In civic reform work
and political activism, she found a new forum for
exerting influence and for being close to, albeit not
in, the center of power. In her autobiography, she
depicts herself as a special advisor to Theodore
Roosevelt, able to have unlimited access to him to
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discuss matters pertaining to the Consumers' League or
to suffrage. According to her, at a ceremony
dedicating a sanitarium he even followed her suggestion
to discuss the sweatshop working conditions that gave
rise to tuberculosis. Later, he asked her to accompany
him back to the railroad station. "That was a
thrilling drive. Never before and never since have I
felt so much like 'the first lady of the land.'" [105]
This comment is critical for understanding what Nathan
strove to achieve in her volunteer work. In her own
account and in newspaper accounts of the time, she
comes across as perhaps a more forceful Barbara Bush —
very sociable and diplomatic, astute, clever, and able
to exert influence as a privileged lady who never truly
steps out of her gender role. Indeed, in her later
years she was even a member of the Daughters of the
American Revolution. [106]
Her work for the Consumers' League, therefore, was
a script heaven-sent for such a role. In this work,
she found the ideal way to fulfill her responsibilities
as an American, a woman, and a Jew. By 1891, the year
that she helped to organize the Consumers' League, she
had already acquired considerable volunteer experience,
as Chapter 4 has shown. Although she claimed in her
autobiography that she took all of her volunteer
responsibilities seriously, she clearly regarded her
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involvement in the Consumers' League as the turning
point from a "careless, conscienceless society woman"
to a warrior for better working conditions and more
sanitary products. [107] From the start, this work
galvanized her. She discovered that in most stores
saleswomen were forced to stand for hours. If they sat
or fainted they were docked pay and sometimes sent
home. She also learned that salesclerks received no
paid vacations, had to cope with unsanitary restroom
facilities, and often had to work late into the night,
especially before the holiday season. [108] She
realized that she had been part of the problem by
patronizing shops that allowed such shocking conditions
to exist — and she became aware that she could also be
part of the solution.
The precepts and strategy of the Consumers' League
perfectly complemented Nathan's conceptions of gender
roles and reform aims. The League reflected a
classical liberal outlook in its approach: It sought
to preserve a capitalist economy in which the consuming
middle and upper classes bore responsibility for, and
also power over, the working conditions of a
subservient class. It vested power in both the
merchant and the consumer to improve working conditions
for the worker, thus extinguishing any opportunity to
dramatically reform the relations between employer and
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employee or to give workers more control over the
workplace. It appealed to people's sense of fairness
and reason, and especially to their self-interests, all
hallmarks of a bourgeois outlook. As Nathan claimed,
the League used "tact and influence in order to
persuade merchants of the advisability of raising the
standard of conditions
... as adopted by the league."
[109] The League also put great trust in properly
educating the public — specifically the female public
— who would then use its purchasing power wisely and
humanely. With reason and education — the magical
intonation of a laissez-faire liberal outlook ~ the
marketplace would correct itself. As Nathan explained
in an article, the League, "by arousing the social
conscience, by pointing out to consumers their power
and responsibility, endeavors to create good, wholesome
conditions, thus preventing disaster and misery." [110]
Nathan also endorsed the League's work as an
extension of the values of the home into the community.
In doing so, she tapped into a deep-rooted bourgeois
perception of women as nurturers and consumers.
Closely related to this perception was a belief in
woman's moral superiority and her obligation to
participate in benevolent reform activities. This
gender-based moral ideology first took root during the
antebellum period, with the growth of economic hardship
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and benevolent organizations. it became the credo of
most reform organizations, from conservative
evangelical associations to leftist abolition
societies, and enabled a newly emerging middle and
upper-middle class to define itself apart from those
above and below it on the economic ladder. [Ill]
With the rise of middle-class women's service
organizations in the latter part of the nineteenth
century, this linkage between gender and morality
resurfaced in slightly different form, this time to
justify the expansion of women's public roles; the
emerging industrial order needed the nurturant, humane
values of the home to improve community life. [112]
Jane Addams and other leaders of the settlement house
movement drew on this principle of "municipal
motherhood." They claimed they were investing
settlement houses with the domestic and moral virtues
of the home. Nathan used the same rationale to explain
the worlc of the League and, later, to endorse female
enfranchisement: "... a woman's duty and
responsibility are not bounded by the four walls of her
home. If she be capable of performing these duties
with courage and initiative, of bearing the
responsibilities with fortitude and poise, these strong
forces belong not alone to herself to be used solely
for the benefit of her loved ones, they also belong to
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the world outside the sheltering walls of home, and
must be used for the benefit of others in the
community." [113]
To this end, the League behaved as a gentle mother
would
— using persuasion and rewarding good behavior.
The founding principles of the League called for "fair
living wages" for all workers; an end to patronizing
bargain- basement shops, where economy was bought at
the price of the worker's welfare; a concerted effort
by consumers to ensure that their goods were made under
sanitary conditions, especially goods made by and for
women; and an intensive campaign to "ameliorate the
condition of the women and children employed in the
mercantile houses of New York City" by patronizing
houses approved by the League. [114] The League
instigated a "white list" of establishments that met
its standards for sanitary working conditions; paid
fair wages to employees, including equal pay for equal
work performed by each sex; offered a satisfactory
policy of paid lunch breaks, regular days off, and paid
vacations; employed no children under the age of
fourteen; and promoted "humane and considerate behavior
toward employees," [115] When the first white list was
published in 1891, only eight stores qualified,
including B. Altman's. [116]
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Initially, the League focused its efforts on
retail houses, and then branched out to factories.
Nathan noted that occasionally a firm would slip below
the standards set by the white list. If it did not
reform its ways it was dropped from the list, much as a
mother or teacher would punish a child. Such an
occurrence "gave the Board that crushing sense of
failure which a mother feels when her erring child
strays from the path of virtue and fails to uphold the
standards she had taught him." [117] In conveying its
message to the public, the League appealed to
consumers' sense of morality by describing the horrid
conditions under which workers labored. Drawing on the
Progressive's faith in the power of individual action.
League speakers stressed that consumers were ultimately
responsible for such conditions and could ameliorate
them by changing their own shopping habits. If hours
were long for store employees, it was because consumers
chose to shop late; if stores were open later during
the Christmas shopping season, it was because shoppers
waited until the last minute to do their shopping.
Later, when the League extended its efforts to
factories, it also appealed to consumers'
self-interests by reminding them that goods made under
sanitary conditions by well-treated workers were
likelier to be more durable and germ-free.
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Moral suasion, reason, enlightened self-interest,
and individual consumer power — these were the tools
of the League's appeal to the public. It did not
question or wish to abolish what it regarded as a
free-enterprise system; it merely aimed to humanize and
make more orderly that system to ensure its continued
existence. Nathan declared that the League never
deliberately promoted the rights of the employee at the
expense of the employer: "... the work of the
Consumers' League lay along the lines of true
economics. Although our sympathies may have been
aroused, we were not guided by a false sentiment; we
tried to adjust fairly the differences between employer
and employee, through the power of the third factor,
the consumer." [118]
Though Nathan paid homage to the efforts of Alice
Woodbridge and the Working Women's Society in inspiring
its work, the Consumers' League was clearly an
organization controlled by middle- and upper-class
women for the welfare of their working-class sisters.
In this respect, it was similar to other middle-class
women's organizations, such as the Young Women's
Christian Association, which expressed a gender
solidarity with working-class women while holding on
tightly to the reins of power. The League drew some
working-class women, including Rose Schneiderman and
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Clara Lemlich, who later became the inspiration of the
Uprising of the 20,000. [119] But unlike the Women's
Trade Union League, in which power was shared by both
workers and allies with their clashing ideologies and
strategies, the League's outlook was amicably
consistent. it was rooted in a middle-class
perspective of municipal motherhood, and its goals were
modest even as it accomplished some real gains for
workers. It succeeded in achieving shorter working
days, better wages, clean restroom and lunch
facilities, and paid vacations. And, along with the
efforts of the Women's Trade Union League, the Young
Women's Christian Association, and independent
investigators and journalists, the League focused
greater public attention on the treatment of store
clerks
.
This pressure — as well as management's desire to
increase profit — prompted the department store
executive to devise a new type of saleswoman. "Aware
of his image as an exploiter of women workers,"
historian Susan Porter Benson writes in Counter
Cultures, her study of women salesclerks, "he undertook
to upgrade both the image and the actual experience of
his saleswomen. He hoped that a better trained and
more humanely treated sales force would win public
approval and also remain more loyal to him." [120] To
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this end, store executives began to treat the
department store as a kind of home away from home,
where female clerks could learn the social skills that
the biological family had failed to instill.
Management also devised training programs and built
lounges, dining rooms, gymnasiums, and libraries for
employees. Some stores even encouraged the formation
of a kind of workers' organization — not to exert more
bargaining power but to inspire an esprit de corps
among saleswomen, which would translate into greater
loyalty to the company. Other stores established the
new position of social secretary, an older female
employee who served as an in-house den mother for the
female clerks.
Tinged with paternalistic overtones, such
endeavors aimed to make saleswomen more presentable to
the public by eliminating the effects of working-class
status — from poor health to loud dress. The store
executive strove to turn his working-class sales force
into mirror images of their middle- and upper-class
clientele. [121] In an article in the May 1902 issue
of The World's Work , Nathan applauded the benevolent
impact of the social secretary. She favorably
described how this mother hen urged her "girls" to
spend their money "only for things of intrinsic value,"
taught them good business methods "so that eventually
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they may appreciate that labor is ennobling when it is
pursued with high motives," and was their "constant
adviser, warning them against imprudence." [122]
Nathan obviously approved of this benevolent policy
toward "shop girls" — one based on inculcating
middle-class values of thrift, purity, industriousness
,
and modesty. Nathan's agenda, surely less
Machiavellian than that of store management,
nevertheless dovetailed perfectly with management's
vision of the respectable saleswoman, one who would
increase the store's profits while embodying its image.
The Consumers' League was also a pioneer in
supporting protective legislation for women and
children. It secured the first protective legislation
in the country for the retail industry, the Mercantile
Inspection Act of 1896. This act limited the work week
to sixty hours for women under twenty-one and boys
under sixteen, prohibited employment of children under
the age of fourteen, and required sanitary restrooms
and lunch rooms. The issue of protective legislation
divided feminist groups during the 1920s. The Women's
Trade Union League favored legislation safeguarding
women's welfare on the job, while such groups as Alice
Paul's National Woman's Party (NWP) worked to achieve
complete legal and economic equality between women and
men. Paul and her colleagues in the NWP argued that
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protective legislation was inherently discriminatory
and rendered women a secondary social and economic
class by emphasizing their need for special protection.
[123]
Although the Women's Trade Union League, for
example, gradually, and painfully, shifted from
emphasizing class concerns to gender issues during the
1910s and 1920s, the Consumers' League and its
offshoot, the National Consumers' League, were never
forced to undergo such a transformation; both
organizations had always advocated protective
legislation for women, because their underlying goals
were to apply the nurturant values of the home to the
workplace. In a telling remark about her perception of
the role of the Consumers' League, Nathan commented
that in the Consumers' League the federal government
"has found a suggestive and useful helpmate." [124]
The League's desire to link the home with the
workplace in such a manner further reflected its
implicit view of women as care givers. As Nancy Cott
has shown, each side in the battle over protective
legislation based its arguments on an underlying view
of women. Those who favored an equal rights amendment
regarded women as individuals whose homebound roles
were a product of particular sociohistorical
circumstances. They argued that wives and mothers, as
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well as unmarried women, must have equal access to jobs
in the marketplace. But the other camp, including such
prominent women as Florence Kelley of the National
Consumers' League and Mary Anderson from the Women's
Bureau, regarded women primarily as mothers and wives,
and assumed that women would always be the biological
and social care givers of the nation. From this
conception of women's lives, they logically concluded
that women needed special protection. "Women as such,
whether or not they are mothers present or prospective,
will always need protective legislation," declared
Florence Kelley. [125] Nathan never actually asserted
that women were weaker and therefore needed more
protection, as the proponents of protective legislation
believed at heart. [126] Instead, she chose to
emphasize the maternal role of the Consumers' League as
the protector of the nation's most precious resources:
"We are trying to conserve the lives of our young
women, the future mothers of the race, and of our
children, our future population. If we preserve our
people we preserve the true wealth of our Nation...."
[127]
This was Nathan's great contribution to the League
— to serve as its most effective publicist. She was
able to package and present the League's goals in a way
that could persuade a woman consumer that she was
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performing a sacred duty of motherhood by shopping
according to the League's practices. Upon following
Lowell into the presidency of the League, Nathan
shifted the office to suit her preferences and
personality. While Lowell was more of a hands-on
investigator and lobbyist, Nathan used the presidency
to expand the organization into a national network of
local leagues. In May 1898, a convention was held to
create a federation of all the individual leagues, and
the National Consumers' League (NCL) was born. Nathan
became first vice-president while still presiding as
president of the original New York organization. The
National Consumers' League emulated its parent
organization by devising a label for garments made
under wage and factory standards acceptable to the NCL.
These standards resembled the ones established by the
parent league's original white list — sanitary working
conditions, a fair wage and reasonable working hours,
and the elimination of child labor. [128] Like its
parent organization, the NCL relied on the
Progressive's faith in investigation, education and
reason, and moral persuasion. Historian William
O'Neill contends that no other women's urban reform
organization was "as much a product of its age" as the
National Consumers' League. [129]
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As president of the Consumers' League and first
vice-president of the National Consumers' League,
Nathan continued to do store and factory investigations
and testify before committees, but she now defined as
her chief mandate the establishment of leagues around
the country and the world. She traveled and spoke
across the country, and helped to establish leagues in
France and Germany. She told one audience in San
Francisco, "I am here to speak for as long as I choose,
and I intend to talk until you have decided to form a
Consumers' League. It would be well for you,
therefore, to decide soon, if only to stop my talking."
[130] Nathan had an arresting speaking style, by turns
humorous, persuasive, and brimming with conviction.
She would cite examples of the League's successes,
occasionally lacing her speeches with anecdotes about
individual shoppers' accomplishments, and would appeal
directly to her audience. "If one woman could do this,
think of the power of an organization of consumers."
[131] She also represented the League at conventions
of other organizations, constantly wrote articles and
letters to the press to publicize its work, and served
on committees and commissions related to the affairs of
the League. Eventually, her work for the League
propelled her into the fight for female
enfranchisement, the work that became most dear to her.
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When she realized that the League had no political
influence without the vote, she channeled much of her
energies into the battle for women's suffrage.
Like her support for female suffrage, her work for
the Consumers' League thrust Nathan into the public
arena, a position that appealed to her personal and
professional interests. Newspaper accounts of her
speeches and appearances were often highly laudable:
She was called a "brilliant society lady" who, along
with Florence Kelley, was hailed for "teaching the
United States" the truth about exploitive working
conditions; "a philanthropist who is an economic force
in this city"; and was solicited by the newspapers for
everything from her definition of a lady to her New
Year's wish. [132] She was even asked to address the
Sphinx Club of New York, an all-male organization of
newspaper and advertising professionals, on their
annual "Ladies Night." Her friends, colleagues, and
admirers also lavished praise on her. Nathan saved
these letters and tributes, and pasted them into her
scrapbook. One such letter came from the rabbi who had
married her: "You have achieved the right to say 'I
have not lived in vain, for I have secured happiness
for thousands of my fellow-creatures.'" [133]
Her work for the Consumers' League not only
brought her fame and influence, it fulfilled her desire
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to do work that was consonant with the ethical
underpinnings of Judaism, as she understood them.
Nathan began to articulate her conception of Jewish
ethics after she joined the Consumers' League. It
appears that her religious identity and her social
reform consciousness had a reciprocal influence upon
each other. As her involvement with the League
deepened, so did her desire to underscore a religious
and ethical justification for its work. In speeches
and writings, she repeatedly regarded the Consumers'
League as the affirmative answer to the biblical
question "Am I My Brother's Keeper?" She declared,
"There are too many Cains to day [sic] who strike down
and kill their brothers. They may not kill them by one
fell blow, but they kill them by the far more cruel and
refined process of slow starvation. They starve their
minds and souls as well as their bodies." [134] She
excoriated philanthropy that took care of the sick and
crippled after the jaws of industry had ground them
into such ill health. Instead, she advocated
"preventive philanthropy rather than ameliorative
charity"; to her way of thinking, the Consumers' League
provided such philanthropy. She even claimed that the
League, far from being just a philanthropic
organization, "primarily ... fosters spiritual growth."
[135]
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Nathan first explicated this idea in a speech that
she read at a meeting of the newly formed Council of
Jewish Women at Temple Emanu-El, the largest synagogue
in New York. The chief rabbi, who heard the speech,
was so impressed that he arranged for her to deliver it
again from the pulpit at the following Friday night
service. She thus became the first woman to address
any congregation in an American synagogue. In "The
Heart of Judaism," perhaps her most ringing appeal to
live by the precepts of the Old Testament, Nathan
declared that justice is the "fundamental teaching of
Judaism." She went on to assert that the greed and
dishonest acts of "a few of our race" had stigmatized
all Jews and that Jewish parents must now teach and
also embody the tenets of justice. "Let us be just to
our children, to our employees and to all our
associates, and then every one will know what Judaism
is." She urged parents to instill in their children
the teachings of the Bible and to devalue the
importance of money as the measure of all things. And
she lashed out at Jewish businessmen: "What are all of
our Jewish merchants doing to carry out this high
standard of justice set by Judaism? Do they think that
the $2.50 or the $3 they pay the poor overworked cash
girls is set right by giving a thousand dollars to some
public charity that will be advertised throughout the
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community? Let them do justice to those under them.
. .
.
Pay them the value of their service." [136]
One way of ensuring that business practices
adhered to precepts of justice was to return to the
sources themselves. In an article aptly titled "Bible
Ethics Versus Business Ethics," Nathan cited several
"business principles" from the Old Testament, including
commandments to pay a fair wage, treat the poor
responsibly, "'relieve the oppressed, do justice to the
fatherless, plead for the widow' — These are the
business principles of that most solemn book, which we
all recognize as our spiritual guide." [137] She then
gave a detailed description of the worlcing conditions
in several parts of the country, including the cotton
mills of the South where child labor was rampant, the
tobacco fields of Delaware, the coal mines of
Pennsylvania, and the glass factories of New Jersey.
In each, she described the dangerous worJcing conditions
and scandalously low wages. "Is this the way we do
justice to the fatherless, relieve the oppressed and
plead for the widow?" [138] Toward the end of her
essay, she reminded her readers of the broad and humane
vision of the prophets, of their command to shelter the
stranger and to act justly and righteously toward all,
even their enemies. [139] In a searing conclusion,
sounding liJce Jeremiah himself, she — a Jewish woman
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— scolded her brethren and exhorted them to mend their
ways. "As a business community we break many of the
commandments. We bow down before false gods — the god
of Mammon is enthroned and we fall down and worship
him. We bear false witness, we covet our neighbor's
house We steal more than our share of profits; we
make those who work for us break the Sabbath day, and
we no longer honor the memory of our forefathers "
[140] To reverse these iniquities, Nathan called for a
complete harmony between business ethics and "Bible
ethics." [141]
In applying religious precepts to her work in the
Consumers' League, Nathan was following a Jewish custom
that commanded wealthier Jews to take responsibility
for their poor brethren. [142] This tradition was
drawn from the Old Testament itself: "For the poor
will never cease out of the land; therefore I command
you, you shall open wide your hand to your brother, to
the needy and to the poor...." (Dt. 15:11); "If your
brother becomes poor, and cannot maintain himself with
you, you shall maintain him...." (Lev. 25:35-7) As the
beginning of this chapter has shown, the Bible is
filled with such expressions of concern for the poor;
and from the earliest days of Judaism, Jewish law and
custom made provisions to take care of the poor. Every
Jew was taxed to support charitable agencies, and every
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community had its central food depot ( Tamhui ^ . from
which food was distributed, and its charity fund
( Kupah )
.
[143] The Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society
(HIAS), established in 1892, continued this tradition
by taking responsibility for Jewish immigrants,
protecting them from scoundrels and swindlers, and
providing shelter, employment counseling, and
eventually classes. [144] Newly formed sisterhoods
also rallied around the cause of their immigrant
brothers and sisters. Although Nathan chose not to
limit her volunteer worlc to strictly Jewish causes, the
net result of her efforts benefited Jewish immigrant
women worJcing in the factories. The Consumers' League
attracted and helped women from a range of cultural and
religious bacJcgrounds , but in New YorJc, where Jewish
immigrant women comprised more than 60 percent of the
ladies' garment factory workers in 1911, the Consumers'
League, in effect, became an advocacy group for these
women. [145]
But Nathan also participated in Jewish communal
causes. She was a member of the National Council of
Jewish Women, served as first president of a newly
formed sisterhood at her Orthodox synagogue, Shearith
Israel, and joined committees to raise money for the
East European Jewish community. [146] As she wrote in
her autobiography, she strove to balance her
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"ever-widening interests" with her Jewish affiliations.
"I stood for Jewish interests, Jewish thought, Jewish
feeling, quite as much as I stood for the broader and
more universal outlook on life." [147]
From the little information that is available,
Nathan was certainly an observant Jew. She was a
member of the Orthodox Shearith Israel, the oldest
congregation in the New World. [148] At the first
convention of the National Council of Jewish Women,
held in New Yorlc City in November 1896, she toolc issue
with a spealcer who suggested changing the Sabbath to
Sunday so that Jewish businessmen would not lose
business on Saturdays. "It is the duty of the Jewess
to be loyal. Is it loyal to bow down to the majority
in numbers, when we are told that it is a scanty
remnant, a minority, who form the character and
principle and light of the community?" [149] In 1915,
she rejected a health ordinance that permitted horse
meat to be used for human consumption, because it
contravened the dietary laws of the Old Testament.
[150] But by the late 1920s, she realized that some of
the ancient traditions and Rabbinical laws had become
obsolete in the twentieth century. Echoing the Reform
position, she urged Jews to retain the "fundamentals"
of Judaism — a "spiritual outloolc, lofty thoughts,
high principles, an uplifting code of ethics." [151]
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If, as it appears from the above, Nathan's
observance of Judaism underwent some loosening, her
staunch defense of Judaism never flagged. Just as
Yezierska was a publicist for the poor, downtrodden
immigrant Jew, Nathan served as a publicist for the
Jewish community as a whole. Her scrapbooks are full
of articles about accomplished Jews, including her own
cousins Emma Lazarus and Supreme Court Justice Benjamin
Cardozo, and she was ever vigilant in responding to
slights against the American Jewish community. She
took Reverend Lyman Abbott to task for not including
Judaism in the religions that Christ might join if he
were alive in the twentieth century. "It is certainly
more reasonable to suppose that since Jesus was born a
Jew, lived as a Jew, and died a Jew, that he would, if
on earth to-day, be still a loyal defender and disciple
of that ancient faith, Judaism." [152] She bristled at
the suggestion that Jews add Christmas to their
calendar because of the great joy it brings the poor.
For her, Christmas conjured up the horrors of children
enslaved to long hours of work in the pre-Christmas
season. Nor did Jews need a special day to reach out
to the poor. "This the Jews have done from time
immemorial, on all days throughout the year, indeed to
such an extent that leading Christian philanthropists
have proclaimed that they have set a noble example in
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this respect to the followers of other denominations."
[153]
But Nathan reserved special venom for those who
suggested that Jews were not citizens of the country in
which they lived. She challenged any view of the
Jewish people as a nationality distinct from the larger
culture. Such claims cut to the very heart of her
identity as an American Jew, with obligations both to
her heritage and her country. Responding to an article
in Charities magazine that espoused such a view, she
claimed, "It is proper to classify Jews under the
heading of religion, and to speak of them in
distinction to Catholics or Protestants, but since
Polish Jews and Russian Jews lived in Poland and Russia
long before their persecutors did . . . and American Jews
came over with Columbus and have helped to settle this
country, it seems a perversion of truth for people to
continue to look upon Jews as aliens of every country.
[ 154 ] Nathan was incensed by a reference to Jews as
"mongrel Americans." In response, she listed several
Jews who had assisted Columbus, and also offered
examples of Jewish support and participation in the
American Revolution. Her command of the facts of
Jewish history was impressive. She cited dates and
facts as if such information was second nature for her.
[155] And in the mid-1930s, she expressed alarm and
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indignation at the growing membership of the
anti-Semitic German-American Bund, a pro-Hitler
organization, which aimed to drive all of the Jews out
of America. "The Jews have been in America since the
landing of Columbus," she bristled, "and it is typical
German insolence which leads these hyphenated
foreigners to open a campaign against Americans who
settled in this country over three hundred years ago."
[156]
In a piece published in 1925, Nathan offered
perhaps her most revealing clue to her definition of
the good life. She urged other American Jews to strive
for what she herself had tried to achieve — the fusion
of Jewish spirituality and ethics with a fervent
allegiance to American culture and values. Arguing
that a history of anti-Semitism had forced Jews of
every country to de-emphasize their "spiritual needs"
and rally around their "racial aspirations," she
exhorted American Jews to reject such notions of racial
differentiation. "They belong to this new world and
are identified with it as completely as any other
peoples." It was time for American Jews "to be
Americans in the highest sense of the word — first and
foremost" by actively participating in "all movements
for the betterment of their city and their country,
shoulder to shoulder with their neighbors, trying to
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rise above their racial self
-consciousness and
sensitiveness." In rejecting a racial approach to
Judaism they could therefore focus on their "spiritual
Judaism," and their faith "should lead them to finer,
nobler lives." [157] Here is the linchpin of Nathan's
definition of the good life — an invocation of the
spiritual and ethical wellsprings of Judaism to nurture
a just and humane American society. In all of her
volunteer work, but especially in her work for the
Consumers' League, which served both a Jewish and
non-Jewish constituency, Nathan drew upon her religious
and ethical values. By attempting to be her brother's
— and her sister's — keeper, she aspired to help
build an America that would be, in the words of the Old
Testament prophet, "a light unto all nations."
Like Anzia Yezierska, Rose Pastor Stokes found her
definition of the good life from the devastating
impoverishment of her childhood. She also found in
Judaism a concept of social justice that spoke to the
socialist mission. Her mother and stepfather's
political sensibilities, combined with her early
experiences as an immigrant Jew and child laborer,
created the preconditions for her own political
radicalism and for the work to which she devoted most
of her adult life. In her memoir, labor journalist
Mary Heaton Vorse astutely compared a strike to a
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college for workers. "When the workers listen to the
speeches they are going to school. Their minds are
being opened Many of them suddenly find hitherto
unsuspected powers." [158] This was Pastor's
experience in the cigar factories of Cleveland. She
first learned about socialism from a fellow worker, a
young man. According to her recollections, he told her
and the other workers about Karl Marx — "a name, he
said, that was sacred to the working class." He
further told her that "poverty and misery and
insecurity" were not permanent conditions brought into
the world by a vengeful God but were human-made evils
that could be abolished by workers through the
instrument of socialism. [159]
This notion was like manna from heaven for the
beleagured young woman. "No need to suffer poverty
I
What a world-shattering ideal . . . Hope there was
hope in the world 1" she recalled in her autobiography.
[160] This new idea vanquished the impotence she had
felt because of the family's unending poverty; it also
contravened the submissive teachings of Christianity,
which she had encountered through her Gentile
classmates in London and in handbills distributed on
the streets. Even as she called herself a "social
rebel . . . against anything that afflicted or oppressed
my class, or me," she claimed that "ancient concepts"
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had instilled a certain meekness in her. "I turned the
other cheek in every individual dispute, and called
upon God when aches or pains or weariness or cares
seeming personal beset me. So strong an element was
this spirit of meekness in me that I would have carried
it much further had not life and the struggle forced
some aspects of rebellion on me." [161] Organized
religion, then ~ although she did not specifically
target Judaism ~ encouraged resignation and reliance
upon a higher power, while socialism inspired inner
strength and defiance.
Pastor Stokes later claimed that she joined the
Socialist party at a coworker's urging, and met the
leader of the Cleveland section of the party. Max
Hayes. By 1912, he would prove to be a formidable
contender against Samuel Gompers for the presidency of
the American Federation of Labor. [162] But in 1902,
when Pastor joined the party, he presided over a
fractious organization in Cleveland. [163] In fact,
the entire Socialist Party of America was a fledgling
entity, having been founded on the ashes of the
People's Party, the electoral arm of the Farmer's
Alliance, a populist organization. The People's Party
had failed to develop a strong urban working-class
constituency, and its subsequent regional orientation
led to the presidential campaign of William Jennings
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Bryan in 1896 and his stunning defeat by William
McKinley. [164] Within a few years, former populists.
Christian Socialists, and disillusioned Socialist Labor
Party members had regrouped to form a unified socialist
platform based on political action; but the party had
yet to command a mass base or to transcend regional and
ideological differences.
When Pastor joined the party her own socialist
convictions were still quite nascent and the party
itself was in an embryonic stage of development. She
was confused and then dismayed by the factional
disputes that she witnessed at meetings in Cleveland,
and slowly drifted away from party activities. [165]
Yet, in her autobiography. Pastor StoJces claimed that
her brief exposure to socialism gave her a conceptual
vocabulary for understanding economic tyranny and a
political blueprint for engineering its demise. "I
read poetry and the classics . But under it all I am up
in arms against that which holds us in poverty and
insecurity, and burdens us with labor. And when I have
a vote to cast I cast it for the Socialist Party
candidates with the feeling that I am performing a
sacred function. " [ 166
]
Pastor's evolution as a socialist was temporarily
derailed by her work as a columnist for the Yidisher
Taqeblatt during 1901 to 1904. In her writings for
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this Orthodox Jewish newspaper, she retreated from any
notion of a collective political solution and revealed
very little of the primitive class consciousness or
anger stimulated by her first encounter with socialism.
One of her pieces recounted the drunken anti-Semitic
ravings of an impoverished Irish woman who accuses the
Jews of stealing her "medicine"; in fact, she had
unknowingly dropped the bottle herself. Pastor
portrayed her own repulsion toward the woman's wild
accusations, but expressed her sorrow at her wretched
state. The piece reflects a primitive understanding of
the consequences for both when two groups of underdogs
are pitted against each other. But there is no
denunciation of a social system that fosters such
hatred. In fact. Pastor ended the piece by musing that
only in America would such an incident not lead to
"great calamity" for the Jewish people. [167]
Yet in Cleveland, where she wrote her column long
distance, and later in New York, Pastor attended
lectures on socialism and studied its precepts on her
own and with coworkers. She had been introduced to
Marx's writings, had participated in an effort to
organize several cigar factories, and was even demoted
at the factory for having in her possession a copy of
Emile Vandervelde ' s Collectivism and Industrial
Revolution , issued by a cooperative socialist
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publishing house in Chicago in 1901. [168] in her
autobiography, she glowingly wrote that her first
exposure to socialism opened a world of beauty and
light to her. She portrayed herself in the cigar
factory as an aspiring if uninitiated rebel, leading
the other workers in songs of protest against the
"tyranny" of the factory workers: "... labor songs and
songs of revolt had a special place in our hearts.
They were the only expression of protest at our
command. I sang as I came up the stairs in the
morning, and sang as I left the loft at night." [169]
Though Pastor Stokes's eagerness to establish the early
roots of her working-class consciousness in her memoirs
may have distorted her memory of her political
involvement at that time, her autobiography accurately
depicts the politicized atmosphere of Cleveland's cigar
factories in her day. [170] She could not help but be
exposed to these sizzling political currents in the
factories where she worked, even in the buckeyes —
small cigar factories often housed in employers' homes
— which were notoriously exploitive. But in whatever
way her fledgling socialist consciousness played itself
out at that time, it receded into the shadows once
Pastor joined the Taqeblatt .
This reluctance to express the class-conscious
anger that she claimed to have developed in the stogie
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factories is troubling but understandable. Either she
was not as committed to socialism as she later claimed,
or the opportunity to increase her earnings and escape
from the stogie factory into more creative work was
just too tantalizing. Part of the answer surely lies
in the conservative political tone of the Tageblatt .
which influenced her choice of subject matter. The
Taqeblatt commenced publication in 1885, and took as
its mission the preservation of the Jewish home and
family. It upheld Orthodox Judaism and proffered a
conservative political philosophy. Its columnists raged
against "ungodly" socialism, sneering at such
mainstream socialists as Morris Hillquit, and urged
readers to remain true to their Jewish religious roots.
[171] In her autobiography. Pastor Stokes later
admitted that the editors directed her choice of topics
to write about. "Not being politically awake, I was
unaware of being guided. I took every suggestion
gratefully and in good faith." [172]
She also acknowledged that in her columns she
"concerned myself with personal relationships; problems
of the home. Rarely was there a flash of the social
viewpoint." [173] During her employ with the
Taqeblatt , she was still imbued with the traditional
Jewish values of her upbringing — especially loyalty
to family and heritage. Her political radicalism had
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to contend, or coexist with, a deep-seated concern for
promoting family cohesion — both in her newspaper
columns and in her own attempts to support her mother
and step siblings, some of whom had been sent to
orphanages because of the family's poverty. Personal
preoccupations may have enabled her to compartmentalize
or even submerge her developing radicalism for the time
being. At this stage of her life, such a move was not
out of character. In other respects, she led a very
conservative life: She consumed no alcohol, sent most
of her earnings home to her mother, and did no dating.
As an impressionable young woman who had not yet
committed her life to a particular direction, she may
not have been uncomfortable with, or even aware of, the
contradictions in her thinking.
Through the newspaper and on her own, however, she
did engage in political discussion, and this also may
have satisfied her for the time being. She enjoyed
meeting the well-known Yiddish writers and poets who
frequented the newspaper's offices. Oftentimes, she
spent the evening at their apartments, where the talk
was "somewhat radical.... We would meet and talk;
problems of the 'people.'" [174] For one summer, she
served as leader of a young women's group at the Jewish
Educational Alliance. There she also talked about
socialism "and passed on the few vague concepts which
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were then mine on the subject." [175] And through
interviewing Lillian Wald and James Graham Phelps
Stokes for the Taqeblatt, she encountered other trends
of progressive thought. At the University Settlement,
she met a variety of thinkers. "Both resident workers
and guests were full of fine enthusiasms on the subject
of the struggling poor [l]n those days they were
the sources of my inspiration." [176] All of this
stimulating talk, some of which resulted from her work,
perhaps offset whatever frustrations she felt at
writing for a conservative newspaper.
Moreover, she derived a certain amount of creative
and intellectual pleasure from her job, though she
found the work to be as demanding in its own way as her
work in the stogie factories. She felt a sense of
camaraderie with the staff, and she welcomed the
"practical newspaper and editorial training" she was
receiving. [177] For all of these reasons — and
especially for a better paycheck — perhaps she was
willing to soft-pedal her political views to safeguard
her job.
Still, as Chapter 4 has shown, her work for the
Taqeblatt enabled her to investigate and then write
about the poverty and ills of the Lower East Side.
This work was formative in solidifying her
working-class allegiances. It also enabled her to
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express her keenest interest in Jewish religious and
cultural concerns, especially in her advice column
"Just Between Ourselves, Girls." Chapter 6 will
explore in-depth the almost apolitical tone that
Pastor/aka "Zelda" took in this column and the
conventional life of deference to parents and employers
that she prescribed for her readers. But Pastor also
wrote other pieces for the Tageblatt under her own
name. Like her advice column, these assorted articles
and poems reflected an interest in promoting Jewish
life and culture. Some of her pieces revealed a
fighting spirit ~ not for socialism but for the people
and ideas that would liberate the Jews. Her previous
resolve to no longer turn the other cheek now found
expression in a fervent rallying cry to defend Jewish
culture and observance. In the October 8, 1903, issue
of the Tageblatt
. she published a poem entitled
"Marching to Zion." The rousing verse is a paean to
the leaders of the Zionist movement: " Hurrah 1 hurrah 1
we hail the noble three/ Hurrah 1 hurrah 1 the men
who'll make us free— / 'Twill be Herzl, Nordau,
Zangwill who'll be leading you and me,/ When we are
marching to Zion." [178] In another poem. Pastor
warned a weary world that it will find no rest until it
pauses to pray and "keep the Sabbath day." [179] Under
her own byline. Pastor also published an article
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describing a settlement house that promoted Christian
religious dogma. She concluded the piece with a dire
warning: "The Jewish mothers ... must not . . . send
their children there. It is a Christian settlement and
our children must be kept away from all Christianizing
influence." [180]
Marrying James Graham Phelps Stokes not only
removed Pastor from the working class, it also ended
her intimate sense of involvement with the immigrant
Jewish community of the Lower East Side. As will be
seen, Pastor Stokes's socialist politics dovetailed for
a time with an interest in promoting Jewish culture,
albeit from a working-class rather than an ethnic
perspective. And she found in Jewish history and
culture a concept of social justice that resonated with
her socialist vision. But never again would she
express the sense of belonging with the Jewish
community that marked her years of working for the
Taqeblatt and being a denizen of the Lower East Side.
From now on, her connection to Judaism would be more
detached, and her devotion to socialist change would
become her new creed, one that eclipsed loyalty to
ethnic or religious identity. In later years, she even
derided such loyalties as "voices of the past, of
darkness, of reaction," and rejected any common ground
between "the Jewish worker" and the "Jewish exploiter."
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[181] The good life now lay in founding a new
socialist order, rather than in promoting traditional
Jewish values or doing piecemeal charity.
Consequently, by the time she and Graham Stokes
joined the Socialist party in August 1906 she had
rejected the existence of any form of charity,
including settlement houses. One incident, in
particular, had galvanized her eagerness to seek an
alternative solution to charity work. Shortly after
her marriage, she became a representative of the
Charity Organization Society, established by Josephine
Shaw Lowell in 1882 to consolidate New York's growing
web of private charities (see discussion of COS in
Chapter 4). As a representative. Pastor Stokes visited
an Italian family to persuade the tubercular husband to
seek treatment at the hospital. Upon entering the
"wretched tenement," she was coldly greeted as a
"charity lady." But when she gave her name, the family
instantly warmed up to her because she was one of them
— she, too, had once been a worker. [182] Although
Pastor Stokes did not say so, the only way the family
could have recognized her was by having read about her
celebrated marriage to Graham. Her marriage, which
plucked her out of the anonymous ranks of wage labor,
now publicized those very years of anonymity. "Between
coughing spells," the diseased worker told her about
his years of struggle in America, working long days for
meager wages. Pastor Stokes was inflamed. "He was my
class brother How absurd that I should be there
representing 'Charity'!... Could but the COS [Charity
Organization Society] have heard mel" [183] Shortly
afterward, she resigned from the organization. She
also railed at the attempts of another charity
organization, the National Flower Guild, to supply poor
tenement dwellers and hospital wards with their used
flower bouquets. "The spectacle filled me with a
fierce impatience. Ladies putting gay if half
-faded
frills around the festering sores of the
working-class...." [184]
Both she and Graham Stokes now realized, in her
words, that "charity or philanthropy can serve no real
good purpose so long as an unjust social system
remains." [185] She defined an unjust social system as
that which took wealth from the poor by their labor for
the idle rich. [186] Whatever theoretical principles
she espoused came out of her own experience; she had
lived on both sides of the class divide, and she
ruefully pointed up the contradictions that separated
the rich from the poor. As a "useful citizen" she had
made only six dollars a week, she often told audiences,
but as the wife of an affluent man, however
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public-spirited he was, she enjoyed a bountiful way of
life.
Although Pastor Stokes's analysis of social
conditions became more complex as she read and lectured
more, her fundamental message remained the same — that
the great disparity of wealth and poverty was created
by a system of production, capitalism, in which a few
"idle rich" owned the tools of production and exploited
those who labored for them. Pastor Stokes was emphatic
in pointing the blame at capitalism: "I do not blame
the men who have built up their fortunes out of the
sufferings of the workers; it is the system that I
blame." [187] To abolish this system, she called for
common ownership of the land and the machinery of
production. "The land and the machinery should be held
and owned for use, and not for profit." She argued
that it was in the nature of capitalism to take
possession for private profit. "If it were possible to
monopolize the air and charge us to breath, under the
present organization of society, it would be the
perfectly natural and normal thing for capitalists to
do." She then called on workers to "change the rules
of the game" so that they own the greater share of
wealth rather than the stockholders and capitalists.
But Pastor Stokes did not advocate violent change.
She endorsed a socialism that would work through the
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existing electoral system to gain power. [188] She
belonged to the Debsian faction of the socialist
movement, a visionary subgroup that subsumed all
problems under the general rubric of the "labor
problem." [189] Debs himself commanded wide popularity
because he wedded indigenous American beliefs in the
power of the individual and in the inevitable
realization of material and technological progress to
more orthodox socialist views of economic theory and
class formation. This marriage of different belief
systems overlooJced certain contradictions and left
other questions unanswered, such as how to protect this
cherished individualism in creating the governing
machinery to transfer power from the corporations to a
socialist commonwealth. He also overestimated the
power of the ballot in effecting such a transformation
and underestimated the power of the corporation to
resist any change. But Debs's ability to blend
socialist theory with fundamental American values
appealed to American-born and immigrant citizens,
aliJce, more than any other blueprint for social and
economic change of the time. [190] His vision
particularly appealed to a wide variety of the
disenfranchised — striJcing worJcers, banlcrupt farmers,
miners toiling under terrible conditions, and immigrant
laborers — and, according to Irving Howe, tolerated a
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diverse range of opinions. Indeed, it was so flexible
and diffuse that, according to Howe, it parroted "the
accents of American idealism." [191] This could,
however, work to the personal advantage of party
members. Pastor Stokes, for one, gained favorable
press primarily because of her personal qualities; but
the fact that socialism was hardly an outlaw movement
in the years prior to World War I — indeed, was even
fashionable in some circles — enabled her to spread
her message much more easily.
The moral fervor of the Debsian socialists also
spoke to a kind of American Protestant tradition of
moral absolutism. "The tradition of moral testimony,"
writes Howe, "sometimes moral absolutism — with its
tendency to reduce human existence to blunt
compartments of good and evil . . . could turn out to be
in deep tension with a democratic polity requiring
compromise and entailing imperfection." [192] This
moral absolutism also echoed the fervent religiosity of
Old World authoritarian Jews like Yezierska's father
and Pastor Stokes's grandfather, who rejected any
beliefs or conduct that did not uphold Jewish law and
tradition.
In her own way. Pastor Stokes expressed similar
moral blinders. She naively viewed socialism as a
panacea — a means to eliminate waste, live a "higher
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life," develop the spiritual and intellectual
faculties, "unify society, abolish poverty and war, and
prevent disease." [193] And she was certain that
workers could achieve this grand vision by organizing
politically and industrially. "You are the only useful
members of society. You have the votes. Unite and the
world is yours." [194] She refused to acknowledge any
serious ideological or tactical differences among
socialists, and denied that socialism sought change
through violent means. "The Socialists are really the
most peaceful people in the world They want peace,
not a violent revolution. They want a revolution, but
not violence.... Political action is necessary to
accomplish such an industrial revolution. But it must
be backed up by economic action." [195] As a publicist
for the party, Pastor Stokes no doubt felt compelled to
cast the socialist perspective in the most favorable
light, but in later years she ruefully admitted that
she had also been naive enough to think that a
socialist revolution could be peacefully and painlessly
implemented. [196] In retrospect, she even called the
Socialist party a party of "petty-bourgeois social
reform" — though it "covered its character with
revolutionary phrases." [197]
But in the glow of those early years, she went
from one lecture platform to another, offering an
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expansive vision of a world united under the red flag
of socialism. The movement became her passion, and she
could not stand to be away from the action. And,
indeed, she was one of the most effective and
sought-after speakers for the party; from 1913 to 1916,
she traveled extensively on behalf of the
Intercollegiate Socialist Society to help organize
socialist study groups on college campuses. She
traveled throughout the Northeast, Midwest, and deep
South, following an exhausting itinerary of speaking
engagements. [198] During one week in November 1913,
for example, she spoke at eight different schools,
including Brown, Simmmons, Radcliffe, Clark,
Massachusetts State Agricultural College, and Wesleyan.
[199] Campus proponents of socialism requested her and
often wrote her glowing thank-you notes. Pastor Stokes
found these trips to be arduous, but she loved the
contact with potential converts. After one such trip,
she wrote Graham, " Darling 1 I am still aglow with the
beautiful welcome I got at Hobart College.... There is
a wonderfully sympathetic spirit there, and I will tell
you when I get home again how much interest I managed
to stir up in the great cause." [200]
Except for a brief stint as an organizer for the
New York hotel waiters' strike of 1912, in which she
devised strategies and opened a free kitchen for hungry
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strikers and their families. Pastor Stokes's primary
contribution to the socialist movement was as a
publicist. She was in her element before an audience,
especially an audience of workers. Where Yezierska
appointed herself the emissary of the marginalized to
the larger American culture. Pastor Stokes regarded
herself as their deliverer to a better life, a kind of
twentieth-century Moses. In an interview at the
beginning of the waiters' strike, she proclaimed, "My
heart, my sympathy, is all with those who are still
where it was once, and who cannot get out. That is my
work — to help people get out I must help bring
all God's creatures up to where a few have gotten,
somehow. I welcome every opportunity to tell the
people of their power." [201]
Pastor Stokes derived her own personal and
professional empowerment from such a task. From the
point at which she married out of her class, she
consciously cast her lot emotionally and politically
with her former class. She rhapsodized in one poem:
"I'm for the joyous workers yet to be/ They who today
consider work a curse.... They who today do starve for
lack of work." [202] Occasionally, she did call
herself a member of the idle class. In responding to a
heckler while speaking to a gathering of strikers
during the Uprising of the Twenty Thousand, she
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explained that she was not forced to go out on the
picket line ~ although other wealthy women such as
Anne Morgan and Alva Belmont did — because "I am
living on the wealth you are creating." But, she
reminded her listeners, the time would come when she
would have to return to work among them, when "all the
wealth belongs to the men and women who create it."
[203]
More frequently, however, she portrayed herself a
a spokesperson for her former class, as one who was
able to articulate their misery. Repeatedly, she drew
on her own experiences in the cigar factories to state
her case against capitalism. In a speech to company
owners at a conference on safety and sanitation, she
described how she was unwittingly used to set the pace
and speed up the other workers. Then she said, "I do
not believe you men realize how your 'speeding-up'
process is ruining the health and energy of the people
whom you employ. You, personally, are not to blame, I
suppose. It is the system." [204] After describing
her painful childhood work experiences. Pastor Stokes
warned an audience of young working women, "I tell you
sisters, that no boss is good, except for what he can
get out of you.... All they want is your blood." [205]
Like Yezierska, she drew on her struggling and
impoverished past to endow her message with authority.
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Pastor Stokes could call herself one of the idle rich
and even claim that she owned stocks in railroads, or
she could emphasize her impoverished past. To her way
of thinking, her own economic circumstances as the wife
of a wealthy man assumed less significance in light of
her devotion to socialism. It was from that devotion
that she drew her political identity and chose the work
to which she dedicated her life. For her, the good
life meant working for fundamental social and economic
change, not putting Band-Aids on inequitable
institutions. Brushing off a question about why she
and Stokes did not contribute more money to charity,
she replied, "It is a mistake to say that my husband is
a rich man when all his unearned income is
systematically devoted to the organized effort to
spread the socialistic doctrine and all our time and
labor are devoted to the cause. We certainly think it
more effective to further the cause that will
eventually eliminate all unearned income than to spend
it in ways that would never touch the basic causes of
our economic inequalities." [206]
American socialism was a movement born out of so
many strands of Jewish, Christian, and secular thought:
the Jewish nationalistic fervor of the Russian
Bundists, the millenarian Christianity of the
Southwestern agrarians, the lofty idealism and
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political savvy of the garment workers in the Lower
East Side, and the erudite theories of such upper-class
exponents as William English Walling and Graham Stokes
himself. Nonetheless, this polyglot movement shared
two critical patterns of thinking with Judaism. First,
it deigned to question the status quo and to encourage
revolt against unacceptable living and working
conditions. Similarly, although certain religious
practices in Jewish history have calcified with time,
there is in the Jewish worldview a rebellious strain
going back to the Old Testament: Abraham's and Job's
respective challenges to God's ways, even as they plan
to carry out His commands; Jacob's wrestling with God;
the Exodus out of Egypt itself and Miriam and Aaron's
challenge to Moses's authority, though God punishes
them; the prophets' attacks on empty ritual and their
exhortations to the people of Israel to challenge the
evils of society and correct their own shortcomings;
and in eighteenth-century eastern and central Europe
the challenge of Hasidism to sterile rabbinic
authority. Even the Talmud encourages a process of
inquiry and questioning. After absorbing the basic
material, the student is expected to ask questions and
to express doubts and reservations about the lesson at
hand. As a result, concludes Talmudic scholar Adin
Steinsaltz, the Talmud is "perhaps the only sacred book
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in all of world culture that permits and even
encourages the student to question it." [207] This
process of inquiry, as well as the above examples,
reveal a willingness in Judaism to challenge, if not
always successfully, the status quo ~ often in support
of a higher vision of human existence. This
theological strain of defiance, combined with the
historical experience of East European Jews, who, in
both the Old and New Worlds, were familiar with modern
industrial working conditions and ideological
critiques of these conditions, ripened the East
European community in America for socialist commitment.
And, like Judaism, socialism also envisions a
better world to come on earth. The concept of social
and spiritual progress is crucial to both belief
systems, and it rests on ethical precepts common to
both — an imperative to treat one's fellow with
justice, fairness, and equality. Pastor Stokes
ardently embraced this faith in a better future.
Writing to Graham two years after they joined the
party, she exulted, "Oh, what a wonderful cause we are
working for my Precious 1 What a lifting of loads there
will be when our cause triumphs 1 That is the joyous
thought 1 That, someday, all our striving ... will gain
for the world that peace that passeth understanding."
[208]
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Despite these similarities, most American Jews,
immigrant and native-born, were not socialists.
Nonetheless, a goodly number of Jews were affiliated
with socialism or other radical movements throughout
the United States and Europe. By 1908, for example,
Jews comprised 39 percent of the Socialist party
membership in Manhattan and the Bronx. [209] Many
Jewish socialists drew on a tradition of Jewish ethical
precepts and communal responsibility in forming their
socialist vision. Abraham Cahan consistently
incorporated biblical references, Talmudic aphorisms,
and allusions to Jewish holidays into his socialist
writings. Historian Gerald Sorin has noted that the
most successful socialist leaders, such as Cahan and
Meyer London, appealed to the religious ethics of their
Jewish constituency to gain their support. In this
way, he claims, they "created new boundaries of
acceptable behavior" by rearticulating the cultural and
religious traditions of Judaism in light of
contemporary concerns. [210] They also demonstrated
that in socialist activism Jews could express personal
ambition, rising up through the ranks of the party or
trade union, while still pursuing the collective good.
That combination appealed to many Jewish immigrants who
had come to America for a better material life but were
uncomfortable with the galloping individualism of their
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new country. [211] Even rabbis, who generally
disapproved of the socialist movement, interjected the
theme of social justice into their sermons, thus
indirectly heightening the influence of the socialists.
[212]
Other Jewish radicals in the Lower East Side
eschewed any link between socialism and Jewish ethics,
and rejected what they regarded as the parochialism of
traditional Jewish life. In trying to locate
themselves in a worldwide proletarian movement, they
dismissed Jewish ritual, banished Yiddish, and adopted
the equally confining parochialism of socialist zeal,
even as they called it "universalism. " But by 1910,
the Bundists from Eastern Europe, who had immigrated to
America after the failure of the December revolution in
Russia, sought to instill an appreciation of Jewish
secular culture. They were committed to a Jewish
socialist identity in America, and organized the Jewish
Socialist Federation in 1912 as an autonomous branch of
the Socialist party. Their efforts imbued the Jewish
workers movement with a newfound pride in Jewish
identity. Indeed, the Bundists were largely
responsible for the flowering of Yidishkayt in America,
the secular expression of Yiddish culture through the
medium of Yiddish theater, literature, and the Yiddish
press. Paul Buhle claims that these Yiddishists forced
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the mainstream socialist movement Lo recognize the
importance of preserving autonomous ethnic culture
while also nurturing international aspirations. [213]
Pastor Stokes straddled both approaches. On the
one hand, as she moved left politically, she seemed to
abandon her previous commitment to Jewish identity,
which she had expressed as a reporter for the Yidisher
Taqeblatt. By 1912, she regarded socialism as a
worldwide movement that necessarily transcended
nationalist concerns. "The red flag of socialism is a
worldwide flag, and its color signifies the common red
blood which flows in the veins of all humanity." [214]
She urged listeners to seelc spiritual inspiration from
socialism: "Whether you believe in a creed, or what
you call religion, or not, there is something in
Socialism that must move you. How can you love God,
whom you have not seen, if you do not love your fellow
man, whom you have seen? Our present order is very
decidely not a practical love of your neighbor." [215]
Yet even as she called herself a citizen of the
world, on a more personal level she never forgot that
she was Jewish. On June 7, 1914, a few months after
she gave the speech quoted above, she ended a humorous
ditty to her friend Olive Dargan with this reference to
her heritage: "yours ever of the stiff-necked
race." [216] She remained in touch with Jewish friends
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from her childhood in Cleveland, and at least once she
sprinkled a letter with a phrase from an old Hebrew
prayer. [217]
She also endeavored to promote Jewish
working-class culture. On and off for several years,
she collaborated on a new translation from Yiddish to
English of the poetry of Morris Rosenfeld. He was the
sweatshop poet who had inspired Yezierska's fledgling
literary efforts, and whose plaintive verses captured
the hardships of the immigrant's life. Pastor Stokes's
translation of his poetry was published in 1914 as
Songs of Labor. Many of the poems did indeed lament
the tyranny of the sweatshop, with its loud machines,
grueling labor, long hours, and low wages. One such
poem, "In the Factory," likened the factory to a
"bloody battlefield" with "corpses" sprawled about.
[218] But many of the poems specifically dealt with
Jewish themes, even in a political context. "The
Candle Seller" tells of the fate of a poor woman who
tries to sell Sabbath candles and is ignored by her
fellow Jews as they hurry on to synagogue before the
sun sets. All alone, she dies on the street while "The
Princess, the Sabbath, from Heaven descends/ And all
the gay throng to the synagogue wends." [219] In "The
Feast of Lights," the flicker of candles discloses past
Jewish triumphs before the Diaspora but falls strangely
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still in foretelling the Jew's destiny. [220]
"Chanukah Thoughts" also laments the Jews' glorious
past and their sorrowful present in exile. But the Jew
will not be defeated: "Our fall is great, our fall is
real/
.
.
.
Yet in us lives the old Ideal/ Which all the
nations shall not quell." [221] Rosenfeld contrasts
the strength and virility of the Jewish past with the
grievous nature of the Jew's life after the Diaspora.
Only certain religious traditions, such as blowing the
rain's horn on Yom Kippur or building a succah
. help to
anchor the Jew's precarious existence. The poems spealc
of sorrow, exile, and an uncertain destiny. "You
thought there was zest in a Jewish existence?/ You
deemd that the star of a Jew could be Icind?/ The Spring
calls and beclcons with gracious insistence,
— / Jew, —
sit down in sacJccloth and weep yourself blind 1" [222]
As his co-translator. Pastor StoJces, liJce Rosenfeld
himself, helped to give voice to the anguish and also
the unquenchable hopes of the Jewish people. These are
not joyful poems; they spealc of loss, despair, and
defeat, but they also affirm the Jew's enduring
existence amidst the ruins of a more glorious past.
From 1917 to 1919, Pastor Stolces embarlced upon
another path of Yiddishlcayt by sponsoring a young
singer from Russia, Vladimir RezniJcoff. RezniJcoff, who
was blind, had immigrated from the Old Country with his
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family several years before. After Pastor Stokes heard
him sing, she became his main sponsor and unofficial
agent. Reznikoff was a virtuoso interpreter of Russian
and Yiddish folk songs. The Hebrew Standard wrote of
him: "... none will appeal more to the Jewish world,
none will touch the Jewish hearts more ..." [223]
Pastor Stokes, herself, called him "the richest
storehouse of Russian folklore I have ever known."
[224] She considered him the songster of the workers,
"whom he loves most and who most love and understand
his songs." [225] Pastor Stokes framed her interest in
both Rosenfeld and Reznikoff from the perspective of
her devotion to working-class issues. Yet in
translating Rosenfeld 's poetry and sponsoring
Reznikoff 's singing, she neatly dovetailed her politics
with an apparent desire to promote Jewish folk
expression. Like Yezierska, she undertook the task of
preserving her people's voices.
Although Pastor Stokes spoke before Jewish
organizations on socialism and birth control, scant
record exists of any explicit linkage that she made
between her socialist politics and her Jewish
sensibilities. One such reference, however, appeared
in the September 19, 1907, issue of the American
Israelite , a Reform Jewish newspaper published in
Cincinnati. Pastor Stokes sent the paper a copy of an
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essay by English socialist J. Finn, which attempted to
demonstrate the close connection between socialist aims
and the "Jewish mission." In his essay, Finn chastized
Jews for straying from the essence of Judaism — "those
social and humanitarian laws, which aim at Social
Justice, and the strict adherence to which would give
Life and Happiness to all." He then distinguished
Judaism with its emphasis on the temporal world to the
other-worldly concerns of Christianity. "Real Judaism
has nothing to do with any world save this earth of
ours. In this respect real Judaism is the sister of
Socialism, for both aim at life and happiness for all."
He challenged the complacence of Jews who observed a
few holidays and kept kosher, and urged them to reimbue
Judaism with its original purpose and "take up the
mission for Social Justice" by embracing the work of
the socialists. [226]
In her accompanying letter, published in the same
issue in which the first installment of Finn's essay
appeared. Pastor Stokes declared her agreement with
Finn: "I believe with Mr. Finn that the Jewish people,
because of the ancient and historic struggle for social
and economic justice, should be peculiarly fitted to
recognize a special Jewish mission in the cause of the
modern socialist movement." [227] For Pastor Stokes,
that historic struggle constituted both the burden and
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the virtue of the Jews. In a revealing interview,
conducted a year before she penned these observations
and shortly after she had joined the Socialist party,
she linked the experience of suffering with a
heightened moral vision. "The sharing of common
difficulties develops common sympathies," she claimed,
"deepens human feeling, and does much to promote the
development of pure and rich lives." She even likened
the fraternal spirit among the Jews of the Lower East
Side to the precepts of Christianity: "... the
devotion and charity to be observed in this section
among the people themselves is vastly greater, deeper,
and more truly in accord with the principles taught by
Jesus than is commonly found in those sections of the
city regarded as more highly favored." She extolled
the Jews for their "deeply religious spirit," their
"moral vigor," and their devotion to solving social,
civic, and economic concerns. She viewed them as a
source of "great and useful citizenship." The task was
not just to relieve poverty among the downtown Jews
"but to awaken this life into a community
consciousness" in order to combat oppressive living and
working conditions. [228] For Pastor Stokes, the
immigrant Jewish community constituted a potent source
of working-class-based social change.
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But religion alone, without the proper
working-class values, was ineffective at best and
hypocritical at worst. In a withering critique of the
religious practices of the upper classes, including
both Jews and Christians, Pastor Stokes condemned those
worshippers who "mock the teachings of their great
religious leader by manifesting everywhere, contrary to
His injunctions, pride, vain glory, and hypocrisy."
Instead of keeping the Sabbath day holy, they choose
this day to " 'make broad their phylacteries and enlarge
the borders of their garments, ' and to ignore His
injunctions to humility and consideration of one's
fellows." Pastor Stokes went on to claim that the
"working girl" cannot respect "that false religion
miscalled Christianity, and those false teachings of
its preachers" when some enjoy the fruits of others'
labor. "For there is no loving one's neighbor as one's
self, says the working women, where one's self lives in
wealth and luxury and affluence while one's neighbor,
like the victim in the parable, lies robbed, wounded,
starved and dying on the Jericho road...." [229]
American socialism was the prism through which
Pastor Stokes refracted her life goals and activities.
In socialism, she found the spiritual and moral
sustenance she once found in Judaism —a dedication to
social justice, a concern for the underdog, an emphasis
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on moral and spiritual growth. Socialism defined her
political vision, enabled her to express her Jewish
identity in a way that was consonant with her politics,
inspired her creative attempts to write poetry and
proletarian drama, offered her a loving network of
comrades, and brought her considerable public acclaim.
It also enabled a few women such as Pastor Stokes to
wield influence in the party hierarchy. According to
historian Sally Miller, women comprised about one-tenth
of the membership of the Socialist party and played
visible roles at national conventions as delegates,
floor leaders, and subcommittee members. [230] Women
also served in administrative positions and as speakers
on the lyceum circuit. Still, much like the "glass
ceiling" that prevents professional women today from
rising above middle management, women were not welcomed
into the party's power structure; instead, they were
clustered in lower-level party positions, far from the
arena of true authority. "Prejudicial attitudes and
institutional arrangements meant that hers were party
bazaars but not party power." [231]
Most Socialist party women were middle-class,
native-born Americans. Of forty-one prominent women
socialists, only four came from the working class:
Pastor Stokes, Kate Richards O'Hare, Elizabeth Gurley
Flynn, and Theresa Malkiel. [232] Moreover, most of
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the party's female members came from the rural Middle
West and Far West, in part because many western women
were more familiar with the political process, having
achieved suffrage already. The party's female
membership reflected the party's own western
concentration of members. [233] Jewish women, in
particular, did not constitute a recognizable force in
the party. If they achieved distinction, they did so
primarily as individuals and not as part of a faction
in the party. [234] Consequently, Pastor Stolces was
somewhat unique because of her background. But this
did not detour her from feeling that she had found her
political home in the party. Writing to Anna Strunslcy
Walling, a comrade in the party and a fellow immigrant
Jew who had also married outside of her class and
faith. Pastor Stolces claimed, "I am in a very fever to
get bacJc to the worlc — the propaganda. I thinJc of the
time lost and my heart actually contracts with pain."
[235]
Yet, for a brief time. Pastor Stolces did stray
from her political home. Initially, she opposed
American entry into World World I. She even joined the
Women's Peace Party shortly after the outbreak of war
in 1914, and became an honorary vice-president of the
party a year later. The membership of the Women's Peace
Party reflected a range of political views on the left,
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and its platform endorsed no American involvement and a
democratically negotiated peace. But by March 1917,
Pastor Stokes resigned from the party because she could
no longer support its position. She now viewed the war
as an instrument for effecting the socialist vision.
As she explained in her letter of resignation, "If the
United States enters the war I would regard it as the
perfectly natural result of causes being inherent and
deep-rooted in the world-wide competitive system I
would fight or serve if called upon ... as an
infinitessimal part of a great instrument in use since
the beginning of history for the perfecting of human
unity and human freedom." [236] Pastor Stokes penned
this letter three weeks before the United States
entered the war. The letter culminated a long period
of soul searching for her, and reflected the position
of many prowar socialists, including her husband.
Indeed, he was one of the signers of the Kruesi-Stokes
manifesto, which was drafted at meetings in the
Stokes's townhouse. The manifesto criticized the
Socialist party's antiwar position for the same reason
that Pastor Stokes resigned from the Women's Peace
Party — because, according to the prowar socialist
position, war would restore "the international law and
order which are essential alike to Socialism and to
civilization." [237]
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Two weeks later, the Socialist party convened an
emergency meeting to frame its response to American
entry into the war. Three positions emerged from the
proceedings: the first, drafted by John Spargo,
declared that since war had come, the socialists were
obligated to help the Allies win; the second position
condemned the war but offered no plan for opposing it;
and the third position, which received the most votes
~ 140 out of 193 delegates — urged the international
working class to oppose the war, and proposed a
seven-point plan of action. [238] All three
resolutions were then submitted to a referendum of the
party membership, and the third resolution, sponsored
by Morris Hillquit and Charles Ruthenberg, soundly won.
In response. Rose and Graham Stokes resigned from the
Socialist party, explaining that they were still
socialists but could no longer endorse the party's
policies: "We believe that sincere advocates of a just
and lasting peace should now press every nerve to
overcome the Prussian war machine, which supports
autocracy and reaction everywhere.... Socialists talk
much of their belief in 'world-citizenship. ' Let them
now rally as world-citizens in defense of the
threatened democracies of the world." [239]
Irving Howe regards the party's antiwar position
as the end of its golden age. It lost many of its most
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creative theoreticians to the prowar camp, suffered
devastating government-instigated retribution during
the repressive war years, and lacked the "toughness" to
ably defend its revolutionary stand during wartime.
[240] For Pastor Stokes, as for thousands of other
socialists, the next step would be further left into
the Communist movement.
But first she took a brief detour into one hundred
percent Americanism. In November 1917, she wrote a mea
culpa, in which she fondly embraced Woodrow Wilson as
her leader. For the first time she declared herself to
be an American, because she was now able to separate
America from capitalism. "But I have come to recognize
that the monster which oppresses equally the American
citizen and the alien immigrant is not America, but
capitalism, peculiar to no country, eating at the heart
of each — citizen sinister of the world." [241]
Although she had repudiated America in the past because
it protected institutions that rewarded "productive
service with poverty and insecurity, and non-productive
activity with wealth and power," she now felt obligated
as a socialist to support the internationalist ideals
of democracy that America was fighting to protect. She
likened the German soldiers to scabs in a strike and
the Allies to socialists. "President Wilson and the
American people who made it their business to defeat
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that 'scab' are truer socialists to-day (and it is a
socialist who says it) than the American Socialist
party that has made a scrap of paper of its own
international program." [242]
By the time this "confession" appeared in the
February 1918 issue of the Century
, however. Pastor
Stokes had reversed her position and sought readmission
into the Socialist party. In her autobiography, she
claimed that she became suspicious of the new contacts
that greeted her prowar stance — including an
invitation from the White House. "Old associates try
to draw me into charity work, philanthropic, social.
Back, back to the saccharine ancient darknesses 1 The
paths that, in the interest of my class, I had long
forsaken " [243] She blamed her lack of attention
to "inner-party struggles" on the political company she
now kept. "Had I taken part in these struggles I would
never have left the Party...." [244]
In January 1918, Pastor Stokes returned to the
party; in a letter she explained that her main
motivation for rejoining the party was her fear "of an
early imperialistic peace . . . the secret air of
diplomacy. To prevent this, and to make a Democratic
consideration of the peace terms possible I believed
the unity of the labor and radical forces was
necessary." [245] Along with the party itself, she
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began her sojourn leftward, into a political position
diametrically opposed to that of her husband. But
first she had to surmount one more stumbling block; in
March 1918, she spoke at a dinner in Kansas City, at
which she condemned American involvement for making
"the world safe for capitalism," as the New York Times
quoted her. [246] The next day, she wrote a letter of
correction to the Kansas Citv Star
, which she felt had
misrepresented her view as prowar. "I made no such
statement. I believe no such thing. No government
which is for the profiteers can be also for the people,
and I am for the people, while the government is for
the profiteers." [247] This statement became the basis
for her arrest on March 22, 1918, under the Espionage
Act, a far-reaching federal law that attempted to
stifle all dissent against the war. Graham defended
his wife while still putting distance between their
views. "Mrs. Stokes had emphasized the danger to the
democratic movement of the times that lies in
governmental interference with the free expression of
their views by honest and high-minded radicals. I
share Mrs. Stokes's recognition of that danger, and yet
I recognize the no-less-great danger to the democratic
movement that lies at times in the utterances of
honest, earnest and high-minded radicals." [248]
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Pastor Stokes's case went to trial on May 20,
1918. After three days of testimony she was convicted
on all three counts of the indictment — attempting to
cause insubordination, obstructing recruitment, and
making false statements to undermine the Allies. [249]
On June 1, she was sentenced to ten years imprisonment
in the Missouri State Penitentiary. Her lawyers began
the long process of appeal, and her conviction was
eventually overturned in 1921. But in the immediate
aftermath of the harsh sentence, as the shock waves it
created roiled through her network of friends and
comrades. Pastor Stokes faced her possible imprisonment
calmly. As she thanked friends for their support, she
began to see herself as an instrument of the
proletariat, ready to be sacrificed, if need be, for
working-class revolution. When an admirer offered to
serve her sentence for her. Pastor Stokes replied, "...
how glad a thing it is to suffer for the people when
among them are such spirits as your ownl" [250] She
took a Christ-like attitude of forgiveness toward her
oppressors: "I am perfectly willing to suffer in the
cause of humanity, without protest and without
bitterness toward even my judges. I forgive them as I
pray God may." [251] She even likened herself to
Christ, commenting that she felt "like a Christ nailed
to a cross" when told how much Graham had to pay for
her defense. "But every man is at one time or another
a Christ, nailed to his particular cross, and there is
great spiritual compensation in sharing a common
experience even when it is an inexpressibly painful
one." [252]
For Pastor Stokes, the good life now meant a life
dedicated to the working class: "I felt all the
immovable power of the organized proletariat of the
world in me. These courts and these governments of the
master-class were hurling their power against me but I
was a cliff — an immovable cliff. God had made me to
be that cliff 1" [253] Pastor Stokes did not indicate
which God had rendered her so powerful — the God of
the Old Testament or the New, or even an Eastern god.
But the tumultuous trials through which she had just
passed now imbued her politics with the conviction that
she was the instrument of a higher power. Such a
thought must have provided consolation as she faced the
possibility of going to prison.
It also may have sustained her as she was forced
to choose between her radicalism and her marriage. In
an interview years later, Pastor Stokes admitted that
from the end of the war she and her husband had been
"friendly enemies" with "profound political
differences." [254] While Stokes, who joined the
National Guard during the war, drilled his troops,
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Pastor Stokes, in the words of a mutual friend, "was at
home refining the appeal to revolution." [255] Like
Yezierska, Pastor Stokes now realized that a clash of
backgrounds as well as of politics jeopardized her
marriage. As long as their politics had been in
harmony, any ethnic tensions could remain quiescent.
But once their political differences erupted, a
Pandora's box of other tensions surfaced as well. She
regarded Stokes as the very personification of New
England stoicism — a stoicism that often led to his
condemnation of her. In a letter to her dear friend
Olive Dargan, she noted that her husband had three
different looks: "one for the mirror; one for his
friends; and quite another for mel Most of the time
when looking at me, he is saying, 'Bad, bad Girliel
bad Girliel'" [256] Occasionally, they shared lighter
moments, and he was especially delighted whenever Rose
visited Olive because that meant she was staying "out
of active work in the movement." [257]
But Pastor Stokes never adjusted her politics to
her husband's views. When her mother-in-law
erroneously wrote to her that she was pleased because
Rose no longer held the "extreme views that have made
[Graham] so unhappy," Pastor Stokes scribbled in heavy
pencil, "WHO said so? I don't know where Mother got
her notion that my views are modified. On the contrary,
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they are more left than ever in my life before — &
will not go right again because based now in Marxian
clarity." [258]
Pastor Stokes herself admitted that she and her
husband were like two strangers living under one roof:
"I live at my home, but not with Mr. Stokes, nor have
been for many years. Mr. Stokes's principles and mine,
as well as our conduct in the class struggle, are
diametrically opposed, as the world knows." [259]
Finally, after a series of misunderstandings involving
some mutually owned property, a final eruption took
place in February 1925 when Stokes accused his wife of
bringing a "communist" into their house. She packed
her bags and left. He asked her to return, but she
refused. Like Yezierska, she finally chose to
sacrifice her marriage for the freedom to pursue her
work. "No dear," she wrote him. "I cannot return....
I MUST GO ON MY OWN. I feel sure that we shall find
more peace — I here in a hallroom ... you, at 88,
where you have ... no 'bad, wayward child' to harrass
[sic] you." [260] Graham Stokes denied that political
differences were the cause of their problems: "Our
troubles are due ... to your wholly selfish
determination to disregard my feelings in our home."
[261] In contrast. Pastor Stokes regarded their
political conflicts as pivotal. "Can you become
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pro-communist? Can I become pro-capitalist?" she asked
him. "We are active soldiers in opposing armies, you
and I. We cannot set up for ourselves a peaceful tent
in No-Man ' s-Land. " [262]
But she also confided in Anna Strunsky Walling,
the Jewish immigrant wife of British-born William
English Walling, that Stokes's "puritanism" was the
"original cause of our estrangement." She did not
carry this further except to tell Anna that she would
"understand it all." [263] What she meant by his
Puritanism is subject to speculation. Like Yezierska,
she may have been referring to temperamental
differences because she repeatedly alluded to Stokes's
condemnation of her behavior in correspondence with her
friends. In these letters, Graham Stokes emerges as
stiff and humorless, an oppressive weight on her
freedom of expression and action. Shortly after
leaving Stokes, she wrote Olive of her elation at being
free: "... there will be no solemn-faced puritanical
person to tell me that this is 'a most unlady-like,
hazardous thing' to do, and that I am 'utterly crazy',
[sic] Mad I may then be, Sweet Sister, but only mad
with joy and a keen sense of release 1 I'll be ten
thousand Deborahs singing." [264]
Despite her initial elation at being free of
Stokes, she experienced a profound sadness over their
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bitter parting. Still, beyond her immediate need to
earn a living and resolve her sadness over the divorce,
she insisted that she was still vitally dedicated to
her political activities. She wrote a comrade that she
was eagerly looking forward to the time "when I can get
into the fight as usual." [265] Two years after she
divorced Stokes, she married a young communist
functionary, Jerome Remain. Their marriage was loving,
in part because they were both dedicated communists,
but it was also marred by severe financial strain and
Pastor Stokes's ill health. Oddly enough, she kept
Stokes as her last name and seldom signed her name Rose
Pastor Remain.
Financial need and, eventually, illness prevented
Pastor Stokes from fully engaging in political work
ever again. Nonetheless, throughout the last tense
years of her marriage to Stokes, she played a pivotal
role in carrying the Socialist party into the ranks of
communism. The Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 had
stirred up great turmoil in the American Socialist
party, and New York became the "hotbed" of American
Bolshevism, according to Benjamin Gitlow, one of the
chief architects of the socialist turn to the left.
After the war, the left wing of the party looked to
Russia for its model of party organization and
policies. In February 1919, the newly formed Left Wing
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Section of the Socialist party met in convention in New
York to develop a platform and devise strategies for
wresting power from the center of the party. According
to Gitlow, "All the outstanding figures of the Left
Wing were present, including Rose Pastor Stokes, John
Reed, Jim Larkin " [266] The aim of this
convention, Gitlow claimed, was to repeat the Bolshevik
Revolution in the United States. "The program was
drawn up as if a revolution was around the corner in
the United States and would be similar in all its
aspects to the revolution in Russia." [267] The
convention platform eschewed all reform planks,
advocated the development of revolutionary industrial
unions, the repudiation of the Second Socialist
International, and participation in an international
conference in Moscow convened by the Communist party of
Russia. [268]
Pastor Stokes now committed herself to
working-class revolution based on the Bolshevik model.
Several months after this convention was held, she
publicly voiced her allegiance to an international
working class undivided by national or religious
differences. "The capitalist class has started a
campaign of terrorism against the working class of
America but they will fail to terrify.... [W]e know the
work before us and can no longer be confused by the
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slogans of race, or of religion, of creed or color or
nationality.... We shall refuse to fight our comrades
in Russia. " [269]
That summer, she acted on these sentiments by
serving as one of the New York delegates at a special
meeting of the Left Wing Section of the Socialist
party; this meeting was held during the party's annual
convention. It was organized to plan a strategy for
taking control of the Socialist party at the convention
and leading it into the Communist party. But the left
wing found itself greatly outnumbered at the
convention, and eighty-seven of its members, including
Pastor Stokes, split from the Socialist party and
established the Communist Labor Party. After first
being rebuffed by the Communist party, the CLP merged
with it a year later. [270] Some members objected to
admitting Pastor Stokes, who was still married to
Graham Stokes; she was accused of being "bourgeois"
because her husband's income was partly dependent on
rent revenues. But Pastor Stokes insisted that her
income came from royalties from exploitive publishers,
which made her eligible for membership. [271]
As a member of the Communist party, both before
and after her divorce. Pastor Stokes performed the same
type of work that she had engaged in for the Socialist
party — she wrote and spoke. She even made a brief,
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unsuccessful run for Congress on the Communist party
ticket in the Fourteenth Congressional District, and
was elected to the CP executive committee, an honor
accorded no other woman. [272] Meanwhile, she, like
her comrades, were fighting government attempts to
snuff out the party's activities.
In the years of good health remaining to her.
Pastor Stokes attended the fourth Communist
International in Russia in 1922, did extensive
street-corner speaking and organizing, wrote didactic
poetry and proletarian sketches, and served as a
sponsor of the Famine Scout Club, an organization of
American workers' children designed to raise money to
feed the famine-stricken in Russia. She also
endeavored to organize among American blacks. After
her death, the communist Daily Worker called her "one
of the first comrades in the Communist Party" to reach
out to blacks. [273] In a communique to the party,
penned under the pseudonym Sascha to foil any spies for
the American government, she urged white party leaders
to overcome any ingrained racial prejudices and any
biases against allowing blacks to express a "racial
consciousness," her term for a desire to attain a
dominant social position based on race. Although class
consciousness was the ultimate panacea for her, she
urged party leaders to tolerate a range of expression
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and allegiances among party members. She suggested
that white comrades approach blacks "in a spirit of
complete emancipation from color dogma" and accept the
temporary expression of racial consciousness to avoid
alienating their black comrades. "Once class
domination is destroyed, dreams of 'race domination' by
any considerable of the human race is inconceivable.
We need not fear the unavoidable present race
consciousness in our Negro comrade and they must find
nothing to distrust in us." [274]
Pastor Stokes's interest in racial questions was
not new. Shortly before she and Graham joined the
Socialist party, she had her first encounter with the
Jim Crow system. In the spring of 1906, she had
accompanied Graham to the opening ceremonies of a
Carnegie Library in Atlanta, Georgia. When she
learned that "dogs and Negroes" were not allowed into
the building, she left and Graham followed her. At the
railroad station and on the train, he begged her not to
make trouble by sitting in the "blacks only" section,
but, according to her autobiography, she ignored his
request. [275] Several years later, as a member of the
ISS, she was shocked when she was remonstrated with for
organizing a chapter at an all-black college in the
South, even though the ISS had arranged for her to
speak there. She was told that her efforts would lead
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to the secession of any southern support for the ISS,
and would put blacks and whites on the same platform as
social equals. "I was appalledl" she wrote to the
corresponding secretary of the ISS. "it is difficult
for me to understand the feeling that exists of course,
being advised to speak there. I naturally took the
opportunity to organize too." [276]
As eager as she was to replicate the Bolshevik
Revolution in this country. Pastor Stokes's allegiances
increasingly lay with Russia. She even justified the
extreme measures to which the Bolsheviks were resorting
to snuff out opposition. "... if it is necessary to
save the revolution, it must be done," she wrote to a
comrade in 1921. "I myself would want to be put in
jail under such circumstances." [277] When her energy
gave out and she could no longer follow her usual
arduous speaking schedule, she even thought of moving
to Russia. "I doubt if I shall ever again be useful on
the platform here," she wrote to an acquaintance.
"The cause lies in my condition and situation. Because
of these, my thoughts turn to S.R. There should be
some useful work for me to do there." [278]
But she never expatriated to Russia. Eventually
her fight against terminal cancer would consume most of
her energies and resources. In belief, if not in deed,
she remained a Red Rose of the World, dedicated to the
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realization of an international workers' industrial
democracy. From the perspectives of the Graham Stokes
of America, the defenders of God, country, and
capitalism, she was a dangerous woman. She was also
poor, and depended on the Communist party to pay her
medical expenses. But in her private and public
sentiments. Pastor Stokes drew sustenance from the very
affiliation that rendered her a troublemaker in the
eyes of others. A year before she died, during a trip
to Germany to undergo a new form of radiation therapy,
she clearly evoked this vision of empowerment and of
the good life. "I have this added motive now for
making a fight for my life," she wrote to her second
husband. "What is my life worth if I can't spend the
little bit left in the service of the starving
oppressed, exploited workers and farmers? Thanks for
writing me the news I'll fight even better than
heretofore I'll live — or I'll die trying 1" [279]
An old joke says, "If you put ten Jews in a room
you'll always get eleven opinions." Certainly
Yezierska, Pastor Stokes, and Nathan each offered a
different answer to the question of what constitutes
the good life. Their answers reflected their different
upbringings, aspirations, and class backgrounds. And
each answer also relied on a different invocation or
adaptation of their Jewish heritage. Both Yezierska
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and Pastor Stokes creatively drew on their immigrant,
working-class backgrounds and their intimate knowledge
of poverty and struggle to advance their respective
visions of tikkun — one as the storyteller of her
people's lives and their emissary to the New World, the
other as an instrument of revolutionary social and
economic change. In her stories, Yezierska recreated
not only the repressive aspects of immigrant Jewish
culture but also the beauty, dignity, and moral
goodness of her people's heritage. She strove to forge
a chain of understanding between the immigrant Jew and
the native-born American, but she did so as a
representative of that immigrant, working-class
culture. Although her vision expanded in later years
to include non-Jews, she never stopped writing as a Jew
and she never lost her indignation at the plight of the
underdog -- those who have been marginalized by virtue
of age, class, or ethnic background.
In contrast, as Pastor Stokes became more
radicalized, she drew her notion of the good life less
from traditional Jewish values and more from a
political consciousness rooted in working-class
solidarity — including her own immigrant Jewish
working-class background. For a time, she was able to
promote an interest in Jewish culture, albeit from a
class rather than an ethnic perspective. From Jewish
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history as well as Liic inunicjraiil. coininuiiiLy of the Lower
Bast Side she found a conception oi aociai justice that
spoke to her socialist vision. liuL whore Yezierska
melded her class consciousness wiLh her explicit desire
to promote Jewish religious and cultural values, Pastor
Stokes, in her capacity as ciLizon of the world,
sacrificed oLhnic idonLiLy Lo class solidarity.
Among the three women, Nathan mosL explicit, l.y
invoked Jewisli moral values from the Old TestamenL to
uphold her vision of the good life. Her interpretation
of biblical ethics, filtered through her upjK^r-class
consciousness, instructed her to reform a capitalist
system without dramatically altering the relations
between men and women or worker and owner. For Nathan,
being an observant Jew and a patriotic American
complemented each other, and she strove to fuse Jewish
spirituality and ethics with a fervent allegiance to
American culture and values. By this endeavor did ulie
construct her notion ol tikkun -- aiul hor pathway into
the good life.
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CHAPTER 6
VISIONS OF THE NEW WOMAN
All three women in this study lived and worked in
an era in which feminism flourished. The first two
decades of the twentieth century, in particular,
witnessed a rich outpouring of ideas and organizations
designed to expand women's personal and professional
choices. And much of this flurry of activity took
place in New York, where Anzia Yezierska, Maud Nathan,
and Rose Pastor Stokes lived and worked.
Historian Nancy Cott regards the 1910s as a
turning point in the struggle to expand women's rights
and freedoms. In the nineteenth century, she claims,
the term "woman movement" was used to signify a
unilateral course of emancipation for all women. This
course entailed women's movement out of the home and
into broader avenues of social welfare, civic reform,
and political rights. It offered an enlightened vision
of women's lives for its time, but it lumped all women
together, implying a certain a priori, biologically
based definition of women's roles. This preordained
"female sphere" and destiny were grounded in home and
motherhood, although adherents of these views called
for female enfranchisement, easier access to formal
education, and renunciation of a sexual double
standard. In contrast, Cott observes, the term
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"feminism," which came into common usage in the 1910s,
embraced a far broader agenda, "proclaiming revolution
in all the relations of the sexes." It endorsed a much
more diverse course of action for women — and even men
— in redressing sexual and gender inequality, "The
new language of Feminism," writes Cott, "marked the end
of the woman movement and embarkation on a modern
agenda." [1] But within this new feminism lurked a
contradiction between strategy and goals; although it
rejected a singular destiny for women and celebrated
diversity and individuality, it also promulgated sex
solidarity in order to achieve this very opposite
result. Seeking to abolish the classification of
"woman," feminists nonetheless "posited a paradoxical
group ideal of individuality." [2] This contradiction
became the "defining element" of feminism in the
twentieth century — how to square the demand for
gender consciousness and solidarity with its opposite
goal: the elimination of all sex and gender
stereotyping . [ 3
]
The contemporary feminist movement still has not
resolved this paradox. But despite - or perhaps
because of — this bedeviling conflict between means
and ends, the feminism of the 1910s, according to Cott,
achieved a supple, thriving, multifaceted identity that
drew from the reinvigorated suffrage movement, the
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labor movement^ from cross-class alliances created in
the Women's Trade Union League^ and from the cultural
and personal goals of greater sexual and creative
freedom. It was a movement without boundaries, a
"formlessness" made into a virtue, an optimistic,
energetic drive to unleash women's varied potential
which accommodated a range of feminisms — from the
vigorous and well-organized suffrage campaign, to
trade-union militance, to an emphasis on personal
autonomy. [4] As will be seen, Nathan, Pastor Stokes,
and Yezierska each represented these different strands
of the movement
.
Betraying her class sympathies, Henrietta Rodman,
Yezierska 's first mentor, even called feminism "a
movement by women of the upper classes to save their
own souls." She regarded feminism as an antidote to
the prison of domestic life, in which women enjoyed
"rest, peace, love, tenderness," and "withdrawal from
the harsh realities of life outside." But they had no
opportunity to "develop courage, initiative, and
resourcefulness." Feminism opened up to them the world
of paid work and economic independence. It also enabled
them to "grow up, to accept the responsibilities of
life" like men, and to achieve emotional and social
equality. Rodman's particular view of feminism
reflects the extent to which many upper-class feminists
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were out of touch with the realities of working-class
women's lives. She romanticized the situation of
working-class women — "our sisters of the poorer
class" — by claiming that they already held the
"fundamental right for which we are struggling — the
right for economic independence^ the right to continue
their chosen work after marriage." [5]
Yet, as Cott and others have shown, working-class
women, black women, and women on the radical left also
embraced the spirit of the times by campaigning for
suffrage and fighting for better working conditions and
higher pay. Beyond these political and economic issues,
feminism was also a movement for personal growth. For
example, Pastor Stokes was a member of Heterodoxy, an
organization of women who, under the stewardship of
Marie Jenny Howe, formed themselves into an early
consciousness-raising group . Founded in 1912 ,
Heterodoxy was indicative of the wide-ranging,
iconoclastic, even playful spirit of feminism during
this era. Dee Garrison, biographer of radical
journalist Mary Heaton Vorse, a member of Heterodoxy,
describes the group as a "sympathetic female support
group nowhere else available to its members." [6]
Besides Pastor Stokes, its membership included authors
Inez Haynes Gillmore, Zona Gale, Charlotte Perkins
Oilman, and Fanny Hurst; journalists Rheta Childe Dorr
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and Vorse; psychologist Leta Stetter Hollingworth and
anthropologist Elsie Clews Parsons; Elinor Byrnes, a
lawyer, social investigator and theorist Crystal
Eastman; suffrage workers Vida Sutton, Alice Duer
Miller, and Mary Ware Dennett; and political activists
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, and Rose Strunsky.
During its nearly thirty-year existence
,
Heterodoxy's membership averaged about sixty women,
mostly in their late twenties to early forties. Nearly
all of them were professional women who were
economically independent . Most members were
heterosexual , but some well-known lesbian couples were
also members . According to Garrison, the club
celebrated anniversaries of lesbian couples and
provided emotional sustenance when one of the partners
became ill or passed away. [7] At Heterodoxy's
Saturday lunch meetings, members discussed new
political and cultural movements, inroads in science
and medicine, and the arts. "But boiled down," wrote
Rheta Childe Dorr in her memoirs, "those topics always
concerned women. We invited as guests all kinds of
thinking women." [8] Elizabeth Gurley Flynn claimed
that her exposure to the talented women of Heterodoxy
"made me conscious of women and their many
accomplishments." [9] Although the unstated agenda
of Heterodoxy was personal liberation, its members were
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willing to explore whatever new and provocative ideas
struck their interests. The wide-ranging concerns of
Heterodoxy reflected the earnest^ intense^ and
open-ended nature of the feminism of this period. For
Pastor Stokes^ who accepted an invitation to join, the
organization provided a forum to share new political,
social, and economic thinking.
Among the three women in this study, only Nathan
called herself a feminist. There is no record that
Anzia Yezierska, who eschewed any political labels,
ever identified herself as a feminist. And Pastor
Stokes, struggling with terminal cancer at the end of
her life and eager to set the record straight, denied
that she had ever been a feminist, though she had once
been a member of Heterodoxy. Writing to her literary
agent, she declared, "I have never been a feminist as
such. I have sympathized with the movement only
because I felt that the working woman was far backward
in status and her political emancipation would help her
to a clearer consciousness of her place in the social
economic world." [10] Yet Pastor Stokes and Yezierska,
like Nathan, revealed strong feminist sensibilities in
their personal and professional lives: They wrote
about and supported issues of concern to women of their
time; they consciously and critically drew on their own
gender identity and experiences in developing their
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worldviews; and^ to varying degrees, they never allowed
conventional gender proscriptions to deter them from
pursuing the life or vocation they desired. Finally,
they were sympathetic to the ideas and institutions
that promoted women's personal and political freedom.
Other American Jewish women responded to the
feminism of the early twentieth century in a variety of
ways. Two events galvanized German Jewish American
women, in particular: the emergence of the women's
club movement and the mass migration of East European
Jews to America's shores, both beginning in the last
two decades of the nineteenth century. Like their
Gentile sisters, middle-class German Jewish women had
easily accommodated themselves to the Victorian ideal
of women's sphere in the mid-1800s. As guardians of
piety and purity within the home, Jewish women
symbolized the family's successful acculturation and
middle-class status. This role also conveniently
dovetailed with traditional Jewish ideals of women's
sphere. With their leisure time and affluence, German
Jewish women organized into female associations to
raise funds, sew clothing for the needy, and perform
small tasks for the synagogue. [11] By the 1850s and
1860s, numerous female benevolent societies and
synagogue auxiliaries composed of German Jewish women
had arisen. These associations performed charitable
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tasks within the Jewish community, but their
responsibilities were greatly limited; women's groups
might do the grassroots work of raising money, but
male-dominated synagogue boards would decide how to
spend the resources. Although these female
associations enabled Jewish women to experience and
express a gender solidarity similar to the experience
of early nineteenth-century New England women,
described in Nancy Cott's The Bonds of Womanhood , they
did not encourage assertive self-expression or
decision-making power . Indeed, the Philadelphia
Ladies' Hebrew Sewing Society endorsed religious,
charitable, and cultural activities for its members
while rejecting any form of political activity. [ 12
]
But with the emergence of the Gentile women's club
movement of the last two decades of the nineteenth
century, the German Jewish female community sought more
power and independence within their collective
associations. "Anxious to keep pace with their Gentile
sisters," historian Beth Wenger claims, Jewish women
"created a women's club specifically geared toward
Jewish needs." [13] The formation of the National
Council of Jewish Women (NCJW) in 1893 marked the
advent of Jewish women into the club movement. The
Council enlarged the notion of women's sphere to serve
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the entire Jewish community, especially the masses of
incoming East European immigrants.
Although some Sephardic Jewish women, including
Nathan, joined the National Council of Jewish Women,
its membership consisted primarily of middle- and
upper-class German Jewish women from the Orthodox,
Conservative, and Reform religious traditions. It has
been called the "most important organization of
American Jewish women of German origins." [14] The
National Council of Jewish Women aspired to create an
organization dramatically different from previous
Jewish women's societies, at once more aggressive, more
structured, and more visible. Council members
emphasized the words "women" and "council," as opposed
to "ladies" or "societies," and they rejected the
definition of Jewish women as behind-the-scenes
enablers. Their three-tiered program — philanthropy,
religion, and education — once the main province of
Jewish men, redefined the nature of gender roles and
responsibilities within the Jewish community even as it
perpetuated certain traditional notions of Jewish
womanhood. [15] Council members operated circulating
libraries, hygiene classes for immigrants, and programs
for the disabled. Its members became political
lobbyists for legislation affecting women's welfare,
and organized committees on social issues such as
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"purity and the press, peace and arbitration, social
hygiene, civic and communal activity." [16]
Starting in 1906, the Council embarked upon a
crusade to protect single immigrant Jewish women from
the twin scourges of prostitution and white slavery.
The Council established an elaborate network of
volunteers to meet incoming immigrant women at ports of
entry and secure housing and employment for them. The
Council went to such lengths in part to counter
anti-Semitic accusations of Jewish immorality and
collusion in the white slave trade. But Council
members also expressed genuine concern about protecting
the safety and morality of immigrant young women. A
study conducted over an eight-year period, beginning in
1907, revealed that 25 percent of Jewish prostitutes
"claimed that men had definitely brought them into
prostitution." Later statistics showed that about 17
percent of prostitutes arrested in Manhattan from 1913
to 1930 were Jewish. This number was significantly
lower than the overall percentage of New York's Jewish
population during these years. But the very existence
of prostitution in the immigrant community alarmed the
National Council of Jewish Women, whose members still
upheld traditional ideas about Jewish women's special
moral qualities. [17]
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Despite its ambitious program of social reform
within the Jewish community, the Council did not
formally endorse suffrage, even though some of its most
prominent members, including Nathan, actively
campaigned for it. But in its expanding network of
local councils, its insistence on a more visible and
public role for Jewish women, and its growing network
of social services, the Council was a watershed event
in the evolution of Jewish women's organized
activities* And its expansion was rapid and
impressive. When it was founded in 1893, the National
Council of Jewish Women had 93 members; by 1925, its
membership rolls had soared to over 50,000 members
nationwide and in Canada. [18]
There were other signposts of Jewish women's
sororal activism as well. With the proliferation of
synagogues , more formalized women ' s auxiliaries — or
sisterhoods — also arose. Initially, the sisterhoods
focused their efforts on helping the immigrant
community assimilate into the ways of middle-class
culture. With the emergence of professional social
work agencies during the 1910s, such as the United
Hebrew Charities, sisterhoods were summarily relieved
of this responsibility, and they turned their attention
to the congregation itself. First they strove to
increase their own attendance at religious services,
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and then they sought to fulfill the congregation's
needs by purchasing religious articles, supporting
educational activities, overseeing the physical
facilities, and generally creating a spirit of good
feeling. In reality, however, they remained the
"housekeepers" of the synagogue, performing the
domestic responsibilities more suited to a homemaker
without wielding any significant power. "For all the
discussion accompanying the transformation of the
sisterhood into a vehicle for 'raising Jews, ' the home
remained the lodestar of the American Jewish woman's
existence," claims Jenna Weissman Joselit, who has
studied American synagogue movements during the
Progressive era. [19]
Nonetheless, the sisterhood movement continued to
expand, and within the first two decades of the
twentieth century, middle- and upper-class Sephardic
and German Jewish women from the Reform, Conservative,
and Orthodox traditions had formed federations of
sisterhoods. The National Federation of Temple
Sisterhoods, a network of Reform sisterhoods, was
established in 1913. Five years later. Conservative
sisterhoods affiliated under the umbrella organization
of the Women's League of the United Synagogue of
America, and in 1926 the Women's Branch of the Union of
Orthodox Jewish Congregations was organized. [20]
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Unlike black women's organizations, which devoted
much effort to combating racism, Jewish women's
organizations seemed not to be as overtly concerned
about anti-Semitism. One exception was the eagerness
of the National Council of Jewish Women to refute
anti-Semitic accusations of prostitution and white
slavery within the Jewish community. Otherwise, both
the Council and synagogue sisterhoods organized their
agendas around strengthening Jewish religious
,
cultural, and communal identity, albeit with different
emphases. They also strove to solidify their influence
within their Jewish communities. In doing so, they
capitalized on traditional Jewish ideals about women's
domestic roles. In a Jewish spin on the concept of
municipal motherhood, they enlarged the woman of valor
ideal to serve their synagogues and larger Jewish
communities. Insofar as they made genuine inroads in
combating white slavery and prostitution among younger
Jewish women and helped to improve hygiene, education,
and other aspects of immigrant Jewish life, they were
surely helping to upgrade the overall image of the
American Jewish community.
Immigrant Jewish women greatly contributed to the
expansion of Jewish women's political activism by
joining trade unions, instigating major strikes such as
the Uprising of the 20,000, and playing a key role in
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the Women's Trade Union League. Unlike their German
Jewish sisters, they seldom established their own
formal organizations. Instead, their associations were
more informal, rooted in the neighborhood or at the
factory. Both arenas provided an immediate female
community in which women developed friendships, shared
ideas about child-rearing, stretching incomes, or new
customs and forms of entertainment , and promoted
political activism. [21] As Paula Hyman has shown, the
kosher meat boycotts of 1902 and 1910 in New York City
and Providence, Rhode Island, respectively; the Lower
East Side food riots of 1907 and 1917; and the rent
strikes there in 1904 and 1908 all relied upon the
neighborhood networking of immigrant Jewish women.
Similarly, in the sweatshops, female workers drew
inspiration from activist fellow workers and spurred
one another on to join the labor movement. [22]
Evening school and informal get-togethers after work
also provided opportunities for strengthening female
friendships and alliances. Pauline Newman, who later
became a well-known labor activist, recalled that she
and her friends often met on Saturday nights to
practice their English. [23]
The neighborhood, the factory, night school, and
evening socials — these were the settings for Jewish
immigrant women's socializing and networking. Among
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them, the factory presented perhaps the greatest threat
to Jewish women's religious observance. Going to work
in a factory, with its Saturday hours, often eroded
immigrant women's religious orthodoxy, because the
factories seldom honored immigrants' religious needs.
Some immigrant women refused to work on the Sabbath,
while others shrugged it off because the religious
dimension of Judaism held little meaning for them. For
still others, the need to earn a living superseded all
other considerations. In general, historian Susan
Glenn contends, immigrant Jewish women respected
religious tradition but were willing to make
accommodations as preferences or circumstances
dictated. [24] The workplace, as she has shown,
provided not only an income, however meager, but
peer-group sociability and exposure to new urban forms
of consumption and pleasure. It also provided the
training ground for labor activism.
The Uprising of the 20,000 in 1909 set in motion a
decade of labor activism in the garment industry, and
Jewish immigrant women were instrumental in promoting
this ferment. In the process, they received a potent
political education and new visibility within the
Jewish community and work force. "Strikes linked
shopfloor grievances with larger communal concerns for
economic and social justice," writes Glenn, "reflecting
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a complex mixture of individual ambition and collective
consciousness. They also revealed women's evolving
awareness of the power of their public voice and
political agency." [25] By 1920, women garment workers
— most of whom were Jewish — comprised 42 percent of
all unionized women in the United States. [26] The
influence of East European Jewish Bundists and radicals
who migrated to the U.S. after the 1905 Russian
Revolution, and also of the native American socialist
movement, energized labor activism in the garment
industry. Radicalized shopworlcers taught their
coworkers the precepts of socialism and organized
strike committees. [27] They proved to be vital role
models in their ability to combine individual ambition,
a gender-based indignation at the treatment of women
workers, and moral outrage over the plight of all
working people. [28] And although the Orthodox press
and rabbis denounced socialism for its heretical
beliefs, they often supported striking Jewish workers'
attempts at unionization. [29] Even the Tageblatt,
Pastor Stokes's former employer, gave sympathetic and
extensive coverage to the 1913 general strike among New
York's women white goods workers. [30]
Yet, ironically, immigrant Jewish women's activism
did not always include the endorsement of complete
sexual equality. As Susan Glenn has shown, many
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immigrant Jewish women's feminist sensibilities were an
outgrowth of their experience in working side by side
with immigrant Jewish men on the picket line. They
certainly desired enfranchisement and other expanded
rights, but many first-generation immigrant daughters
retreated from insisting upon complete equality between
the sexes. Instead, they envisioned a partnership with
Jewish men in marriage and public life, but not
necessarily on equal terms. For the most part, they
eschewed focusing on gender concerns at the expense of
class solidarity, and they carried such gender-free
ideals into their personal lives. [31] For this
generation of immigrant Jewish daughters, the New
Jewish Woman, in theory if not always in reality,
enjoyed romantic love with a husband of her choice and
continued — though not necessarily continuous —
involvement in political or labor activism. "Pulled
between the desire to participate in the world outside
the home and the equally compelling world of domestic
respectability," writes Glenn, "the life course of this
generation moved not in a straight line toward one
identifiable model but back and forth like a pendulum."
[32] For them, America meant freedom to shape their
own destiny — for some, new forms of leisure and
autonomy; for others, a life that was not much
different from those of their mothers.
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Anzia Yezierska's first awareness of her
birthright to a life of her own was intimately linked
to her conception of America as a garden of
opportunity. Not only could a poor girl marry a
millionaire without worrying about a dowry, but
"learning flows free.... I saw before me free schools,
free colleges, free libraries, where I could learn and
learn and keep on learning Like a bird in the air,
from sky to sky, from star to star, I'd soar and soar."
[33]
The young Anzia did not soar too far before she
had to drop out of school to help support her family,
but the notion that she was a bird in control of her
destiny remained with her. It propelled her away from
a home in which the men expected the women to serve
them; and it fueled her outrage at working and living
in circumstances that thwarted her creative energies
and aesthetic needs. [34] It also propelled her out of
two marriages and full-time motherhood into the almost
monastic life of a dedicated writer.
In her life and writing, she rejected the domestic
ideal that so many of her immigrant sisters pursued. A
domestic existence organized around marriage and
motherhood was the very antithesis of the exalted
higher life she envisioned for herself. As a child she
watched her overworked mother succumb to unrelenting
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poverty and to a luftmensh religious husband's
patriarchal demands. Each of her three sisters married
men with traditional ideas of domesticity, and she bore
witness to the constant pregnancies and household cares
that entrapped two of them, Fannie and Annie. During
her own pregnancy, in which she journeyed from New York
to the refuge of Fannie out in California, she wrote to
her second husband, Arnold Levitas: "My sister who has
always been preoccupied with the children and the care
of the house and who never had a chance of coming in
touch with people of ideals, gradually adapted herself
to the path of least resistance and is unconsciously
stagnating in the quagmire of her husband...." [35]
From 3500 miles away, Anzia happily fantasized about
her exalted future with Arnold, "when you, the baby and
I will be together working and struggling for something
higher and higher and higher." [36] Unlike her
immigrant Jewish sisters in the sweatshops , the source
of her feminism did not lay in picketing side by side
with men. Away from Arnold, she held high hopes for an
egalitarian marriage. But in the rude awakening of his
strict demands for a fastidious home and nightly
home-cooked meals, she struggled against him. In an
unpublished short story written during her stormy and
short-lived marriage to Arnold, she directly equated
women's "bondage" to their gender role: "A man can
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always put on his hat and go,... but a woman with a
baby — the massed social pressure of the entire world
is against the mother who wants to get away from her
place of bondage...." [37]
As Chapter 4 has indicated, Yezierska attended
meetings at Henrietta Rodman's home, where feminist
issues were discussed. As a young woman, she also
lived for a time in a dormitory of the Rand Institute,
a socialist school located on East 19th Street in New
York. The Rand Institute offered classes and cultural
activities for young people interested in socialism.
[38] Feminist writer Charlotte Perkins Gilman was one
of the faculty members, although there is no record
that Yezierska actually studied with her. [39] And
while she was staying with Fannie in California, she
helped form a class to study socialism. [40] By the
time she married Levitas, after her short-lived
marriage to Jacob Gordon, she had read Ellen Key's Love
and Marriage , a feminist tract that proposed the ideal
marriage to be "the perfectly free union of a man and a
woman, who through mutual love desire to promote the
happiness of each other and of the race." [41] Key, a
Swedish writer, regarded female nature as essentially
maternal, but she decried the contemporary state of
monogamous sexual relations. Instead, she proposed the
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abolition of legal marriage and the patriarchal family.
[42]
Clearly, then, Yezierska had some theoretical
basis for developing her own feminist thinking. But
only once did she offer an explicit political and
collective solution to the conflict between motherhood
and the desire for a life of one's own. In a letter to
Survey magazine in April 1913, she acknowledged the
difficulty that "intelligent self-supporting mothers,
such as school-teachers and journalists," have in
finding quality childcare for their children. She
claimed that while indigent mothers could rely on
public and privately funded charitable institutions and
affluent mothers could afford to hire their own
childcare, the middle-class mother had nowhere to turn
for reliable preschool childcare. Accordingly,
Yezierska proposed a series of "baby gardens," in which
children were divided by age, from infancy to four
years old. Only specially trained personnel in "baby
culture" would operate these facilities. The baby
gardens would also serve the needs of nonworking
mothers who needed a place to drop their children for a
few hours while they ran errands. Yezierska envisioned
the baby garden as a cheerful place "surrounded by
open-air balconies so that the children may be out of
doors the greater part of the day." [43] She endorsed
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a communal solution to the childcare needs of the
middle class rather than leave children at home "to the
mercy of hired servants." [44] She argued that the
"collective work of an institution" encourages a "sense
of social responsibility" for those entrusted to its
care. "What sense of responsibility can we expect from
an ignorant hired servant?" she asked rhetorically, and
with more than a tinge of elitism, though she herself
had once been a hired servant. [45] At the end of her
letter, Yezierska implied that she had already
marshalled support for her plan, but there is no
further record of her involvement in such a project.
In 1916, she personally experienced the dilemma of
the working middle-class mother. After leaving her
husband and taking her child to California, she had
difficulty finding suitable childcare for Louise. She
was even accused of neglecting the child by the Women's
Protective Bureau of Oakland, California, a forerunner
of urban social service departments. [46] Reluctantly,
Anzia sent Louise back to Arnold's care "for a few
years until I get back on my feet." [47] Three years
later, Anzia was back on her feet financially, but the
child, by then eight years old, never went to live with
her. Instead, she visited Anzia every Saturday. [48]
As Louise grew older, she and her mother became friends
and she often helped Anzia with her writing. But their
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relationship remained complicated. In 1932, Anzia
wrote to her friend Dorothy Canfield Fisher that she
felt gratified by a gift from Louise: "Anything my
daughter does for me is always such a joyous surprize
[sic] to me — because I haven't been a conscientious
parent and my daughter's friendship is an undreamed of
gift." [49]
Apart from her one attempt to devise a collective
solution to improve women's lives, Yezierska's feminist
sensibilities were highly individualistic and
apolitical. Her own preoccupation with personal
fulfillment seemed to dictate personal solutions. This
apolotical emphasis meshed well with the conservative
political era in which she published most of her short
stories, the 1920s. Only four of her short stories
appeared in print before 1920: "The Free Vacation
House" (1915), "Where Lovers Dream" (1918), "The Fat of
the Land" (1919), and "Soap and Water and the
Immigrant" (1919). The remainder of her oeuvre was
published in the twenties and later. Yezierslta often
worJced on her short stories for years before they were
finally published. Still, the conservative political
climate of the 1920s, fueled by the notorious Palmer
raids and other attempts to stifle political dissent,
did not invite controversial political writing —
especially by those who, like herself, were clamoring
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to be published. And the rising anti-Semitism of this
era, personified by auto czar Henry Ford's seven-year
crusade against the Jews in his newspaper. The Dearborn
Independent, also did not encourage provocative
political writing. [50] Although Yezierska's Jewish
characters decry the disparity between rich and poor,
they offer no solutions that threaten the status quo.
Even those characters who seek work that will benefit
the immigrant community do so as willing participants
in a market economy that upholds traditional gender
roles
.
Yezierska never discussed the potential impact of
this conservative, xenophobic climate on her writing.
Nor did she ever publicly acknowledge that her feminist
sensibilities were more in tune with the personalist
emphasis on self-fulfillment and growth in the feminism
of the 1910s and 1920s. This tenor increasingly came
to define feminism during the 1920s. During these
years, an inherent tension divided feminist thinking.
Women were viewed either as heterogeneous individuals
or as a class seeking collective action to achieve
individual liberties . Eventually, the first
perspective prevailed, leading to an emphasis on
individual needs and individual solutions. [51] Like
Yezierska, popular authors and magazine writers in
these years focused on the tension between marriage and
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career. But unlike Yezierska, they were far more
sanguine about the ways in which women could harmonize
these two arenas, and they proffered solutions like
marrying more cooperative men or choosing careers that
somehow complemented family life. The responsibility
lay with the individual woman, not in collective
action, to ensure the fulfillment of her needs. With
few exceptions, as will be seen, Yezierska pitted love
or marriage against self-fulfillment . The former was
antithetical to the intensely creative, expressive life
she aspired toward, and both she and her fictional
heroines fought a solitary battle to achieve that kind
of life. Her feminist sensibilities reflected the
strand of feminism that, in the words of Mari Jo Buhle,
"[redefined] the ultimate goal as self-realization
rather than advancement." [52]
Her feminist sensibilities therefore were
consonant with her vocational aspirations. As chapter
five has shown, writing was a very personal act for
Yezierska, a way to understand her experience, to make
articulate the "dumbness" of her thoughts. "I look
upon my self-analysis and introspection as so much dirt
through which I have to dig before I can come into the
light of objectivity and see the people of the worlds
around me," she wrote in one autobiographical short
story. [53] Her preoccupations, then, were highly
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personal. And although she viewed herself as an
emissary of her people to the larger American culture,
she was more interested in conveying the psychological
rather than the social and political truths of their
lives. Her chosen messengers were young women
characters, much like herself, who sought to make
themselves "a person that can't be crushed by nothing
nor nobody — the life higher!" [54]
Sometimes this process involved the sympathetic
assistance of a refined American man or woman who
befriends the eager young immigrant woman. In "Wings"
and "Hunger," the friendship ends in disappointment for
the protagonist, Shenah Pessah, because she mistakes
the young man's friendly gestures as a sign of more
intimate intentions, while the young male teacher in
"The Miracle" returns the protagonist's love. But in
each story, the protagonist learns an important lesson
— that she is responsible for her destiny, that in the
best of the Horatio Alger spirit she can pull herself
up to be a person. "What can come from pitying
yourself?" the heroine berates herself in "The Miracle"
when she thinks her beloved teacher has forgotten her.
"If the world kicks you down and makes nothing of you,
you bounce yourself up and make something of
yourself.... Begin to learn English. Make yourself for
an American if you want to live in America." [55]
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Although there is no evidence that Yezierska ever
read Virginia Woolf's classic feminist statement, A
Room of One^s Own , she, like Woolf, summoned her
characters to seek a room of their own in order to
embark upon the process of becoming a person. Like
Yezierska, Sophie Sapinsky in "My Own People" flees
from her family for a place she can call her own, where
she can pursue her writing. The tawdriness of Sophie's
room — its narrow window overlooking a garbage pit,
the saggy bed, and grimy walls — offends her aesthetic
sensibilities, but here, in this pathetic room, she
writes in triumph about the lives of her people, and
she feels her heretofore inexpressible thoughts become
articulate. When Sara, in Bread Givers (1925), finally
finds a hallroom that she can afford, she jubilantly
clutches at the doorknob. "This door was life. It was
air. The bottom starting-point of becoming a person.
I simply must have this room with the shut door." [56]
In Arrogant Beggar (1927), however, the room itself
becomes a measure of the character's ability to make
herself into a real person. Adele flees from the grime
of her hall room, where "every breath of beauty was
blotted out with soot, drowned in noise," to the
spaciousness and cleanliness of a room in a
boardinghouse for immigrant girls. "Here was real
home. A place where a girl had a right to breathe and
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move around like a free human being Light, air,
space, enough room to hang up my clothes ... the space
to move around." [57] Adele eventually returns to
the squalor of the ghetto after she realizes that she
has compromised the more important freedom of choosing
her own vocation. Still, most significant is her
initial equating of physical space with psychic space.
This determination to achieve freedom and
emotional well-being extends to the choice of a
vocation. Yezierska's heroines seek work that will
nourish their spirit and enable them to contribute in
some significant measure to their new culture. In "How
I Found America," the protagonist is shocked when a
night-school teacher suggests that she learn a trade
before she pursue more intellectual endeavors. "Ain't
thoughts useful?" she cries out. "Does America want
only the work from my body, my hands? Ain't it
thoughts that turn over the world?" [58] Similarly, in
Arrogant Beggar , Adele feels that she has mortgaged her
soul in reluctantly agreeing to undertake training as a
domestic servant in exchange for board and room at the
boardinghouse . [59] Sara Smolinsky, the protagonist of
Bread Givers , walks out on her parents when she can no
longer abide her father's arbitrary rule. "I'm smart
enough to look out for myself," she tells her indignant
father. "It's a new life now. In America, women don't
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need men to boss them." [60] Sara risks alienation
from her family, near starvation, the criticism of
coworkers for sequestering herself to study during her
breaks, and the loneliness of going away to college —
all for an education and an opportunity to become a
teacher. Like the rest of Yezierska's heroines, she is
a determined young woman who, despite the hardships and
the condemnation of her family and culture, turns away
from a traditional domestic role; instead, she grittily
seeks a vocation and a way of life that accords with
her deepest needs.
Embedded in Yezierska's vision of "making for
herself a person" are several assumptions about the
meaning of personhood. Primary to her definition is a
notion of control. Having control over "the aching
weight" of her thoughts and being able to express
herself in clear, polished English instead of awkward
Yiddish is key to a sense of selfhood. Exerting
control over her environment is also essential. To
find physical and psychic space means separating from
family and neighbors to be alone to translate her
"vague dumb thoughts" into lucid sentences. [61] And
being a person means having the poise and quiet
self-assurance of a middle- or upper-class matron
instead of the frantic emotionalism of the frightened
immigrant. "That graceful quietness," exclaims Sara in
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Bread Givers over a suit she wants to buy. "That's
what a teacher ought to wear." [62] And that's how a
real person, man or woman, ought to act. Yezierska
castigated the cold, lifeless reason of the Anglo-Saxon
and sought instead to breath the "dancing colors" of
the immigrant's thoughts and expressions into her
writing. But in her own life and her conception of a
person she opted for the hallmarks of a middle-class
manner — order, control, reason, moderation. The
simply but stylishly furnished apartments she lived in
and the tailored clothes she wore when she was affluent
reflected her desire for a classy, understated,
no-frills mode of being. Sara's description of her new
room aptly describes Yezierska 's perceptions of being a
real person: "Nothing but a clean, airy emptiness.
But when I thought of the crowded dirt from where I
came, this simplicity was rich and fragrant with
unutterable beauty.... I had achieved that marvellous
[sic] thing, 'a place for everything and everything in
its place,' which the teachers preached to me so
hopelessly while a child in Hester Street." [63]
Ironically, these were the very words that her second
husband, Arnold Levitas, used in trying to transform
her into a model homemaker. She fled from his
prescriptions only to recast such ideas into her quest
for self-determination
.
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Only in brief moments of doubt do Yezierska's
female protagonists question their right to this
self-determination. For them, the new American context
enables them to violate the code of filial obedience to
parents and religious tradition. But the teachings of
Judaism also inform their determination to live by
their own freely chosen values. In deciding not to
jeopardize her teaching career by marrying the rich but
shallow Max Goldstein, Sara, in Bread Givers , cites her
father's rejection of worldly riches in order "to drink
the wisdom of the Torah." [64] She then realizes that
her choice exemplifies the moral of the biblical story
of Jacob and Esau, in which Esau sells his birthright
for a mess of pottage. "I had it from Father," she
reflects, "this ingrained something in me that would
not let me take the mess of pottage." [65]
But the trade-off for spurning this mess of
pottage was more often than not a life of being aleyn
— alone. Just as Yezierska fled from the demands and
awkward. Old World ways of her family to make her own
life, her heroines also flee from family and from
Hester Street. They leave the family fold, embittered
and determined to make it on their own, only to
discover later that they also have no place in the New
World. The accents and mannerisms of Hester Street
follow them into their new lives; yet they also realize
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that however much they try to reconnect to the
close-knit communal and religious traditions, they are
repelled by the poverty and coarseness and tyrannical
expectations of their Hester Street brethren.
Sometimes, as in Bread Givers and Arrogant Beggar ,
they return to the old neighborhood to serve their
people as educators or as proprietors of cafes where
people can come in for a glass of tea, a nourishing
meal, and a little schmoozing, but their education and
their sojourn in the outside world distance them from
their former neighbors. They are among them but no
longer of them. "Knowledge was what I wanted more than
anything else in the world," Sara realizes. "I had
made my choice. And now I had to pay the price.... No
father. No lover. No family. No friend." [66] In
Yezierska's writings, the friendship of other Jewish
women writers or artists is not even a possibility.
This aleyn-ness also extends to romantic relations
between women and men. As in her own life, marriage
and men do not fare well in Yezierska's fiction. Her
stories are replete with unflattering images of men:
mostly tyrannical Jewish Old World fathers and New
World husbands who regard their wives as mere
maidservants. In Red Ribbon on a White Horse and Bread
Givers, Yezierska portrays her father as a
self-centered tyrant who rules his wife and destroys
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his daughters' chances for happiness by marrying Lhoin
off to unsavory mcMi, In Bread Givers
, these
disreputable sons-in-law range from Zalmon the fish
vendor, who has turned Bessie, Sara's selfless oldest
sister, into a beleagured stepmother of his six
children from a previous marriage; Moe Minsky, a
diamond dealer who lets liis wife and children dress in
rags and go hungry while he garbs himself in expensive
silk suits and eats at fancy restaurants alone; and
Fania's husband, Abe, who cares only about showing off
his well-dressed wife to friends to prove his wealth.
However simplisticaiiy drawn they are, each character
represents a different variety of misery visited upon
Sara's helpless sisters. Yezierska based them on her
real-life brothers-in-law: Fannie and Annie's
respective husbands, whom she regarded as selfish,
shallow brutes who dragged her sisters down into
constant childbirth . ( 67
]
A witness to her father's tyrannical ways, Sara
decides that lier chosen lover would be "an
American-born man who was his own boss. And wlio would
let me be my boss." [68] But in Yezierska 's other
fiction these love affairs also end unhappily. Henry
Scott and John Morrow, the respective male characters
in All I Could Never Be (1932) and Red Hibbon on a
White Horse (1950), are each based on John Dewey,
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Yezierska's real-life idol. In these two stories,
Yezierska recounts the spirit-soaring relationship
between her alter ego, a passionate Russian Jewess, as
she described her, and a highly educated, cerebral
American man — a professor, like Dewey, in Henry
Scott's case and a businessman in John Morrow's. The
male protagonist, like Dewey, becomes a mentor, a
father figure, and a steady affirmation of the Jewess's
attempts to make herself into a person. He nurtures
her aspirations to become a writer and helps her to
view her Hester Street surroundings with renewed vision
and pride. In his presence, she feels "aware of
something special and rare in herself." [69] Indeed,
he is more her kindred spirit than her own mother and
father. [70] After meeting the millionaire
philanthropist John Manning, Sonya Vrunsky of Salome of
the Tenements (1922), whom Yezierska loosely modeled on
Rose Pastor Stokes, tells a coworker, "The spirit —
the spark of inspiration — the flash from the eyes
that lifts me to the heights — these are the things
that I seek in a man." [71] And in Manning she thinks
that she has scaled such heights. "The beauty, the
culture of the ages is in him. To have him is to
possess all — the deepest, the finest of all America.
He is my bridge to civilization." [72]
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But this exhilarating sense of connection is
destroyed when he tries to make a different kind of
connection to her. His sexual entreaty tears asunder
the spiritual bond between them — she shrinks from
physical love while craving a spiritual love. In Red
Ribbon on a White Horse
, as well, her cherished
relationship with John Morrow/aka John Dewey is
destroyed when he makes a sexual advance toward her.
"I had not dreamed that God could become flesh/' she
despaired. [73] So, once again, writing from what she
envisioned a desirable relationship to be, she regarded
a truly psychic union between men and women as
difficult to maintain. Two exceptions, however, are
found in Bread Givers and Arrogant Beggar ; in these two
novels, the female protagonist finds both sexual and
psychic love with former landsleit ; Hugo Seelig, a
school principal, in Bread Givers , and Jean Rachmansky,
a musician, in Arrogant Beggar — immigrant Jews who
have worked assiduously to shed their immigrant
coarseness and become educated men with refined
sensibilities . Yezierska, then, could envision
friendship and even Platonic love between Jew and
Gentile, but her own perceptions of Dewey as father
figure and mentor prevented her from taking this
spiritual love into the realm of the physical. This
love was possible among her own kind, but only if they
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had become like gentile men — educated, refined,
articulate, possessing the mannered spit and polish
with "none of the greedy eagerness of Hester Street any
more." [74]
More often than not, such an ideal Jewish kindred
spirit was not to be found. Yezierska's heroines spurn
the entreaties of their immigrant Jewish suitors — Sam
Arkin, "glowing with the frank conceit of the self-made
man"; Shlomoh Greenberg, with "devouring lips that
would eat me up if I let them"; or Max Goldstein, who
"seemed to turn into a talking roll of dollar bills
right there before my eyes." [75] Yezierska demanded
of her male suitors the same goals that she established
for herself: the eagerness to become a person of lofty
thoughts and refined sensibilities who had shed the
greenhorn grime of Hester Street but not the most
sacred values of Judaism — a love of learning, an
affectionate nostalgia for the communal rituals of the
Old World, and a gentle strength and grace born of
hardship. Unable to attain the "luminous light" of her
own place in the sun of the New World it was hardly
surprising that she would not find it among her
brethren, and would therefore reject their romantic
love. [76]
Female solidarity also does not fare well in
Yezierska's fiction. Sara's mother and older sisters
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m Bread Givers love her, but they cannot understand
how she would choose to forgo marriage or even a free
Sunday afternoon to consume all her energies in
studying. Her mother braves a snowstorm and her
husband's wrath to bring Sara, who has left the family
and is living in a hall room, a warm featherbed and
some pickled herring, but the generational distance
between her and Sara prevents her from completely
understanding Sara's aspirations. "I'd be happier to
see you get married," she tells Sara. "What's a schoo
teacher? Old maids — all of them. It's good enough
for Govim , but not for you." [77] And when Sara
rejects her sister Fania's offer to go visit their
mother, Fania dismisses her as a "hard heart." She
tells their other sister, "Let's leave her to her mad
education. She's worse than Father with his Holy
Torah." [78] Yet, in the end, Sara's mother is proud
that Sara is a teacherin. On her deathbed, she tells
her daughter, "God be praised I lived to see my
daughter a teacherin." [79]
Yezierslca ' s heroines do no better with their
coworJcers. In her fiction, she rarely portrayed young
women as part of a collectivity, and when she did they
do not support or stand up for one another. In
Arrogant Beggar , Adele describes the hidden pettiness
and competitiveness among her fellow immigrant boarder
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as they dress for a social at their boardinghouse:
"There was an edge to the fun that was not there when
they were only girls. Underneath their chumminess
,
each girl hoped that the other would not look quite her
best." [80] In one of her rare portrayals of the
oppressiveness of the sweatshop, she showed how a brave
shop girl marches in to the boss to protest a wage cut.
Before doing so, she receives the vociferous support of
her coworkers, all immigrant young women like herself
with crushing financial responsibilities. But when the
boss fires her, the others shrink back from her as if
she's carrying a contagious disease. She realizes that
the desperate need for financial security tears people
asunder. "A moment before, our togetherness had made
me believe us so strong," she laments, "and now I saw
each alone — crushed — broken.... I wept not so much
because the girls had deserted me, but because I saw
for the first time how mean, how vile, were the
creatures with whom I had to work. How the fear for
bread had dehumanized their last shred of humanity 1"
[81]
For Yezierska^ the commonality of gender did not
automatically lead to a commonality of concerns or
empathy. She portrayed gender as a fragile common
denominator of experience, which is often shattered by
class, cultural, or personal differences. Yezierska's
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fiction offers an acute analysis of the class
differences that can divide women, especially East
European immigrant Jewish women from their more
affluent, upper-class German Jewish sisters. "The Free
Vacation House," her first published story and one that
she based on her sister Annie's painful experiences at
a summer vacation home for immigrant women, portrays
the humiliating treatment that immigrant mothers and
th children must endure during a two-week vacation
at a country home run by the "Social Betterment
Society." The mothers are first subjected to a barrage
of questions about their background and husbands'
employment to ensure that they are "most worthy" of
receiving charity. [82] Then they are marched through
the streets "like stupid cows" to the waiting train.
Upon reaching their beautiful country retreat, they
once again face the same battery of questions about
their family income. And after they sit down to a
bountiful feast they are informed of the rules and
regulations of their visit: no standing on the front
lawn or porch, no walking into the front sitting room
or on the carpeted stairs, no lying down during the
day. The narrator, one of the recipients of this
so-called benevolent charity, pours out her bitterness
at the harsh treatment, which becomes especially
humiliating whenever the patronesses of the home visit.
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"Always when the rich ladies came the fat lady, what
was the boss from the vacation house, showed off to
them the front. Then she took them over to the back to
look on us, where we was sitting together, on long
wooden benches, like prisoners. I was always feeling
cheap like dirt, and mad that I had to be there, when
they smiled down on us." [83 J Not surprisingly, the
narrator is relieved to be back in her narrow, dirty
tenement, where she can at least relish her freedom and
dignity.
In Arrogant Beggar , Yezierska exposes the
hypocrisy of upper-class German Jewish women who worry
less about the well-being of the immigrant Jewish women
living in their boardinghouse than about training them
as future domestic servants for their own homes.
Yezierska based her portrait of this fictional home on
her experiences at the Clara de Hirsch Home, where she
received the stinging rebuke that "soap and water are
cheap" and that "anyone can be clean." Like its
fictional counterpart, the Clara de Hirsch Home was
founded and operated by uptown German Jewish women who
tried to train their immigrant charges for marriage and
motherhood — and for paid work as domestic servants.
[84] Yezierska 's portrayal of the motives and
condescending attitudes of these ladies bountiful is
withering. After Adele, the protagonist of Arrogant
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Beggar, kisses the founder of the Home, Mrs. Hellman,
in gratitude for her support, she is appalled when the
woman wipes her cheek in distaste. Adele resents
feeling like a beggar for being at the mercy of Mrs.
Hellman's stingy patronage. Mrs. Hellman allots her
only a meager allowance and her daughter's cast-off
clothing. "Why should they have the glory of giving
and we the same of taking like beggars the bare
necessities of life?" Adele laments. [85]
Adele 's perceptions of the other patronesses of
the Home are equally biting. As she serves them a
lavish meal at Mrs. Hellman 's mansion she overhears
them decry the frivolous materialism of the young
female boarders and suggest ways to trim the operating
costs of the Home. One patroness, "gowned in chiffon"
with jewels dripping from her fingers, tells the other
women, "'You all know the besetting vices of the
working class are discontent and love of pleasure.
Have we the right to give our girls luxuries they can't
afford when they're out of our care?'" [86] The
patronesses then agree that "the corner stone of their
character and happiness should be a love of honest toil
and a devotion to thrift and economy." [87] The
patronesses chastize their immigrant charges for
indulging in luxuries — silk stockings and fur coats
— while they, themselves, dine on a gourmet lunch and
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decide to feed the girls chopped meat instead of more
expensive roast beef. All the while, they
sanctimoniously congratulate themselves for
safeguarding the girls' best interest. The scene is a
masterful portrayal of the hypocrisy of upper-class
altruism and of the class differences that undermine
any gender solidarity.
But, for Adele, the final outrage comes when she
discovers that Mrs. Hellman is paying her less for her
services as a domestic servant than she would pay a
servant sent by an agency. Adele now sees Mrs. Hellman
for what she is: "So she was saving on me — my
benefactress — saving ten cents on me every hourl
With one hand trying to help me — with the other
taking advantage of my helplessness — profiting by my
need." [88] "The whole sickening force of Big
Sistering the Working Girl" robs Adele and others like
her of their soul and spirit, indeed of themselves.
Finally, she cries out to the patronesses, "Humbugs 1
... don't dabble in the suffering of lives you know
nothing about 1 " [89]
Shared gender, then, does not translate into
shared experience or solidarity. Only women who have
suffered the same poverty and humiliation, and who,
having worked their way out of that poverty or come to
accept it with dignity, can reach out and help another
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sister in need. Shared class consciousness, enriched
by a generosity of spirit, leads to solidarity.
After fleeing from the Home, Adele has no place to
live. At the greasy spoon where she finds work in
desperation, a pitiful-looking woman named Muhmenkeh
takes her in. Muhmenkeh lives in abject poverty, but
her generosity and kindness toward Adele make the girl
feel that she is living in a bountiful home. Muhmenkeh
is a "sort of godmother, grandmother of lost ones."
[90] She represents the best in Jewish womanhood —
she does not wear a sheitel or light candles or pray in
a synagogue, but she has extracted from her religious
heritage a profound spiritual faith and love of others.
She tells Adele a parable about Rabbi Akiba, a revered
figure in Jewish history, to help her understand that
no one is alone, and Adele feels reborn. Through
Muhmenkeh 's healing power, Adele also rediscovers the
inner beauty and richness of the Lower East Side.
Muhmenkeh dies unexpectedly, but her spiritual legacy
propels Adele to find a home and a vocation in the
Lower East Side. She opens a cafe in Muhmenkeh 's
former basement flat, where Jewish patrons can enjoy
nourishing, reasonably priced meals in a cozy Old World
atmosphere. By her own saintlike example, Muhmenkeh
gives Adele the greatest gift of all — fulfilling work
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and the sense of belonging that enables Adele to
re-embrace her people and her Jewish roots.
This tale of loss and deliverance ends with the
heroine's triumphant return to the fold — joyously
immersed in her work as proprietor of her little
Yiddish cafe and reveling in a loving marriage to an
immigrant Jew, a pianist who shares her yearning for
things of the spirit. Together, they bring pleasure
into the lives of the struggling immigrant Jews who
flock to her cafe; as patrons consume her nourishing,
delicious, and inexpensive meals they hungrily listen
to his haunting renditions of songs from the Old
Country.
Sonya Vrunsky of Salome of the Tenements also
finds work that fulfills her — designing tasteful
clothes at a bargain rate for the women of the Lower
East Side — and the loving companionship of her
business partner, a famous dress manufacturer, once an
immigrant Jew, who shares her desire to enhance the
lives of their people. Adele and Sonya have it all —
fulfilling love and enriching work. But Yezierska's
other heroines are not always so lucky. For them, love
and work do not mesh easily, yet this does not deter
them. Like Yezierska, they choose to defy traditional
Jewish gender prescriptions to spurn the "mess of
pottage" and seek the higher life, either as a teacher
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or writer or in another capacity that nourishes the
mind and the soul ~ and which echoes Judaism's
reverence for a life consecrated to the spirit.
If Yezierska looked within and drew from her own
experience for a vision of women's empowerment that
relied primarily on individual solutions personal
aspiration and determination, perhaps helped along by a
sympathetic mentor, to achieve one's goals then Rose
Pastor Stokes and Maud Nathan, each in her own way,
relied on collective and political solutions to achieve
female empowerment. Although Rose Pastor Stokes denied
at the end of her life that she was a feminist, her
professional and political activities reflected an
ongoing interest in women ' s issues . Indeed, her
engagement with these issues followed a long, winding,
and oftentimes confusing path. She embarked upon her
theoretical journey upholding traditional views of
women's lives, but gradually she developed a more
progressive perspective , one that encompassed support
for female enfranchisement, birth control, and
liberation from a strictly domestic destiny. Along the
way, she continually tried to reconcile her competing
allegiance to class solidarity with an awareness of the
unique impact of gender upon women's empowerment.
Ultimately, her ideological allegiances favored a class
analysis of social and economic change. But under the
banner oi w(n ki iuj-cla«i liberation, she was able to
aacoinmod.il <> pol ciil ( «mii i ii i .'il, Myinp.i I h i < .uuJ MoiuLiona.
Her f ir nl. BUBtained 1 nvo l v(>iiumiI. on bciha I I of
woitKMi'ij iouuon hf'fj,ui in 1901, wIhmi :!hc became a
column IhL ior Lho Yidiahor TaueblaLL . Chapter 5 has
oxaiuinod why she eBpoused Llie BOcially and poiiLicaJiy
COneervative views ol Lhe TacK.'bl .ill;^ after being oxposed
to eooialiet think
advico column rf)r women readers of the Ta(j(^hL»IL, 'MuMt
Between Our-u^lves^ Gir l?;," she promulqal (hI most of
LImjho coiiH<?r vaL i v<» v i <*wh . SIh? b(Mjan wr i I i ikj I, Ik- column
in Cleveland alter hIio anuwoMnJ Liu? M'a<j(*b I a I I, ' « call
for letters from readers. In jest, Pastor wroLc a
letter about hex curaed alarm clock. She was still
working as a stogie roller, aruJ was i Ih^ :;ole HU[)port of
her mother and half siblings.
'rh<» (}(J i Lor of the back page , Lho onl y Engl i oh page
c) I Lh(i Yidd i mIi- I aiujuacjo paf)c?r , I i kod lu*r ioLLer oo much
that he asked her Lo wrlLe again, Lc 1 ling ol herself
,
tlie shop where she worked, and her life at home. After
her second letter, he aaked her to write a column —
"pr(^f<uably talki to girls. The invitation pleased
me," she later wrote in her autobiography. "War; T not
'confidential advisor' to dozens of my shopmates?
Ready for Lho 'call,' 1 acLed wiLhouL delay." [91]
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For a year and a half. Pastor "burnt the candle at
both ends," toiling at her columns late into the night
after working ten to twelve hours a day rolling stogies
in a cigar factory. She was paid two dollars for each
column. Her mother wailed that she was ruining her
health, but Pastor, ever-conscious of her breadwinning
role, was determined to continue writing for the extra
money. Also, she had become quite friendly with her
editor, A.H. Fromenson. She corresponded with him, and
a brief postal romance ensued. Finally, the editors,
at the behest of Fromenson, offered Pastor a full-time
position in New York at fifteen dollars a week. [92]
She jumped at the opportunity and assured her mother
that she would send for her and the children as soon as
she could. In January 1903, she journeyed to New York
to continue writing her column
.
Pastor's arrival in New York was not an auspicious
beginning to her new life. Before she came to New
York, Fromenson had assured her that he would meet her
at Penn Station — but when she stepped off the train,
he was nowhere to be seen. Clutching her one suitcase,
she found her way to the Taqeblatt office at 135 East
Broadway; when she saw him, he greeted her in a coolly
professional manner and told her to report to work the
next morning. That evening. Pastor learned that
Fromenson was already engaged. She was shocked. [93]
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The next day, January 23, was her first day at the
paper. She knew she had to quickly readjust her
feelings for Fromenson. She vowed to deal with him
professionally but "to associate little with the mani-
as she later wrote in her autobiography. [94] Still,
she struggled to get over her feelings for him. During
those first difficult days, she became friendly with
Miriam Shomer, a younger woman who frequently
contributed pieces to the Tageblatt . Pastor never
confided in Miriam directly, but during their evening
walks together or sitting along the banks of the East
River, watching the boats, she would reveal a little of
her sadness. "Quietly we spoke," Shomer wrote later,
"quietly we sang old English ballads and quietly she
wiped away her tears." [95]
Pastor now immersed herself in writing the column
that she had begun while living in Cleveland, "Just
Between Ourselves, Girls." Her column appeared every
couple of weeks on the back page of the Yidisher
Tageblatt. Writing under the pen name Zelda (there is
no record as to why she chose this name). Pastor
assumed the kindly persona of an older, wiser sister,
admonishing her sometimes errant younger sisters to
mend their ways and follow the path of proper young
Jewish womanhood. As Zelda, Pastor cleverly used
certain literary devices to create a rapport with her
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readers. Even before she moved to New York, she drew
on the familiar signposts of the Lower East Side the
front stoop, the kitchen, and the warm glow of the
Sabbath candles — to create a sense of shared
experience with her readers. In her column of
September 1, 1901, written while she was still living
in Cleveland, she exhorts her "girls": "Come, girls,
let us sit down, all of us, and anywhere. I much
prefer the 'stoop,' though; it is such a very warm
evening — simply suffocatingl And the 'stoop' is as
good a place as any and will serve my purpose very
well " [96]
But when the weather turns colder, she moves her
little tete-a-tete indoors to the kitchen, where , as
she wrote, the "Sabbath candles stand a little bit
shorter than ... a while ago when Sarah's mother lit
one and blessed them." [97] And after she's been away
from her girls for a while, Zelda eagerly writes:
"Well, girls, let us settle comfortably in our chairs.
It is a long time since I was with you; and, though I
have communicated with you from a distance, it was far
from the satisfaction of being near you and speaking to
you — it was not the joy of seeing your faces, hearing
your voices feeling the warm clasp of your hands."
[98]
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Zelda's "girls" include Sarah, Esther, Becky,
Fanny, and any other immigrant working girl who happens
along and needs a bit of guidance in fulfilling the
dictates of young Jewish womanhood. Her charges are
factory girls because, as she asserts in one of her
columns, "I know the factory girl better than I know
any other girl . .
.
and . . . because I know the factory
girl to accept a good true thought and work it into her
daily life.... Therefore, listen to me my own factory
girls." [99]
Zelda's girls are basically good-hearted and eager
to be a credit to their Jewish heritage. Zelda knows
this and so do her girls, but sometimes they need a
little nudging. Zelda ends her column of September 1,
1901, in an outburst of sisterly faith in her girls:
"I am sitting on one Great Stoop now — a thousand
Sarahs, a thousand Beckys, a thousand Esthers and a
thousand Fannys sitting around.... I hold my hands out
toward you and my appeal is, 'Girls, let us tryl ' and I
feel the eager handclasp, and I hear the ready, 'We
will, and at oncel'" [100]
Throughout her columns, Zelda zealously tries to
instill a proper moral code in her girls. Good girls
are polite and kind to others, especially their parents
and brothers and sisters: "See if you can't make life
brighter for every one at home and, consequently, every
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one out of it." [101] Good girls don't spend money on
themselves, especially when Mamele is having trouble
paying the rent at home: "Don't endeavor to mimic the
pampered pet of material fortune Open your eyes to
the crying needs at home; don't be so self
-centered.
"
[102] Strive to "malce life happier and smooth over
some of the rough places for those two dear beings" at
home. [103] Good girls also dress modestly, do not
expect their beaux to treat them to expensive dates,
and meet their beaux in their parents' homes, not in
the street. [104] Nor do good girls tell "vulgar
joJces" or "thinlc vulgar thoughts." Rather, they must
"aim to be noble, high-minded, pure-hearted 1 As every
true woman ought to be." [105] Pastor even used her
column to instill awareness of animal rights; she urged
the girls to avoid wearing hats with stuffed birds,
which she called "emblems of man's outrageous cruelty."
[106]
But above all, good girls are eager to help their
mothers in any way they can. Indeed, the special
relationship between mother and daughter is a constant
refrain throughout Zelda^s columns. Several columns
talk about the special niche that mothers should occupy
in their daughters' lives. Zelda directs her appeal to
a young immigrant, working-class woman whose immigrant
mother is overworked and overburdened, no matter how
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much anyone else helps at home: "What years of hard
toil and willing sacrifice [a mother's hands] tell of,"
Pastor wrote as Zelda, no doubt thinking of her own
mother, who had been worn down by years of poverty and
constant childbirth. [107]
Pastor also drew on her own empathic, loving
relationship with her mother when, as Zelda, she
admonished her girls, "Even if all friends fail us, we
still have that one dear friend, our mother.... You can
trust her as you can trust no one else." Therefore,
loving daughters help their mothers at home by picking
up after themselves, spending the High Holidays with
their families in worship and not in the street, by
seeking out their mothers' companionship, and by
lightening their burdens in whatever way they can.
"Pour your love over your mother's life — make her
happy and God will surely bless you." [108]
Pastor idealized the relationship between mother
and daughter. While her own youthful relationship with
her mother was loving and supportive, other immigrant
daughters experienced more complicated relationships
with their mothers. A mother could be either a role
model of strength, competence, or compassion, as was
Pastor's mother when she was a young woman in London,
or a warning of what kind of life to avoid for
daughters who wanted more freedom. A daughter who
surpassed her mother's education and ability to
assimilate into the New World context ran the risk of
arousing her mother's envy or rivalry. But, according
to historian Sidney Weinberg, most Jewish women whom
she studied or interviewed offered very positive
recollections of their mothers. From them, they
learned basic and essential housekeeping skills,
religious traditions, concern for others, and the
values and perspective — commonsensical
,
humorous, or
otherwise — to cope with the trials of life. [109]
When Pastor admonished her female readers to be
especially solicitous of their mothers, she struck a
sensitive chord within the female Jewish immigrant
community.
Beyond their families, Zelda urges her girls to
spread joy to the larger community, whether through a
smile, a kind word, a shared lunch at the factory, or
assistance to a fellow worker. Such kindness will fill
their own cup of happiness. They must also set an
example of noble conduct: "Give me the man or woman of
noble action . . . and you supply me with a vast and
noble library of living books." [110]
This didactic tone also extended to Zelda 's
concern for her girls' spiritual welfare. As Zelda,
Pastor expressed her keenest interest in perpetuating
Jewish religious traditions. Later on, as her politics
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moved left, her concern for religious and ethnic issues
diminished because, to her evolving way of thinking,
they were simply too bourgeois. But writing from the
conventional, bourgeois perspective of Zelda, Pastor
could still entertain such questions. No doubt,
writing for a conservative Jewish newspaper with an
immigrant readership impelled her to write about issues
of Jewish significance. Perhaps, too, focusing on such
concerns eased her own anxiety at being in the big
city, where it was easy to stray from the familiar
signposts of one's childhood surroundings; thinking
about spiritual concerns may have provided her with an
emotional ballast, whether or not she was observant.
At any rate, two months after she moved to New York she
urged her girls to spend Pesach with their families,
helping their mothers prepare and serve the sedar. In
her column, she confided that "hundreds of miles divide
my mother and me. I can only spend it so, in spirit."
[Ill] And around the High Holy Days of Rosh Hashanah
and Yom Kippur, she beseeches Fanny and company to
spend the holidays in prayerful meditation and fasting,
if possible. Go to synagogue, "to the balcony," she
tells her girls, accepting the traditional separation
of men and women at shul. "That is your place for the
day; sit down beside your mother and let your tears
mingle with the tears of the devout little woman . .
.
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who has been the unselfish wife and mother, the
guardian angel of her whole family." [112]
In her column of December 13, 1903, Zelda recalls
the story of Chanuka in observance of the holiday. She
condemns those Jews who try to disguise their Jewish
identities, especially by changing their names. For
her, Chanuka is a morality tale in which those who
proudly practiced their Judaism in the past triumphed
against the forces of evil and assimilation. She is
grateful to the "men and women, who ... are staunch and
true to their early moral teachings and the teachings
of the great Book of Morals, the Talmud." [113]
But religious observance must not be relegated
only to the holidays — it must become a part of daily
life. Zelda urges her girls to pray daily, an activity
that, for her, "has proved of all my greatest
blessing 1" [114] She disapproves of intermarriage
because it removes a girl from her heritage and renders
her an outcast in both the Jewish and Christian
communities — and, even worse, because it will destroy
a girl's parents with "the shame you will have brought
upon them. Can you bear to do all this to the two
beings whom God has commanded you to honor?" [115] The
underlying theme of fidelity to parents runs through
many of her columns, regardless of her specific topic.
Devotion to parents means devotion to God and country:
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"Through serving your parents, girls, you serve the
whole Jewish nation ... nay, not only do you serve the
world, but you serve God," [116]
This devotion to family and heritage, however
admirable, does not lead to challenging the status quo.
Zelda constantly exhorts her girls to strive for
self-improvement — spiritual, physical, and
intellectual. A young girl possesses the power to
improve her lot by improving herself, not by trying to
change the social and political inequities around her.
Zelda admonishes working women not to be automatons but
to exercise their minds and bodies: "That we work in
the factory is no reason why we should not be
intelligent, no reason why we should not strive to
attain all else that goes to make up a true, noble
womanhood." [117] Pastor penned this cheery
exhortation at night after working twelve hours rolling
stogies in a noisy, dust-infested factory.
To be sure, reading is key to the quest for this
noble womanhood. "'Most girls are what they read,'"
Zelda reminds her readers. "Don't forget that, girls.
If you wish to be good girls, read good books." Zelda
is positively sanguine about the power of positive
reading: "On a young girl's choice of reading depends
the happiness or misery of her entire future." [118]
In her next column, Zelda offers a suggested reading
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list: the novels of Louisa May Alcott for her
"excellent teachings," all of Dickens's novels and
George Eliot's Mill on the Floss and Daniel Deronda
,
Jane Eyre and a biography of Charlotte Bronte, and
Grace Aguilar's Vale of Cedars , which will make every
Jewish girl "feel proud that a Jewess wrote it and that
she herself is a Jewess." Zelda further advises her
girls to read discriminately — to think about and
truly absorb their reading — and to worry less about
how many books they read than how well they read each
book they do choose. [119]
Zelda is just as conventional in sexual matters,
and rails against the notion of free love. In response
to a letter from a reader who wonders whether she
should consent to her socialist lover's entreaties,
Zelda raves, "'Free lovel ' Do you doubt the terrible
results of following this pernicious doctrine.... Leave
him! " She depicts socialist men who frequent the cafes
and espouse free love as "fiendish" beings eager to
prey on the innocence of idealistic young women. Free
love means "desertion ... disgrace, starvation, and
then a long wilful closing of the eyes in a long, last
sleep." She does, however, praise good socialists —
those who marry the women they love. [120]
Pastor wrote under the pseudonym of "Zelda" for
about three years, from 1901 to 1904. The format,
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tone, and content of the column changed little during
that time. Around 1904, she switched to a
question-and-answer format, in which she responded to
letters from readers, fictional or real, but her column
continued to be just as moralistic, didactic, and
conservative as before. Although she had already
encountered socialist ideas from her mother and in the
cigar factories in Cleveland, her columns reveal no
evidence of such thinking. The individualistic tone of
her columns directly contradicted the collective
solution of socialism. Happiness lies in proper
conduct, proper reading, and a cheerful outlook. In
later years, she must have cringed when she reread
Zelda's breezy exhortations to her girls to love their
work and strive to make themselves "indispensable" to
their employers. Cultivate good cheer toward your
employer and work, and the world will smile down upon
you: "The attitude of the whole world toward us is a
reflection of our own attitude toward the work we have
to do." [121]
Despite this individualistic and apolitical
perspective, being "Zelda" gave Pastor, who had had
less than two years of formal schooling, her first
experience in using the pen to convey her ideas, to be
a publicist — this time on behalf of the immigrant
Jewish working girl. Later she would be a publicist on
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behalf of socialism, and then communism. But for now,
she wrote from her own experience, and she wrote well.
Her columns reveal an imaginative use of language, of
literary devices to draw readers in, and an eagerness
to express her opinion and to influence others.
Writing as Zelda was perfect practice for going on the
stump for more radical causes later on.
Moreover, being Zelda gave her the opportunity to
reflect upon the experience of being a working girl;
although she turned that reflection to conservative
purposes by purveying traditional values, she became
familiar with the concept of a shared experience based
on the similarity of culture, class, and gender. Like
the early nineteenth-century middle-class women of New
England who transformed women's sphere into a bond of
sisterhood -- a necessary precursor to more radical
political action on behalf of their sex — Zelda
creates a sense of shared concerns and therefore shared
solutions among her female readers . [ 122 ] Although she
subverts the radical political potential of this shared
experience by dictating a conventional role for her
girls, she does provide an effective forum for
addressing the experience of working-class Jewish
women. Through her column, she helps to strengthen the
bonds of Jewish womanhood, even though she suggests no
concept of formal networking. She is a sympathetic
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voice for Jewish immigrant working women, an
interpretor of their concerns and a witness to their
important role in the family and community, even if
that role requires deference to parents and employers.
But Zelda does not want her girls to be mere doormats
— she challenges them to live up to the best ideals of
Jewish womanhood, to be responsible, caring,
contributing members of their families and communities;
to follow a life of the mind; and to be the pilots of
their own actions. Zelda may be conventional, but she
is not timid, and she does not want her girls to be
timid either.
Being Zelda forced Pastor to focus on what she, or
her editors who "guided" her, regarded as issues of
concern for Jewish women. As she moved left, she
broadened her focus to include all working-class women;
but she cut her political eyeteeth in exploring women's
issues from her work for the Taqeblatt . However much
she later disavowed this misguided conservative stage
of her political thinking, her work as Zelda gave her a
useful vocabulary for addressing working-class women's
needs
.
Her engagement with issues of concern to women
resurfaced after she married Graham Stokes and joined
the Socialist party in 1906. Over the next decade, she
spent considerable time and energy championing issues
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that specifically helped women, even as she denied that
she was doing so out of strong feminist principles per
se. In a 1909 letter to Lillian Wald, she expressed
regret that she could not attend a party where Emmeline
Pankhurst, the militant English suffrage leader, was
scheduled to appear. She wanted to ask Pankhurst about
the status of working-class women in the suffrage
movement in England. "Is it true, as I have repeatedly
been given to understand
. . . that the fight is for the
enfranchisement of women with property qualifications,
only; which includes the better-paid working woman, and
excludes utterly the very poorly paid....?" [123]
Over the years, Pastor Stokes's perceptions of
women underwent transformation. It is not easy to
trace these changes systematically because she never
developed an analysis explicitly focused around women's
issues, and many of her writings and reports of her
speeches are undated. But the evidence suggests that
in the early years of her socialist career she echoed
some of Zelda's faith in the essential strength and
goodness of women. In 1908, she celebrated women's
potential by claiming that what women lacked was
opportunity. Once unleashed, women's power would be
"the greatest of the world's forces. They [women] will
be even more than men, because they have greater
spiritual and stronger moral fiber than men." [124] In
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a special women's suffrage issue of the leading
socialist organ, the New York Call
, she wrote a paean
to women entitled "We the Mothers": "We, the women of
the world,/ Who wield the pen, the tool, the hoe,/ Who
teach, and spin, and plan, and sew,/ Who help the world
to be, to grow --/ The world has cast us out / We,
the mothers of this world,/ We'll mend the world
asunder torn/ By selfish children we have borne." [125]
By 1915, however, she was more circumspect about
women's potential for greatness. Gender alone did not
shape values; instead, a host of influences affected
women's consciousness. In a speech in 1915, addressing
"what women want in the newspapers," Pastor Stokes made
her position clear: "I wondered which women. For we
differ in our choice according as we differ in social
experience, in economic status (which in its turn
creates a world of differences), in intelligence, in
age and in other matters." Pastor Stokes then
enumerated four categories of women and their reading
tastes: the "idlers," affluent women who liked to read
about the latest fashions and society scandals; the
"antis," women who supported suffrage but favored
capitalism and were opposed to further social change;
the adolescents, the "mental-emotional midgets" who
read the Ladies Home Journal ; and the "forward-looking
minority," those who sought "not alone her emancipation
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but the freedom of all who are enslaved and oppressed
by an oppressive slave system." [126]
Pastor Stokes clearly favored the latter
viewpoint. She called on women to immerse themselves
not in issues of concern to women only but in larger
social issues. "While some women are happy devoting
themselves to their cookstoves," she declared in a
speech before the Town Club of St. Louis, Missouri,
"that is not the best and most generous life. There
should be wider devotion to humanity and the
socialization of the world." [127] In perhaps her most
cogent awareness of the class differences dividing
women, she lamented how the working-class woman toiled
under conditions "detrimental to the growth of body,
mind and spirit" to provide the luxuries that her more
affluent sisters enjoyed: "She sees no justice in an
economic system which requires of one woman physical
and spiritual exhaustion, in order that some other
woman, absolved from the necessity of labor through the
accident of birth or otherwise, may waste in idleness
and luxury her product and the product of her fellows."
[128]
Under capitalism^ working women were unable to
rectify this injustice and could only expect to "live
at the margin of subsistence." [129] But socialism was
the means by which women could improve their own lives
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and participate more fully in the task of perfecting
society. Socialism would do this, in part, by
liberating women from their isolated kitchens.
Although Pastor Stokes never mapped out a blueprint of
the socialist household, she sketched in its outlines.
She denied that socialism would usher in any radical
changes in the make-up of the nuclear family, but she
suggested that women would spend less time in the
kitchen. From her few comments, she apparently favored
collective kitchens, where meals would be prepared by
expert cooks — she did not specify whether they were
to be men or women — and brought home to eat in the
privacy of individual dining rooms. Yet her ideas are
far too sketchy to illustrate how these socialist
kitchens would differ significantly from the
professionalized and profit-making kitchens advocated
by Charlotte Perkins Oilman. Gilman envisioned
professional kitchens staffed by paid operatives to
free career women from the laborious responsibility of
cooking. Oilman's idea was to be a profit-making
venture. She rejected the notion of worker-owned
cooperatives organized by housewives, and wanted to
make housework a legitimate business enterprise with
employers and employees. [130] Such a solution did not
resolve the potentially exploitive and sexist nature of
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underpaid housework — it merely shifted the burden of
exploitation onto a paid class of workers. [131]
Unlike Henrietta Rodman, who drew on Gilman's
theories to design her feminist apartment house, Pastor
Stokes did not suggest that people actually create
communal living arrangements. There is no evidence
that she was directly influenced by Oilman or Rodman;
indeed, she may have been exposed to their ideas at
Heterodoxy meetings since both of them were members.
Like them, she advocated alternatives to the individual
kitchen, which kept a woman standing in front of a
stove all day, and she voiced her ideas two years after
Rodman unveiled her plans for a feminist apartment
house (see Chapter 4). "Very possibly the kitchen will
lose its grip on the time and the health of
housewives," Pastor Stokes proclaimed. "Cooking can be
done better by persons specialized in matters of food.
Home life can center around the parlor or library table
as well as about the kitchen stove. Women who spend
their entire time at household duties will be able to
spend much time as social producers." [132]
Under socialism, women would be freed not only
from laborious household responsibilities but from paid
work that did not suit them. "There will be
'occupational fluidity' because it will be to the
interest of society to have every member doing the
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things he can do best. That means that the best cooks
will do the culinary work and the best tailors will do
the tailoring and all can have the same quality of
cloth and food if they wish." [133]
Pastor Stokes's ideas both reflected and diverged
from the thinking of other socialist women. According
to historian Sally Miller, who has studied women's
activities in the Socialist party, most socialist
women, including Pastor Stokes, reached an accord on
certain issues: the importance of progressive
education and the evils of child labor, and the
capitalist origins of alcoholism and divorce. [134]
And most socialist women, including Pastor Stokes, also
supported birth control and insisted that socialism
would free women from domestic drudgery. But both
socialist men and women strenuously disagreed about
tactics. Some women and men opposed focusing on the
Woman Question, and maintained instead that the
socialization of property was the only way to abolish
economic and social oppression. They insisted that
focusing on women's concerns would only divert
attention from the main struggle. Other socialists
emphasized the unique burden of both sexual and class
oppression that women shouldered, and strove to develop
theories and strategies geared to women's needs. This
woman-centered approach ironically led to conservative
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implications. Socialist women who embraced this
position appealed to women's maternal instincts, urging
them to join the Socialist party because it was the
"only cause that can give equal opportunity for
children of the human race." [135] They portrayed
socialism as the answer to problems of the home and
family. Indeed, Miller claims, although socialist
women often objected to the notion that socialism would
free women from the slavery of wage-labor and restore
them to full-time domesticity, "nevertheless a
consistent theme placed the emancipated woman in that
setting." [136]
According to Miller, the vision of socialist women
was "neither cohesive, incisive, nor innovative. Those
who saw women's liberation as a distinct part of the
class struggle often did not transcend traditional role
assignments and family structure. They, like most
sexist male comrades, ultimately viewed the sexes and
the family according to standards which the
male-dominated institutions of western society had
shaped. ... A basic social transformation was never
conceptualized." [137]
In her comprehensive study Women and American
Socialism , Mari Jo Buhle focused on the geographic
roots of this ideological divisiveness among socialist
women. In the small agrarian towns of the Midwest,
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early female socialist organizers grafted the tenets of
the late nineteenth-century women's club movement onto
their socialist vision. According to Buhle, they
continued to regard the home "as the locus of women's
strength" and to endow womanhood with special nurturant
power. [138] Socialism, then, became the instrument to
enable women to purify and perfect first the home and
then the social order. [139] In contrast, socialist
women in the urban industrial centers of New York,
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Louis -- and especially
among immigrant communities — gradually eschewed the
notion of women's sphere and insisted upon equal and
integrated status within the party. The unprecedented
numbers of working-class women in the labor force, and
the militant role that immigrant Jewish women played in
the garment strikes, made women's labor a power to be
reckoned with. The task now was to transform women's
consciousness "from the homebodies of yesteryear to the
fully socialized proletarians of today and free workers
— citizens of the morrow." [140] Theresa Malkiel
urged women to transcend personal and domestic concerns
and cast their lot with the class struggle. [141]
Pastor Stokes certainly took for granted the permanence
of the nuclear family, even as she envisioned
"occupational fluidity" for men and women. In
practice, if not in theory, her ideological sympathies
were closer to those in the avowedly "woman-centered"
camp of the Socialist party, even though its geographic
and cultural roots were far different from her own.
She was a socialist first and foremost, but her
desire to promote socialism led her to embrace several
feminist causes or activities that, to her way of
thinking, promised to hasten the dawn of a new social
order. Initially, Pastor Stokes was optimistic that
female enfranchisement would lead to a more humane
world. During the Uprising of the 20,000, she told a
meeting of striking shirtwaist makers, "You should
identify yourselves with the woman suffrage movement.
It is far more important for women to have a share in
the making of the laws by voting for those who make
them than even the winning of this strike." [142]
Before World War I, she even joined the Women's Peace
Party, declaring that "woman's ballot would represent a
class against war." [143] She also felt that women
would support policies that improved social conditions.
Initially, she argued in a letter to the Boston Post ,
suffrage might retard the progress of socialism among
Catholic women who would vote according to church
dictates, but this would be short-lived "because the
women could not very long remain ignorant of the
knowledge of socialism." [144]
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But women, she argued, were not currently "fit"
for the vote. Indeed, as optimistic as she was about
woman's potential her view of women of her day was
negative and condescending: "The woman has not an
outlook equal to that of man, and therefore fails to
prove a satisfying companion. She talks of the woman
around the corner, of her cook and numerous of life's
petty things that do not interest men. Is it any
wonder, then, that men go to the clubs to find real
companionship?" [145] Yet Pastor Stokes still believed
that women would rise to the occasion. Woman has been
excluded from the political realm, she argued, but once
she receives this power "and every means possible to
man will be used to teach her politics and government,"
then she will discharge her electoral responsibilities
and provide true companionship for her spouse. [146]
By 1924, however. Past or* Stokes was even less
sanguine about the impact of female suffrage on
revolutionary social change. While women participated
more extensively in public discourse^ she observed^
they voted "according to class interest exactly as men
do," and often in accordance with their husbands.
Gender has little impact per se. "Where women are
radical, politicians are worried. But they equally
fear radicalism in men. In other words, the real
issues are class, not sex issues." [147] From her
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early views of women's preeminent moral superiority
over men. Pastor Stokes followed a circuitous path to
disavow the impact of gender alone in triggering
revolutionary change.
Rose Pastor Stokes was certainly not the only
socialist to advocate female enfranchisement. Until
1908, the Socialist party's formal support for women's
suffrage was more lip service than genuine commitment.
At the convention of 1908, which Pastor Stokes
attended, women delegates lobbied actively for party
endorsement of female enfranchisement. Prior to this
cohesive lobbying effort, the Socialist party had shown
little concern about organizing women or appealing to
their needs. [148] In supporting female
enfranchisement. Pastor Stokes, like other socialists,
viewed suffrage as the most expedient way to regulate
and humanize the industrial order. Eschewing the
natural rights argument of the first generation of
women's rights activists, socialists — and many
mainstream suffragists — borrowed and then reworked
the notion of municipal housekeeping; this strategy, as
Chapter 5 has shown, enabled women to expand their
public roles by applying the nurturant, humane values
of the home to community life. Pro-suffrage forces,
in and out of the Socialist party, viewed the ballot as
a potent weapon for translating women's maternal voice
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into political power. Socialists, however, tried to
distinguish their approach from that of mainstream
suffragists by focusing their efforts primarily on
working-class women who would advance the class
struggle. [149] Pastor Stokes echoed this approach
when she urged women to use the vote by supporting
"labor's own political party." [150] By 1924, she
claimed that she could measure the merits of suffrage
only through its effects on working-class women;
ultimately, however, she regarded the ballot as useless
once the masses began to demand fundamental social
change. "The ballot can help [farmers and workers]
only if they are powerfully organized and demand
through their organizations a workers' and farmers'
government." [151] Pastor Stokes now fully
acknowledged that the oppression of women was part of
an overall pattern of social repression that would not
change until socialism was realized; and she regarded
suffrage as a tool, albeit a minor one, for realizing
that new world.
Such priorities also informed her work on behalf
of birth control. During the 1910s, the American birth
control movement was essentially a grass-roots movement
orchestrated by radicals, especially by socialists and
IWW locals. Margaret Sanger, its moving spirit, tried
to develop an effective coalition of liberal and
radical supporters, but her most ardent backers came
from the far left. These included Emma Goldman,
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Alexander Berkman, Eugene Deb
Kate Richards O'Hare, Agnes Smedley, and Pastor Stoke
[152] They spoke on Sanger's behalf, organized
speaking tours, and promised her the support of other
radicals. Although Sanger's own politics lay neither
in a socialist nor Marxist framework, but were rooted
instead in a nineteenth-century "mystique about
womanliness," as historian Linda Gordon described it,
her poignant appeals to working-class women and her
emphasis on direct and illegal action galvanized thos
who otherwise disagreed with her politically. [153]
Among them was Pastor Stokes. In June 1916, at
meeting in Carnegie Hall to celebrate Emma Goldman's
release from prison for illegally disseminating birth
control information, she declared, "My chief interest
is not birth control, but Socialist propaganda...."
But until socialists were able to effect far-reaching
change, "there are lesser causes to meet immediate
vital needs that I believe to be worth fighting for,
and birth control is such a cause." [154] Pastor
Stokes's support for birth control was unflinching.
She directly linked women's inability to regulate
childbirth to a capitalist conspiracy. "The capitali
class desires large families among the poor. Large
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families mean further opportunities to exploit them.
Women are killed by this Think of what would be
added to the health of the nation if we had the right,
as we will have the right under socialism, to use
science in the home." [155]
Pastor Stokes defined birth control as "voluntary
motherhood — the voluntary regulation of conception"
in which the mother determines whether or not she is
ready to have a child. She vehemently denied that
birth control was murder, because "one cannot destroy
that which never existed — never was conceived." [156]
But she did not equate birth control with women's
inherent right to control their sexuality for their own
personal or professional needs; for her, birth control
meant the freedom not to transmit a parent's disease to
an unborn child or to subject a child to an
impoverished environment. Unlike the Village bohemians
who espoused sexual freedom and pleasure for both men
and women during the 1910s, Pastor Stokes was not
prepared to separate sexuality from reproduction.
Instead, her endorsement of birth control centered
around bringing healthy children into a healthy
setting, one that could easily accommodate their needs.
[157]
To this end, she joined or contributed to several
birth control organizations. She became financial
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secretary of the National Birth Control League, a
liberal organization founded in 1915 by suffragist Mary
Coffin Ware Dennett and others to legalize the
dissemination of birth control information. [158] She
also joined the Women's Committee of One Hundred, an
organization of prominent activist women with diverse
political views. Its membership rolls included Mary
Ware Dennett, Henrietta Rodman, Crystal Eastman, and
Mary Heaton Vorse. According to its bylaws, the
Committee sought to arouse public awareness to the need
for birth control and to give birth control activist
Margaret Sanger "moral and financial support." [159]
Pastor Stokes also wrote a screenplay about birth
control. In 1916, she was approached by Madame Alice
Blache, one of the few women film directors of the
time, who wanted to make a film about birth control.
The result was Pastor Stokes's didactic script for
"Sacred Motherhood," a saccharine title that was
fortunately later changed to "Shall the Parents
Decide?" Blache, however, could not find a producer
who was willing to sponsor this controversial subject,
and the project foundered. [160] Perhaps it was not
only the provocative subject matter but the
unflattering portrayal of men that undermined the
project. In Pastor Stokes's script, gender concerns
supersede class issues; men, albeit mostly those from
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the middle and upper classes, are portrayed as
conspirators who systematically destroy women's
well-being and prevent them from obtaining the
necessary birth control to regulate childbirth. The
simplistic portraits range from selfish husbands who
enjoy strapping good health while their wives are
enfeebled by constant childbirth, to philandering
businessmen and unscrupulous judges who regard
advocates of birth control as dangerous agitators. In
her opening voice-over, Pastor Stokes tries to be a
loyal comrade by offering a primitive class analysis of
birth control: "One of the effective means of
improving the position of the worker lies in regulating
his numbers." [161] But she proceeds to show that
birth control is a crucial tool of empowerment for
women of all classes. Her characters include women
from across the class spectrum: Helen Hope, the
protagonist, who joins a birth control organization
after watching her mother and older sister, both
married and living in comfortable middle-class
surroundings, become prematurely aged by constant
childbirth; Maud, Helen's former coworker who has been
seduced, expensively supported, and then cast off by
their employer, Simon Sulphur, after he forces her to
abandon their feeble-minded infant to an orphanage; and
the Hopes 's cleaning woman, whose eldest daughter has
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"gone to the bad" because her mother could not spare
her any time from the punishing need to work and
support her large brood. Outraged by all these
injustices against women, Helen cries out to her
emaciated mother, "But is there no help for women.
Mother?" And her mother sighs, "We women are born to
suffer and to bear I But you're too young, child, to
think of these things." Her mother's resignation spurs
Helen on to disseminate birth control literature,
despite the threat of dismissal and imprisonment. In
the end, Helen is not prosecuted when Simon Sulphur,
now a judge, casts the deciding vote in Helen's favor
after Maud threatens to expose his adultery. [162]
This play, artless as it is, reflects Pastor
Stokes's awareness of the impact of birth control on
women of all classes, not only on workers. As she went
about distributing birth control information to all the
women at a dinner for Emma Goldman, she proclaimed,
"What is good for the uptown gander is good for the
downtown goose. It makes no difference whether birth
control is practiced on Fifth Avenue or Hester Street
and the Bowery." [163] Having watched her own mother
buckle under to constant childbirth and grinding
poverty, she had no difficulty squaring a feminist
perspective on birth control with a class analysis. To
her way of thinking, this issue directly spoke to both
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causes, even as a battle waged within the Socialist
party over formal endorsement of birth control. The
battle lines were drawn between those SP members who,
like Pastor Stokes, supported birth control as an
instrument of working-class liberation and those who
voiced conservative sexual attitudes or fears that
birth control agitation would siphon off attention to
the larger socialist struggle. Other socialists feared
that supporting birth control would win the enduring
opprobrium of the powerful right, which linked birth
control to free love. [164] The Socialist party never
did endorse birth control in the prewar years, but its
failure to do so did not dissuade Pastor Stokes from
actively supporting Sanger's cause.
Pastor Stokes's most public contribution to the
birth control movement came in March 1916 at a dinner
for Emma Goldman in New York City. Pastor Stokes spoke
at the dinner and then illegally distributed birth
control literature. Although Emma Goldman spent
fifteen days at a workhouse for defying the Comstock
Laws and disseminating birth control information.
Pastor Stokes was not arrested. When Goldman was
released from the workhouse, a meeting to welcome her
back was convened at Carnegie Hall. Both Goldman and
Pastor Stokes spoke; again. Pastor Stokes offered to
distribute a birth control formula only to "wives and
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mothers in need." She then declared, "Frankly ... I
have broken the law over and over, because I believe
... the mothers of the world should have the power and
the right to control birth." [165] In the clamor that
followed for her formula, she had to be rescued from
the stage. Again, Pastor Stokes was not arrested,
although she was prepared for arrest. "I do not, of
course, want to go to jail, and, again, I am not
bidding for arrest But I am not afraid. For
twenty-three years. Capitalist Society has done its
worst to me. It gave me an underfed childhood, hemmed
me in on all sides by the stone walls of No
Opportunity, and ... began to turn my very heart's
blood into gold for others...." [166]
Pastor Stokes's actions provoked considerable
publicity. The major dailies in New York, Boston, and
Detroit and the International Wire Service carried
prominent articles about her speech; these newspaper
reports were mostly favorable, and the publicity
brought her scores of letters from women across the
country beseeching her for her birth control formula.
Many letters poignantly described the hardships of
poverty, constant childbirth, and the health risks
created by another pregnancy. One letter came from as
far away as Mayaguez, Puerto Rico. Although there is
no record of Pastor Stokes's responses to these
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letters, she apparently sent the formula through the
mail, despite the Comstock Laws, which prohibited such
communication. Several women answered her with
heartfelt gratitude. [167]
Pastor Stokes's controversial activities also
elicited a less than grateful response from quarters
closer to home — her brother-in-law Anson Phelps
Stokes, who had officiated at her wedding. Anson did
not criticize her for supporting birth control — he
condemned her illegal methods of showing her support,
and couched his criticisms in disingenuous concern that
she would undermine her public influence by defying the
law. His tone was measured and solicitous, but clearly
disapproving. [ 168]
Pastor Stokes's response was an unflinching
justification of her actions. First she apologized for
not answering sooner but explained that she had to
respond to the scores of letters from women across the
country requesting the birth control formula. "Had I
needed proof that what I did was worth doing, these
human documents would have overwhelmingly supplied it;
but I needed no proof other than that I carried in my
own soul." She then explained that she had hoped to
spark a national discussion by her actions, go to
prison, and focus public attention on the necessity of
changing the laws. Finally, she responded to his
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"concern" about undermining her influence: "I am not
concerned with my 'influence' primarily. When I feel
sufficient inner compulsion to do a thing I do it. I
don't flaunt it. I go quietly about my business,
believing it is 'God's business' as well. The whole
world might disagree with me and think it is the
Devil's instead; but that could make no difference to
us.... If I lose influence with those near and dear to
me, or with the public, that is quite beyond my control
and should not, and does not, enter my decisions. I
cannot live by others' light. I can live only by my
own, and leave the results to take care of themselves.
The confusing considerations of 'public influence,
'
'family ties and affections' etc. — even the nearest
and dearest — are not the stars to steer one's course
by." [169] Anzia Yezierska, who had just walked out on
her husband six weeks before, would have understood and
approved of her friend's need to steer her own course.
Both women had chosen as their pathway the feminist
goal of self-determination during this era; if they did
not consciously own up to these feminist precepts, they
surely acted on them by defining their own values and
course of action.
The former cigar roller was impervious to the
reactions of capitalist society and its most powerful
defenders. By virtue of her marriage in 1905 into one
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of the standard-bearers of that society, the
influential Stokes family, she had acquired an informed
political perspective on, rather than a merely visceral
understanding of, the oppressive marginal life she had
once lived; and she now used that understanding to
armor herself against familial and public condemnation
of her actions. Pastor Stokes was rapidly charting a
course in direct opposition to the values of her
in-laws, one that restored her to the circle of her own
class, but in a different capacity — not as an
ill-fed, exploited worker but as a fighter for the
liberation of other workers like her former self.
In her early years in the Socialist party. Pastor
Stokes showed little interest in supporting or
participating in separate women's activities within the
party hierarchy; she felt that an integrated structure
was more effective. But for a brief period, from
November 1908 to March 1909, she edited a "woman's
department" for the New York Call . The department
consisted of a weekly half page of articles, poems, and
letters. In March 1909, Pastor Stokes was replaced as
the editor because her section was not considered
distinct enough from the rest of the paper. This
assessment was less than accurate; the section
certainly dealt with issues of concern to women in
greater depth than the rest of the paper. There were
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articles and poems about female suffrage and the impact
of socialism on the family; profiles of celebrated
socialist women, such as Mrs. Eugene Debs and Agnes
Nestor, a trade unionist; and pieces about women in
other countries. In addition, the department regularly
featured anecdotal articles, stories, and recipes. Yet
Pastor Stokes seemed to rely on other writers,
including Dr. Antoinette F. Konikow, a physician and
Socialist party member, and militant trade unionist
Theresa Malkiel, to present issues pertaining to women.
With few exceptions, her own contributions were more
abstract or were only tangentially related to gender
concerns. Among her contributions were a profile of
coal miners that ended in an abstract discussion of
socialist principles and editorials decrying piecemeal
charity. Either from a lack of time or interest, she
seldom contributed pieces bearing directly on women's
issues. [170]
This reluctance to emphasize gender concerns over
class issues was also apparent in her opposition to
organizing a separate socialist women's committee
within the party hierarchy. By the early 1920s,
however, she had come to realize that women were not
being effectively recruited into the newly organized
Communist party, and that women's support was crucial
for forming a "united proletarian front." In Women and
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American Socialism, Mari Jo Buhle has criticized Pastor
Stokes for denying that there was a "separate woman's
problem" and for failing to address what Buhle regards
as the second-class citizenship of women in the
Communist party. According to Buhle, the male
leadership blocked women from assuming influential
positions, and she chastizes Pastor Stokes for not
focusing attention on this problem. [171] At this
advanced stage of her political development, Pastor
Stokes would have dismissed this issue as a distraction
from the party's main goal — to strengthen its base of
support and to engineer party members into positions of
public leadership. Moreover, Pastor Stokes was one of
the few women to play an influential role in the party
hierarchy; indeed, she was a founder of the new Workers
party (see Chapter 5), was one of the few American
female delegates to the Comintern's fourth congress,
served on committees, and corresponded regularly with
the party hierarchy.
While Buhle 's criticism has some merit, she fails
to give Pastor Stokes any credit for her efforts to
promote women's concerns both in internal party affairs
and before the general public. After attending the
fourth congress of the Communist International in
Russia in the fall of 1923, Pastor Stokes set down her
ideas in a contradictory memo to the American Communist
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leadership. Either she had not clarified her own
thoughts or saw no contradiction in her views. She
began her memo with the declaration that capitalism
oppressed and degraded working-class women more than
men: "She suffers more intense exploitation, gets the
longer hours and the lower wage." According to Pastor
Stokes, working-class women fared no better at home:
"Her misery as a home body , the mere slave of a poor
wage slave, only the woman placed in her position can
fully realise [sic]. She bears within her agonized
soul the seed of revolt. This seed is germinating in
the dark mould of emotion. The sunlight of
consciousness, the light of revolutionary understanding
must woo it out of the dark soil." Yet, paradoxically.
Pastor Stokes went on to conclude that there was "no
separate woman's problem." Her dedication to a class
perspective and to working-class revolution prevented
her from taking an explicit feminist position, even as
she eloquently described the greater oppression of
women under capitalism.
Such reluctance to embrace an openly feminist
perspective, however, did not prevent her from
advocating the formation of women's committees in every
city and industrial center where the Workers Party was
organized. These committees, however, were to be
"purely propagandistic" — to "stimulate and develop
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among women members propaganda activities directed to
the broad masses of proletarian women under party
direction and control." Pastor Stokes was not
suggesting that these committees segregate women from
mainstream party activities — quite the contrary, she
regarded them as a vehicle for integrating more women
into the party. Unfortunately, she did not offer
specific suggestions for persuading women to join.
[172]
Another memo that she wrote earlier to secretaries
of the Women's Division of the Friends for Soviet
Russia, however, suggests the strategies that she might
have recommended. In this memo regarding American
Communist assistance to famine relief in Russia,
drafted in 1922, she urged organizers to appeal to
women's maternal concerns. Applying a radical, and
international, twist to the notion of municipal
motherhood, she suggested the following slogan:
"Mothers 1 The cradle of the human race I Working-class
mothers, the heart of the world's suffering 1 Save
suffering humanity in Soviet Russia." Among other
strategies, she suggested organizing women into groups
to sew, knit, collect clothing, solicit food and
monetary contributions; and to organize among shop and
factory workers, and in unions, especially where women
were exclusively employed. She also suggested
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appealing to nursing mothers with the slogan "Nursing
mothers of America, keep the nursing mothers of Russia
alive! Fight the Russian faminel" Finally, she
suggested that organizers try to arouse interest among
the children of targeted mothers, who would then urge
their parents to write for information on children's
relief work. Pastor Stokes also stressed that all
neighborhood organizing meetings be "direct, simple —
mirroring their own daily lives,... outlining the help
that the women of the working-class can give." [173]
Her proposed strategies suggest that she perceived
women to respond to concerns closest to their own
experience — that of home, family, and motherhood.
Pastor Stokes apparently attempted to do some
organizing among women herself. In September 1924, she
wrote to a comrade about her meetings with members of
the Women's Socialist League in Rochester, New York.
She exulted over the "great possibilities for creating
a national united front of proletarian women's
organizations," and urged the Communist party to keep
an organizer in the field. [174] Pastor Stokes
astutely recognized that female strength lay in female
solidarity. But, like her earlier views on birth
control and female suffrage, she regarded female
organizing not as an end in itself but as a means to a
more important end — the realization of a worldwide
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workers' revolution to humanize living and working
conditions
.
Finally, in a brief foray into interpersonal
concerns. Pastor Stokes addressed one other arena of
women's lives — love and marriage. Up to the end of
her life, she never questioned the merit of a
monogamous relationship between men and women. At
times, she even glorified it. Indeed, when she
divorced Graham Stokes, she told the press, "It is my
belief that a man and woman living together without
love as man and wife, with or without benefit of
Justice of the Peace, violate the very essence of what
is best in them, and destroy those elements within
themselves that are most worth nourishing." She went
on to claim that love is always "justified" even when a
relationship does not work out because when it is
present "it enlarges and ennobles the natures of the
men and women experiencing the love." [175] Two years
later she married a young intellectual from the
Communist party, Jerome Remain. But a year after she
left Graham, she published an article in which she
advocated "free marriages" marriages made outside
the legal bounds by men and women eager to avoid the
legal complications of divorce. Such marriages
preserve love and companionship, she argued, because
people marry not for money but strictly for love, and
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are free to disengaqe LIuMnselvoH if and whon that love
diminishes. "To keep love a steady llaino lile itself
must become a great art, must be inacJe a great art. We
cannot drive or be driven for the wherewithal to live,
or for personal power and wealth, and make or keep life
beautiful." (176 J Complicated divorce proceedings
force people to stay in unhappy marriages while seeking
sexual love on the sly. Ultimately, Pastor Stokes
claimed, the blame for such a state of affairs lay with
a aystem, "social and economic," that forced people who
had fallen out of love to stay together because of
economic considerations — the wife's economic
dependence on the husband and the struggle to make a
living, however comlortable, that destroys the spark of
love among all classes of couples. [177] Slie did not
explicitly claim that economic independence was vital
to women's well-being, but she certainly pinpointed
economic dependence as a major reason why women
remained in loveless, unfulfilling marriages.
In advocating suffrage, birth control, separate
women's committees for recruitment purposes, and more
liberal divorce laws. Pastor Stokes was in step with
her more self-consciously feminist sisters in and out
of the feminist movement of her day. Yet, when
prompted to state her position, she did not identify
herself as a feminist. Nor did she address other
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iliues of concern Lo womon, uuch as the soxu.H douliLe
tandard, male viol<Mi( **
.Mjainat vfimxon, or yendor
discrimination Jn trade unions. For tho most part, she
chaiiif)i()M(Mj feminist causes that were, to her way of
Lhinkinq, iiit imalcly liiik^Ml Lo lu^r larqer worldviow. Tn
a letter to the Now York Call , in wliich mIio responded
to a comrade 'a criticism of her work on behalf of birth
control, she declared, "There are almost as many ways
to work for socialinm as there are roade to heaven.
Some ways are open to some of us, and other ways to
others. Via no(?d be careful always but of one thinq:
to know our ground and novoi Lo compromise our
principle. ..." I i VU J
Rose Pastor Stokes's principle was a new world in
which the tools of industry were owned by the worker
and the oppression of wage-slavery was a relic of the
past. Tn the early stages of her political
devolopmenL, Lhia now world did noL queaLion Lhe
sanctity of the nuclear family or endorse greater
sexual fulfillment for either sex. Pastor Stokes
raised such questions later. liuL it created a woman
citizen who could participate in the public realm,
regulate^ her child-bearing, and was no longer chained
to domestic drudgery. When asked once how socialism
would change the home, she conceded, "There will be no
radical changes. Love will always be the greatest
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thing." She went on to describe what would happen when
women no longer spent so much time in the kitchen:
"... home life can center around the parlor or library
table." [179] She offered up a cozy, companionable
view of family life, one in which families enjoyed
quality time together and "occupational fluidity"
enabled all to seek the work for which they were best
suited. Pastor Stokes's feminism was not an end in
itself — it was a means of transforming life, in her
words, into "a great art" for both women and men. [180]
A poem found in Maud Nathan's scrapbooks gives a
clue as to what being a feminist meant to her: "Fred's
wife was once a quiet dame/ who thought and talked
always the same/ of homey things like socks and bread/
which often seemed quite dull to Fred.... Now Mrs. Fred
the papers reads/ Both news and politics she heeds/ To
meetings manifold she goes/ And people of repute she
knows..../ What cleared her mind of mental mist?/ Oh,
she's become a suffragist 1" [181] Perhaps more than
her work for the Consumers' League, Nathan regarded her
work for women's suffrage as the most exhilirating
adventure of her professional life. Being a feminist
for her was inextricably linked to fighting for female
enfranchisement. Nathan's work on behalf of suffrage
was an outgrowth of her work for the Consumers' League;
she actively joined the suffrage movement in the late
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1890s when she realized that she and her colleagues in
the Consumers' League needed the political clout of
enfranchisement in order to accomplish anything. [182]
In one address, Nathan claimed, "Each year the fact is
borne in upon me with greater and greater force that we
women would not find it so difficult to secure
legislation, were we the constituents of the
legislators." She went on to describe how she and
other representatives of the Consumers' League were
forced to make two trips to Albany for a hearing; on
the second trip, they had to wait more than three hours
and then were allotted less than twenty minutes to make
their case because a hearing on another bill was given
precedence without any time limits. [183]
This same desire for political power impelled
other women's organizations to endorse suffrage. In
the 1880s, for example, the Women's Christian
Temperance Union (WCTU)
,
supported female
enfranchisement in order to press its demands. Women's
suffrage became the instrument for achieving
temperance; Our Union , the organ of the WCTU, carried
accounts by women who claimed to have been "converted"
to suffrage work by divine instruction, and WCTU
members found role models in women from the Old and New
Testaments who had served God by engaging in public and
political work. [184] The True Woman now became a
registered voter whose purview embraced the public
realm beyond her home. Nancy Cott has observed that
the woman movement at the end of the nineteenth century
had a "see-saw quality": It teetered back and forth
between striving to eliminate gender constraints and
also preserving and enlarging the scope of women's
needs and interests. [185] Nathan identified
primarily with this latter camp. Although she
sometimes argued that suffrage was a major step toward
achieving gender equality and was consonant with
American democratic principles, more often she reasoned
that suffrage would enable women to attain their
particular gender-based needs and improve the quality
of public life in the process. Her own shifting
rationale for suffrage reflected the see-saw quality of
the woman movement as a whole.
But Nathan portrayed herself as a feminist long
before she joined the suffrage movement. In her
childhood, she claimed, two models of womanhood vied
for her allegiance. She imagined herself as either a
"second Casablanca" or a "world-renowned cantatrice."
These two symbols represented, respectively, a life of
sacrifice versus "a broad rich life through which I
could make my influence felt." [186] Nathan recalled a
childhood incident that swayed her toward the second
symbol. When she was a baby she received her father's
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old silver cup while each of her brothers received new
ones. She construed this incident as a slight because
she perceived that "being merely a girl" she was not
entitled to a shiny new cup like the ones her brothers
possessed. Indeed, she never considered the
possibility that receiving her father's cup, which,
according to her, was a gift to him from one of New
York's leading citizens, may have been more of an honor
than getting a new one. In her recollection, this
incident created a resentment that gave rise to "the
germ of that ardent feminism which was to develop and
later influence my life." [187] She also recalled how
she bristled at the smaller allowance she received
because she was a girl, and at having to wait for a boy
to ask her to dance. [188] If Nathan is to be
believed, she felt deprived as a child because she was
a girl.
This gender-based sense of deprivation influenced
her fledgling awareness of class differences as well.
As a child, she claimed, she wondered why a maid had to
accompany her mother whenever she went out alone in the
evening. No concern was ever expressed for the maid's
safety, who often returned home alone and then went out
again to retrieve her mother. "The maid who escorted
my mother was young and pretty. Why was there no
danger of her being insulted?" [189]
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Nathan viewed her early civic reform work as a
challenge to the legal and political restrictions
imposed upon women in the waning years of the 1880s.
In her autobiography, she recalled how women in New
York City could not check into the better hotels alone
or enter restaurants unaccompanied by men. [190] Her
participation in the Women's Municipal League,
established by her mentor, Josephine Shaw Lowell, to
involve women in civic affairs, unleashed in Nathan her
first awareness of women's potential — and women's
socially rooted imprisonment. "This movement meant for
me the opening of prison doors. Women had been kept
behind bars, their hands manacled, their feet tied by
the ball and chain of conventionality. At last, we
were summoned to go out in the open and do our share of
human uplift work." [191] As Chapter 5 has indicated,
her work for the Consumers' League further honed
crucial organizational and administrative skills, and
developed in her an understanding, albeit simplistic,
of the class as well as gender constraints on women's
lives
.
Perhaps even more than her work for suffrage,
Nathan was forced to grapple with class differences
among women through her work in the Consumers' League.
Although she argued that all women had a stake in being
enfranchised, her work for the Consumers' League forced
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her to realize that some women, however inadvertently,
benefited by exploiting other women. She chastized
women of wealth for seeking bargains by patronizing
shops where women worked under exploitive conditions —
in unsafe, unsanitary facilities for long hours at low
pay. She also urged women shoppers to request that
their purchases be delivered early in the day so that
delivery clerks could maintain reasonable working
hours. "The women who spend are in large measure
responsible for much of the existing distress and evil
surrounding the women who work." [192] She even
sympathized with saleswomen who turned to prostitution
to supplement their meager wages, especially after they
saw the luxuries that wealthier women enjoyed. In a
letter to the press, dated April 10, 1913, she
described such saleswomen as "bewildered" by their
encounters with their wealthy female customers: "The
tastes and longings [this encounter] stimulates make it
harder for her to resist the temptations that beset
her.... Can intelligent employers or a conscientious
public believe that young girls, thrown upon their own
resources, working under great physical or nervous
strain amid the luxuries that a great retail store
represents, are not menaced in health or virtue, or
both, when they receive less than a living wage?" [193]
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For Rose Pastor Stokes and Anzia Yezierska, who
had both had unpleasant encounters with wealthy,
condescending sponsors of working girls clubs and
boardinghouses, the woman of wealth hardly seemed
interested in genuinely advancing the working woman's
concerns; class and cultural differences created a
chasm of misunderstanding and resentment between
wealthy women and their working-class sisters. In an
article. Pastor Stokes even accused wealthy women who
visited settlement houses of "inspecting" working-class
women "as they inspect animals in their cages at the
zoo." And, like Nathan, she blamed wealthy women for
setting "harmful examples of extravagance, show and
vanity" for working-class women. [194]
Early in her speaking career, shortly before she
joined the Socialist party. Pastor Stokes faced off
against Nathan in a forum. Pastor Stokes represented
"the Woman Who Toils" while Nathan spoke for "the Woman
Who Spends." In a ringing condemnation of do-gooders'
charitable efforts. Pastor Stokes declared, "There is
no true charity except where there is true sympathy,
and that true sympathy can exist only in proportion as
there is true understanding of personal needs and
feelings." [195] Shortly she would add as another
component of true sympathy an awareness of the need to
give workers control over the tools and resources of
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production. Nathan, on the other hand, regarded the
wealthy woman as both the cause and the potential
deliverer of working women from the misery and
exploitation of the workplace. Wealthy women who
patronized exploitive shops in search of a bargain
perpetuated such conditions. "Milady lolled back in
her victoria, with never a thought of the saleswomen
standing all day behind counters, or for the merchant
trying to earn an honest living Milady had no
conscientious scruples, no regrets, no compunctions."
[196] But wealthy women, in Nathan's view, could
reform themselves and become effective advocates for
the working woman. Drawing on a "moral economy"
perspective, in which market forces would adjust
themselves with a modicum of human intervention, she
urged wealthy women to patronize shops only where they
could guarantee that goods "be made under conditions
wholesome to both the purchaser and the producer."
[197]
Nathan proposed this solution for as long as she
was a member of the Consumers' League. Ironically,
both she and Pastor Stokes recognized the impact of
market forces upon the workers' lives. But where
Pastor Stokes advocated the abolition of the wage-labor
system in which wealth was concentrated in the hands of
a few, Nathan envisioned a partnership between
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consumers and workers to merely fine-tune a quite
sufficient mode of production. She never questioned why
some should consume while others produce, and that
limited her ability to experience the "true
understanding of personal needs and feelings" of
working women, as Pastor Stokes called for, or to
propose a more imaginative or expansive vision of
working-class women's lives beyond shorter hours,
higher wages, more technical schools, or in-house
"social secretaries" to teach the girls hygiene and
thrift. [198] Nathan assumed that a hierarchy of
social and economic relations would always exist in
which some women worked for others. What she hoped to
achieve, in the words of her hero, Theodore Roosevelt,
was a square deal — meaning fair and humane working
conditions — for the working woman and safe, sanitary
products made under sanitary conditions for the
consumer.
This same goal motivated her work on behalf of
suffrage. Like her work for the Consumers' League, she
did not wish to overturn the capitalist free-enterprise
system — she merely wished to humanize it by
legislating less oppressive working conditions and by
making the political system responsive to women's
concerns. In part, she challenged women to seek power
within the existing political and economic framework to
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force the political system to deliver on its promise of
equal representation for all; more important, however,
she wanted to contribute women's voices to improving
the system. For Nathan, as for Rose Pastor Stokes,
suffrage was less a desirable end in itself than an
effective means to an end; but while Pastor Stokes
endorsed female suffrage to hasten the day toward
socialist revolution, Nathan envisioned its power to
reform, and thereby strengthen, the present economic
system and prevent violent revolution.
She came very close to admitting this when she
specifically endorsed political suffrage for
working-class women. In an article, she noted that
working-class women who had joined men's trade unions
had "learned to look to the unions instead of to the
State for protection." By granting them
enfranchisement, she argued, they would realize that
their interests lie not only with the trade unions but
also "with the interests of the Commonwealth." Nathan
ingenuously couched her argument as a plea for giving
working-class women "the steadying and broadening
experience of political responsibility." But implicit
in her message was a reminder that enfranchising women
would redirect their loyalties away from potentially
revolutionary agents of change. [199] Suffrage, like
urban reform itself, was another tool for ensuring the
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stability of the social order by placating those who
might otherwise advocate violent or revolutionary
social change*
From Nathan's perspective, suffrage also ensured
women's ability to perform the work for which they were
most suited within that social order. The fact that
women no longer controlled the domestic sphere, that,
as she put it, "man has filched from woman the work
which she had always done and which he scorned to do at
home, but now builds factories for" convinced her of
the need for the Consumers' League. [200] It also
convinced her of the need for female enfranchisement.
By the late 1890s, she realized that her efforts to
secure protective legislation for working women were
fruitless until she could back those efforts with
political power. [201] Soon after, she joined the
Equal Suffrage League as first vice-president and
became leader of the Fifteenth Assembly District of New
York's Woman Suffrage Party (WSP) . She now focused
more of her energies on suffrage activities , but the
principles upon which she supported suffrage resembled
her reasons for participating in the Consumers' League
— her belief that women should have more power to
improve living and working conditions. Occasionally,
Nathan employed a natural rights argument, claiming
that in a democracy women inherently deserved
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enfranchisement. In December 1906, she argued that
women become citizens when asked to obey the law and to
pay taxes or custom duties; therefore, the same mantle
of citizenship should include the right to vote. [202]
Nearly three years later, she claimed simply, "Women
should vote because they are human beings just as men
are, and are governed by the same natural laws." [203]
In her view, a government that denied expression to
half of its populace could not "justly be termed a
democracy.... Six million women are engaged in the
industry and commerce of our nation. Legislation is
enacted, regulating and controlling their lives, and
yet their point of view is not considered." [204]
Nathan also called for equal pay and equal titles for
working men and women. "They should all be called
clerks or by some other suitable name that could be
applied to both men and women. I am in favor of equal
privileges and respect for working men and women, and,
of course, equal pay. " [205
]
Yet alongside her claim that women deserved equal
rights, she maintained that women should be
enfranchised because they were more public-spirited,
peace loving, and ethical than men. "What's the use of
having a reputation of being nags unless you nag," she
humorously asked her audience, and then insisted that
women must show their indignation at the passage of bad
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laws. "Who suffers when the police fail to close up
dives? The mothers who are trying to raise their sons
rightly. Who suffers when the Health Board is
negligent? The mothers at their sick little one's
bedside. Who suffers when the streets are not cleaned?
Mothers 1" [206] By being enfranchised, mothers and
working women would vote for their own interests, which
Nathan equated with the public interest: more
efficient public services, sanitary goods made under
sanitary working conditions, abolition of child labor,
better schools, and safer public parks.
By arguing in this way, Nathan, like Pastor Stokes
and others, drew on the highly effective concept of
municipal housekeeping; women's political input was
essential for humanizing the public domain. In a
letter to the New York Times , Nathan argued that in
states where women voted, public services had improved
significantly. She cited the example of women voters
in Wyoming who had helped to organize a system of
traveling teachers to reach pupils in isolated farms
and hamlets; their efforts resulted in the lowest
percentage of illiterate children for that state.
Similarly, in Boston, "where women vote on questions
pertaining to schools," students enjoyed "ample
accommodations and full time instruction," while in New
York City, where women did not vote, thousands of
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students had no seats and school convened for only half
a day. [207] Nathan marshalled facts effectively to
support her point; she cited statistics and drew on
historical analogies. In a speech before the Political
Equity Club in November 1906, she declared, "The
principle that no one class can legislate for another
was fought out in the Revolution for white men, in the
Rebellion for black men, and the future remains to
fight it out for women." She then proceeded to show
that child labor and illiteracy remained rampant in
states where women did not vote. [208]
This was the same path that other women's
organizations, such as the Women's Trade Union League,
followed. Suffrage became the means by which women
worlcers would abolish the sweatshop, raise wages, and
ensure the delivery of adequate services and goods to
the public. [209] During the first two decades of the
twentieth century, the suffrage campaign embraced two
competing but also complementary rationales: suffrage
as an end in itself to ensure women's political
equality with men, and suffrage as a means to implement
women's special concerns — protection of the home,
community, and worlcplace. Yet in lobbying for their
special concerns, women were also exercising their
equal access to the halls of power. [210] As Chapter 5
has shown, Nathan's worlc for the Consumers' League
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educated her in the necessity of arguing both
rationales for suffrage. Based on what she had
witnessed in her work for the League, suffrage would
become both "just" and "expedient."
Nathan also argued that female enfranchisement
would protect the home as well as the public realm. It
is not clear whether she used this tact simply to
defuse the arguments of the anti-suffragists who
maintained that women's place was in the home and not
at the polls, or whether she genuinely believed this.
Either way, like others who used the concept, she
cleverly reversed the idea of municipal housekeeping by
claiming that women must have the ballot in order to
ensure the delivery of proper services to their homes:
"It is because we women wish to protect our homes that
we want the ballot.... In the old days a mother, to
have pure milk only, had to buy a healthy cow and see
that the stable was kept clean and the cow properly
fed. She could also control the meat and food which
came into the home and be sure that they were pure.
Today she must depend upon the health departments in
our states and cities ... for protection of the home."
[211] Presaging the later feminist claim that the
personal is political, Nathan viewed the domestic as
political. "There is not a department in my
housekeeping that is not affected by politics." [212]
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Finally, Nathan argued that women were inherently
more ethical than men. "It is the part of the women
now, and always has been the part of the women, to
fight immorality," she proclaimed. [213] "If a woman
were president some things, I think, would be different
in this country," she told delegates to a reception at
the International Woman Suffrage Convention in
Stockholm in 1911. "If a woman were President we
wouldn't see the government refusing — as it did —
the small appropriation of $3,000,000 that a national
bureau for the welfare of children might be
established. It refused $3,000,000 for the welfare of
children, while $13,000,000 was appropriated for the
study of hogs and bugs and weevils I" [214] Nathan also
thought female enfranchisement was essential for
preventing war. In a democracy ruled by the popular
will of both men and women, the threat of war would
diminish considerably. Shortly before the United
States entered World War I, she told an audience, "Do
you mean to tell me that if women had a vote they would
ever vote to send their sons to be murdered? For it is
murder 1 It is murder just as much to kill thousands as
to kill one." She then compared the enormous — for
that time — military budget of the United States to
legislators' unwillingness to allocate more money or
support any movement for the protection of women and
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children. [215] But Nathan was no pacifist she
supported American involvement in World War I and
worked on committees to promote the sale of war bonds.
She also resigned from the American Peace Society
because she felt that the country needed its citizens'
patriotic show of support. [216]
Nathan idealized women even as she condemned
upper-class women for their irresponsible shopping
habits and frivolous social amusements. Nor did she
see any theoretical contradiction in calling for women
judges or for equal pay for teachers based on seniority
and merit rather than sex, while declaring that women
needed enfranchisement to guarantee that their
children's milk was not infected. [217] For her,
suffrage was "a justice and an expediency" — a summons
to American government to make good on its promise of
equal rights for all and the most effective way of
improving social conditions through women's more
nurturant influence. "Men and women think
differently," she asserted in one speech. "Men think
in terms of dollars and cents while women think along
the lines of conservation of human life." [218]
Government needed both — men's business savvy and
women's maternal influence. But Nathan never
entertained the possibility that the reverse could also
be true. Her feminism assigned men and women fixed
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roles, which duplicated the homebound domestic role of
the wife and the hard-hitting breadwinning role of the
husband. The equal rights that Nathan envisioned for
women ran afoul of the gender constraints that she
inadvertently constructed in pleading for the inclusion
of women's voice. "A woman is the best kind of
reformer," she argued in one plea for female
enfranchisement. "She has all the natural instincts
for daintiness, cleanliness, order, honesty and
respectability. It shows in her home A woman hates
dirt anywhere." [219]
But despite — or perhaps because of — these
constraints, Nathan was a formidable strategist and
publicist for female suffrage. She took every
opportunity she could to speak out for suffrage, and
her tart tongue and pen served her well. She
frequently wrote letters to the editor to express her
views. On one occasion, she tweaked the
anti-suffragists for taking as "their comrades in their
cause" the "liquor dealers, machine politicians, and
dive-keepers." [220] In another letter she chastized
speakers at a Lincoln Birthday observance for failing
to mention Lincoln's support for women's suffrage.
[221] And in a clever stroke of manipulation, she
linked the disaster of the Titanic to the need to
legislate a shorter work week for women. In a letter,
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she implored Governor John A. Dix of New York, "When I
consider the amount of courage and bravery displayed by
the men on board the ill-fated Titanic [sic], in
sending the women and children to safety, while they
remained on board to sink with the ship, I am moved to
ask you, sir, to have the same regard for the
protection and safety of the physically weaker sex, to
remember their helplessness, their need for a little
more time for rest, and I respectfully urge you to sign
the 54 hour bill " [222] Nathan also used pointed
humor: At a meeting at Cooper Union, she declared,
"Men believe that the letters U.S. do not stand for the
United States, but Us." [223] And she even proposed
that women refuse to pay their income tax, adding, "I
never pay my personal tax without a written protest.
But my protest does no good...." There is, however, no
indication in her papers that she followed through on
her threat to withhold her taxes. [224]
Nathan relied on charm, humor, audacious
suggestions, and serious discussion in winning support.
But one tactic she spurned was the kind of militance
that she thought the English suffragists used, although
she conceded that their approach got results. [225]
Nathan helped to devise the publicity stunts that
became NAWSA's stock in trade, such as rallies,
marches, and twenty-four-hour automobile speeches. In
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her autobiography, she explained that American
suffragists did not want to be "hidebound by
tradition." America was young, and "its youthful
adventurous spirit, its sense of humor, its love of
fair play, demanded a different stimulus ... we set to
work to keep ourselves in the public eye in a fashion
that would interest and not antagonize." [226]
In truth, however, the American suffrage movement
borrowed some tactics from their English sisters, such
as parades, vigils, trolley-car and auto-speaking
tours, and the concept of a more demonstrative and
visible mass politics. [227] Nathan joined the
American suffrage movement at a turning point in its
development. As historian Michael McGerr has shown,
before 1900 most American suffragists resisted the
public rituals of solidarity and demonstration that men
had used throughout the nineteenth century. Instead,
they had relied on the more private tactic of voluntary
association and behind-the-scenes legislative lobbying.
But as men's political activities "retreated indoors"
to the back room and to a greater reliance upon the
media, women took to the streets and embarked upon, in
McGerr 's words, "a period of rich possibility, adopting
methods as innovative as anything they had attempted in
the nineteenth century." [228] They borrowed tactics
from the two mainstream political parties, from
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socialists and trade unions, and from the English
suffragists. "It was the English movement that brought
parades and open-air rallies, the possibility of a more
demonstrative mass politics, to the attention of the
American suffragists." [229] Members of the
Congressional Union and the Woman's Party, to the
political left of NAWSA, also adopted the
confrontational tactics of English suffragists in
protesting Wilson's failure to support the suffrage
amendment in 1919; they climbed statues, burned copies
of his speeches, and chained themselves to the fence
surrounding the White House. [230]
It is revealing, then, that Nathan, who eagerly
served on American delegations to international
suffrage conferences and urged women to develop
international networJcs of cooperation, chose to view
the new mass-action tactics of the American suffrage
movement as a wholly American phenomenon; to ignore the
radical English influence enabled her to rewrite
suffragism as a legitimate and worthy contribution to
mainstream American political history. Revising the
suffrage movement in this way fulfilled her personal
desire to maJce her marlc as an American and upheld her
sunny vision of American democracy as resilient enough
to accommodate changes in the democratic process
without violent repercussions. While England was bound
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by tradition and rumbled in fear at any change,
America's "youthful adventurous spirit" and "love of
fair play" welcomed change that did not violate the
social contract. [231]
To be sure, Nathan was proud of her role in the
fight for female enfranchisement. In her
autobiography, she takes special pride in recounting
her activities on behalf of suffrage. Unlike some of
the other chapters, which become tedious recitations of
social events, she writes authoritatively and in great
detail about her role in the movement and about the
strategies that she and others used. The tone of her
writing exudes a sense of accomplishment in being a
part of a movement a warrior, as it were, in a lofty
battle and of working with such illustrious women as
Susan B. Anthony, Carrie Chapman Catt, Jane Addams,
Crystal Eastman, Anna Howard Shaw, and Charlotte
Perkins Gilman . Her speeches of the time and her
reminiscences indicate that she felt tremendous pride
and a sense of belonging in the movement. Her
experience bears out Michael McGerr's observation that
the new mass rituals of suffrage groups imbued
participants with a "sense of pride, solidarity, and
power." [232] Of her suffrage work, Nathan wrote
breathlessly: "We knew we were working for the future,
but we were living so intensively in the present that
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we scarcely realized how soon the tomorrow of our hopes
was to become the today of our accomplishment." [233]
Beyond this exhilarating sense of accomplishment,
suffrage work was also fun. The new tactics of public
visibility and mass action were tailor-made for
Nathan's personality. More so than her work for the
Consumers' League, the suffrage movement offered Nathan
an opportunity to indulge in playful strategies, even
theatrics, and to use her formidable speaking skills
against detractors of the movement. In Once Upon a
Time and Today , she describes the pleasures of winning
a contest, sponsored by the New York Herald , for the
best suffrage article, of embarking upon auto tours —
on which her husband often accompanied her — and of
participating in twenty-four-hour speaking marathons in
various neighborhoods and cities. She participated
with Marie Jenny Howe, the founder of the feminist club
Heterodoxy, in a burlesque of a debate between
suffragists and anti-suffragists, in which they both
played humorous devil ' s advocates as anti-suffragists
.
"Our sallies were so amusing, so absurd, and yet so
imitative of the arguments frequently heard from the
lips of the suffrage antagonists, that our audiences
were invariably convulsed with laughter." [234]
She also led a mock army of suffragists
representing the Hudson River Valley to the annual New
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York State Woman Suffrage convention in Rochester.
[235] Her scrapbooks are full of clippings about
various balls, parties, and festivities that she
attended on behalf of suffrage, some of which were
glittering social occasions. Labor journalist Mary
Heaton Vorse covered the International Woman Suffrage
Convention in Budapest in 1913, at which Nathan was a
delegate. Vorse described the convention: "The
serious issues discussed were lost in what one
remembers as a brilliant social occasion, one of vast
and almost legendary hospitality, a great junket,
enlivened by the pithy and often witty speech of women
who had fearlessness and the gift of personality."
[236]
Suffrage work was great sport, but its ethical
underpinnings also appealed to Nathan's moral and
spiritual values. Among the three women in this study,
Nathan explicitly appealed to the Jewish community to
support suffrage. Although only a handful of Jewish
women achieved national stature in the suffrage
movement, including Nathan, female enfranchisement
found widespread support among Jewish women and among
both Jewish men and women in New York's Jewish
community. In municipal elections in 1915 and 1917,
the largest and strongest support for female suffrage
came from Jewish male voters in Harlem and the Lower
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East Side, while working-class and middle-class Irish
New Yorkers presented the greatest opposition. [237]
By 1907, several new suffrage organizations did
extensive canvassing and organizing in the Lower East
Side, and working-class Jewish women recruits carried
their messages into the shops and factories of the
tenement district. These organizations included the
National Progressive Women's Suffrage Union,
established in 1907; Harriot Stanton Blatch's Equality
League of Self-Supporting Women, founded in 1906; the
Wage Earners' League, an offshoot of the WTUL; and the
Political Equality League, founded by socialite Alva
Belmont. In 1909, the Socialist party belatedly joined
the campaign for female suffrage, and several labor
organizations gave lip service to suffrage, including
the American Federation of Labor, the International
Ladies Garment Workers Union, the United Hebrew Trades,
the Cloth and Hat Makers of North America, and the
Cigar Makers International Union of America. However
tepid their support, it carried credibility among
workers who looked to their unions for political
guidance. [238]
Nathan shrewdly tailored her message to tap this
potential Jewish support. In her writings and speeches
to Jewish organizations, she repeatedly linked the
historical persecution of Jews to the need to support
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female suffrage. In a special appeal to rabbis, she
declared, "No one ought to be more sympathetic to the
ideal of enfranchisement than Jews, who as a people
have long known the hardship and the bitterness of
unjust and prescriptive political discrimination."
[239] Speaking before an assemblage in Philadelphia,
she called Judaism "the keynote of liberty," and
challenged Jewish men to be true to their heritage. In
America, they had the "opportunity for self-expression"
and were obligated by the values of their religion, as
well as by the freedom bestowed upon them by America,
to grant this opportunity to Jewish women. Once again,
she appealed to the historical experience of
persecution. "The Jewish people have been persecuted
more than any other race, and the Jewish people, more
than any other, ought to realize the benefits of
freedom." She then drew upon the Old Testament to show
that in Israel, men and women once "worked together" to
solve the problems of life, but in twentieth-century
America this was no longer true. [240]
The ballot would help to rectify this historical
injustice and extinguish the inferiority that Jewish
women felt. Surveying the involvement of American
Jewish women in the suffrage movement, Nathan implied
that Jewish women in the past had endured dual
oppression by their menfolk and the larger gentile
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community. "Political equality appeals to the
imaginations of the descendants of Miriam, Deborah, and
Esther. With traditions built upon the prejudice,
injustice and persecution shown to their ancestors,
they burn with indignation against laws or customs
which seem to be founded upon these same qualities:
prejudice, injustice, persecution." [241] Nathan noted
that younger Jewish women had zealously embraced public
roles in the suffrage movement, while the older women
were more private yet just as determined to shed old
notions of inferiority: "The older women enjoy the
idea of equality, and some of them have been overheard
saying softly to themselves, in a meditative way: 'Just
the same as men,' 'just as good as men,' as though
applying balm to their souls for the wounds inflicted
all the years that they have heard repeated: 'Blessed
art Thou, 0 Lord, who hast not made me a womanl'" [242]
Even before Nathan became active in the suffrage
movement, she was sensitive to Jewish women's
subordinate place in Jewish history. In 1897, she made
reference to this subservience in a highly simplistic
overview of Jewish women's roles. In the Old Testament
era, she noted, Jewish women enjoyed a higher stature
within the Jewish community than in present-day
worship, but the influence of "other Semitic tribes and
of the Aryans as well" eroded their power. She
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challenged synagogues to admit women to boards of
trustees, religious and education committees, and to
governing bodies overseeing the regulation of ritual
and music. She implied that she even welcomed women
into the rabbinate. When asked if women "should occupy
the pulpit," she replied, "Has not woman as high a
standard of morals and principles as man? Is not the
life of woman as spiritual and pure as that of man?...
Then why should she not occupy the pulpit?" Nathan did
not specify whether women should occupy the pulpit as
religious leaders or merely as religious participants
— indeed, she was the first woman to address a
congregation from the pulpit of a major American
synagogue. Temple Emanu-El in New York City, during a
religious service. However, in light of her claim that
there should be "no limitations" on Jewish women's
participation in the synagogue , it is plausible that
she endorsed women in the rabbinate. [243]
In 1897, this was a radical notion. While Nathan
urged Jewish women to get out of the house and
participate in the life of the synagogue, others sought
to strengthen their role in the home. Keeping the
Sabbath, observing the dietary laws, inculcating Jewish
religious values in their children — these were tasks
most suited to women within the confines of the home.
Jenna Weissman Joselit, historian of American synagogue
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sisterhoods, claims that even as Jewish women were
joining benevolent organizations affiliated with
synagogues — or what came to be known as sisterhoods
— Jewish religious leaders were arguing that Jewish
women's religious domain was the home, in keeping with
the middle-class notion of separate spheres. "It was
as wife and mother that the Jewish woman was most
esteemed," Joselit writes. "Of all the ideals of
womanhood, the Jewish community most preferred that of
'the Mother in Israel ' It followed, then, that the
American Jewish woman most fully realized herself
within her home." [244]
The growing number of synagogue sisterhoods in the
1890s never wielded the kind of power or influence that
Nathan challenged Jewish women to seek. Instead, as
has already been shown, there were two stages of
development among sisterhoods — first as agents of
relief and assimilation for the East European Jewish
immigrant community , and secondly as " housekeepers " for
the synagogue and guardians of Jewish observance in the
home. Both of these stages perpetuated nurturant,
care-giving roles for Jewish women. Clearly, then,
Nathan was in the minority in envisioning gender-free
religious roles for men and women in the synagogue.
Ten years later. Rabbi H. Pereira Mendes, the Orthodox
rabbi of her synagogue, even repudiated the authority
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of the Conference of American Rabbis, all men, and
offered his definition of who was fit to rule on
theological principles: "Matters affecting Judaism as
a whole can be legislated upon only by an assembly
which fulfills the requirements indicated in Holy Writ,
that is to say 'Elders,' 'able men. God-fearing men,
men of truth' ... 'wise men, men of understanding, men
of ascertained reputation.' The members of a
rabbinical conference must be men who . . . are
intellectually and spiritually qualified to interpret
and expound the law and universal Jewry." [245]
Nathan's radical call for equal female participation in
the religious affairs of the synagogue contravened the
highly patriarchal views of her own rabbi. Yet these
heretical views did not harm her standing in the Jewish
community. She was asked to speak before scores of
sisterhoods and other Jewish organizations, and she was
occasionally profiled in the Jewish press. Within both
New York's Reform and Orthodox Jewish communities, she
was not treated as a pariah for her views.
Her endorsement of women's suffrage, however, drew
scorn from one quarter her sister, Annie Nathan
Meyer. Annie and Maud had never been close; the
childhood rivalry that Annie described in her
autobiography developed into a subdued relationship
between them later on. Yet, ironically, they were so
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much alike. As adults, both were ambitious and devoted
their lives to the causes they believed in, both had
charm and a winning manner that served them well before
audiences, and both devoted themselves to women's
issues. Largely self-taught, Annie railed against the
prohibition barring women from attending classes at
Columbia College and undertook a campaign to establish
an affiliated women's college, Barnard. She insisted
that Barnard uphold the rigorous academic standards of
Columbia, and she remained active in college affairs
almost until her death in 1951. Meyer was also a
prolific writer, yet she was profoundly ambivalent
about the role of ambition and professional work in a
woman's life. She called herself an "ardent believer
in the future progress of woman," and to that end she
justified her endeavors in founding Barnard. [246] But
she also warned that intermingling the spheres of work
and home desexed the male and masculinized the female.
In a retort to Charlotte Perkins Oilman's review of one
of her plays, "The Spur," she wrote that Oilman was
unsympathetic to the "central idea" of her play —
"that all that is finest in man responds to the
necessity of caring for his female . . . That possibly in
woman's 'upward march' there may follow some
deterioration in men is an idea to which the feminists
rigidly close their minds." [247] In theory, Meyer
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felt that women's rightful place was in the home ~ as
"home-makers and character builders" and "competent
spenders of their husbands' incomes." [248] Yet while
glorifying women's domestic roles, she also castigated
those, like her sister, who made "fantastic claims"
about the harmonious world that female enfranchisement
would unveil. This "sex glorification," in her view,
led to arrogance and divisiveness between women and
men. [249] She further claimed that the suffrage
movement was dominated by socialists and pacifists —
although her sister identified with neither camp. [250]
The two sisters fought their ideological battle in the
press, with Meyer decrying pro-suffrage candidates and
Nathan pointing out the contradictions in her position.
[251] Still, Nathan never flinched from her staunch
pro-suffrage position. In later years, away from the
ideological battleground, the sisters managed to
maintain an amicable, and sometimes even a loving,
relationship. Maud's scrapbooks are filled with press
notices of Annie's activities and writings, and Annie
offered a flattering but crisp critique of Maud's
history of the Consumers' League, The Story of an
Epoch-Makinq Movement .
Although the cornerstone of Nathan's feminism was
her commitment to female suffrage, she challenged women
to raise their voices in other ways as well. She
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exhorted women to go out on the stump and speak to the
issues of which they were becoming increasingly
knowledgeable. [252] She urged women to volunteer in
campaigns as poll watchers and to educate other women
on the issues. And she challenged women to join clubs
for the fellowship they provided and "to add her mite
to the solving of these mutual problems." [253]
But perhaps her most visionary statement of her
feminism was her support for an archive of women's
history. In one of her last speeches^ an address
before the Daughters of the American Revolution in the
summer of 1936^ she described a new movement afoot to
establish an international women's archives. In
explaining her reasons for supporting such a center^
she offered a historical overview of women's
contributions throughout history. She described heroic
women warriors in ancient Greece and India and
throughout European history, and she argued that women
played central social and economic roles in
Native-American cultures. She then described the
various occupations that women were currently engaged
in. She viewed women as agents in history, even as
they were indoctrinated with the notion of male
superiority. But now, she maintained, it was time for
women to have access to their history. "Men have
written histories, but women have helped to make
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history. The text books in our schools, as well as the
reference books in our libraries are accounts written
by men interpreting a man-made world, seen through
man's spectacles." [254] For women to write history,
there must be a central repository of their data.
Nathan eagerly described a plan to collect factual
records, statistics, biographies of and autobiographies
by women, letters, diaries, journals, speeches, and
even works of art — covering women in the professions,
in political and pacifist work, in the arts, in her
words "all the relationships where it is the function
of women to cherish and nourish life." Rosika
Schwimmer, a Hungarian-born feminist and pacifist, had
originally conceived this plan, and historian Mary
Ritter Beard then expanded it into a full-scale and
ongoing resource center for developing women's
political and social leadership. Beard assumed the
enormous task of soliciting archival material and
finding funding and a repository. She became the
project's chief booster. But by 1940, her idealistic
vision ran headlong into the feverish pitch of American
war sentiment — and her husband's opposition to that
sentiment. [255] The plan never came to fruition in
hers or Nathan's lifetime. But in supporting such a
venture, Nathan was challenging women to recognize
their agency in history, and she affirmed the validity
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of women's personal and public experience and their
interpretation of that experience. Her summons to a
woman-centered view of the world is perhaps the most
radical aspect of an otherwise quite mainstream and
politically safe perspective.
Nathan never questioned women's right to a career
or to a single life without a family. But, at heart,
her ideal new woman was a mirror image of her ideal of
the good life — a woman devoted to her husband and
family who was also imbued with a strong sense of civic
pride. She castigated the leisurely woman of wealth
who wasted her days in frivolous tea and gossip. "How
much better she might have spent that time in the
intelligent and conscientious labor for the election of
good men to run our municipality." [256] Once asked for
her definition of a lady, she asserted that a lady was
gentle, kind, and considerate, then continued, "A
lady's speaking voice should be soft and her manner
gentle, yet she should be willing to raise her voice
and speak clearly and emphatically from a platform
whenever she sees wrongs to be righted, injustice to be
overcome, evils and abuses to be remedied." [257]
Throughout her feminist career, Nathan's New Woman
remained fixed in the late nineteenth-century
Progressive conception of womanhood, or municipal
motherhood — a dignified matron who combined gentle
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feminine goodness with fierce civic virtue. Nathan did
not insist that women necessarily leave their homes to
discharge their responsibility as the moral and
political caretakers of the nation's public life. But
they had to do their share somehow. In or out of the
home, their rightful place was to serve as the
"comrades and co-laborers in all that makes for the
betterment of our national life." [258]
Nathan was sufficiently confident to believe that
once women secured the ballot they could exercise their
influence without significantly altering the economic
and social landscape of gender relations. Like Rose
Pastor Stokes, she did not challenge the socially
ingrained connection between women and domesticity. To
varying degrees, both women shaped their feminist
sensibilities, not around women's inherent right to
self-determination but around a political vision in
which female enfranchisement and better working
conditions would lead to the dawn of a new era, one
that would benefit both men and women — a socialist
and then a communist working-class revolution for
Stokes and a more humane capitalist society for Nathan.
Pastor Stokes also added to her agenda the legalization
of birth control; Nathan's views on legalized birth
control remain a tantalizing mystery. Still, it was
left to Yezierska, with her apolitical emphasis on
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personal aspiration, to chart for women the most
dramatic break from marriage and motherhood and to
champion for them the heretical claim of a life of
their own. It is unfortunate that she could not
translate her individualistic vision into a blueprint
for collective change.
One issue, however, that none of the three women
addressed was the experience of women of other racial
or ethnic backgrounds. As Chapter 5 has shown. Pastor
Stokes early on evinced an awareness of racial
discrimination and proposed strategies for recruiting
blacks into the Communist party. In her semifictional
autobiography, Yezierska offered a stirring portrait of
Richard Wright, whom she had met in the WPA, and
rhetorically wondered which was a harder cross to bear
— being black in a white world or Jewish in a
Christian world. [259] But neither woman extended this
consciousness of race to the situation of black women
or Native-American women. And the record is slight on
Nathan's views of race altogether. Indeed, in one
article she claimed that white child laborers in the
South were worse off than black slave children before
the Civil War. "For the negro [sic] slaves were
considered of value, and were well fed and well cared
for; besides, they worked in the fields, in God's
sunshine, with the clear, pure air blowing about them,"
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while white "factory slaves" worked in fetid,
dust-filled rooms. [260]
In a sense, this absence of feminist racial
consciousness is not surprising. Each woman's feminist
sensibilities were an outgrowth of her own personal or
political concerns: Among the three women, Yezierska's
feminism was most rooted in her experiences as an
immigrant Jewish woman, and she devoted herself to
exploring the personal situation of that woman;
Nathan's feminist sensibilities focused primarily on
female enfranchisement and on the working conditions of
the female salesclerk and sweatshop laborer , two
avenues of employment that hired few, if any, black
women; and Pastor Stokes simply could not make the leap
from socialist visions of women's liberation to
African-American women in particular. Their feminisms
were certainly not limited to Jewish women, but neither
did they consciously reach out to address the specific
needs of women from other walks of life.
Yet black women were on the move in the first two
decades of the twentieth century. Black women's
participation in the women's suffrage movement gained
momentum in the 1910s, and their major organizations —
the National Association of Colored Women, the National
Federation of Afro-American Women, and the Northeastern
Federation of Colored Women's Clubs — actively
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campaigned for suffrage to promote both gender and
racial progress. [261] But black women had an uphill
battle in surmounting the racism of the white women's
movement. Anna Julia Cooper, Frances Harper, Ida B.
Wells, and Mary Church Terrell all decried the
exclusionary practices that forbade white and black
women from sitting on the same platform and the racist
appeal to white southern women to endorse female
suffrage in order to counteract black men's
enfranchisement. [262] Southern white women also
blocked black women from joining their suffrage
organizations because of their allegations that the
latter were sexually immoral. [263] Still, despite
these obstacles, this was a creative period in black
women's rising political consciousness, an era in which
they tried to forge new alliances with white women
while also strengthening their own cultural and
political networks . [ 264 ] To fault Nathan, Yezierska,
and Pastor Stokes for failing to reckon with the
experience or feminist aspirations of their sisters of
color is to project late twentieth-century concerns
upon a far different era. But their failure to do so
points up the extent to which their feminist
sensibilities, far from being abstract theoretical
principles, were simply not supple or expansive enough
to accommodate the experience of women different from
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themselves. Nonetheless, their singular, creative
voices enriched the feminist dialogue of their day.
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CHAPTER 7
" FROM THE BOSOM ALONE "
:
AUTOBIOGRAPHY AS MIDRASH
Writing to her friend Rose Pastor Stokes in the
winter of 1931, Anzia Yezierska passed along what she
hoped would be a helpful thought. "'Help comes from
the bosom alone,'" she quoted. "This is especially
true in writing autobiography, is it not?" [1] Rose
received this letter as she toiled away at her
autobiography, reviewing the struggles of her life
while fighting the greatest battle of all — her own
private war against a virulent, metastatic breast
cancer. Elsewhere, Maud Nathan was preparing for the
publication of her autobiography. Once Upon a Time and
Today , which would be published in 1933. And several
years hence Yezierska would look to her own bosom to
write her autobiography.
Nathan, Yezierska, and Stokes were among a
generation of women who recorded their lives on paper.
The same generation that came of age or achieved public
recognition in the Progressive era also wrote about
their lives during that period. As Estelle Jelinek has
noted, the periods of greatest "autobiographical
productivity" for women have been during the "high
points of women's history." [2] The Progressive era
was one such period; female literacy and educational
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opportunities had steadily expanded since the late
nineteenth century, and, as noted previously, this era
opened up new professional opportunities for women and
stimulated changing cultural conceptions of women's
roles. Many women autobiographers who wrote about this
period described their experiences on the frontlines of
political and social reform such as suffrage, trade
union activism, and civil rights, as well as in more
personal battles against physical, sexual, racial, and
cultural barriers. Albert Stone provocatively
describes these writings as "protest literature" — a
record of a public or private battle against social
injustice. [3]
Jewish women were amply represented among those
who set their lives to paper during this era or after.
Indeed, according to historian Sally Drucker, most
writings in English by immigrant Jewish women who came
to America between 1882 and 1924 were autobiographical.
[4] Although they spoke in varied tongues in their
autobiographies — out of privilege or impoverishment,
as devoted or prodigal daughters of a tightly knit
religious heritage — these Jewish "New Women" who
strove to have an impact on their time through their
social, cultural, or political activism now eagerly
wrote about their lives. Among them were militant
labor activists Rose Cohen, Rose Pesotta, and Elizabeth
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Hasanovitz; anarchists Emma Goldman and Marie Ganz;
Lillian Wald and Hannah Solomon, founder of the
National Council of Jewish Women; social workers
Rebekah Kohut and Elizabeth Stern; Maud Nathan's
sister, Annie Nathan Meyer; novelists Mary Antin, Fanny
Hurst, and Edna Ferber; and the women in this study.
Sally Drucker notes that many of these Jewish women
autobiographers showed a remarkable lack of
introspection in writing about their public or private
lives. Moreover, they often diminished the emphasis on
their own lives, personal or public, by focusing
instead on the causes they served. In this way, they
extended the traditional Jewish woman's role of enabler
in her home to their approach to describing their
lives: "For both well-known and more obscure immigrant
Jewish women committed to public service, perhaps the
'enabling' role for Jewish women, even when originally
rebelled against, remains an ideal self by which
character is measured." [5] This is one of the many
questions that will be explored in examining the
autobiographies of Maud Nathan, Anzia Yezierska, and
Rose Pastor Stokes.
In a sense, the enterprise of writing
autobiography is a fitting Jewish endeavor. Both
Judaism and autobiography rely on memory and the
passage of stories from one generation to another. In
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the early twentieth century, the East European Jewish
historian Simon Dubnow observed that memories of the
past have united the "dispersed fragments" of Diaspora
Jewry. Within these memories lie the "true core of
Jewish identity." Dubnow even called for a kind of
collective autobiography, a "revival and ingathering"
of memories of the past to reconstruct a collective
identity lost under multiple pressures and
persecutions. [6] For an individual, like a nation,
self-knowledge — the prerequisite to identity —
requires remembering. Both national and
autobiographical memory pursue a quest for origins,
even myths of origins or "personal and national primal
scenes." Memory is especially drawn to the part of the
past where facts hold "minimal sway." [7] As a result,
these primal scenes are more often a product of
imagination than fact, and they somehow embody the
quality or meaning of one's existence. For the Jewish
people as a whole, the primal scene is the Covenant at
Sinai, which embodies the chosenness of a people by
God. For Pastor Stokes, for example, the primal scene
is dropping out of her mother's womb as Hindi scrubbed
the floor, which embodies her identity with the working
class. [8]
Appropriately enough, the importance of history
itself, and the role of memory in shaping history, were
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first recognized in ancient Israel, "...the crucial
encounter between man and the divine shifted away from
the realm of nature and the cosmos to the plane of
history, conceived now in terms of divine challenge and
human response," writes the eminent historian Yosef
Hayim Yerushalmi. [9] Only in the Old Testament is the
commandment to remember addressed as a religious
imperative to an entire people. But concomitant with
this commandment is an awareness of how fickle and
selective memory can be. The Covenant at Sinai is
transmitted by memory, which is reinforced by ritual,
recitation, and the execution of God's commandments.
[10] Jewish rituals and traditions therefore are
focused around the notion of remembering. Jews all
over the world light the Chanukah candles to remember
the miracle of the tiny vial of oil that burned for
eight nights and the rededication of the Second Temple
in 165 B.C.E. The Passover seder is a ceremonial
enshrining of memory, in which each ritual and dish is
meant to invoke the oppression of the Jewish forebears
and their passage to freedom. In the late twentieth
century, writer and humanist Elie Wiesel has made
memory — the need to remember and bear witness to the
horrific events of the Holocaust — the guiding
imperative of his art and life. [11] Autobiography,
too, serves this purpose — to recreate through
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remembering and retelling the reality of one life and
the lessons which that life embodies.
The earliest example of bearing witness may very
well be the Old Testament itself. As scholar James E.
Young has shown, biblical scribes repeatedly tried to
reinforce the eyewitness authority of their narrative.
Not even divine authority — or Moses's mediation as
God's scribe — was reliable enough. Besides
describing the Decalogue as testimony, or evidence,
scribes sought to reinforce the historical authority of
the narrative in Exodus by "emphasizing the quality of
witness within the text itself." Young quotes the
following passage: "Thus the Lord saved Israel that
day out of the hand of the Egyptians; and Israel saw
( va 'yireh ) the dead Egyptians upon the seashore. And
Israel saw the great work which the Lord did upon the
Egyptians, and the people feared the Lord; and they
believed the Lord, and in His servant Moses" (Ex.
14:30-31). Just as God's covenantal authority derives
from His actions, so the authority of Scripture as a
source of information derives from "its essence as
witness." [12] To Young's way of thinking. Scripture
is the prototype for subsequent documentary narratives,
the "essential literature of testimony." [13]
The act of testimony is also embedded in both the
Torah and the Talmud's commands to recount an iniquity
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that has been witnessed against the Jewish people.
"And he is a witness whether he has seen or known of
it; if he does not utter it, then he shall bear his
iniquity." (Lev. 5:1) The Talmud (Sanhedrin 30a)
commands that once an unjust event is known, it must by
law be reported. [14] This biblical injunction to give
testimony may have figured into the decisions of some
Holocaust survivors to bear witness to their
experiences in the camps. But while catastrophic
events in Jewish history have spawned a prodigious
amount of Jewish historiography, especially by ancient
rabbinical scribes, the specific facts of destruction
were less important than their larger meaning. Indeed,
the ancient rabbis even distorted facts to serve an
instructional purpose. "The events of the time were
divorced from world history to fit Jewish history....
What was remembered and recorded was not the factual
data but the meaning of the desecration." [15] This is
significant, for example, in considering Yezierska's
autobiography; this chapter will explore how she
presented and gave meaning to a kind of internal
catastrophe, a self-imposed sundering of self from
family and heritage.
But iniquity and catastrophe alone are not the
only proper subjects of testimony and transmittal.
Since the First Temple era of roughly 950-586 B.C.E.,
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Jews have also been obligated to transmit the laws of
the Mosaic code, both written and oral, to the next
generation. The oral tradition — the oral explanation
by rabbi to student or parent to child — was essential
to comprehending the written customs and codes of the
Old Testament. The oral law was particularly useful in
clarifying the meaning of key terms in the Bible, and
those terms whose meaning could not be preserved
through explanation and comprehension soon disappeared.
As values and customs changed, it became necessary to
define the meaning of certain words to ensure
continuity with essential beliefs and practices. In
every age, for example, the biblical term "labor"
encompassed new activities unknown to previous
generations. It was left to the sages of each
generation to clarify what "labor" meant in the Bible
and then to determine what activities fell under the
rubric of labor. "Every idea, every word in the
written law must be handed down from generation to
generation and explained to the young," writes the
respected talmudic scholar Adin Steinsaltz. [16]
Steinsaltz regards these "elucidations" as "crucial" to
the survival of the Jewish people. [17] This notion of
transmitting knowledge or lessons to the next
generation is also a guiding principle of
autobiography. For Nathan, this was the very objective
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for writing autobiography. As she admitted in her own
autobiography, "Our memories die with us unless we
record them and thus leave them as a rich legacy to
those who follow." [18] Bearing witness through memory
and then transmitting the knowledge gained from that
witness — this is the project of both Judaism and the
enterprise of autobiography.
But autobiography does not rely only on memory,
just as Jewish thought and observance does not allow
memory to be merely a static bridge to the past. There
is the life that was lived, just as there is the
biblical text recording the history, turning points,
and conflicts in the collective life of the Jewish
people. And then there is the interpretation, the
retrospective understanding of that life. Midrash is a
process of interpretation that enables rabbinic
scholars to address tensions or discontinuities between
traditions of the past and present. This process first
appeared during the Persian rule of Palestine in circa
539 to 332 B.C.E., the period known in Jewish history
as the era of the Knesset Gedolah (the Great Assembly).
During this era, anonymous sages first compiled the
holy writings into the Old Testament, making the Bible
the cornerstone of Jewish religious life. They also
strove to bring order to the growing body of oral law,
which included interpretations, customs, and legal
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precedents, and attempted to relate it to the newly
canonized Old Testament. The process of reconciling
textual contradictions, teasing out meaning from
confounding passages, and resolving confusions between
the text and oral law became known as midrash halakhah
(halakhic exegesis). [19] This enterprise of
codifying, refining, and reinterpreting the written and
oral laws has continued throughout Jewish history and
even today as rabbinic scholars pore over the Talmud
for new layers of meaning.
Ultimately, Midrash is a way of reaffirming
continuity with the traditions of the past. [20]
Theologian Barry W. Holtz regards the process and texts
of Midrash as "a type of literature so significant that
in many ways it can be seen as the central enterprise
of almost all Jewish religious writing." [21] Midrash
fills in the gaps that the Bible leaves out. It
explores motivations, mindsets, conundrums of human
behavior that the Bible chooses not to deal with. The
story of Cain and Abel, for example, tells us in one
biblical passage that "Cain said to Abel, his brother.
And it came to pass, when they were in the field, that
Cain rose up against Abel his brother and slew him.
"
(Genesis 4:8) The passage never tells us what Cain
said or why he murdered his brother. It is left to
Midrash to attempt to explain the reason for the hatred
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between Cain and Abel and the significance of the
story. One source regards the story of Cain and Abel
as a study of the impact of pettiness and foolish
jealousy and the consequences of such jealousy. [22]
The life, just as biblical scripture, is the text, and
autobiography becomes a type of Midrashic exploration
of that text. Midrash is a splendid tool for keeping
Jewish observance and ritual supple and responsive to
changing historical conditions. It enables rabbinic
scholars to read the ancient texts in light of changing
contingencies and thus make those texts responsive to
the present. [23] So, too, does autobiography enable
the subject to revise certain notions about the past.
Like the rabbis who sometimes interpreted the texts of
the Bible according to their own contemporary values,
beliefs , and historical context, the autobiographer
sometimes inadvertently, and sometimes intentionally,
projects her own contemporary values and preoccupations
onto her autobiography. To varying degrees, as will be
seen, this was true for all three women in this study.
Indeed, other religions also rely on stories and
the celebration of momentous events to keep religious
traditions alive. Christians are constantly returning
to the Parables to wrest anew the essential message of
Christianity. Buddhism relies on the Jataka Tales ,
which recount the deeds of the Buddha in previous
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incarnations, while Hinduism possesses a rich body of
scripture, lore, and legend in the Vedas, and
especially in the Bhagavadgita, the narrative of the
most-loved Indian deity, Krishna. [24]
But the process of active interpretation of
religious texts in light of changing historical
conditions and attitudes is particularly vital to
Judaism, especially to the emergence of Reform and
Conservative Judaism, as Chapter 5 has shown. Although
rooted in Europe, both traditions became established in
America in response to the changing historical
experience of American Jews, and both relied on a
fundamentally Midrashic approach that emphasized the
ethical underpinnings of Judaism over its
religious-spiritual dimensions . Leonard Fein, a
scholar of American Jewish culture, astutely
articulates this ongoing Jewish process of
interpretation : "Judaisms in any age emerge from the
ways in which the Jews of that age struggle to make
sense of — and use of — their past, a past that
includes not only the texts and their interpretations,
but also their memories and their histories." [25]
Fein eloquently defines authentic religious experience
as "active interpretation" of the texts of Judaism —
the "meanings we are able to wrest from [them]." [26]
For him, the Jewish people's lives are stories in
themselves, whether or not they are written down.
These stories are personal "interpretations of the
text," and studying Judaism enables one to "study the
history of the interaction between a people and its
ideas," [27] This interaction becomes even more
apparent when those stories are written down, as in
autobiography
.
This is not to suggest, however, that all three
women consciously or deliberately adapted the Midrashic
mode in writing their autobiographies. None of the
three women point to the Midrashic tradition in their
autobiographies, nor do they explicitly claim that they
are engaging in a particularly Jewish mode of conduct
by writing their autobiographies. I merely wish to
point out that the enterprise of writing autobiography
coincides with certain values or patterns of thinking
that are essential to Judaism: the role of memory is
essential in both autobiography and Judaism, for it
becomes the conduit to the past, which is the source of
all teachings to be passed down to the next generation.
But this past is leavened, as it were, by the process
of inquiry, interpretation, and revisioning to respond
to questions or concerns of the present.
Autobiography is also an enterprise congenial to
American values. Robert Sayre regards autobiography as
"the preeminent kind of American expression," a genre
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that affirms quintessential American principles the
integrity of individual experience and the opportunity
to remake one's self. Like the Horatio Alger ethic,
autobiography posits a kind of upward mobility
performed with the pen. "The autobiography is, or can
be, that second house into which we are reborn," Sayre
writes, "carried by our own creative power. We make it
ourselves, then remake it — make it new." [28]
Autobiography, like American middle-class culture
itself, optimistically affirms both the inherent worth
of the individual and the possibilities for personal
and professional success. [29]
But autobiography also embeds that individual
experience in a context, cultural and historical,
shared by others. The autobiographer recreates a past
shared collectively, "one assumed to have actually
occurred and not simply imagined," and insists that
order, meaning, even a didactic purpose can be found in
the past. [30] And this brings us back to Midrash —
like the Midrashic undertaking to supply the nuance of
meaning and motivation in the biblical stories of the
past, autobiography in American history has served to
unveil the meaning that people ascribe to the notion of
citizenship. From The Autobiography of Benjamin
Franklin to Maya Angelou's lyrical series of
autobiographies, American autobiographers , even if
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apolitical in outlook, have mostly chosen to describe,
in some way, how their lives have fulfilled their ideas
of citizenship. "The autobiographer is not only a
'who,' he is also a 'what' — what he lived for, what
he believed in and worked for." [31] Like the Talmudic
commentators, puzzling out the interstices of meaning
in seemingly straightforward biblical passages, the
autobiographer teases out from the substance of his or
her life the lessons and purposes that the next
generation can profit by. Benjamin Franklin, for
example, presented his life as a kind of how-to book
for other men who strove to be prosperous and useful;
Jane Addams and Lillian Wald demonstrated in their
autobiographies how the traditional female role of
caretaker, writ large on the public stage, played a
crucial role in helping two generations of immigrants
adapt to American culture; and Ida B. Wells, in Crusade
for Justice , offers a chronicle of the success that can
ensue when a person with two marks against her — her
gender and her race — musters the determination to
fight an injustice. Each of these autobiographies, and
others, shares with the reader a personal and
collective past that illustrates and instructs in the
various ways of being an American. [32]
Nathan, Yezierska, and Pastor Stokes also had
lessons to offer, and the presentation — the form and
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structure — of their autobiographies is instrumental
in purveying those lessons. In his meditation on
autobiography, James Olney has written that the
autobiographer must not only live his or her life but
must "embody it again" in the autobiography. [33] The
form of the autobiography must fit the form of the
autobiographer 's life, as she chooses to see it. Or,
to put it another way, a shared identity must somehow
"bind" the author of the autobiography, the narrator of
the autobiography, and the character of that narrator,
which is revealed within the unfolding stages of her
life experiences . [ 34
]
For Pastor Stokes and Nathan, this form follows a
chronological structure — a retelling of their lives
as an unfolding succession of events , in their proper
time sequence, leading up to the revelation of their
chosen callings . In large part
,
they choose this form
to satisfy the very similar didactic aims they set out
for themselves — to instruct, even to convert, their
respective readerships to the worldviews and work they
have chosen to do. In a letter to a comrade in the
Communist party. Pastor Stokes declared, "My one big
hope for it [her autobiography] is that I shall help
workers who read it to join the ranks of the militant
leader of the working class — the Communist Party."
[35] To that end, she titled her manuscript "I Belong
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to the Working Class" and dedicated it to "my class."
[36]
Responding to requests that she set her life down
on paper, Pastor Stokes embarked upon writing her
autobiography less than two years before her death. On
August 4, 1931, Maxim Lieber, a literary agent, wrote
to offer his services as her representative. She
agreed, and by the end of that month she had sent him
20,000 words. [37] She was in blessed remission from
metastatic breast cancer and had just enough energy to
work on her autobiography but not to engage in more
strenuous political work for the Party. Within a
matter of a year, she would be in a desperate race
against her own health to finish her life story. But
she never did. She managed to write and revise one
draft, which took her life up to the point at which she
temporarily withdrew from the Socialist party to
support American entry into World War I . She was
distressed that she could not contribute more energy to
the newly formed Worker's party; for her, the Party
gave her the will to survive. In a letter to a
comrade. Rose declared, "The party is doing for me by
merely being , more than I can ever hope to do for the
party. The existence of the party (and the
intensification of the proletarian world struggle)
gives me zest for living ... save for these I'd find no
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sense in the personal struggle to survive." [38] Her
autobiography, then, "a working class document" as she
decribed it to another correspondent, was her final
gift to the Party. [39] The form and content reflected
not only her perceptions of her life but her compelling
need at the end of her life to identify completely with
the proletarian struggle. "In ratifying the past, the
autobiographer discloses the truth of his or her being
in the present," declares literary critic Barrett J.
Mandel. [40] For Pastor Stokes, as for Maud Nathan and
Anzia Yezierska, the enterprise of writing
autobiography required them to draw from their current
preoccupations as well as from their memories. And
these current preoccupations often shaped the choice
and presentation of memories.
Pastor Stokes's eagerness to identify with the
proletarian struggle begins on the first page of her
autobiography, where she presents her own birth as a
kind of proletarian act. "I slipped into the world
while my mother was on her knees scrubbing the floor."
[41] From there, the theme of struggle predominates —
her mother's struggle against her patriarchal father,
the family's struggle to make a living, the shtetl's
palpable fear of the cossack's bayonet. Yet juxtaposed
with these images of suffering are lyrical word
portraits of life in the shtetl. As Chapter 3 has
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indicated. Pastor Stokes had very loving memories of
her early years in the Old Country. Her maternal
grandfather, Berl, may have been tyrannical toward her
mother by forcing her to marry against her will, but
for the young Rose he represented sunshine and warmth
— the warm sun shining down upon the two of them as he
took her out in his fishing boat and the warmth of his
smile beaming down on her: "So kindl so kindl the
smile of Zaidi Berl •.. my beloved grandfather
[42] The first several pages of Pastor Stokes's
autobiography have a lilting
,
poetic , even
impressionistic quality as she describes snapshot
memories of a child not yet touched by the reality of
suffering in the world. The writing has a lightness
and innocence to befit the innocence of a child
reveling in the warmth of the sun, the feel of
carpet-soft grass under bare feet, the delectable
smells of freshly baked matzo, the gauzy and dreamlike
image of women down by the river, "folded in soft white
muslin, bathing, laughing, calling to each other." [43]
Pastor Stokes describes these and other "scraps" of
memory to "show the simple background,
class-unconscious, political, where I had my
beginnings . " [ 44
]
She then describes the aftermath of the
assassination of Czar Alexander II in 1881, which led
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to the pogroms that spurred so many Jews to leave
Russia. But of this terror throughout the land, her
grandfather and mother "knew nothing, heard nothing of
this." [45] Pastor Stokes takes the reader along with
her and her mother on their journey through Germany to
visit her uncles and then on to London, where they
encountered economic want for the first time. The
theme of struggle and oppression now completely
dominates her memories and her writing. She describes
a constant hunger that made her restless and weak, and
characterizes this period of her childhood as gray —
"gray stones, gray skies, gray walls of tenements.
Gray days of hunger and emptiness ..." [46]
From here until she first discovers socialism for
herself in the stogie factories of Cleveland, her
portrait is a litany of unfolding misery laced with a
child's awakening awareness that some people exploit
others. In her Midrash of her life, she portrays
herself as a little proletarian waiting to be awakened.
After relating an incident in which she gives her penny
to a pitiful beggar, she describes how disconsolate she
still felt when her mother and stepfather rewarded her
for her charitable gesture. "How could I tell them it
was not a new penny, but a new world I wanted, when I
myself was not aware?..." [47]
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Pastor Stokes brings a storyteller's touch to her
autobiography to punctuate her point. Some chapters
begin with a dramatic scene, including dialogue. One
such chapter opens with Rose's mother begging her to
stop tearing off the cheap, ugly wallpaper in the
kitchen of a new apartment. The scene powerfully
expresses the frustration that the young Rose felt at
the poverty and ugliness her family endured: "Want —
the Giant who strode in seven-league boots through our
lean pay-envelope like Famine through a
drought-stricken land forced us to find ever cheaper
quarters. My step-father had loaded his wagon and
moved the family in the morning, and I had come home
from work to find — thisl The concentrated effrontery
of all the ugliness that poverty had ever forced upon
us seemed to challenge me in the most hideous
wall-paper ever invented 1 " [ 48
]
Each incident she relates is meant to illustrate
her awakening awareness of oppression. Her description
of her family's poverty in Cleveland — of how they
"almost measured out every square inch of bread" and
how they and their neighbors commiserated over scarce
wages and rising bills — is vivid, powerfully
rendered, and sets the stage for her Messiah of
proletarian delivery that comes with socialism and
communism. Her depiction of the family's poverty
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imparts such vividness and urgency that it becomes
apparent that those memories still smoldered under the
surface of her present consciousness, and perhaps even
drew potency from her own straitened circumstances at
the time she was writing. "We were always hanging over
a precipice," she wrote. "But now we felt that
something was going to break; that the precarious bit
of shale we called 'life' to which we clung in such
desperation, would give way, and that we — all of us,
with our poverty and our crust of bread, would go
crashing down to disaster." [49]
As she wrote this, she was peering over another
precipice of poverty. She had received no settlement
from her divorce from Graham Stokes, only a modest sum
for her mother, and had to rely on income from her own
writing to support herself. These earnings were never
enough to provide for her needs comfortably. Her
medical expenses virtually wiped her out, and for the
last few years of her life she had to rely on
contributions from the Party to pay her medical bills.
The vividness of her descriptions of poverty in her
autobiography suggests that she was writing not only
from memory but from her present experience.
Sometimes, however, she simply cannot describe on paper
the bitter anguish — or anger — of her childhood
days. She describes the helplessness of being hungry,
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cold, without work because of factory closings, and
without hope for a better future. Then she stops this
litany of misery and merely says: "There are some
things in the lives of the workers that cannot be told.
We have no words in which to tell them, even to each
other in secret. These things, I feel, must lie buried
in the hearts of our class, till they find expression
in our deeds, on the great day of our
self-emancipation. " [50] She intimates that only on
their day of liberation will workers slough off this
dehumanizing misery, which is too painful to describe,
and reclaim control over their lives.
Pastor Stokes's initial self-emancipation, as she
retells it, came with her first exposure to socialist
ideas in the cigar factories where she worked. A
coworker introduced her to Marx and to Emil
Vandervelde ' s Collectivism . This was her first turning
point: "Hitherto, my vision had turned upon a blank
wall: no way out — none.... But after Mat [coworker
who introduced her to Marx] talked, though the old cry
of God God God broke from my lips often enough, I never
again uttered it without the electrifying thought
coming after: 'And there need not be poverty any
morel'" [51]
She then concedes that the factionalism of the
party struck her as "senseless and offensive," and she
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drifted away, remaining a "socialist by instinct." [52]
But she portrays herself as a rabble-rouser,
nonetheless, resentful of the wealthy patronesses of
the working girls club to which she belonged. In a
reconstructed dialogue, she pours out this resentment
to a shopmate: "'I want a decent world to live in, not
a fine house,'" and regards the patronesses as "the
essence of [her] bitter toil." The scene is patently
didactic as she mouths to her coworlcer the politically
correct slogans: "'No honest labor could give them all
of this. There is no wealth without someone having
worlced for it. We, the worJcers, do the worlc and create
the wealth.'" [53] There is no way to verify that Rose
actually said this, but the proletarian Rose portrayed
in this scene is hard to square with the Zelda of a few
years later, writing her advice column in the Yidisher
Taqeblatt , urging her immigrant women readers to love
their employers. [54] When she describes her worlc for
the Yidisher Taqeblatt in her autobiography, she
dismisses this glaring discrepancy by claiming that she
was not politically awalce and was "unaware of being
guided" by her editors. She then proceeds to portray
herself as much a victim of the paper as she was of the
stogie shop, even though she was worlcing in a
professional capacity as a reporter. "The paper is a
devil-fish. I feel its tentacles about me.... I am
sucked up into a maw [?] hungrier than that of the
factory." [55] And once again, though she earned
substantially more as a reporter for the paper than as
a stogie roller in Cleveland, she portrays herself as a
beleagured worker because every spare penny must go to
her mother and half-siblings . [56]
In her retelling of her courtship with Graham
Stokes, she melodramatically exploits her poverty and
the difference in their economic positions. In
describing his reaction to the meager birthday meal she
invited him to share, she writes: "... to me, to have
had food enough was 'party enough.' How vast was the
distance between our two worlds." [57] She joins him
at a summer camp, where they pledge their betrothal,
but once again she chooses to emphasize her marginal
class position. When the other campers, primarily
intellectuals, laugh at how deeply she sleeps, she
reacts defensively: "I, too, laughed a bit but
thought, 'They don't know — they don't know how close
to collapse we are — always . . . they who have not been
wakened for years at dawn by the alarm clock, who have
never worked in factories by day, and half the night in
"buckeyes" ... They do not belong to my world, so
cannot understand.'" [58]
With her retelling of her betrothal to Stokes, her
identification with the proletariat becomes complete in
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her autobiography. She describes returning to the
cigar factory before her marriage "to renew the old
labor, the old relationships ... to be again among my
own." [59] She cries inwardly at the rampant wealth of
the Stokes family, unable to express her anger at their
privileged lives — and now hers — in more direct,
less traditionally female ways. Her didactic
reconstructions of dialogue undermine the earlier
dramatic power of her prose. When Graham expects her
to be awed by the family's country estate, she claims
that she told him: "'I have conceived of more
beautiful mansions in a new world . . . mansions made for
workers — by and for those who build and make all
things useful and beautiful.'" [60] She portrays
herself as simply unable to enjoy luxury. Describing
her prenuptial visit to her future in-laws' country
estate before her wedding, she claims, "I never sink
into a chair or upon a sofa with its rich coverings of
brocade . . . without feeling startlingly alive to the
contrast between these and the hard backless benches of
the factory." [61]
Knowing what we know of Pastor Stokes — that, in
fact, she did return to the cigar factory before her
marriage and that she and Graham moved to the Lower
East Side after their marriage, albeit into a
comfortable apartment — it is not surprising that she
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felt so conflicted at marrying into wealth. But the
section of her autobiography describing her courtship
and marriage to Graham lacks the artistry of her
earlier chapters. Her autobiography has now become a
polemical instrument to convince her readers of her
undying bond with the proletariat. The dialogue is
more wooden, the descriptions of her pained bearing
witness to such evil luxury are more melodramatic, and
the narrative is devoid of any relief from this
relentless breast beating. "At times, I leave the
dinner table in the midst of a meal," she writes,
describing her visits to her future in-laws' estate.
"The tears well up and I cannot control them. The
contrasts are sharp; they stab like knife-thrusts. The
silver service, the costly glassware, the food ...
Memories sweep over me of toil and hunger and of the
panic of 1903 ... 'Because I no longer work,' I think,
'because I have come into the world that lives on the
toil of others, I get all thisl'" [62] In part, she
was trying to assuage her guilt, in the Party's eyes,
for having married Graham. Even several years after
their divorce, she had to defend herself from
accusations of being bourgeois because she had once
been married to Stokes.
In large part, she sacrificed her art to her
vision in her autobiography. As she herself indicated,
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she hoped that her autobiography would serve an
educational and even proselytizing purpose - to be an
instrument of shaping consciousness, influencing values
and behavior, and inspiring readers to join the Party.
Yet the tone of her writing changes significantly at
the point in her autobiography where she recounts how
she and Graham Stokes formally joined the Socialist
party. She writes as if she no longer needs to parade
her working-class credentials. The autobiography
becomes a fascinating, astute analysis of party
strategies and goals. It is also an honest appraisal
of her intellectual dependence on Stokes in matters of
Party policy; she followed Stokes in believing that
capitalism would peacefully make way for a socialist
order. "I, being a worker with no schooling, looked up
to J. G. in all matters theoretical: He 'knew'; I was
learning." [63]
True to her single-minded preoccupation with
class, she elevates the impact of class over the power
of gender. Stokes's intellectual authority over her
derives from his superior knowledge and class standing,
not from the fact of his being a man (though the two
are no doubt linked) . She also concedes that the
circumstances of their cross-class marriage, along with
Stokes's wealth and social status, gave them an entree
as representatives of socialism that they might not
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otherwise have enjoyed. [64] Her writing lacks the
anger and passion that infuses her rendering of her
life up to her political conversion, but the tone is
that of a woman who has come to understand the reasons
behind the choices she had made. Even as she speaks of
her naivete at taking ideological instruction from
Stokes — even as she admits that in briefly supporting
World War I she "forsook principle; forsook the
interests of my class; forsook ... the future interest
of all mankind" — she can write in the calm certainty
of one who eventually finds her way back to her class.
[65]
Through her own example, she strives to educate
the reader, a worker like herself, in the necessity of
paying attention to ideological divisions within the
Party. Because she ignored such divisions, according
to her retelling, she merely followed her husband and
other pro-war socialists out of the Party and naively
believed that war would overthrow the powers of
reaction, as represented by the German kaiser's regime,
and hasten the emergence of a socialist-democratic
order. [66] By admitting her mistake, she further
educates the reader: "Imperialist wars are conducted
to further enslave workers and enrich bosses. There
can be but one war for workers — a war to end
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Capitalism; to end slavery. But of this for the time
being I had lost sight." [67]
Pastor Stokes's goal is to educate her readers
about the struggle against capitalism. Everything she
includes in her autobiography — her blissful childhood
in the shtetl, untainted by suffering; the gray
tenement years in London; the more desperate and
impoverished years in Cleveland; her uneasiness at
marrying into wealth — is meant to educate her
readers, to guide them through the wilderness of
political despair into the luminous light of
working-class revolution. Private concerns — her
first unrequited love, her relationship with Stokes
outside of their political work, her personal pleasures
are briefly passed over because they are not germane
to her purpose.
In this respect, and in the chronological
structure of her autobiography, she defies a common
observation made about women's autobiography — that
women's narratives "are often not chronological and
progressive but disconnected, fragmentary, or organized
into self-sustained units." [68] Nor does she focus
on private life — family, close friends, mentors — a
preoccupation linked to women autobiographers . [69]
For Pastor Stokes, the personal is political; the
personal impact of wage-slavery on her, her family, and
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her class are inexorably linked to her public life;
indeed, it provides the springboard for her public
work. She cannot merely separate the personal from the
public aspects of her life — one is the flip side of
the other for her didactic purposes.
Pastor Stokes was never able to finish her
autobiography. She wrote one draft, and revised and
added to it. Her autobiography ends at the point at
which she and Stokes leave the Socialist party because
of its antiwar stance during World War I, and join a
more conservative organization, the American League for
Labor and Democracy, a "motley" assortment of political
persuasions that supported American involvement in the
war ~ "reactionary A.F. of L. officials; bourgeois
reformers
...; liberal dinner clubbers; petty bourgeois
anarchists; government officials ..." [70] In her
retelling, she realizes that she has taken the wrong
political turn because of the strange bedfellows who
now cozy up to her. "The new contacts make me
suspicious of myself. What is the matter? Old
associates try to draw me into charity work,
philanthropic, social. Back, back to the saccharine
ancient darknesses I The paths that, in the interest of
my class, I had long since forsaken...." [71] The
autobiography trails off on a rueful and angry tone of
lament that she could be so naive as to regard Wilson
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as a savior of the working class. m the last few
pages, she speaks directly to the reader: "Workers,
beware
1 The chauvinist embrace crushes you, you only .
Him ~ the boss, the landlord, the capitalist
politician, it leaves blood-stained victor ~ in full
possession of the force and the freedom to devour you."
[72]
After Pastor Stokes's death, her second husband,
Jerome Remain, had planned to finish the autobiography,
but that never came to pass. An excerpt from her
unpublished draft appeared in the June 1958 issue of
Jewish Currents. In 1992, the entire autobiography was
finally published by the University of Georgia Press —
a powerful record of one immigrant Jewish woman's
perspective on her life, and an eloquent lesson in
political consciousness-raising for the next generation
of workers.
This desire to educate the public by starting at
the beginning and portraying one's life as an unfolding
progression toward a higher intellectual or political
level of consciousness also informs Maud Nathan's
autobiography. Once Upon a Time and Today
.
Indeed, the
very title suggests the point she wishes to make —
that her life has been one magic-carpet ride of
personal and professional success. She opens her
autobiography with an exuberant declaration: "Once
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upon a timel Mysterious magic lies in this phrase 1 It
visualizes the wonderful fairy tales that quicken
youthful imagination.... Therefore, what more fitting
beginning for the annals of a human life then: 'Once
upon a time'?" [73]
This theme of magic reappears throughout her book.
Describing the snowy weather on her wedding day, she
writes: "Truly I have been one of the fairy queen's
snow-maidens." [74] Upon leaving her wedding ceremony:
"Under the bower of flowers we walked ... I and my
Fairy Prince, to live happily forever after 1" [75] And
describing her honeymoon, she fairly chortles: "It was
to be a trip to Europe — a visit to that wonderful
land of magic and enchantment." [76] But Nathan is
eager to show that her life has been more than merely
blessed by magic. In fact, the theme of magic is a
ruse, a cover for the true reason behind her success —
herself. But here was a far more decorous way to treat
the story of a woman's ambitious rise to public
influence. Nathan's autobiography is very much a
public testament — a record and an affirmation of her
worth as a leading reformer. The book is literally
encased in testimonials to her, her work, and her
lineage. Carrie Chapman Catt wrote the foreword, in
which she extolled Nathan's "heroic life of
achievement," while Henry Van Dyke, a prominent New
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York minister and strong supporter of the Consumers
League, congratulated Nathan for being "courageous,
lovable." [77] m the appendix, Nathan included a
history and description of her family's patriotic
services to their country, a copy of her cousin Emma
Lazarus 's famous poem, and a transcript of a letter
from Theodore Roosevelt's sister thanking Nathan for
her highly complimentary chapter about Roosevelt. [78]
In between lies Nathan's own glorious summation of her
life.
Nathan published her autobiography in 1933, in an
era of rising anti-Semitism, as Chapter 3 has shown.
It was also an era that found the nation in the worst
economic and perhaps psychic slump of its history.
Like Dale Carnegie and other purveyors of self-help
bromides in this period, Nathan presents her
autobiography in the spirit of back-thumping
encouragement. Her message, like the optimism that
infused her social reform work, is that one person, who
persists where others give up, can make a difference.
Individual effort — whether by patronizing shops
endorsed by the Consumers League or by refusing
"sheeplike to follow the majority" — can make a
difference. "I have learned one of life's lessons,"
she preaches. "One individual handicapped by sex and
by having been born into a minority group . . . has been
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able to make her protests count, because she
persisted." [79]
There is, then, an exquisite contradiction in this
autobiography. Nathan spends almost the entire
autobiography regaling the reader with one triumph
after another, only to declare at the end of her book
that she had been "handicapped" by gender and ethnic
origins. Starting with her childhood, she carries the
reader through the chronological sequence of her life.
She recalls the people who influenced her, such as
Josephine Shaw Lowell, and the turning points of her
life, such as marriage, her first steps into reform
work, and her devotion to the Consumers' League and to
female enfranchisement. Throughout, she is especially
proud of two aspects of her life — her growing
feminist consciousness and her varied affiliations and
organizational work. About a third of the way through,
she not so subtly reminds the reader, "These were
indeed crowded days. Looking over my scrapbooks, I am
amazed to find so many evidences of ever-widening
interests. It was all so wonderful, so exciting, so
thrilling." [80]
She also delights in dropping names and recalling
the glamorous social whirl she enjoyed. Her account of
her honeymoon is one long, dizzying list of who's who:
she had an audience with the pope, attended the opera
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with the Prince of Wales, and dined and danced with
other royalty. Back in America, she sang before
President Benjamin Harrison and proudly recalled how
Theodore Roosevelt annointed her his "boss" on women's
issues during his Bull Moose campaign. [81] in
describing the furnishings of her house, Nathan
interrupts to recall an anecdote about the son of
Alexander Hamilton, whom she once entertained. The
anecdote is only remotely related to the subject at
hand. But Nathan manages to get it all in and to
stitch the separate pieces of a long and successful
life into one engaging and chatty narrative. Only her
chapter on her work for women's suffrage, as chapter
six has indicated, scratches below the surface of
glowing social anecdotes to shed insight into the
strategies and the vision of the suffrage movement.
There are also few clouds in this sun-swept life.
She alludes only briefly to her father's reckless
speculation, her mother's death — which she shrouds
in secrecy — her own daughter's death, and, finally,
her husband's death. Her retellings of these losses
are poignant, but she does not dwell on them, and even
finds in them a silver lining: "The warmth and glow
enkindled in my heart, from the magic flame of mother
love, never became ashes. The love my baby engendered
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smoldered and spread until it reached out to others who
needed help and sympathy." [82]
What Nathan presents in her autobiography is a
kind of "ideal self," in the words of Elizabeth
Fox-Genovese
- a self unconstrained by class, race, or
gender. "The challenge of the autobiography, then, is
to relate the ideal self to the self of everyday life
— the contingent self," writes Fox-Genovese. [83] But
Nathan relegates this contingent self to the last few
pages of her autobiography. In the body of her
narrative she denies any stumbling blocks based on
gender and ethnic background. "The fact of my being a
loyal Jewess never limited my opportunities," she
insists, and then recounts her special friendship with
three prominent New York clergymen. [84] And although
she recognized and fought against the legal and
economic barriers that women faced, such barriers
seemed not to affect her personally. As the chairwoman
of a small delegation that invited Woodrow Wilson to
address the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Consumers'
League, Nathan reviewed the work of the League for him.
According to her, he responded, "'Mrs. Nathan, many men
have come to me with similar invitations, and I only
wish they could have presented their case as admirably
and as forcefully as you have.'" She then added that
he told an aide (who told a mutual friend) , "When I
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hear a woman talk so well in the public interest, it
almost makes me believe in woman suffrage.- [85]
However true the story is, Nathan's decision to recount
it reveals her belief in her powers of persuasion -
and her reliance upon male affirmation to legitimize
her actions.
It comes as a surprise, then, that she
acknowledges at the end that she has felt the double
"handicap" of sex and status in a "minority group."
[86] She describes an incident in which she forcefully
protested against an anti-Semitic remark at a
conference, and then expected to be ostracized for
speaking out, only to be "heartily applauded and at
once surrounded by a crowd of people who voiced their
approval ..." [87] But Nathan was less concerned about
the personal of fensiveness of such a remark than about
its impact on the social weal. In her only reference
to the growing anti-Semitism in Europe and the United
States in the early thirties, she wrote: "It is
typical of what is occurring all the time, not only in
Europe, but in our own country. The prejudice against
the Jews, of which one was not conscious fifty years
ago, has become so serious that today it is a burning
question and is frankly spoken of as 'The Jewish
Problem.
'
To the sensitive spirit this discrimination
which affects the social life has a disastrous effect.
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It induces bitterness and counter-prejudice. It
hampers spontaneity and restricts freedom of
choice. ..." [ 88
]
In a sense, her contingent self — a Jew and a
woman — is the flip side of her ideal self — an
American, a patriot, a reformer, an insider. The
courage of the contingent self — her refusal to follow
the majority "sheeplike" ~ enabled her to make her
contribution to American life and to reap the benefits
of the ideal self — "the kind of patriotism which is
the spirit of our American constitution: freedom of
conscience, liberty to follow one's religion, ... civic
opportunities, one's social opportunities." [89]
Nathan's autobiography echoes the same glowing optimism
that animated her reform efforts — the Progressive's
certitude in the individual's ability to reap what is
best in the American way of life.
If Nathan shaped a life and an autobiography
around an ideal self, then Anzia Yezierska, in both her
life and her fictionalized autobiography, Red Ribbon on
a White Horse , fervently embraced her contingent self.
For Yezierska, writing her autobiography was a kind of
meditation on her life rather than an affirmative or
instructional undertaking. Her goal, in the words of
Alfred Kazin, was to "find salvation," to make her own
experience "come out right." [90] Joanna Braxton, who
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has studied the journals of black poet and educator
Charlotte Forten Grimke, regards personal writing, such
as diaries and autobiographies,
"as a tool of personal
restoration and self-healing." [91] Yezierska uses her
autobiography for such purposes, as a forum for
candidly evaluating the choices she has made, for
trying to make sense of her life. She illustrates this
very concern in her autobiography. Recounting how a
writing teacher dismissed one of her stories because it
had no beginning, middle, or end, she responds, "But
this is my life. Where I began is no clearer to me
than where I'll end. I thought by writing out what I
don't know and can't understand, it would stop hurting
me." [92]
To this end, her autobiography begins not
chronologically with her birth but with what she
regarded as the turning point in her life — her entree
into the world of fame and riches, Hollywood. In the
opening scene, Yezierska has just returned to her
Hester Street hallroom, ready to reboil her stale tea
leaves, when she receives a telegram from her agent
indicating that the movie rights for Hungry Hearts , her
first collection of short stories, had been sold.
After receiving her advance, she decides to visit her
father, hoping finally to make amends for having
deserted her parents to pursue her vocation. But that
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visit, like her others, ends with his stormy
accusations, and she stomps out, ready to face "a new
world of plenty. I would learn to live in the now ...
not in the next world." [93]
The next scene places her on the train to
Hollywood; and she spends eight chapters, or almost a
quarter of the book, in Hollywood. She recounts her
pleasure at the luxuries that await her — such as a
posh hotel, a chauffered limousine, a private
secretary, and a plush office. But the past is
ever-present; upon discovering a spacious private
bathroom in her hotel suite, she remembers the public
bathhouse on Hester Street, with its "greasy tub
smelling of the sweat of the crowd," and the grimy iron
sink shared by eight families in her tenement building.
She wonders if she can ever forget her impoverished
past, and then answers her own question in another
flashback, to a day many years before when she asked
her mother what a birthday was and if she could have
one. "Birthdays?" her mother shrieks, in her
retelling. "A birthday wills itself in you? What is
with you the great joy?... The landlord's daughter can
have birthdays.... For you — a funeral. Bury yourself
in ashes and weep because you were born in this world."
[94] When she sees the movie set for Hungry Hearts ,
she is carried back once again to her childhood in
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Plinsk, to a Purim celebration terrorized by a pogrom.
In the aftermath of the terror, according to her
recollections, it is she who suggests that the family
move to America. [95]
The narrative moves along in this seamless
fashion, back and forth in time, with certain episodes
calling up flashbacks from her earlier life. Even in
the palmy sunshine of Hollywood, Yezierska cannot
escape her past, and the structure of her autobiography
exposes the several concentric circles of time in which
she lives. Her secretary's youthful excitement takes
her back to her childhood days on Hester Street when
she paid the janitor's daughter to teach her English,
then to her first writing class, and finally to her
initial attempts to be a writer. Her memories,
haunting and painful as they are, tell her that
Hollywood is not the place for her. Her past suffering
takes on a certain purity and dignity in contrast to
the studio's tawdry exploitation of her life. "As long
as I remained with Goldwyn I was in a glasshouse with
crooked mirrors. Every move I made was distorted, and
every distortion exploited to further the sale of
Hungry Hearts . . . money and ballyhoo — the fruit of
the struggle to write." [96]
Yezierska 's perceptions were not inaccurate. Sam
Goldwyn had established his own film company in 1919,
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two years before Yezierska's sojourn in Hollywood, and
had surrounded himself with what he called "classy
writers" to give his films panache. These writers
included the novelists Gertrude Atherton, Gouverneur
Morris, Rupert Hughes, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Elinor
Glynn, the humorist Will Rogers, and, later, the
relatively unknown Yezierska. Goldwyn offered all of
his writers, including Yezierska, ten thousand dollars
for each work accepted for filming. Although he
generally gave his writers wide berth in their creative
endeavors, his story department did not and writers and
scenario personnel constantly battled over contrary
approaches to dramatizing texts. [97] In her
retelling, Yezierska was horrified when Goldwyn Studios
hired the satirist Montague Glass, "who made a living
burlesquing Jews for the Saturday Evening Post ," to
give the movie version of Hungry Hearts a happy ending.
[98] "So this was the price of my sudden riches I For
forging a check, you went to prison. For forging the
truth, you sat with the famous of the hour and as long
as the publicity bolstered you, you'd stay there." [99]
Yezierska returns to New York and eventually moves
into a spacious hotel apartment in Greenwich Village.
The sunsets from her window poetically remind her of
the luminescence of Sabbath candles on Hester Street,
and she takes the reader into yet another sojourn into
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the past, flashing back to her struggling days as a
factory worker and aspiring writer, and then moving
forward to the crucial encounter with John Dewey. She
turns Dewey into John Morrow, a lawyer who hires her as
his stenographer, discovers her literary abilities, and
becomes her muse and protector. "I had found some one
who saw me, knew me, reassured me that I existed. And
writing ceased to have the desperate urgency it used to
have." [100] Perhaps this male affirmation, which
Nathan also invoked, helped her to legitimize the
choice she had made to be a writer instead of a
homemaker
.
As Chapter 4 has indicated, Yezierska replayed her
relationship with Dewey in two longer works — here in
Red Ribbon on a White Horse and in an earlier novel All
I Could Never Be — and also in several short stories.
But in Red Ribbon on a White Horse , her last treatment
of Dewey, she is more forthcoming about her love for
him, perhaps because enough time has passed to enable
her to face her feelings more honestly. She even
admits that she feels love for him and emphasizes her
sense of being part of a couple. [101] Still, the
nature of this love is spiritual rather than physical.
"In my dreams I felt myself more married to him than
his wife, closer to him than his children." [102] But,
as in All I Could Never Be , published eighteen years
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before, she flees from his physical overture and the
relationship sputters to an unresolved end. In the
aftermath of their disunion, according to Red Ribbon on
a White Horse
,
she devotes herself to becoming a
writer.
In the book, she now moves from this part of her
life, before Hollywood discovers her, directly to her
return from Hollywood, having already covered her
sojourn in the land of celluloid in the first part of
the autobiography. In two brief chapters she describes
the few years of success she enjoyed after Hollywood.
Yet it was a hollow victory, she realizes. On the
surface she was a success — she lunched regularly at
the Algonquin, was invited to make speeches, and was
profiled in the press — but all the while inside she
felt empty. "I felt myself banished forever from the
happy, sleep-walking existence of every one else. I
had lost the human ties and emotions that sustained
others.... I could not live unless I wrote. And I
could not write any more. I had gone too far away from
life, and I did not know how to get back." [103] The
fact that she had published four novels and one more
collection of short stories since her return from
Hollywood hardly registers with her, and she mentions
this only in passing in her narrative. What counts was
that she no longer felt the organic connection to
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Hester Street that had infused her original
inspiration. She longs for the ties to Hester Street,
but when she visits the old neighborhood she is
repulsed by the dirt, the noise, the odors, the
haggling for a living, and flees back to the quiet
refuge of her hotel apartment, afraid she would be
"dragged back into the abyss." [104]
In the second half of the book, Yezierska finds
brief respite from her sense of exile when she joins
the WPA as part of the Federal Writers' Project. The
only part of her autobiography to deal at length with a
public world outside of her immediate personal purview,
this section is a vivid portrait of an idealistic
program that gradually calcified into increasing layers
of bureaucracy and misuse of its talented human
resources. She depicts the high-mindedness and
comraderie of writers who hoped to create great
literature from the national anguish of the Depression,
and she portrays how restored she felt by the idealism
of the young writers around her. From the tone of her
writing, this was clearly a high point in her life.
Her writing is exuberant, her descriptions of her
comrades on the Project detailed and vivid. She offers
a wonderful portrayal of a young Richard Wright,
ambitious and full of hope but clear-eyed enough not to
let success get to him. "I feel like a bit of withered
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moss that has been suddenly put into water, growing
green again," she tells the director of the Project.
[105]
But in her retelling, the Project falters when a
new director is brought in to make the operation more
efficient, convert it into a factory to produce guide
books, and demand a daily word quota from each writer.
Her portrayal of the Project's downfall is accurate; in
late 1938, the Dies House Un-American Activities
Committee held a hearing on the WPA Project; a
conservative writer-turned-informer testified, and in
1939 an army engineer. Colonel Francis Harrington, took
charge of the WPA and replaced all project directors.
The Creative Writing Section, which had offered
Yezierska the freedom to do her own work, was
disbanded, and she was now forced to do research and
write guides. [106] She describes the dreary task of
looking up statistics about the number and variety of
trees in New York's parks and the impact that such
spirit-deadening work had on her creative energies and
those of others. In the end she quits, seeking to
recapture the sense of honest artistry that infused her
first days at the Project.
The last section of Red Ribbon on a White Horse
recounts her sojourn in a small New England village.
Fair Oaks, New Hampshire — in reality, Arlington,
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Vermont, where she actually lived for a little over a
year. There she seeks the friendship of the famous
writer Marion Foster, who in reality was Dorothy
Canfield Fisher, and aspires to "write again with the
honesty I knew when I lived on Hester Street. I wanted
to make a new start away from the market place where I
had lost myself in the stupid struggle for success."
[107] She loves the beauty and solitude of the place,
the spontaneous kindness of the townspeople, even as
she finds them suspicious of strangers, but she has an
epiphany in the verdant countryside of New England; she
discovers that she can no longer deny who she is. The
very contours of the land itself, and especially the
cultural roots and traditions of the people, are alien
to her. "The place was beautiful, but the sky wasn't
my sky, the hills weren't my hills. It was a beauty
that pushed me back into my homelessness . " [108] She
journeys back to New York, to reembrace her contingent
self. "With a sudden sense of clarity I realized that
the battle I thought I was waging against the world had
been against myself, against the Jew in me It was
like cutting off part of myself. That was why there
was no wholeness, no honesty, in anything I did."
[109] Like Pastor Stokes, she virtually ignores
gender. Her "wholeness" lies in accepting her
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Jewishness, not in coining to terms with the
untraditional gender choices she has made.
In the final chapter, on the train back to New
York, she remembers yet another tumultuous visit with
her father. She used to flee from him "in anger and
resentment" after he castigated her for abandoning her
heritage, but now in her healing new self
-awareness she
can accept his warnings and premonitions and admire his
steadfastness to his faith while acknowledging his
intolerance to change. Coming back to her father
emotionally is akin to coming back to her heritage.
The closing curtain finds her unsure of what she will
do with her life next, but she is now able to rise
above labels of "'success,' 'failure,' 'poverty,'
'riches' ~ price tags, money values of the market
place which had mesmerized and sidetracked me for
years." [110] In the end, the power that she sought
from fame, from rising above Hester Street, returns her
to her origins, at least in spirit. "All that I could
ever be, the glimpses of truth I reached for
everywhere, was in myself." [Ill] The book achieves a
kind of symmetry: The theme of journeying to a new
life dominates the beginning chapters and provides the
closing curtain.
Yezierska's portrayal of her return to her Jewish
identity does not mean that she actually reembraced
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Judaism in deed. Red Ribbon nn a Whit. Ho.-.^
^.as
published in 1950 to critical success but disappointing
sales. It was the culmination of her cycle of stories
dealing with her Jewish immigrant experience. m the
following years, she became a book reviewer for the New
York Times
,
reviewing books by Jewish and non-Jewish
authors. She also embarked upon another series of
writings
— as emissary of another kind of outsider,
the forgotten elderly poor, Jew and non-Jew. As
Chapter 5 has shown, some of these stories are little
gems which, once again, bring to life the experiences
of the urban dispossessed. Until she moved out West to
be with her daughter, she lived in various hallrooms
near Columbia University and seldom went down to the
Lower East Side.
But, taken on its own terms. Red Ribbon on a White
Horse is the searching story of a prodigal daughter who
finds her way back to her people. The book, however,
should not be read uncritically as straight
autobiography. Even Yezierska herself, in a letter to
Dorothy Canfield Fisher asking if she would like to
read an advance copy, called it a "fictionalized
autobiography." [112] Yezierska used fictionlike
vignettes to freely shape, in the words of Estelle
Jelinek, "an aesthetic that creates atmosphere, plumbs
feelings, and pursues elusive, often psychological,
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truths." [113] By selecting out certain events,
developing composite characters, taking liberties with
time frame, she created a work in which "subject
matter, the author's personality, and the form
appropriate to both are inextricably one." [114]
Like Rose Pastor Stokes and Maud Nathan, Yezierska
provides dialogue that may or may not have been
invented. But she takes greater poetic license than
either Pastor Stokes or Nathan, especially by creating
characters modeled on real people, primarily her
father. Two characters are based on him: The first is
Boruch Shlomoi Mayer, a pious Hester Street Jew. He
writes the now famous Anzia in Hollywood to ask her to
finance his trip back to the Old Country so that he can
die with "the honor Jews give to a man of learning."
She even used the Americanized name given to her own
family, Mayer, when they immigrated to America. Years
later, she conceded to friends that this character was
"purely made up by [my] guilty conscience." [115] The
other prototype of her father appears in the character
of Jeremiah Kintzler, a Spinoza scholar with the fiery
religiosity of a prophet who is reduced to working for
the WPA. Kintzler is mortified that a man of his
scholarly stature must write guide books when his
life's work on Spinoza remains unfinished. After he
suddenly dies, Yezierska eagerly peeks at his
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unfinished manuscript, looking for pearls of truth but
finding only pages of "barren abstraction." [116] m
reality, she based Jeremiah Kintzler on a real-life
writer in the Project named Joe Gould, a failed scholar
who kept boasting about the book he never wrote. [117]
But in Kintzler, she also fused her father's devotion
to the life of the mind and spirit and her own
tribulations as an artist who is unappreciated for her
real value to society. [118]
Indeed, her treatment of her father in Red Ribbon
on a White Horse is indicative of her cavalier attitude
toward facts. In this book, Yezierska's father is both
dead and alive during the same time frame. On page 28,
when she receives the telegram from her agent, she
says, "If only Father and Mother were alive now." But
four pages later, on page 32, she goes to see her
father before she leaves for Hollywood. On page 59,
while she's in Hollywood, she portrays him once again
as dead, "turn[ing] in his grave in horror at my
apostasy." But on page 216 she visits him after her
novel Bread Givers is published in 1925, four years
after she returns from Hollywood. This discrepancy
appears to serve no artistic purpose. Dead or alive,
Reb Yezierska serves as a constant reminder of his
daughter's betrayal of her family and heritage for
trying to live her own life. [119] This fluidity with
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chronology and dates only emphasizes her desire to
reshape the facts of her life according to the elusive
truths she wishes to explore. Her autobiography aptly
illustrates Elizabeth Bruss's observation that an
autobiographer will find different aspects of herself
receding into the background as she chooses to
highlight those facets of her life that accord with her
purpose in writing her autobiography. [120]
In refashioning her autobiography to fit the image
of her life that she wanted to portray, Yezierska took
other liberties as well. She omits any mention of a
Zona Gale Fellowship, endowed by the author of the same
name, which entitled her to attend classes at the
University of Wisconsin in 1928; and, more important,
she neglects to mention her two marriages or her
daughter. Instead, she chooses to emphasize the
unfinished quality of her life, the notion that she is
still a daughter in a state of becoming. As for
children in Red Ribbon on a White Horse , her children
are "the people I wrote about." [121] And, in
actuality, she lived in New England before she joined
the WPA, not after as she claims in Red Ribbon on a
White Horse
. She lived in Arlington, Vermont, from
1931 to 1932, and joined the WPA in 1935. In between,
she lived in New York and traveled to California to
visit her sister Fannie. [122]
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Yezierska had always been indifferent to mere
facts. As Chapter 5 has shown, they were insignificant
in the face of larger truths. She had allowed the
press to peddle her rags-to-riches story of an
unschooled immigrant Shakespeare fresh out of the
ghetto; indeed, she even drew on it to a lesser extent
Red Ribbon on a White Horse by portraying herself as
an aspiring writer with little formal education, when
in fact she had gone to college, albeit for a domestic
science degree, and had spent a year at the University
of Wisconsin. By taking the text of her life — the
actual facts of birth, childhood, and adulthood — and
reshaping events, jettisoning those facts that she
regarded as peripheral, and restructuring chronology so
as to make new connections, she was able to explore
deeper questions of identity in a kind of Midrashic
mode — such as the costs, especially for a woman of
her time and ethnic upbringing, of disowning one's
familial and cultural background for the freedom to
live a different kind of life. The desire to write and
to achieve recognition by an American readership was
the Pied Piper that had led her away from a traditional
way of life among her own. Yet it was also the means
by which she could make articulate the inchoate
thoughts and aspirations that drove her forward.
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Her fictionalized autobiography, based both on
memory as well as fabrication, was not only a record of
the choices she had made but a way for her to
understand her motivations and to restore an authentic
sense of self lost in the climb to fame. For her,
autobiography became a tool of self healing, a way "to
clarify, to affirm, and to authenticate [her]
self-image," in the words of Estelle Jelinek. [123]
Indeed, worlcing on it provided her a sense of refuge.
During times of stress, she wrote to her daughter, she
sought comfort in writing her autobiography. On one
such occasion, she confided, "Thanlc God that when
everything fails me and I maJce a mess of the few
remaining relatives, I have this booJc to go bacJc
to " [124]
Autobiography also serves another purpose for
Yezierslca. An autobiographer usually writes with the
expectation that someone will want to read her story
and perhaps even learn from her experience. Rose
Pastor StoJces and Maud Nathan both wrote their
autobiographies with didactic purposes in mind.
YeziersJca also wrote with instructional intentions. G.
Thomas Couser has offered a useful definition of
"prophetic autobiography," a mode of autobiography
germane to YeziersJca 's purpose in writing her own:
"[The prophetic autobiographer] functions as a
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representative of his community - as a reformer of its
ethos, articulator of its highest ideals, interpreter
of its history, and activist in the service of its best
interests." [125]
In seeking to help the Jewish community find its
way back to its true spiritual roots, Yezierska offers
up her life as an example of what happens when fame and
money become values to live by. She exposes the
hypocrisy of Hollywood bigshots such as Samuel Goldwyn
and the director of Hungry Hearts
,
Paul Bern, former
Hester Street denizens like herself, who think nothing
of distorting the tragedies of the ghetto for money,
and she indicts herself for her "lust for recognition
and the resulting impoverishment of spirit." [126]
While she recognizes her father's total intolerance for
"the world I had to live in and compromise with" — an
intolerance that led to his abusive treatment toward
his wife and daughters, which she portrayed so
dramatically in Bread Givers — she offers up his
devotion to his faith and his disdain for worldly
pleasures as a pathway worthy of emulation for herself
and for the reader. She is summoning her brethren to
mend their ways, reacquaint themselves with the ideals
of their faith, and be authentically all they can be.
"The power that makes grass grow, fruit ripen, and
guides the bird in its flight is in us all," she
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concludes. It was only for her, and for others, to
"rise above the accidents of fortune," tap that power,
and conquer defeat. [127] Like a prophet, she exhorts
readers to return to a path of righteousness, to
renounce the quest for worldly success and look inward
and also to their faith for their guiding values. m
this way, she suggests that a divine light resides in
all human beings and in the natural world, waiting to
be uncovered and heeded. And, as a prophet would, she
strives to bring her flock back to that divine
immanence
.
The role of ambition and agency in women's
autobiographies has been a subject of much speculation.
Carolyn Heilbrun and Jill Ker Conway have both noted
the reluctance of women autobiographers to claim
achievement or admit to ambition, or even to credit
themselves for their accomplishments. In a study of
five accomplished Progressive-era women, Jill Ker
Conway explored the almost self-deprecating way in
which they described their lives in their
autobiographies; this passive narrative tone contrasts
sharply with their letters, which reflect their
ambition and enthusiasm for their goals and
accomplishments. Both Jane Addams and Ida Tarbell, for
example, claimed in their autobiographies that the life
work they each chose found them or just "happened to be
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there." [128] In reality, however, their letters and
other papers reveal their aggressiveness in defining
and pursuing their vocations. [129] From Heilbrun's
observations of Conway's worlc and her own studies of
American women's autobiographies, she concludes, "Well
into the twentieth century, it continued to be
impossible for women to admit into their
autobiographical narratives the claim of achievement,
the admission of ambition, the recognition that
accomplishment was neither lucJc nor the results of the
efforts or generosity of others." [130]
To a certain extent, this holds true for all three
women in this study. Maud Nathan, for example, sneaks
in her ambition and accomplishment in clever ways. On
the one hand, she frames her story as a fairy tale, in
which she has been blessed with a magical life. But
she also is clearly aware of the positive changes that
she has initiated in her life. "Looking back down the
long road of life, how impossible it is to realize that
the little me of 'Once Upon a Time, ' who started the
long journey, is the I of today. What is it that I
have been able to carry along from that little me?"
[131] She proceeds to answer by claiming that she was
blessed with "mother love" and then romantic love and
maternal fulfillment. But there is another ingredient
as well — her own persistence and courage in speaking
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out when others were less willing to do so. "i always
persisted in protesting whenever I felt that a protest
was due. I could not bear the thought of injustice."
[132]
Throughout her autobiography, Nathan takes great
pleasure in showing the reader that she was a feisty
child
— angry at being given a tarnished second-hand
silver cup when her brothers received new ones,
determined to be a "second Casablanca" or a
"world-renowned cantatrice," proud that she was chosen
to be salutatorian of her high school class. [133] She
even credits this feistiness for her accomplishments.
"Never have I been able to resist the temptation of
accepting a 'dare.' ... j realize that this trait has
been an impelling force to urge me forward." [134]
This prideful sense of self follows her into her
initial volunteer efforts. She speaks of her eagerness
to embark upon volunteer work, and of her growing
awareness that she "had a message to give, that in this
great seething city of New York my personality
counted." [135]
Nathan pays homage to the "strong-minded women
under whose influence I came," especially Josephine
Shaw Lowell, who gave her "the strength to take up my
life again" after her daughter died. [136] She credits
Lowell with introducing her to the work that became one
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of her consuming passions, the Consumers League. But
in her autobiography, Nathan soon makes that work her
own. Recalling one of the first speeches she gave for
the League, Nathan remembers telling Lowell what an
ordeal making the speech was. "Mrs. Lowell smiled
sympathetically and said 'Oh, yes, you'll soon
conquer that nervousness and make many more speeches.'
Her prophecy came true. Since then I have given
addresses not only in various parts of our own country,
but also in ..." and she proceeds to enumerate a dozen
countries. [137]
Far from being apologetic or self-deprecating
about her energy and accomplishments, Nathan eagerly
parades them. Her autobiography is, indeed, a record
of her public life. She describes the speeches she has
given, and the organizations and commissions on which
she has served. She also describes her most ingenious
or well-received recommendations for the causes she
served. For example, she mentions a circular that she
cleverly devised as president of the Women's Municipal
League; she drafted this circular to urge men to learn
how to correctly mark a ballot for a split ticket. In
her autobiography, she comments, "This was hailed as an
original and effective method of reaching a large
number of voters and stimulating their interest." [138]
A pro-suffrage letter she submitted to the New York
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Herald won first prize in a contest. "I learned later
that I had competed with twenty-five thousand
contestants from every part of the world. The National
Woman Suffrage Association got permission to republish
the letter and it was widely circulated as propaganda."
[139]
Nathan also allows others to trumpet her
abilities. She delights in recounting incidents in
which well-placed men, such as Theodore Roosevelt,
compliment her on her efforts. Her recollection of
Wilson's laudatory response to her invitation to speak
at the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Consumers League
has already been mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter. Recollections of other similar incidents
abound in her autobiography. She chortles with
pleasure in claiming that Theodore Roosevelt referred
all policies relating to women's issues to her, his
"boss" during his Bull Moose campaign. In perhaps an
even more revealing recollection, Nathan recounts how
she became Roosevelt's most ardent defender when labor
leader Morris Hillquit disparaged him at a political
rally in New York. Nathan stood up and publicly
protested, explaining in her autobiography, "It was not
only because of my warm personal feeling for President
Roosevelt that I resented these remarks, but also
because as a loyal citizen I could not sit quietly by
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and hear such epithets applied to the President of the
United States." [141] Like the civic-minded
upper-class matron she was, Nathan always channeled
her ambition into the service of a good cause, but it
was apparent in her autobiography as it was in her life
~ in the incidents she chooses to recount, the verbs
and adjectives she uses, in the very energy of her
narrative. in a suffrage meeting held at Cooper Union
on December 12, 1907, Nathan made an assertion that
might just as well have been the epigraph for her
autobiography: "The world is made up of two classes of
people, the cooers and kickers. I am a kicker." [142]
Admitting to ambition in their autobiographies was
more problematic for Pastor Stokes and Yezierska. The
kind of ambition that Pastor Stokes portrays in her
early years is born out of desperation — the
desperation created by a poverty that destroyed her
stepfather and thrust her into the beleagured role of
breadwinner for her mother and half siblings. In the
first half of her autobiography. Pastor Stokes
describes an insidious destitution that forced her to
hold down two jobs to support her family. At one
point, this driving need to earn more turned her into
the fastest worker at the factory — and inadvertently
propelled her into the role of time clock by which the
boss set the pace for other workers at the factory.
[143] until Rose was relieved of the pressure of
supporting herself and her family by marrying Graham
Stokes, her energies - according to her retelling -
and whatever personal ambition she felt were consumed
in earning a living. "Youth and want drove my flying
fingers," she recalled, describing the pace at which
she worked. "My pace was like the pace of a child
pushed down a hill. it feels disaster in its little
legs, but it cannot check itself; it must fly, driven
on by the initial impulse." [144] Even when she
accepted the offer of a full-time position for the
Yidisher Taqeblatt
,
according to her retelling, she
accepted it because of the editor's personal interest
in her and because of the salary increase, not because
of her professional interest in the position. She
explains that some of her siblings had just been placed
in an orphanage when the editor's offer came —
•"charity was trying to save us from annihilation when
the publisher's note came -- with its offer of fifteen
dollars a week." [145]
In the shop in Cleveland, before she joined the
Yidisher Taqeblatt
. Rose moved up the ladder until she
became forewoman. But in her autobiography, she takes
pride in revealing another form of assertion — her
gift of song. She became the "shop soloist," and the
others in the shop looked to her to sing out their
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anger. "'Sing, Rose, sing,'" the others called out to
her after the boss had stormed through, leaving "a
trail of hot rebellion behind him." [146] Sometimes
she sang fiercely about tyrants, other times more
mournfully about the lot of the worker. In her
autobiography, she portrays herself as a kind of lyric
Joan of Arc, determined not to be silenced. "I sang as
I came up the stairs in the morning, and sang as I left
the loft at night. The boss would often hear me
singing, but he seemed never to know what it was I
sang. At times, he would stop, shove his skull-cap
over an ear, and ask: 'How is it with the larynx ~
does it never tire?' 'Never, Never 1 I would fling
back gaily." [147] In an existence hemmed in by
poverty and the driving whip of work, song became her
outlet of expression and revolt.
For Pastor Stokes, socialism was the fuel that
ignited her ambition and gave her a more direct voice,
one that did not rely on the intermediary of song to
convey her personal aspirations and public vision. In
the early years she became "the evangelist of the
group," one of the most effective speakers and
publicists for the Party. She admits in her
autobiography to making "thousands of speeches," some
more effective than others. But as a speaker for the
Party and then for the Intercollegiate Socialist
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Society she pursued a punishing schedule of speaking
and recruiting, sometimes to the detriment of her
health. [148]
Yet right or wrong. Pastor Stokes credits her
popularity as a speaker, along with Graham Stokes's, to
the "romantic glamor" of their marriage. [149] she
cannot give herself direct credit for her popular
appeal. Newspaper reports of the time belie this; while
her marriage to Stokes surely aroused curiosity and
paraded her name before the public, reports of her
speeches were often overwhelmingly favorable. The New
York Call of March 20, 1914, extolled her as a
"wonderful lecturer" with a "clear, tense, lucid style,
and the ring of fervent sincerity in her voice." [150]
The Greenwich Press anointed her as "one of the most
eloquent women speakers in the world to-day." [151]
And Josiah Morse, a professor at the University of
South Carolina at Columbia who heard her speak for the
Intercollegiate Socialist Society, reported back to the
executive secretary of the Society, "Socialism is Mrs.
Stokes's master key with which she unlocks all
doors.... She was the 'talk of the town,' and folks
were discussing Socialism who before her arrival did
not know whether it was a new disease like Infantile
Paralysis, or some new breakfast food...." [152]
Pastor Stokes was asked to speak not only because she
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was Graham Stokes's wife but because audiences found
her message sufficiently compelling - yet in her
autobiography she mentions this only in passing.
Instead, she emphasizes the "life-giving" impact of the
audience upon her. She eagerly describes the pleasure
she felt at their response toward her. "I could not
get close enough to them. The speeches done, the
questions and discussion ended, I was filled again with
new life and energy when the crowd pressed forward and
I could touch hands with my class." [153]
Pastor Stokes's autobiography ends before she took
her most aggressive step — to disavow her support for
American entry into World War I and rejoin the
Socialist party in opposition to her husband. This
action was the prelude to the dissolution of their
marriage and also to her steady march into the ranks of
militant socialism and communism. But up to the point
where her autobiography breaks off, her ambition is
fueled not by her own unapologetic desire to rise in
the world but by her desire, as Carolyn Heilbrun has
observed of other female autobiographers, to "speak on
behalf of an oppressed or despised group," and to use
her life as an object lesson for political revolution.
[154]
Ambition simply does not fare well in Yezierska's
Red Ribbon on a White Horse . She makes a distinction
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between the "driving force" to write and the "lust for
recognition," which led her to be deceitful toward
herself and others. "I no longer had the integrity to
say what I believed." [155] Much of the autobiography
focuses on her attempts to resolve this conflict
between avocation and ambition. To be sure, avocation
can embrace ambition, so long as that ambition aspires
to create art for noble and not selfish purposes — to
portray the beauty, dignity, and anguish of her
people's lives, to lead her readers back toward
spiritual riches and away from the gods of Mammon, even
to recreate for her own emotional sustenance the world
she has left behind. But ambition for
self
-aggrandizing purposes ~ simply for money, fame,
or professional advancement — is unacceptable to
Yezierska, especially when it leads to exploitation or
betrayal of her heritage.
Yezierska had indeed answered the summons to
write, especially to write about her own experiences
and those of her people. To have the freedom to write,
she even fled from her family and brethren and their
traditional prescriptions for women's lives. But in
that flight she mourned the "vital sense of myself that
I had lost when I fled Hester Street." [156] And in
the hypocrisy of Hollywood, of those who change their
names and manipulate other people's deeply felt words
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to create melodrama and therefore audience appeal, and
also in her own "stupid struggle for success,"
Yezierska realizes that fame and riches are a false
star by which to chart one's course. [157]
She realizes this early on in the structure of her
narrative, shortly after she arrives in Hollywood.
From there until the last third of the book, when she
joins the Writers' Project, the tone of her life and
also of her writing is one of confusion and quiet
despair. A few years after she returns from Hollywood
she moves into a spacious hotel apartment, continues to
write, and passively whiles her time away at one
literary event after another, according to her
autobiography. From the image she creates of herself
in these sections of the autobiography, the reader gets
the sense of a woman who is not taking control of her
life.
In fact, these were remarkably productive years
for Yezierska. Between returning from Hollywood in
1921 and joining the Writers' Project in 1935, she
published one more collection of short stories and four
novels. And, as mentioned earlier, she spent a year at
the University of Wisconsin on a Zona Gale Fellowship,
which resulted in other unpublished stories. [158] She
gave interviews and lectured at colleges. She also did
self-promoting. When Salome of the Tenements was
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published, she wrote Mary Austin, the lyrical
storyteller of the Southwest, who was an acquaintance,
and asked her to review the book. [159] And she was
constantly seeking out new experiences and material for
her writing, often from young people whom she hired as
errand-runners. One such helper recalled, "She
devoured you. She seemed to need to get inside you, to
experience your ideas, sensations, mode of living."
[160]
She also traveled. In 1923, shortly after Salome
of the Tenements was published to a favorable public
response, she decided to journey to Europe to learn how
other writers went about their craft. There she met
George Bernard Shaw, Israel Zangwill, H. G. Wells, John
Galsworthy, Joseph Conrad, Gertrude Stein, and Havelock
Ellis. [161] During these years, she also moved
several times to various apartments in lower Manhattan.
Her daughter surmises that she embarked upon these
moves in hopes that she "might regain the self she had
left behind by mistake on Hester Street." [162] And,
finally, she made an appointment to see John Dewey — a
meeting that took place ten years after their painful
dissolution. This reunion, in which she hoped to
rekindle some of the warmth from the friendship they
had enjoyed, was an unmitigated disaster. Dewey was
gracious but aloof, and showed no interest in pursuing
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a friendship. She omitted this visit entirely from Red
Ribbon on a WhitP Hor<-. but described the disastrous
^^^^^ All I Could Never RP (1932), the other thinly
veiled portrayal of her relationship with Dewey. [163]
And of course she maintained a close, if complex,
relationship with her daughter, occasionally "trying to
rearrange [her daughter's life] in a more desirable
pattern," as Louise described her meddling. [164]
These episodes, then, were not the experiences of a
woman just drifting through her life during this
period. With all the angst that she felt, the inner
turmoil and guilt about abandoning her family, she was
still out in the world doing things — the opposite
impression of which she creates in Red Ribbon on a
White Horse in order to dramatize her emotional
impoverishment during these years.
Whatever agenda each woman pursues in her
autobiography, however much each dissembles, omits, or
reinterprets events to accord with her purposes, all
three autobiographers write with a distinctive and
compelling voice. They relate their life stories with
slcill and passion, and in each autobiography the reader
is immersed in the world recreated on paper. Each
woman, to varying degrees, followed Yezierslca's
observation to Pastor StoJces about writing
autobiography "from the bosom." Although YeziersJca
never defined what she meant by "the bosom," her choice
of this word provides certain clues. For her, writing
autobiography meant writing from the heart, or the
bosom, rather than the intellect. She excoriated W.H.
Auden, who wrote the foreword to her autobiography, for
what she regarded as his pedantic and sterile response
to her book. "One page of simple, honest writing, one
poem from the heart could have bridged the gulf.... For
Hester Street you only have the pedantry of a head
without a heart." [165]
To Yezierska, questions of identity necessarily
entailed responses from the emotions, not the
intellect. Her autobiography is replete with such
descriptions: "Now the sun was shining, laughing at my
fears"; "fear and awe of success fought within me";
"and so I stood empty, homeless outside of life";
"the living waters of life began to flow again," and so
forth. [166] Yezierska 's language is highly emotional
and sensual. Experiences trigger memories as the
narrative moves along in its flowing fashion, and she
constantly relates her emotional responses to these
experiences and memories. The language, itself, takes
on a nurturant quality as she describes her odyssey
toward self-acceptance
. For much of her life,
according to her portrayal, she seeks that acceptance
from others. John Morrow/aka John Dewey's affirmation
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"dissolved" the "mountain of hurts" she carried from
czarist Russia and from struggling for an education in
America. "I had been accepted, recognized as a
person.... I tasted the bread and wine of equality."
[167] When she joins a march during the depression,
she is intoxicated by the "warming earthiness" of her
fellow marchers. "I no longer feared fear." [168]
Later, in Arlington, she is touched by the kindness and
generosity of her neighbors, who have outfitted her new
home with the material necessities — firewood,
furniture, fresh eggs, milJc, butter, and homemade
bread. [169]
But these cozy signposts of home cannot supplant
the inner nurturing she sorely misses in Arlington —
an instant sense of acceptance by others. Only after
one of her neighbors, Mrs. Cobb, helps her to realize
that Jew and gentile are not so different after all,
and that she has built a wall of defensiveness around
herself to shut other people out, does she begin to
accept herself and stop fighting "against the Jew in
me." In turn, Mrs. Cobb confides in her, Yezierslca has
helped her to feel renewed appreciation for her native
hills and to accept the choices she has made in life.
Each woman helps the other find inner peace and
self-acceptance. "I wanted to thank her for turning on
her light in my darkness," Yezierska writes of Mrs.
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Cobb. [170] Mrs. Cobb's clarity and generosity of
spirit enable her to re-embrace her Jewish identity,
and she hopes to find within herself the peace and
happiness that no one else can bestow upon her. From
the bosom of each woman's intuitive understanding does
the other woman drink of self
-renewal
.
Because Yezierska had a different reason for
writing her autobiography — primarily to explore the
life choices she had made and the gnawing sense of
being an outsider that accompanied each choice — her
language and concerns necessarily reflected greater
emotional vulnerability. Pastor Stokes and Nathan, as
this chapter has already shown, approached their
autobiographies with a different purpose — to educate
the reader. But like Yezierska 's account. Pastor
Stokes's autobiography is also replete with vivid,
heartfelt memories -- from the gauzy nostalgia of her
early childhood in the shtetl to the cruel poverty of
the London tenements and Cleveland ghetto. She uses
highly emotional language in describing her despair and
resorts to silence when she cannot adequately express
the nature of her experience. She clearly sees herself
as a spokeswoman — indeed, even a care giver — for
the working class, and she describes her love for her
family and comrades with maternal tenderness. "...I
love the faces of my comrades in the factory; of my
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mother and father; the children; our neighbors; of work
people on the streets, in public places. Of the light
behind these faces I drink and never have enough....
Faces whose loveliness is almost too great to be born;
plain faces whose sweetness makes the heart leap with
wonder; faces that set the heart to singing." [171]
She also describes the reciprocal ways in which
she and her comrades nurture each other. As a fellow
stogie roller, she bestows the gift of song on the
other workers to ease the drudgery of work. [172] As
the wife of Stokes, she opens her home like a Mother
Teresa to "the poor, the sick, the needy, the
suffering," and in her retelling they come at all hours
to "unburden their sorrows to me." Like a mother
saddened by her children's pain, so she claims, her
tears "mingle with theirs." [173] In turn, as a
speaker on the platform, she is nurtured by the
"life-giving touch" of her audiences' outstretched
hands, reaching to connect with her. [174] But there
are limits to her ability to be the great proletarian
materfamilias
.
In retrospect, she regards her
temporary withdrawal from the Socialist party and her
support for World War I as a betrayal of her class and
of "all mankind." The last few pages of the
autobiography become a harsh, almost histrionic warning
to the reader to learn from her lesson. Like a mother
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whose temporary irresponsibility has endangered her
children, Pastor Stokes pulls back, sobered, onto the
right course of socialist revolution.
If Yezierska is the child seeking maternal
nurturance, or approval, and Pastor Stokes is the
mother of all workers, then Nathan is the grand aunt
who has just returned from a whirlwind adventure to
regale her nieces and nephews with tales of the lessons
of her life. As indicated earlier in this chapter,
Nathan frames her autobiography like a fairy tale, from
the fairy-tale syntax of the title to the opening
chapters where she refers to "magic" and "fairy queen's
snow-maidens" and her "fairy prince." [175] Nathan's
memories are vivid but lack the searching quality of
Yezierska 's recollections or the heartfelt resonance of
Pastor Stokes's memories. The reader senses that she
has relied more on her scrapbooks than on burrowing
into her own bosom of memory and feeling to recount her
tale of triumph over the handicaps of being a Jew and a
woman. Her recollections of her mother, daughter, and
husband are moving; her tribute to Josephine Shaw
Lowell's influence is touching; and her account of her
work for the Consumers' League and for female
enfranchisement is inspiring. But of the three women,
her account of her life is least embosomed in
introspection, emotional resonance, or maternal
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sustenance and most emblazoned by the external
excitement and accomplishment of a public life well
lived.
Regardless of these differences in voice and
tone, however, all three women, in setting their lives
down on paper, as in the way they went about living,
defied the traditional Jewish prescription of a
homebound existence for women, and they willingly
revealed the nature of this defiance on paper. But in
the Midrash of their autobiographies, in their
reassessment of their life choices and values, they
embraced a fundamentally Jewish concern first encoded
in the oral tradition — to pass on to another
generation the lessons they choose to draw from their
lives, and to reaffirm that a human life has value and
impact on the world. [176]
Conversely, they also revealed an awareness of the
impact of historical circumstances upon individual
lives. They grounded their presentations of themselves
in the context of a historical process that greatly
influenced their familial backgrounds and their
personal and professional choices, and they portrayed
their connection to others beyond their immediate
families. Nathan regarded her colleagues in the
Consumers' League and the suffrage movement as soul
sisters, while Yezierska and Pastor Stokes both felt a
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bond with the Lower East Side working-class conununity.
In a comparative study of presentations of self drawn
from oral interviews with Jewish garment workers and
Italian dock workers, cultural historian Virginia
Yans-McLaughlin noted several differences in the way
that interviewees chose to remember their pasts: Most
strikingly, the Italian interviewees focused on
personal relationships to the exclusion of public
events, while the Jewish interviewees, with a more
complex sense of time, explicitly interwove into their
recollections the social and economic conditions and
also the important people in their lives beyond their
immediate families. As Yans-McLaughlin notes, "If to
discern oneself is one thing, to discern oneself as
part of a historical process is quite another: the
first conception of self is personal, but the second is
at once personal, political, and historical." [177]
This certainly holds true for the autobiographies
of all three women: Yezierska vividly recreated the
Lower East Side on paper, portrayed the dilemma of the
creative writer caught in the commercial clutches of
Hollywood, and captured the high idealism of the WPA;
Nathan described the sense of opportunity and
accomplishment available to women in the Consumers'
League and especially in the suffrage movement; and
Pastor Stokes's autobiography is an eloquent study of
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the American socialist movement refracted through one
person's experience. Each autobiography is not only
the personal memories of the writer but a glimpse into
the movements and events of their era. Moreover, all
three women responded to those events in a way that
made each of them the pilots of their own lives. The
Zohar proclaims, "A man should so live that at the
close of every day he can repeat: 'I have not wasted
my day.'" Anzia Yezierska, Rose Pastor Stokes, and
Maud Nathan chose to ignore the gender restriction in
that command and to embrace instead its affirmation of
human agency in word and deed.
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CHAPTER 8
EPILOGUE: "WITH CLARITY COMES GRACE"
In one of her many meditations on old age, Anzia
Yezierska once wrote, "It's a strange experience growing
old. The strangest thing about it is that we are never
really old. No matter how old we never really feel that
we have lived our real life our true life, our
fulfillment...." [ij illness cut short Rose Pastor
Stokes's life when she was fifty-four, but Yezierska and
Maud Nathan each lived out the full measure of their
days; Nathan died in 1946 at the age of eighty-four, and
Yezierska died twenty-three years later at around the age
of ninety. Although each of them experienced the process
of growing older differently, all three women approached
the end of their lives with clear vision and
determination to imbue these final years with purposeful
living. They took control of their separate destinies.
Even Yezierska, who still felt the anguish and confusions
of her earlier years, pursued her writing with vigor and
continued to seek sustenance in the life of the mind.
She, like Nathan and Pastor Stokes, followed a pattern
that historian Sidney Weinberg has discerned among the
first-generation immigrant Jewish women whom she studied
— they faced the realities of their final years, sought
ways to reinvigorate their lives, and, in Weinberg's
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words, expressed "few regrets for the paths not taken."
[2]
Still, among the three, Nathan seems to have settled
into old age the most gracefully. She survived her
husband, who died in December 1918 from an apparent
stroke, by almost thirty more years. Initially, she
claimed in her autobiography, she felt empty and alone -
she had relinquished most of her responsibilities in the
suffrage movement and had resigned from the presidency of
the Consumers' League to nurse her husband during the
last difficult months of his illness. And, as she wrote
in her autobiography, "The struggle for equal suffrage
seemed to be nearing its goal. The happy incentive of
home-making no longer existed." [3] The home that she
had made with her husband was now so big that she "fled"
to a smaller apartment. [4] Gradually, however, she
regained her bearings. She traveled throughout the
Orient, and in the spring of 1919, she was elected one of
the delegates to the Woman Suffrage Convention in St.
Louis. At this convention the League of Women Voters was
born. Nathan claimed that she had suggested the name.
[5] She also attended the International Suffrage
Alliance Convention in Geneva in 1920, during which she
did extensive traveling and speaking.
Nathan enjoyed her travels enormously. In 1923, she
journeyed to Egypt, and then spent four days in
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Palestine. As in her earlier travels, she hobnobbed with
government and cultural leaders; on this trip, she
lunched with the British high commissioner and took tea
with the governor. She visited many holy sites of
Christendom and two "Zionist colonies," as she called
them. Nathan had been a lukewarm supporter of the
Zionist movement
- she had preferred to strengthen the
commitment of American Jews to their own country rather
than deflect allegiances and resources to a new land
abroad. But her first trip to Palestine was a pleasant
surprise. She was impressed by the "fine and noble
spirit of self-sacrifice" among the Zionists, and was
"surprised" and "enchanted" by the "smiling valleys, the
hillsides covered with wild flowers" instead of the
barren landscape she had expected. [6] She expressed a
keen but one-sided awareness of tensions between Arab and
Jew: "I felt at peace with the world; yet there were
echoes of jarring antagonism and race hatred shown at
times by the Arabs against the Jews. Everywhere were
evidences of nature's at-one-ness and man's
belligerence." [7]
Nathan retired from social welfare work on the cusp
of a new era. By the 1920s, women reformers had begun to
professionalize and institutionalize a reform tradition
based on the politicizing of domestic values and aims.
The new torchbearers of this tradition — such as Eleanor
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Roosevelt, Francis Perkins, Mary Anderson, and Molly
Dewson
- had prepared for their future roles in the
National Consumers' League, the Women's Trade Union
League, and the Women's and Children's Bureaus of the
Labor Department. Far more than the reformers of
Nathan's generation, they would, according to historian
Sara Evans, have "unprecedented access to the corridors
of political power" during the New Deal. [8] Their
skills, knowledge, and training were in demand, and they
were able to transform the maternal vision and
sensibilities of those female reform networks into
specific legislative programs. The hallmarks of the
modern welfare state - wage and workday regulation for
both male and female workers, social security,
government-sponsored health and unemployment insurance,
and more comprehensive public health programs — had
their genesis, in part, in the Progressive-era programs
and policies of settlement houses and female reform
groups.
Nathan was part of this pioneering generation, and
now she gracefully stepped aside as a more professionally
trained generation took over. [9] Throughout her last
years, however, she continued to espouse her belief in
women's unique public role. At a celebration in honor of
her seventieth birthday, Nathan, surrounded by former
colleagues in the National Consumers' League and the
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National American Woman Suffrage Association, urged her
listeners to beware of ever-lurking corruption and
self-interest in public life. "It is because I have
faith in woman's ability to rise above materialism," she
declared, "to overcome physical force through spiritual
power, to overthrow evil by good, that I have sounded
this note of warning." [10]
During the late 1920s and 1930s, Nathan found loving
companionship in another woman, Corinne Johnson.
Johnson, who was also widowed, had studied botany and
founded a private girls' school in Baltimore. In 1940,
she published a slender volume on gardening, entitled I
Want a Garden
,
and dedicated the volume to Nathan, "whose
generous friendship has made my garden possible." [11]
In a conversational tone, she offered instruction on
designing and planting a garden. Mixing literary
references and philosophical asides with practical
gardening advice, Johnson revealed a gentle, poetic
approach to gardening. "A garden should be built as
Notre Dame de Chartres was built," she advised her
readers, "with love and devotion, to enclose the sense of
peace, the love of beauty, and the subtle expression of
spiritual values." [12] Apparently she lived with Nathan
for a time in New Yorlc because her letters bear the same
address as Nathan's: 225 W. 86th Street. They also
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lived in Morris, Connecticut, a small town in the
Litchfield Valley.
Ever the inveterate club woman, Nathan started a
quilting club in Morris to revive the art of quilting.
[13] She also established the Morris Neighborhood Club
to promote conservation, appreciation of the town's
natural resources, and a love of country life. The club
contributed funds to other community organizations. [14]
In addition, she served on the program committee of the
Women's Forum in Litchfield, and played a role aJcin to a
fairy godmother for a local school by purchasing sports
equipment for the students. [15] She and Johnson were
well Jcnown in the town. One of their neighbors idolized
them as spiritual mentors. In a note addressed to both
of them, she wrote, "I liJce to go where you are. I lilce
to loolc into your faces for I find registered there an
abiding, permanent peace, the spiritual transcending the
material. I like to contemplate the righteous thoughts
and worJcs that through the years have left their impress
upon your countenances...." [16]
The records are scarce but tantalizing as to the
nature of Nathan's friendship with Johnson. There is no
indication of how long they lived together or whether the
friendship bore any erotic overtones. What is clear,
however, is that the two women shared a deeply loving,
companionable friendship. Nathan's scrapbooks include
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several very personal and affectionate notes from
Johnson. On January 1, 1937, Johnson, who was living
with Nathan at the time, wrote her a little New Year's
greeting. "it is a wonderful thing to grow into such a
friendship as ours," she penned. "it is precious beyond
valuation, to be guarded and cherished. I feel so happy
this morning with this friendship enfolding me and a
wonderful new year opening out for us both...." [17] a
valentine she gave to Nathan ended with these lines: "So
I pour out my love/ Letting its tenderness fill all your
days/ With fragrance - " [18] For her part, Nathan
found in Johnson a refuge from the loneliness she had
felt since her husband's death. At the celebration of
her seventieth birthday, Nathan paid tribute to Johnson.
Claiming that Johnson asked not to be identified, Nathan
blessed her own "good fortune in having found a dear
friend, a precious friend, who ... since I lost my lover
and comrade, has been willing to share with me my
loneliness, my anxieties and sorrows, as well as my
pleasures and joys." [19]
Nathan also found Johnson to be annoying and pushy
at times. In a letter to her sister, Annie, she
complained that Johnson had told friends how she had to
force Nathan to purchase household furnishings for their
home in Morris: "... every once in a while I rebel.... I
have a few opinions of my own & do sometimes assert
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myself. I am not always meek & subservient 1" She went
on to tell Annie that Johnson had informed friends that
they had purchased the house jointly. But then Nathan
brushed it off: "i know she has such an interest in the
house that she almost feels that it is hers too." [20]
Apart from this one angry outburst, however, Nathan's
extant correspondence speaks only of her comradarie with
Johnson and of their active social life.
Maud Nathan died in New York City on December 15,
1946. [21] In her will, she divided her estate among
seventeen charities, including the Henry Street
Settlement, the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies, the
Home for Aged and Infirm Hebrews, Mount Sinai Hospital,
and the Jewish Theological Seminary. Forty people,
including five nieces and nephews, were also named in the
will. [22] Two years before her death she had donated
her papers to Radcliffe College.
The public record of her final years, like that of
most of her adult life, presents a woman who felt deeply
satisfied with her life choices and professional
activities, and who was enriched by a network of female
friendships and colleagues, and an ongoing interest in
political and civic concerns. She continued to attend
meetings, go to socials and teas, and socialize with
friends from the Consumers' League. Nowhere did Nathan
leave any lamentations about the difficulties of aging,
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the loss of family and friends, or the adjustment to
ever-changing conditions of life. Old age, graced by
companionship, was almost as sunny and sweet as the years
she had shared with her husband. On November 25, 1939,
she penned a note to the New York H... i H-n...
^hile
recuperating from an illness in the hospital. Published
two weeks later, and entitled "Peace Amid Clamor," the
letter bespoke of her inner peace in a world
goose-stepping toward war. That she felt compelled to
share such personal thoughts is a telling reflection of
her secure sense of herself as a citizen of public life
in the great metropolis of New York: "Thoughts upon
awakening in a hospital: I looked out over the glamorous
city lying below my windows The hush, the quiet, the
accumulated, sustained sense of inner repose, of world
aloofness, gave me a power, a serenity that satisfied.
Of what avail Nazism, Fascism, Communism, the clashing of
forces, if the spirit remain steadfast, strong in its
profound reliance on the fundamental purpose of the
verities and eternities. Racial antipathies seemed like
the far away drops of water falling on a majestic rock.
Thus the Psalm of Life appeared across the sun-washed
sky. 'God's in his heaven, all's well with the world.'"
[23] It appears that to her way of thinking — as well
as from the perspective of others — she had triumphantly
lived in the manner to which she had aspired from her
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first volunteer efforts: She had ™ade her voice heard,
as a Jew and as a woman, in a way that benefited others
and that enabled her to be a model citizen, according to
her definition.
Unlike Nathan, Yezierska did not ride contentedly
into the sunset of her last years. The pattern of her
elder years echoed the pattern of her youth, with
questions of familial and communal identity, the
deterioration of her physical capabilities, and the
ever-present doubts about her ability to make her
thoughts coherent on paper constantly plaguing her.
Yezierska 's twilight years had none of the sun-dappled
grace and pleasure with which Nathan imbued her portrait
of her old age. On one of the many scraps of paper
included in her manuscript collection, Yezierska penned
these fatalistic thoughts: "If you want to be a grocer,
a butcher, a social worker or a school teacher — if you
work hard and are ambitious enough you get there. Those
who 're content with a mask, must wear it for the rest of
their days. But if your aim is self
-development
,
you
never know where you'll end ~ you may end as Wild [sic]
in the prison or the poor man on relief." [24]
In her own aim for self-development
, Yezierska
fiercely guarded her freedom and continued to try to make
sense of her experience through her writing. The task of
trying to clarify her thoughts on paper was no easier
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during these final years. In a speech at Purdue
University in 1965, she declared: "The search to find
the right words to express what is in my mind and my
heart is more painful now than it ever was before." [25]
Nor was the process of submitting her stories any easier.
She felt angry and frustrated at being at the mercy of
magazines. In a letter to her daughter, she poured out
her anger: "No matter how hard you have to work on your
job, you are spared the agony of waiting years till a
story is accepted & then they keep it on file as long as
they damn please." [26]
In the summer of 1963, a friend described Yezierska
in a way that captured her physical appearance and the
essence of her character: "She has a wonderful face —
luminous and vivid, with the innocense [sic} of a child
and the shrewdness of a wise woman." [27] Until her last
days, Yezierska continued to approach the world with an
almost childlike response; her whole being registered
every disappointment and pleasure with spontaneity and
fervor, even as old age brought her more circumspection
on her life.
As has been shown, Yezierska turned the multiple
difficulties of aging into art. Her stories of aging,
like her immigrant stories, emerged out of her own
experiences. Her life was hemmed in by failing eyesight,
financial concerns, and the deteriorating housing
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conditions in which she lived. Yet she refused to take
any money from her daughter or other relatives. Material
comfort seemed not to concern her. When Howard Gotlieb,
curator of Special Collections at Boston University,
visited her at her last residence in New York, a home for
the aged, he was appalled at the dank, dirty appearance
of the place. Apparently she noticed his reaction
because she reassured him: "Do not feel sorry for me. I
made my millions and I spent them." [28] For now, she
relied on royalties from anthologized stories, fees for
current stories, and her modest savings. in 1962 and
again in 1965, Leon Edel arranged for her to receive a
five-hundred-dollar stipend from the National Institute
of Arts and Letters in recognition of her "distinction as
a writer. " [29]
Yezierska struggled with personal goblins during
these years; her guilt at leaving her parents and Hester
Street continued to plague her, and she feared that a new
generation of writers had set her out to literary
pasture, even as magazines accepted her stories and
organizations asked her to speak on the problems of aging
or sought permission to reprint her stories in their
journals. [30] Although she continued to write, she
despaired that she had nothing more to say and was
therefore stripped of any purpose in life. "I was only a
person through my writing, and now the writing has turned
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to sand," she lamented, "and I have become my own desert.
Where do I go now that my watering hole has gone dry?"
[31] She also grappled with her guilt at having left her
daughter at such a young age. In Anzia's elder years,
she and her daughter had a complicated relationship;
Anzia simultaneously demanded Louise's help with her
writing, correspondence, and daily affairs, and yet
spurned any financial assistance or other help that could
render her dependent on Louise. Reflecting over her
relationship with Louise at the end of her life, she told
an interviewer, "You think over what you did wrong and
what you failed to do and with clarity comes grace; so
you forgive yourself and oblivion is welcome." [32]
Age brought a new sense of displacement to
YeziersJca. Class and ethnic displacement gave way to a
laclc of belonging in a world that she no longer
understood. In a taped interview with acquaintances, she
lilcened herself to a man who aslcs how a train can run
without horses. After the concept of electricity is
explained to him, he says, "Oh, I understand it all, but
how does it go without horses?" [33] These were
difficult years for her. Her choice of reading during
this time reflects her quest for emotional and spiritual
ballast. She dipped into such spiritual and
philosophical tomes as Man's Quest for God by Jewish
theologian Abraham Heschel, The Open Way; A Studv in
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^cce^tance by E. Graham Howe & I. LeMesurier, a volume
^"^^"^^^^ The World Great P.n.^..,. ^
Spirit of Zen by Alan Watts. She also attended lectures
by J. Krishnamurti, who was a pioneer in popularizing
Eastern mysticism for American audiences. [34] But,
according to her daughter, after sojourning in other
belief systems, "it was the Old Testament she reread most
often." [35] Her papers include a few scribbled
quotations from the Torah. [36] If not entirely in deed,
then in spirit she wanted to reconnect with the Jewish
community. "I always tried to work myself up and now I
just want to get back to my people," she told an
interviewer at the end of her life. [37]
Several years earlier, perhaps in an attempt to do
just that, she worked as a volunteer in the library of
the Home for Aged and Infirm Hebrews in uptown Manhattan.
One resident, who was in his nineties, latched on to her.
They struck up a friendship, and he told her about the
newsstand he used to own and about some of the other
residents in the home. She urged him to write her a
letter in Yiddish about the home and how it resembled a
shtetl of "has beens." She then contacted an editor at
the Jewish Daily Forward . New York's most famous
Yiddish-language newspaper, and arranged to have the
letter published. [38]
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She also approached a psychology professor at
Columbia University for assistance in developing a
program to help the elderly regain vocational skills and
social acceptance. He advised her to find other elderly
women who would be willing to participate in a seminar on
aging. The seminar became a forum for the women to speak
about their lives and about the problems of aging, and an
opportunity for him to collect research data. But at the
end of the semester, as Yezierska portrayed the
experience in her short story "A Thousand Pages of
Research," the professor merely thanked the women for
their time, wished them well, and disappeared with his
voluminous notes - and Yezierska and the other women
were left to their own devices, without any guidance for
reintegrating themselves into society. [39]
In 1964, Yezierska joined the Institute for Retired
Professionals. It was established in 1963 under the
sponsorship of the New School for Social Research and
strove to give the elderly a measure of intellectual
self-respect by encouraging them to participate in the
curriculum and activities of the school. For a
forty-five-dollar fee, members, who had been screened and
selected from a huge pool of candidates, were eligible to
enroll in any of the school's 186 daytime courses, use
its facilities, and attend all school events without
charge. Yezierska described this program as "pioneering.
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It recognizes that old people have to grow like
everyone else." [40]
Yezierska sought out every avenue of experience
within her means, and she remained receptive to the
creative uses of her own inner turmoil. One day,
during a "horrible state of hate, of self-hate, of
hideousness," a small bird — "no bigger than a
thought"
- flew into her room. It frightened her, and
she, in turn, terrified it. She called another
boarder, a woman whom she had hever felt comfortable
around, but according to Yezierska, "She was the only
one who understood birds." The woman was so calm with
the bird that it flew over to her "just as truly as a
human being, that little bit of an animal had no fear
of her, and she no fear of it." The two of them took
the bird out to Riverside Park and set it free. [41]
Yezierska was so distraught over the episode that
she called Joy and Marcelle Chute, two sisters who were
well-known writers, and asked if she could come over
and talk about it. For over an hour, she searched her
thoughts for the words to express her feelings, while
the Chutes gently prodded her to try to understand the
nature of her concern. They taped the session, and
what transpires on tape is the remarkable quest of a
writer to articulate the themes of an experience that
has affected her deeply. What she discovers during her
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conversation with the Chutes is the way in which she
regards the bird as a metaphor for her own sense of
entrapment by age and enfeeblement
. As Joy Chute
explained in a letter to a filmmaker who wanted to
dramatize the story that Yezierska wrote from this
experience: "She feels very fiercely about these
closed-in lives. " [42]
By the mid-1960s, she was rapidly losing her
eyesight. After a cataract operation in the summer of
1964, she spent many "darkened nights" in despair,
wondering if she would ever see again. A momentary
bright spot arrived in the form of an invitation to
donate all of her papers to Boston University. As she
wrote to Dr. Howard Gotlieb, who had solicited her
papers: "Your letter came and lighted my soul with
hope." [43] In 1966, she moved to Cleveland to live
near her daughter, then followed Louise and her husband
to Berkeley, where he took a teaching position at the
University of California at Berkeley. She moved into a
roominghouse for elderly women, and her daughter hired
students to assist her with her writing. She tried to
acclimate herself to her new home by participating in
programs at another home, the Home for Jewish Parents
in Oakland.
But Oakland was a far cry from Hester Street, and
Yezierska hated the home where she lived. "America is
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not here," she said of the residence, still prone to
look for an edenic setting that represented the real
America, a land of opportunity and personal
fulfillment. [44] In a letter to an acquaintance, she
described her life at the home: "Now that I've sank
back into an anonymous longevite [sic] in a nursing
home, I exist only from hour to hour." She then
explained that she was trying to write one more story
— "a postscript to my life, 'The Inner World of
Choice. ' " [45
]
But she never completed the story. In 1969, her
daughter and son-in-law moved to Southern California,
where he joined the faculty at Claremont Men's College.
Yezierska was moved into the Ontario Nursing Home,
about twenty miles away. According to one nurse, she
had a private room and kept to herself most of the
time. Her books were her companions, and she could be
seen in the halls, walking slowly and carefully, one
hand holding onto the railing along the wall, the other
clutching one or two books. In the afternoon, she
often headed toward the nurse's station for a chat.
[46] According to her daughter, she once taught the
nurses an old Hasidic song from her childhood. [47] On
November 21, 1970, one year after having entered the
home, she quietly died as she was being lifted from her
chair to her bed. After her death, a small notebook
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with her scribbled thoughts was found in her
belongings. Attesting to her undying quest for
self-understanding, the notebook included these
thoughts: "Who am 17 what am I?... old age dissolving
these sparks that are fading even as I try to catch
them." [48]
Her friend Rose Pastor Stokes never had the
opportunity to probe the experience of growing old.
While Yezierska was seeking solace and fresh horizons
in Arlington, Vermont, back in 1931, Pastor Stokes was
fighting another kind of battle. In March 1930, she
had a mastectomy. Although the Communist party, for
propaganda purposes, attributed the tumor to a blow she
had received from a policeman's club during a
demonstration. Rose later said that she had suspected a
health problem since 1924. [49] Her dear friend,
Olive Dargan, who was writing the novel that would make
her famous. Call Home the Heart , was devastated by
Rose's cancer. While Rose was recuperating from her
surgery, Olive wrote her a long, loving note to assure
her that she would recover. "You shall be well.
Precious.... You have so much to do yet. We have so
much to do together . " [50]
After her surgery. Pastor Stokes devoted her
energies to studying new treatments for cancer. During
her convalescence at a nursing home, she met another
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patient, Mrs. Rachel Kaplan, who told her of the new
X-ray research by a Dr. Hans Holfelder, director of the
roentgenological clinic in a hospital in Frankfurt am
Main. Pastor Stokes contacted him by cable, and he
urged her to come abroad for treatment. Although she
was poor and a cancer specialist in the United States
had offered to treat her for no charge, she was
intrigued by Holfelder's approach and was also
impressed by his forthright manner. With the
assistance of Solon De Leon, a Communist party
representative, she managed to get a ticket at a
reduced fare, and sailed on June 17, 1930. [51] she
underwent treatment for six weeks, and returned to the
United States at the end of July.
But by the following November, she was certain
that she needed additional treatment in Germany. After
scrounging up the money, she sailed abroad once again,
on December 19, 1930. For the next seven months, she
underwent intensive radiation therapy as an outpatient.
She rented a small apartment near the hospital and
lived on a shoe-string budget. In letters to friends
back home, she wrote of her confidence in Holfelder's
methods and explained in knowledgeable detail the
particulars of her treatment. "He has effected many
cures that appeared hopeless in the light of the
general experience elsewhere, & I have great confidence
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in the method," she wrote to Lillian Wald, an
acquaintance from Graham Stokes's years at the
University Settlement. "That was why ... i hurried
back when I was certain to be given hope once again."
Then she apologized for sounding so optimistic. "But I
am always met with an indulgent, half
-pitying smile
when I explain that here they are a few laps ahead of
the game. But they are 1 " [52]
During this period, Pastor Stokes struggled to
work on her autobiography, but she found writing and
typing too painful because of the radiation's effects
on her right arm and neck. She confided to Wald that
it was difficult to be away from political work.
"World-conditions are such today that one longs for
youth & vitality to join again in the struggle. It is
hard to be wholly inactive — merely an onlooker 1
except with the hope that active interest may again be
possible." [53] Still, she found some opportunities to
convey her message to the workers. Several days
earlier, she had written to a comrade in the party
describing the hunger and despair among workers in
Germany. She managed to propagandize in the shops and
among medical personnel and anyone else she
encountered. "Well, I'll leave a few very much to the
Left & going Lefter, when I leave these shores. I long
to go to meetings here but this, of course, I cannot
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do. However, its [sic] a satisfaction to see the
class-lines so much more clearly drawn here....- [54]
She wrote regularly to her second husband, Jerome
Romain, sending progress reports, instructions about
household affairs, and pleas for more letters. This
May-December marriage was loving and affectionate, but
from afar Rose was prone to treat Jerome like a
forgetful child who needed explicit instructions and
constant reminders. She even asked mutual friends to
follow up and make sure that Jerome had complied with
her requests.
By early summer of 1931, Holfelder felt confident
that Pastor Stokes was completely cured. In a letter
to Jerome, she likened herself to a "broken pitcher
that had better not go too often to the well." [55]
She returned home, to the small cottage she had bought
in Westport some years before, and immersed herself in
writing her autobiography. She also studied new
research and treatments for cancer, and even ordered
medical textbooks. She read everything she could find
about her illness, and solicited funding for
Holfelder's research from American foundations. [56]
She did not shy away from discussing her illness; on
the contrary, she eagerly described her treatment and
sought out new information. She also undertook a
personal fitness regiment of sleeping outdoors in the
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fresh air and eating fresh fruits and vegetables. [57]
And she even suggested a course of treatment to
Holfelder for a fellow patient who was not doing as
well. Her letter to Holfelder revealed the degree to
which she had educated herself in the technical
intricacies of cancer research. [58]
From August 1931 to spring 1932, Pastor Stokes
enjoyed a respite from the cancer. "All this weeJc I
have felt literally electric with new life," she wrote
to a friend. "Something seems to have happened to my
entire organism. I feel suddenly 'made over.'" [59]
She worlced on her autobiography, entertained friends,
and corresponded with comrades in the movement. She
relied on this networlc — especially Jerome, who
continued to live and worJc in New YorJc City during the
week — to keep her abreast of Communist party affairs.
Before one of his weekend visits, she asked him to
bring "all recent interesting reading matter." She
felt "starved for knowledge all-round theoretical
knowledge, discussions, etc. I can't get enough of
it." [60]
By the summer of 1932, Pastor Stokes was less
sanguine about her health. "L'shono ha bo , " she wrote
to Jerome. "Don't let this depress you too much.
Sweetheart. We shall have our summer yet." [61]
During this period she had been receiving weekly
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injections of a mistletoe extract at Lenox Hill
Hospital in New York City, and had continued her diet
of fruits and vegetables. By October, however, she
knew that she could no longer rely on homeopathic
treatments to stem the cancer, and in December she
wrote Holfelder, "Can you give me any hope that under
your treatment I will recover my health again for a
desirable period of time? At best I could hope to
check the disease for a year or more. Could you help
me if I come soon?" [62] Despite the entreaties of
friends who begged her to seek treatment in the U.S.
and avoid the costly, arduous trip abroad. Pastor
Stokes sailed for Bremen on February 8, 1933. a week
later, on board the ship, she wrote Max Cohen, a leader
in the Communist party, that she had been doing some
political recruiting. "Good crossing — trying to
convert my room [?] steward, who is a stahlhelmer to
our view. After all, he's a worker — and can be
talked to. We have great talks. Also nurse and
doctor. Fairly hopeless. But it breaks down the force
of their opposition " [63] But once she landed,
political activism gave way to conserving her energies
to fight her disease. Her daily diary became a litany
of suffering:
2/17/33: Land at Cuxhaven — land journey near
killed me.
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'''conditionsp' ^^^^^^^ ^
2/26/33: Am sinking daily. Cannot bear thesuffering here. My own and others....
3/19/33: Chicken at dinner was literally decayed.
In pained, broken handwriting, resembling a
spider's thread, she wrote to friends at home, pleading
for letters and also for softer linens to replace the
harsh hospital supply. "Nights are torture," she
scrawled to Max Cohen. "Coarse leaden bed covers
torment the sore tissues." [65] Olive Dargan became
distraught that Rose was so far away. She wrote to her
often and sent money whenever she could. In one
letter, she lamented, "Why oh why should you stay away
from so much love if you are not getting well?" [66]
Although Dargan and others wrote frequently.
Pastor Stokes did not always get their letters. When
she had not received any mail for a month, she wrote to
Ann Williams, a friend from New York, "Conditions here
are more depressing than I can describe. H- holds out
little hope, but I'll die fighting ... I am nearly dead
of the treatments they are so heavy." [67] She begged
Jerome to write more frequently and to arrange for the
Communist party to send Williams over. Williams had
dealt with her mother's cancer, and Rose was confident
that she would know what to do. "Perhaps I'd not have
been in present state had she been along.... There are
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infinite ways in which she can help relieve strain &
save my sinking vitality.... Oh so very weak - Send
Ann — send Ann 1
"
In her last literary endeavor, she struggled to
write a poem in honor of Karl Marx. In her pained
spidery handwriting, she weakly scrawled, "Karl Marx —
the mightiest smith was he/ who forged the key to
history/ Unlocked the volumes of the night/ And flooded
every page with light...." she sent it to Jerome,
asking him to "be kind to the strange product." [68]
Although Holfelder was not charging her for the
X-ray treatments, she still worried about being able to
pay other hospital expenses. "I also find here that
one must tip nurses & head nurse not to suffer neglect.
And, some days, buy extra food when they offer what
will not go down." [69] She asked friends in the CP
to intercede on her behalf with the publisher
Covici-Friede, "these friendly pirates" who had bought
her autobiography, to send her advance in weekly
installments. [70] And she gratefully accepted small
gifts of cash from friends.
To ease her financial worries, friends and
comrades back home formed a Rose Pastor Stokes
Testimonial Committee and sponsored a mass meeting to
raise funds for her medical expenses. Among the
sponsors on the committee were Sherwood Anderson, Ella
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Reeve Bloor, Olive Dargan, Malcolm Cowley, Countee
Cullen, Mary Ware Dennett, John Dos Passos, Elizabeth
Gurley Flynn, Waldo Frank, Michael Gold, Langston
Hughes, Fanny Hurst, Freda Kirchwey, Tom Mooney, Scott
Nearing, Upton Sinclair, Lincoln Steffens, and
Genevieve Taggard. [71] Many comrades in the CP sent
letters of tribute to be read at the meeting, held in
New York on April 14, 1933. "Yes. A thousand times
yes," Tom Mooney wrote from his cell at San Quentin.
He called Pastor Stokes a "brave, heroic little woman,
who, some 20 odd years ago, was one of my inspirations
in the working class struggle." Michael Gold anointed
her "one of the greatest spirits of the American
revolutionary movement. She brought to the working
class cause fervor and poetry, and faith." And Ella
Reeve Bloor simply said, "RPS — One of our brave
fighters in the class war, dear to us all." [72] The
committee hoped to raise two thousand dollars for her
treatment. At the testimonial meeting, reserved seats
went for fifty cents, with general admission costing
thirty-five cents at the door. Because of the
depression, most people contributed about five dollars,
and expressed regret that they could not send more. By
the testimonial meeting, the committee had raised
eleven hundred dollars. There is no record of how much
additional money was raised at the meeting. [73]
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On April 19, 1933, Pastor Stokes wrote out a
simple will and had it notarized at the hospital. "i
leave all that is mine to J. I. Romain, Philip w. Russ,
Dr. Maximilian Cohen, Max Bedacht, and Joseph E.
Brodsky, Atty. They know my wishes." [74] Her estate
was worth about two thousand dollars. She had
destroyed a lengthier "high falutin' legal document"
because it made her "sound like a Morgan partner." [75]
Even as she was failing, she continued to beg for
mail from home. "if my friends write only when I do, I
shall die of loneliness," she wailed. [76] Clara
Renner, a friend, visited her toward the end of April.
She gave a bleak report of Rose's condition to Jerome
Remain. "She looked very weak & upset. Allmost [sic]
all of her hair is off due to X-Ray on head — & her
general condition poorly." [77] Although Holfelder
daily told Rose there was a "chance," according to
Renner, he confided in her that there was no hope.
Shortly after Renner left. Rose herself acknowledged
her bleak outlook. Writing to Joe Brodsky, her
attorney, she predicted, "Thanks, Old Joe. The urn
with my ashes will go to your office long before the
summer's end. I am slowly dying of starvation — a
characteristic of the course of the disease." [78]
Shortly after, her condition became critical.
During her last days she read and wrote letters to the
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extent that her strength allowed. When she felt that
she was dying, she asked the head nurse to play
something melodious by Franz Schubert on the piano.
She wrote a few brief notes to friends, then lapsed
into a coma, and quietly died. It was June 20, 1933.
The next day, a cable that she had earlier dictated to
Olive Dargan was finally sent: "Our dearest write me
wire going out of my mind." [79]
In a condolence letter to Jerome, Holfelder
assured him that Rose "had a quiet and calm end,
without pains and suffering and passed away quite
silently." [80] Jerome had been planning to visit Rose
in July. He had not known, he wrote back, "that death
was so imminent. If only I might have been informedl"
[81] He also grappled with another kind of anguish.
Apparently, Rose had asked him to help her commit
suicide when the pain became unbearable, but he could
not bring himself to agree. On board ship during her
last voyage to Germany, she wrote him that she "had not
forgotten that in the most important request you failed
me utterly but at the parting it was senseless to go
over the earlier struggle with you." [82] Sometime
after her death he wrote down some thoughts about this
episode. "'The most important request' — to provide
her with a dose of kindness to send her to eternal
sleep when the pain became unbearable. My mind
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realised [sic] the justness of the request - but my
heart kept me from complying." He ruminated on. "One
reason was uppermost in my thoughts even at the moments
when she pleaded with me, her nearest: I could not -
though I Jcnow it was cruel - let her exit be that of a
suicide...." [83]
Jerome and Olive Dargan were Rose's chief
mourners. In a heartfelt exchange of letters, they
poured out their grief. "In some strange unaccountable
way," wrote Olive, "I have kept hoping that she would
come back to us for the end. 0, why didn't they bring
her back when they learned she must go from earth?...
My love, my blessing to her dear Jerome." [84] For his
part, Jerome could not shake the memories of a younger,
more vital Rose. "Every ell of space is in motion with
her. Her step, her laugh, her unforgettable voice,
her eyes — are in the day about me, fill life for me."
He enclosed a photograph of a young Rose. "Look with
me at the beautiful, ethereal form. Features keen for
purposeful living, hair luxuriant See the outlines
of nobleness in her face. See the eyes gazing with
pained eagerness, as it were, far out toward that world
for the achievement of which she was to dedicate her
life " [85]
The American press covered Pastor Stokes's death
with interest and sympathy. From the New York Journal :
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"The life of Rose Pastor Stokes was a life lived to the
full. She was born in the humblest of homes of Jewish
peasants in Russia, married into wealth and
aristocracy, and by sheer self
-discipline became one of
the world's celebrated crusaders for the oppressed."
t^^^ New Pioneer proclaimed: "We have lost an
important fighter in our ranks." [87] And reporter
Marguerite Young wrote an affectionate portrait of
Pastor Stokes for the New Masses , in which she viewed
her life as a microcosm of the "heroic struggles,
defeats and glories" of the Communist party itself.
"It is this — as well as the revolutionary passion
with which she spent herself in years of strike-leading
and anti-war activities ... — that made her an
historic American mass figure," Young declared. [88]
For the next several years, party comrades wrote
tributes to Pastor Stokes on the anniversary of her
death. [89] She became an icon for the Party, and in
death, as well as in life, she continued to serve as a
publicist for working-class revolution and as a symbol
of a life devoted to a higher cause.
Indeed, this is a theme that resonates in the
lives of Maud Nathan and Anzia Yezierska as well. What
is most striking is that all three women rejected the
domestic gender roles prescribed by both traditional
Judaism and American middle-class culture, and instead
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viewed themselves as active participants in public
life. Through her Sephardic ancestry, her privileged
upbringing, and her marriage into wealth and
prominence, Nathan believed that she had a vital
contribution to make to civic reform and to two
international movements: the Consumers' League and
women's suffrage. She saw herself as a fighter on
behalf of a more humane and socially responsive
America. Committed to a classically liberal,
free-enterprise system, she worked to strengthen what
she regarded as its potential. By her own admission,
she was one of the few prominent upper-class Jewish
women of her day to participate in secular political
activism, and to do so she defied contemporaneous
definitions of Jewish women's home- and synagogue-bound
role. Yet her perception of Judaism as a religion of
justice and righteousness infused her activism, and her
insistence that Jews must not succumb to the role of a
separate minority but must instead exercise their
responsibilities as American citizens fueled her
aspirations
.
In public utterances, Nathan identified herself as
both an American and a Jew; and it was this symbiotic
relationship between both aspects of her identity that
empowered her to play an active public role in her
time. Nathan embodied the very sensibility that is
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echoed throughout Jewish history and in American
political discourse - a sense of chosenness, an
obligation, however haphazard in practice, to serve as
a role model of enlightened and ethical conduct.
Yezierska, who came from the opposite end of the
class spectrum, also carved out a public role for
herself. While Nathan regarded herself as both an
American and a Jew, Yezierska fiercely separated
immigrant Jewish culture from the Anglo-Saxon culture
of its adopted country. Although she expressed in her
most autobiographical writings a desire to wed the two
cultures, she came to believe that the two worlds were
poles apart — that the Russian Jew and Jewess, with
their history of struggle and travail and their
passionate "Oriental" worldview, could never share the
mindset of the Anglo-Saxon, who has trod victoriously
through history "cold in the heart and clear in the
head." She even insisted that a cultural chasm existed
between native-born American Jews and their immigrant
brethren, that uptown could never meet downtown on
equal terms.
In her writings, Yezierska reflected an astute
understanding of the power of class over shared
religious heritage. But the potential political
consciousness she expressed in her stories was quashed
by her heroines' search for individual solutions to the
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problems of their lives, even as those problems were
partly born out of a vicious economy of sweat labor and
a callous and patronizing system of Jewish welfare.
These individual solutions required her heroines to
defy patriarchal fathers who commanded obedience to
parental and religious authority and who demanded that
their daughters follow in the path of traditional
Jewish womanhood. But Yezierska's heroines, like
Yezierska herself, borrow from their Jewish heritage in
seeking a way of life consonant with their deepest
needs. Unwilling to settle for a mess of potage, as
the biblical story of Jacob and Esau teaches, they
often spurn a life of family and domesticity to live a
higher life of the mind and spirit. They share their
religious fathers' love of learning, and are so exalted
by the power of words that they become writers
themselves
.
It was this exaltation that inspired Yezierska to
see herself as a link between the Jewish and American
communities — to become the bard of her people to the
larger American community. Through stories, novels,
and first-person narratives, Yezierska captured the
tribulations, aspirations, and even the Yiddish
inflection of her people. Her writings evocatively
recreated the world of the Lower East Side as she
strove to explain to the larger American culture what
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the transplantation to America meant to her people.
And in explaining her people to America, she depicted
not only the rigidity of Jewish patriarchal authority,
with its diminution of women's religious significance
and autonomy, but also the beauty and dignity of Jewish
religious ritual. She portrayed the healing effect of
prayer or of lighting Sabbath candles on overburdened
mothers, the saintliness of Jews who selflessly share
their poor lot, "as if [they] had Rockefeller's
millions to give away," and the inner peace that comes
with accepting one's Jewish identity, however it is
practiced. [90] Finally, she recreated the vitality
and poetry of the immigrant Jewish community in
America. "It began singing in my heart," Sara says in
Bread Givers
,
"the music of the whole Hester Street
all that was only hollering noise before melted over me
liJce a new beautiful song." [91]
Literary scholars and biographers have focused on
YeziersJca's almost desperate attempts to escape the
limits of Jewish women's roles in her day and aspire
for success by the standards of the marketplace —
personal, professional, and financial success. But in
fleeing from these limits, she carried with her, and
became a publicist for, the inherent dignity of Jewish
religious and cultural life. In her personal
relationships as well as in her presentation of herself
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in her writings, Yezierska clung to the mantle of the
uprooted immigrant Jew, alone, lost, and bewildered in
America. Yet the other side of this portrayal of
otherness was an abiding sense of vocation and an
earnest effort to build a bridge of cultural
understanding between the immigrant Jew and the
native-born American. in this respect, she actively
contributed to the public culture of her day.
Rose Pastor Stokes found her personal and
professional inspiration less in a Jewish religious
tradition than in the working-class Jewish context in
which she grew up, first in London's Whitechapel
District and then in Cleveland. The combination of her
shtetl upbringing, her parents' political activism, her
own exposure to socialism in the cigar factories of
Cleveland, and her immersion in the Jewish immigrant
culture of the Lower East Side when she worked as a cub
reporter for the Yidisher Taqeblatt was crucial in
crystalizing her political views and pointing her in
the direction of first socialist and then communist
political activism. But Pastor Stokes was only able to
pursue this work once she left the class of workers and
married into the class of wealth, even as she continued
to identify with the working class; and her outward
commitment to a Jewish identity receded as she moved
left.
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For a time. Pastor Stokes neatly dovetailed her
politics with her Jewish identity when she translated
the poetry of Morris Rosenfeld, the bard of the Jewish
working class, and sponsored the Russian Jewish folk
singer, Vladimir Reznikoff. But, increasingly, her
religion became a commitment to international
working-class revolution, first according to socialist
precepts and then according to the more radical
Bolshevik model. In this work, she served primarily as
a publicist for the party through lecturing and
writing. She was particularly suited for this work
because of her ability to parlay difficult concepts
into a language comprehensible to an audience of
workers and because of her own compelling persona. She
eventually began to see herself as an instrument of
working-class revolution, and in repeated public
declarations during her final illness she identified
the Communist party as her reason for struggling to
stay alive. "I'll pull through," she told a reporter a
year before she died. "I'm determined. I must see a
Soviet America. I will see the workers here rise to
power and build their own world as they are doing in
Soviet Russia." [92] There is no more eloquent
statement of her commitment to her chosen political
path than this. Like Nathan and Yezierska, she had
found her calling in being an advocate; and like them
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she was able to play a visible role in a public realm
that was responsive to her personal and professional
goals
.
In this respect, all three women were
beneficiaries of a period in American history that
enabled women to wield public influence and, more
important, to recognize their impact upon the public
realm
- even as they faced considerable resistance to
political and professional empowerment. Historian
Thomas Bender has challenged historians to "be attuned
to the individual's energetic relation to his society
and culture." [93] The challenge is more formidable
for historians of women's lives, because the obstacles
were greater for women in forging that relation. But
in the first two decades of the twentieth century,
women were institution builders ~ they were building
reform networks, entering higher education in greater
numbers, and gaining invaluable political,
organizational, and administrative experience. They
were doing so not only because of their desire for
greater self-determination but out of a conviction that
they had something to offer the larger social order.
For historians of Jewish women the task now is to
explore not only the repressive effects of Jewish
thought and culture on women's lives and the extent to
which Jewish women chafed at these restrictions, but
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Leir
also the ways in which they adapted or redefined th,
Jewish identity to strengthen their "energetic
relation" to American society and culture. m
different ways. Rose Pastor Stokes, Maud Nathan, and
Anzia Yezierska each drew upon their Jewish identity -
in opposition to traditional notions of Jewish women's
lives
- to make of themselves a creative, compelling
force in their time. Each woman also perceived a link
between her personal experience and her historical
context, and each felt certain that she could direct
the course of her life and help to bring about a better
world. [94] In this respect, they all shared certain
attitudes born of their historical era that were
congenial with their religious heritage — the
Progressive's potent belief in human and social
progress and a Jewish orientation toward endowing life
on this earth with meaning. This powerful combination
enabled each of them to forge ahead in achieving very
different personal and professional goals.
These three women do not warrant sentimental
tributes. Each could be difficult and less than
admirable in many respects. Nathan was haughty and did
not wear her upper-class airs lightly, especially in
regard to what she viewed as the uncultured, uneducated
working class. She sought the limelight for her own
self-aggrandizement as much as for an effective forum
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to promote her social-reform agenda. Yezierska had the
artist's suffocating self
-absorption and
self-centeredness, and Pastor Stokes's single-minded
devotion to international Bolshevik revolution and her
abrupt dismissal of all things bourgeois look
hopelessly naive in light of changing events in
contemporary eastern Europe. But in their courage to
speak and act in often unpopular ways, their passionate
commitment to their respective callings, and their
visions, however disparate, of human possibility, I
celebrate these three women. They are, in the words of
the Old Testament verse, women of valor.
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